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SECTION 1 SUMMARY 

1,1 Purpose and scope 

This environmental statement deals with the program of the Atomic 

Energy Commission (AEC) to develop repositories for the storage or 

disposal of commercial high-level radioactive waste, which must be 

transferred to AEC custody under an existing regulation, and with 

the plans for handling commercial transuranium-contaminated waste, 

which is expected to be transferred to AEC custody under an antici

pated new regulation. 

The basic purpose of this statement is to assess the environmental 

consequences of developing an engineered surface storage facility for 

retrievable storage of commercial high-level waste; of evaluating 

geological formations and sites for the purpose of developing a 

repository for permanent disposal; and of providing retrievable storage 

for commercial transuranium-contaminated waste pending availability of 

permanent disposal.' 

The environmental statement will be considered by the AEC in making 

decisions on the future of this program. Each proposal for a 

specific high-level surface repository or for a geological repository 

will be supported by a separate environmental statement covering the 

repository and its impacts. 
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1.2 Backĵ roimd Information 

1«2.1 The nuclear fuel cycle 

The generation of electric power by nuclear reactors requires a 

number of support activities which are known collectively (with reactor 

operation) as the nuclear fuel cycle. For the type of nuclear power 

reactor most common in the U. S., this cycle Involves mining uranium 

ore; extracting and purifying the uranium content of the ore; chemical 

conversion of the uranlvmi to the proper form for enrichment; enrichment 

of the content of fissionable uranlum-235 by gaseous diffusion; recon

version of the enriched uranium to the proper form for fabrication of 

fuel elements; fuel fabrication; reactor operation; chemical processing 

of irradiated fuel to recover unused uranium, and plutonium generated 

in the reactor, and decontaminating them from the waste fission 

products which have been generated within the fuel; recycling of 

uranium and (prospectively) plutonivan; and waste management. 

Radioactive wastes are generated at all steps of this cycle. However, 

the high-level wastes, which originate at a specific step in the 

processing of irradiated fuel, contain more than 99 percent of the 

radioactivity in all radioactive wastes, although they are relatively 

small In volxane. Typical individual tanks or containers of these 

wastes require shielding and heat removal. 

Solid waste, other than solidified high-level waste, has been disposed 

of by burial in soil at carefully selected sites. Where plutonium 
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is a contaminant, its long half-life and high specific toxicity will 

require prolonged surveillance of such burial sites. Consideration is 

being given to burial of such waste in deep geologic formations, as 

Is Intended for the high-level waste. The management of high-level 

waste and waste contaminated with plutonium and other transuranium 

nuclides is the basic subject of this statement. 

1.2.2 Definition and description of commercial high-level radioactive 
waste 

In this statement, "commercial" denotes waste generated by AEC licensees 

as distinct from waste generated in the operation of AEC-owned facilities. 

High-level liquid radioactive waste is defined by 10 CFR 50 Appendix F 

as follows: 

"For the purpose of this statement of policy, 'high-level 

liquid radioactive wastes' means those aqueous waste resulting 

from the operation of the first cycle solvent extraction 

system, or equivalent, and the concentrated wastes from subse

quent extraction cycles, or equivalent, in a facility for 

reprocessing irradiated reactor fuels." 

For purposes of this statement, high-level solid waste is the solidified 

product of high-level liquid waste, and high-level waste (without a 

qualifying adjective) includes either form. Since high-level liquid 

radioactive waste must be solidified before transfer to a Federal 

repository, the term "high-level" as used hereafter in this statement 

refers to solid. 
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High-level waste contains essentially all of the nonvolatile fission 

products from the spent nuclear fuel, together with small quantities 

of uranium and plutonium which are not recovered, and other heavy 

elements. The requirements for safe management of this waste are that: 

(a) Shielding must be provided to absorb the intense penetrating 

radiation which is emitted. 

(b) Confinement must be provided, over a period of time, which is 

extremely long compared to periods of time considered long in 

planning other human affairs, to preclude dispersion of the 

radioactive materials into the environment. 

(c) Heat generated by radioactive decay must be removed or dissipated 

to maintain the temperature of the waste within that for which 

the confinement system is designed. The period of time during 

which this Is a significant matter is very short compared to the 

time during which confinement is needed. The heat output of ten-

year old waste decreases by a factor of two in about 30 years. 

Projected quantities of high-level waste to be managed will increase 

in proportion to the predictions of the growth of nuclear electric 

power generation. From current projections of the latter, in the 

year 2010, following ten years' storage of solidified high-level 

waste at the generating sites, about 600 shipments per year would be 

made from all sites to a Federal repository, Involving a total of 

about 45,000 cubic feet of waste in about 7,000 canisters and with a 

total radioactivity content of about 6,000 million curies. At that 
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same time, the cumulative inventory at the repository would be about 

75,000 canisters with a total radioactivity content of about 50,000 

million curies of fission products and about 1,000 million curies of 

actlnides. Discussion of terms and concepts used in understanding 

waste management hazards analyses is in Appendix A. 

1.2.3 History of developments for interim handling and storage of 
high-level waste 

The techniques for processing commercial nuclear power fuel and 

managing the resultant waste are derived to some extent from techniques 

developed at AEC sites for handling AEC fuels. These are the Hanford 

site, in Washington, and the Savannah River site, in South Carolina, 

which have processed fuel irradiated to produce plutonium for nuclear 

weapons since the mid 1940s and the early 1950s, respectively; and 

the National Reactor Testing Station (NRTS), in Idaho, which has 

processed fuel from research reactors and from the nuclear propulsion 

of naval vessels since the early 1950s. 

Three major changes at Hanford and Savannah River, all improving the 

ease or safety of waste handling, have greatly reduced the volume of 

high-level liquid waste generated per ton of fuel processed; have intro

duced a tank-within-a-tank design and improved tank construction methods 

with the result that no high-level liquid waste has been lost into the 

soil from tanks of the new design; and have introduced auxiliary 

evaporative processes which are reducing the wastes from liquid form 

to salt cakes or sludges at a faster rate than they are being generated. 
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Environmental statements on the management of radioactive waste at 

Hanford, Idaho, and Savannah River are being prepared concurrently 

with this statement. A cross-reference is necessary because of the 

opposing view that generation of commercial high-level waste should 

not be permitted because of alleged mistakes by the AEC in handling 

its own waste. In the brochure "The Nuclear Power Issue: An Overview," 

by Daniel F. Ford and Henry W. Kendall, the statement is made, follow

ing a discussion of Hanford tank leaks, that 

"All in all, we are profoundly disturbed by the prospects of 

acctmiulating radioactive wastes that the country does not have 

the secure technology to cope with and which the AEC is today 

dealing with in a supremely careless manner." 

The effect of the leaks is that there is a resultant inventory of 

radioactive material held in relatively inaccessible subsurface 

locations and requiring indefinite control of the site to assure that 

no liquids which might destroy the equilibrium situation are discharged 

into the soil. As for resultant exposures to the public, the following 

quotation from the environmental statement on Hanford waste management 

practices, being prepared concurrently with this statement, is signi

ficant: 

"The total-body population dose rate [within 50 miles] from 

all sources is 2.4 man-rem/yr. The average per-capita annual 

dose rate is 9.6 x 10 mrem/yr. . . Both the total-body population 

dose and the average per-capita dose are insignificant compared 
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with the doses received by the same residents from natural 

background radiation and other man-made sources. The external 

penetrating total-body dose from natural cosmic and terrestrial 

sources in the Hanford vicinity has been measured at 75 to 92 

mrem/yr. In addition to this background, natural radioactive 

materials within the body, acquired from ingestion and inhal

ation, add another 25 mrem/yr to the total-body dose. The 

natural background per capita dose from external and internal 

sources is, therefore, about 110 mrem/yr and the total population 

dose is about 27,400 man-rem/yr. Thus, the total exposure from 

Hanford sources (2.4 man-rem/yr) is 9 x 10 [0.00009] of that 

from natural background and would be imperceptible when compared 

to the normal 10 to 15% fluctuation which occurs annually in 

the natural background radiation levels." 

At the NRTS, a fluidized-bed calcination process, which converts the 

high-level liquid waste to a dry, granular solid, has been in routine 

operation for about ten years. The solid is stored within stainless 

steel bins within underground reinforced concrete vaults. Several 

other solidification methods have been developed through the "pilot 

plant" stage at the Waste Solidification Engineering Prototype (WSEP) 

facility at Hanford, and further work is planned on improving the 

margin of safety against dispersion of waste in accident situations, 

however unlikely, by fixing it in a monolithic, highly insoluble 

matrix such as silicate glass. 
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1.2.4 History of developments for disposal of high-level waste 

"Storage" indicates an intent to be able to remove or retrieve the 

material in question at some future time. Because of the long period 

of time during which high-level waste must be confined, its storage 

in any man-made structures such as tanks or vaults, no matter how 

safe at present, requires a program of surveillance, with eventual 

repair or replacement, if the environment is to continue to be 

protected. By contrast, "disposal" is used for techniques in which 

there is no intent to be able to retrieve the waste. 

The disposal concept on which most work has been done is placement 

of the waste within a deep geological formation. If a formation 

has been stable over geologically long periods of time; if the 

hydrology of this formation is such that water is not flowing 

through it; if a storage chamber is excavated in the formation and 

the radioactive wastes are placed in it in chemical and physical 

forms that will not react with the formation; and if the operators 

carefully withdraw, leaving the storage chamber sealed and undisturbed, 

there is good reason to believe that the radioactive materials will 

remain isolated in the formation for geological periods of time in 

the future. Although the waste would not be physically irretrievable, 

the term "disposal" would be used since retrievability would not be 

considered necessary. 
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Bedded salt has been the formation most studied to date for this 

purpose. Irradiated fuel elements (as a substitute for encapsulated 

solidified high-level waste) were placed in a Lyons, Kansas salt 

mine for an 18-month study which showed no effects of heat or 

radiation upon the salt other than the slight effects predicted 

from theoretical studies and laboratory work. These fuel elements 

were all removed at the end of the test. Later, this mine was 

tentatively selected as the site of a Federal high-level waste 

repository, subject to the satisfactory completion of certain 

additional tests and studies. However, the development of the Lyons 

repository was dropped because of difficulty in resolving site-

specific questions as to the integrity of the formation. 

Upon reevaluation of its position on commercial high-level waste, 

the Commission concluded that it would construct surface facilities 

in which the commercial high-level waste delivered to it would be 

stored under carefully monitored, controlled and retrievable con

ditions. At the same time, the Commission decided that the potential 

long-term advantages of permanent disposal in salt, or other geologic 

formations, should be actively pursued further on a developmental 

basis, including development of a pilot repository in a suitable 

formation in which the results of past work could be verified by 

in situ operational experience with all waste continuously monitored 

and completely retrievable during the pilot phase. Although the redi 

rection of its program may have been misinterpreted as an abandonment 
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of all interest in permanent geological disposal, necessitating 

complete reliance on perpetual storage in man-made near-surface 

structures, the AEG has not stated that perpetual surveillance and 

maintenance of surface storage is either necessary or desirable, 

and has kept development work toward geological disposal as a vital 

part of its program. 

1.2.5 Resume of present technical knowledge on high-level waste 

The technology of safe remote handling, packaging, and transporting 

radioactive materials developed in almost thirty years of processing 

irradiated nuclear fuels can easily be adapted to retrievable surface 

storage of high-level waste. Of all the concepts for disposal as 

distinct from storage, the use of geological formations at depths 

reached by conventional mining methods is closest to readiness for 

use. A number of concepts for disposal of high-level waste within 

geological formations by unconventional methods (for example, place

ment within polar ice sheets) are lacking in knowledge of the 

environment and natural phenomena involved, technology for emplacing 

the waste, methods for evaluating safety, and technology for retrieval 

of waste if necessary. 

Analyses of disposal in outer space indicate that if safety technology 

can be developed, costs will limit disposal to the highest-hazard 

radionuclides within the waste. Separation of waste into components 

of different hazards ("partitioning") also appears necessary for 
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transmutation of waste into shorter-lived material by any type of 

nuclear reaction. Refinements or extensions of present fuel proces

sing technology would be necessary for partitioning of waste already 

generated. If present technology could be extended to prevent the 

present small losses of plutonium from getting into the waste from 

now on, this would permit a special case of transmutation, since 

the recovered plutonium could be recycled through reactors to "burn 

up" into shorter-lived fission products. 

1.2.6 The present regulation on high-level waste 

In 1969, following a staff study of commercial nuclear fuel processing 

the Commission concluded that while experience had shown that aqueous 

high-level waste solutions could be stored safely in properly designed 

tanks for several decades, such storage on an indefinite basis imposes 

a burdensome continuing task of surveillance and intermittent tank 

replacement if the environment is to be protected. Because of this 

need for surveillance and tank replacement and since the technology 

of waste solidification for current commercial waste was advanced to 

the point of practicality, indefinite storage of high-level waste in 

aqueous form was considered unacceptable. 

The present regulation, based on the above conclusions (and others) 

reached by the study, became effective in February 1971 and provides 

that a commercial spent fuel processing plant's inventory of high-

level liquid waste shall be limited to that produced in the prior 
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five years and that all high-level waste shall be transferred to a 

Federal repository no later than 10 years after its generation. 

Upon receipt at the Federal repository, the AEC will assume permanent 

custody of the waste although industry will pay the Federal Government 

a charge which, together with the interest on unexpended balances, 

will be designed to defray all costs of disposal and perpetual 

surveillance. 

1.2.7 Background on transuranium-contaminated waste 

Up to the present time, commercially generated solid waste contami

nated with transuranium nuclides has been disposed of, with much 

other contaminated solid waste, at commercial burial grounds. These 

are sites carefully selected and monitored to provide reasonable 

assurance that buried radioactivity is retained there and is unlikely 

to migrate from the vicinity. In this analysis, no credit is given 

to containment provided by the packaging. To date, there has been 

no indication of migration of radioactivity from any commercial 

burial site. 

At present, six liceiased burial grounds are in operation. The total 

volume of waste buried through 1972 is about 7.5 million cubic feet. 

Of the radioactivity content of the material, about 80 kilograms is 

plutonium. 

In 1969, a controversy arose over the safety of burial of plutonium-

contaminated solid waste at the National Reactor Testing Station (NRTS), 
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centering on the long half-life of plutonium-239 and its high 

toxicity per unit weight. A U.S. Public Health Service review of 

NRTS waste management practices led to the conclusions that land 

burial techniques then in use met the Federal Radiation Council 

criteria for protection of the public, and that it was not likely 

the radioactivity would migrate from the burial grounds in the 

future if current practices were continued. However, because of 

concern of Idaho officials over the long-term status of the aquifer 

beneath the project, the AEC made a commitment that the wastes in 

question would be directed or transferred to the Federal repository 

in salt (then being planned) when it should become available. 

To facilitate such future transfer, the AEC established a policy 

that plutonium-contaminated solid wastes generated and stored at 

its own sites be packaged and managed in such a manner that they 

could be readily retrieved, free of external contamination, within 

a period of twenty years. Parallel rulemaking in the commercial 

field is anticipated in the very near future. The anticipated 

regulations prohibit the disposal by burial in soil of transuranium-

contaminated solid waste and require that transuranium-contaminated 

waste be transferred to AEC custody (after solidification, if 

originally liquid) as soon as practicable after generation, but in 

any event within five years. A fee would be charged which, like the 

fee for high-level waste, would include costs of later transfer to 

permanent disposal. 
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As an example of the quantities involved, recent projections are that 

by the year 2000, fuel cladding hulls (the most highly contaminated 

kind of transuranivmi waste) would require about 540 annual shipments 

for about 60,000 cubic feet, with a radioactivity content of about 

320 million curies. At that time, the cumulative inventory at the 

repository would be about 470,000 cubic feet and about 1,000 million 

curies. 

1.2.8 The present program for high-level waste 

1.2.8.1 The Retrievable Surface Storage Facility (RSSF) 

The Retrievable Surface Storage Facility (RSSF) at present involves 

three basic storage approaches: a water-filled and water-cooled 

vault; an air-cooled vault; and sealed casks for each waste canister. 

For the last two, the cooling is passive. For each approach, the 

waste canister receiving and inspection facilities would probably 

be the same. No specific site has been selected. 

Design objectives for the RSSF are as follows: 

1. Assure the health and safety of the public and the protection 

of the environment. 

2. Safe operation, including the ability to remove heat and maintain 

canister integrity and retrievability following extended periods 

of time without mechanical cooling. 
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3. Retrievability of the waste under all conditions. 

4. Ability to withstand all credible natural forces and man-made 

interference. 

5. Minimum capital investment consistent with the objectives of 

safe waste storage for at least 100 years and safe recovery 

from unplanned events. (The numerical value of "100" in this 

criterion was picked to emphasize the need for the highest 

possible quality of care and thoroughness in the design, 

construction, and operation of the RSSF. It was not intended 

to mean that development of geological disposal is expected to 

take that long. Timing of two to three decades for the latter 

is considered much more likely.) 

6. Modular construction to provide space on a schedule consistent 

with commercial processing waste deliveries to the year 2010, 

7, Contamination-free operations, 

8, Minimize operations at the RSSF by establishing strict waste 

acceptance criteria, 

9, Ability to receive and store waste canisters from a geological 

disposal pilot plant. 

10, Use existing technology. 

The receiving and inspection facilities will be designed for handling 

shipping casks up to 10 feet in diameter by 15 feet long, weighing up 

to 110 tons and received by either truck or rail. One or more 

massively shielded "hot cells," with master-slave manipulators and 
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other remotely operable equipment, will be designed for unloading 

waste canisters from shipping casks, inspecting the canisters for 

compliance with acceptance criteria, decontaminating canisters or 

sealing them within overpacks as necessary, and loading them into 

a transfer cask for movement to the storage area. 

In the water basin storage concept, the basic unit is a stainless-

steel-lined reinforced concrete cell with a nominal capacity of 

500 waste canisters in double-tiered racks. Basins will be filled 

with demineralized water which will cool the waste and provide 

transparent radiation shielding and a confinement barrier. Heat 

will be transferred from the basin water to secondary cooling loops 

and rejected to the atmosphere from cooling towers. Special attention 

will be paid to the maintenance of cooling capability and the prompt 

detection of activity In the water from possible canister defects. 

The first set of eight cells will be designed for modular addition 

of additional sets as required in future years. Use of stainless 

steel overpacks on all waste canisters is an alternative which would 

increase the margin of safety against contamination of basin water. 

The air-cooled vault concept uses reinforced concrete structures 

somewhat like those of the water-basin concept except a passive 

natural draft of air is used for removing the radioactive decay 

heat. The waste canisters, each within a carbon steel overpack, 

will be suspended from the roof of the vault within concentric 
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sleeves which act as air channels. The air between the overpacks 

and the sleeves, warmed by the decay heat, rises naturally and is 

discharged through a short exhaust port, being replaced by outdoor 

air flowing through admittance ports into a plenum chamber beneath 

the sleeves. Shielding is provided by the vault structure. The 

first vault would consist of seven cells, each with a capacity of 

500 canisters; the design would facilitate add-on of modules in the 

future. 

The sealed cask storage concept requires no vault; Instead, each 

waste canister is stored outdoors within its own massive cask and 

concrete shield which provide both structural ruggedness and radiation 

shielding. The radioactive decay heat is dissipated by passive (natural 

draft) air cooling. The present concept Includes a welded, two-inch-

thick steel cask around the waste canister and an outer 38-inch-thick 

concrete shield, with a six-inch annular space between the two through 

which air would flow from bottom to top by natural draft, removing the 

heat. The total shielding would give a maxlmtmi radiation dose rate 

of 2 mrem per hour at the outside surface of the storage unit. The 

casks will be stored on approximately 20-foot centers in rectangular 

lots separated by lanes as required for maneuvering the transport 

equipment. 

The next major steps in the RSSF development program are the selection 

of one of the three basic engineering approaches described above, and 
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of a site. If a budget proposal for a specific RSSF could be made 

as early as the Fiscal Year 1976 budget and should Congress approve, 

construction would be expected to start early in calendar year 1978 

and be completed early in 1981. Such a budget proposal would be 

supported by another draft environmental statement. 

1.2.8.2 A geologic disposal pilot plant (GDPP) 

The purpose of a geologic disposal pilot plant (GDPP), which would 

presumably go into operation in the early 1980s, is to determine 

the acceptability of a specific site for permanent disposal, using 

actual waste canisters. All waste placed in the GDPP will be 

readily retrievable and reserve space will be maintained at all 

times in the RSSF to hold the entire inventory of the GDPP. The 

GDPP will not be converted to a permanent disposal repository 

until the analytical and laboratory predictions of the effects of 

radiation and heat on the specific formation have been verified, 

and the overall environmental safety of the concept has been 

demonstrated. 
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The AEC plans a study of several promising geologic formations other 

than bedded salt, including study of specific promising sites, to 

bring the knowledge of these other formations up to the same level 

as that of present knowledge of bedded salt. It is anticipated that 

in the early 1980s, a comparative evaluation of formations will permit 

a budget request for a specific GDPP, supported by a draft environ

mental statement. It is also anticipated that construction of a GDPP 

and successful completion of the pilot phase could lead to availability 

of permanent disposal by two to three decades from now. 

1.2.9 Possible management methods for transuranium-contaminated waste 

One method of providing interim retrievable storage for commercial 

transuranium waste would be storage together with the comparable 

AEC-generated waste at one of the large existing AEC sites, using the 

covered pad concept which has been developed at the NRTS. An above-

grade asphalt pad, about three-inches thick over a four-inch gravel 

base, is constructed. Drums and crates of waste are carefully stacked 

on the pad in sections of about 80 x 150 feet, separated by 3-foot-

thick earth-filled firewalls. As each section is completed, it is 

covered with fire-retardant plywood and nylon-reinforced polyethylene 

before the final cover of two to three feet of soil is emplaced and 

walls of earth are placed at the sides. 
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Another method would be to provide a warehouse-type structure, 

constructed to withstand wind and earth shock conditions as appropriate 

to the site, and provided with suitable ventilation and contamination 

control features. Still another approach would be to convert an 

existing AEC "canyon" type building no longer used for its original 

fuel processing purpose. The shielding provided by the latter type 

of structure could be of use for fuel cladding hulls, which will 

have significant levels of penetrating radiation. 

The concept of permanent disposal in a deep, stable geologic formation 

is considered as promising for transuranium waste as for high-level 

waste. Since the transuraniimi wastes generally emit very little heat 

and penetrating radiation, there would be no particular necessity for 

placing them in the pilot geologic disposal facility. A permanent 

geologic disposal facility for transuranixnn waste would operate in a 

fashion very similar to one for high-level waste, except that the 

inspection and transport of the containers would not require the 

shielding and remote manipulations. 

As a supporting program for the management of transuranivm waste, 

the AEC plans to do research and development on reducing the volimie 

of this waste and on Improving the margin of safety during retrievable 

storage by immobilizing the radioactive content. In addition to work 

on compaction, incineration, and "passivation" (reducing chemical 

reactivity) of cladding hulls, possible reductions in generation of 

waste at the source will be studied. 
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1.2.10 Anticipated benefits of the waste management program 

The program for developing high-level waste repositories will have 

the benefit of permitting requests for authorization and appropriation 

for specific repositories to be made on a sound engineering basis. 

The design, construction, and operation of actual repositories would 

provide Federal custody for high-level waste, as previously determined 

to be desirable in the rulemaking procedure for 10 CFR 50 Appendix F. 

By providing this Federal custody at a relatively early date and at 

a cost which is anticipated to be very small when prorated against 

the useful power involved, the orderly growth of the nuclear electric 

power industry would be assisted, and hence, the achievement of the 

national goal of developing the peaceful use of atomic energy. If a 

geologic pilot repository should be successful, permanent disposal 

of the high-level waste would be provided, with no continuing main

tenance and only nominal surveillance necessary. The provision of 

retrievable storage (and, later, permanent disposal) for transuranium-

contaminated waste will permit the exclusion of such waste from new 

burial grounds and the prevention of increases in such waste at 

existing burial grounds, thus greatly lessening the burden of long-

term surveillance and maintenance of burial grounds to be sure the 

radioactivity remains confined. 

1.2.11 Characterization of the existing environment 

The leading alternative sites for the initial high-level waste Retrievable 

Surface Storage Facility (RSSF) are also considered leading alternative 
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sites for the retrievable storage of transuranium waste. The main 

factors considered in evaluating possible RSSF sites have been 

construction and operating costs; ownership; distance from waste 

generating sites; isolation and available acreage; multiple transport 

modes; site physical characteristics pertinent to safety; availability 

of power and water; existing nuclear activities and associated 

facilities and trained manpower; and local public acceptance. 

A preliminary list of nearly 100 sites was narrowed to a list of 16, 

including nine AEC sites, three sites owned by other Federal agencies, 

three privately owned sites, and one state-owned site. On further 

evaluation, in which availability of land appeared to the prime 

factor in most cases, this list was reduced to three: the Nevada 

Test Site (NTS); the National Reactor Testing Station (NRTS) in 

Idaho; and the Hanford site in Washington. 
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1.3 Environmental impact 

1.3,1 High-level waste 

The program for developing high-level waste repositories (up to the 

point of construction) will not have an environmental impact. No 

significant new work with radioactive materials is involved and the 

planned investment of time and money in the program is not so great 

as to preclude or hinder any change of direction which might be 

warranted by future events not presently foreseen. 

The overall impact of the actual construction and operation of an 

RSSF is expected to be beneficial, providing interim waste storage 

to allow the necessary time -- expected to be something like two to 

three decades -- to develop permanent disposal. The requirements 

for design, construction, and operation of the RSSF will be intended 

to keep any incidental releases of radionuclides in effluents to 

levels as low as practicable under normal operating conditions and 

within the numerical standards. 

Occasional radioactive releases to cell air in the RSSF inspection 

and receiving facilities might come directly or indirectly from the 

presence of a contaminated shipping cask or a defective canister. 

Based on release data from operating nuclear facilities having 

radioactivity containment capability similar to the RSSF, it is 

estimated that normal radioactive material releases would be less 

than one milligram annually, or about one millicurie for solidified 
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LMFBR waste. Using the Hanford site as an example, for a meniber of 

the general public at the reservation boundary, who would be at least 

five miles from the hypothetical RSSF site, the calculated total body 

radiation dose from external exposure would be less than 0.001 

mllllrem per year. The dose to the skin would be about the same, 

and the 50-year bone dose commitment from inhaled particulates would 

be 0.008 mlllirem for each year of exposure. 

The population dose (total body) from external exposure within a 

—8 
50-mlle radius would be 8 x 10 man-rem per year and the population 

50-year bone dose commitment for inhalation would be 0.016 man-rem 

for each year of exposure. Food pathway radiation exposures would 

be also very small. 

The maxlfflim credible RSSF accident is postulated to Involve a major 

rupture of a waste canister dropped during handling or inspection 

and releasing all the assimied disperslble solids contents from the 

canister to the cell floor. A small fraction of the waste would be 

suspended in the cell air (volume 400 cubic meters) which would be 

exhausted through the, series of receiving cell and exhaust system 

high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters in 10 minutes. Under 

these postulated conditions, 0.02 milligrams of waste per cubic meter 

of air would escape resulting in a total release of eight milligrams, 

or about 10 mllllcurles. Using the Hanford site as an example, an 

individual 1,000 meters from the RSSF would receive a total body dose 

of 4.3 X 10 mrem and a bone dose (50-year commitment) of 85 mrem. 
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A member of the general public, who would be at least five miles 

-6 
away, would receive a total body dose of 4.5 x 10 mrem and a bone 

dose (50-year commitment) of 3.6 mrem. These doses are small compared 

to the standards, which are described in Appendix A. 

Asstoming the RSSF to be located on a large existing AEC site, there 

would be very little construction impact or disruption of any community. 

Land requirements, including an assumed 1/4 mile buffer zone, are 350 

acres for either the water-basin concept or air-cooled vault concept, 

and 2,130 acres for the sealed cask concept, to accommodate the pro

jected 75,000 canister year 2010 inventory. Most of this land could be 

returned to other uses eventually, and even the massively constructed 

hot cell facilities or vaults could be razed, if the prospective 

alternative use of the site were to justify the cost. 

Consumption of water would be about 70 million gallons per year (at 

peak waste inventory) for either of the two concepts using passive 

air cooling, and about 1,500 million gallons per year for the water-

basin concept. The sealed cask concept would require substantially more 

steel and concrete than the two concepts using vaults, although this 

could be recoverable to varying degrees depending upon economics and 

eventual site decommissioning plans. At peak inventory, the cumulative 

amount of steel involved in the sealed cask repository would be 275,000 

tons (equivalent to one-quarter of one percent of current U.S. annual 

production) and the cumulative amount of concrete would be three million 

cubic yards (1.4 percent of current U.S. annual production.) 
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The radioactive decay heat load dispersed to the atmosphere will be 

about 200 megawatts (680 million Btu per hour) at peak waste inventory. 

In the sealed cask concept, this would be released by thermal radiation 

and natural convection over a storage area of about 700 acres; this 

energy release rate is between the upper and lower limits of the 

natural energy flux densities as they vary with season and time of 

day, and is also about one-half the value generally considered 

typical for man-made urban heat input. In the air-cooled vault 

concept, the heat would be released by thermal convection from 22 

vaults covering an area of about 15 acres with a total effluent air 

volume of about 200,000 cubic feet per second. In either case, the 

effects of thermal updrafts are expected to be localized and minimal. 

In the water basin concept, the release of heat, from evaporative 

cooling towers could result in localized fogging and icing in winter. 

The release of warm water to ground and to the atmosphere at the 

rate of 600 to 700 million gallons annually will undoubtedly stimulate 

vegetation growth, particularly in the arid sites being considered; 

attraction of wild life to the watered and vegetated area will be 

given close attention in the secondary coolant monitoring and 

control procedures. 

In the case of a geologic disposal pilot plant, the only source of 

off-site exposures to radioactive materials would be from very small 

quantities or airborne particulates escaping through the HEPA filter 

system for the surface facilities and underground facilities. Since 
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the operations (including the maximimi credible accident) will be 

comparable to the RSSF, the releases should be correspondingly low. 

Conversion of the geologic pilot plant to permanent disposal would 

only take place after obtaining reasonable assurance that the site 

would contain the waste indefinitely and that off-site radiation 

exposures would accordingly be negligible. There would be an 

Indefinite preemption of any exploration or exploitation of minerals 

within an appropriate safety voltime around the undergroimd repository. 

1.3.2 Transuranitmi waste 

AEC-generated transuranium waste has been stored at the NRTS by the 

covered pad method with an impact essentially less than what can be 

measured. Since the quantities of commercial transuranium waste 

which might be turned over to the AEC in the next few years are 

expected to be small relative to those already in storage, and since 

there are other AEC sites with large isolated areas suitable for 

similar storage, the provision of covered pad storage for commercial 

transuranium waste would not cause a significant radiation impact. 

Conventional structures for radioactive materials handling could also 

be used, since most of the commercial transuraniimi waste would not 

require heat removal or shielding of penetrating radiation, and 

the type most in need of shielding (hulls) could be handled quite 

comparably to the solidified encapsulated high-level waste. 

Similarly, the concept of permanent disposal in a geologic 
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formation could be expanded to accommodate transuranium waste with 

no significant incremental impact, other than increased underground 

volume preempted. 

1.3.3 Transportation 

The impact of transportation of solidified encapsulated high-level 

waste may be compared with the impact of transport of spent fuel, 

since the shipping casks will be similar. A previous environmental 

analysis has shown that for an assumed 1000 reactors, the cumulative 

radiation dose for spent fuel shipments to peifsons other than trans

port workers would be about 2000 man-rem per year distributed among 

about 600,000 people; the average normal background radiation dose 

to the same group would be about 78,000 man-rem per year. Lower 

exposures would be involved in high-level waste shipments, due to 

fewer shipments and lower radiation levels. 

The probability of an accident occurring in transportation is small, 

about one accident per million vehicle miles, and decreases with 

increased severity of the accident to about one severe accident per 

100 million vehicle miles. Most of these accidents would not cause 

any release of radioactive materials, due to the accident-resistant 

nature of the casks, designed to meet the high-speed impact, puncture, 

fire, and water immersion tests prescribed in the Department of 

Transportation regulations. During the past 25 years, about 4000 

successful shipments of spent fuel have been made and there will be 
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additional experience from 10,000 more shipments which will be made 

during the next seven years. The cask designs for the high-level 

waste shipments required to begin in 10 years can incorporate the 

best safety features based on this experience. The present plans 

are to design casks which will satisfactorily dissipate the radio

active decay heat by convection and thermal radiation so that failure 

of a mechanical cooling system will not be at issue. 

Transuranium-contaminated wastes from the AEC Rocky Flats site have 

been transported to the NRTS for 20 years with no significant trans

portation accidents and it is assumed that similar containers could 

be used for movement of comparable commercial waste. Under DOT 

regulations, transuranium-contaminated materials above specified 

concentrations must be packaged to confine the contaminants through 

drop, impact, and fire tests just as in the case of the high-level 

shipment casks. Overpacks which meet these requirements, sized to 

fit standard drums or standard cargo containers, are commercially 

available and there is also the possibility of using a specific 

specially designed freight car, reinforced to resist impact of cars 

ahead or behind in a typical derailment and to remain upright after 

leaving the tracks, and certified by DOT as the equivalent of the 

special protective overpack. 
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1.4 Unavoidable adverse environmental effects 

If all of the waste management programs previously described should 

lead to permanent geologic disposal of both high-level and transuranium 

waste, the following unavoidable effects which might possibly be 

considered adverse would result: 

1. Emissions of small quantities of particulate radioactive materials 

during the period of operation of surface facilities or of emplace

ment of waste in underground facilities. 

2. Disruption of other uses of surface land area, and consumption 

of materials, during the same period of time as (1) above. 

3. Permanent preemption of any mineral exploration or exploitation 

within an appropriate safety volume surrounding the permanent 

underground disposal space. 

4. Permanent commitment of small amounts of land in surface burial 

grounds for low-level solid waste from incidental repository 

operations. 
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1.5 Alternatives 

1.5.1 Alternative engineering approaches to retrievable surface 
storage of high-level waste 

The water-basin alternative is based on thirty years experience with 

sequential storage of irradiated nuclear fuel in water basins at 

reactors and fuel processing plants. The water provides a radiation 

shield, a confinement barrier, and a heat sink in case of temporary 

shutdown or failure of mechanical cooling equipment. This concept 

has the lowest combined capital and operating cost through the year 

2010 of the three engineering approaches. It requires an unfailing 

supply of good quality water (peak need 1.5 billion gallons annually) 

and reliability (mechanical and power supply) of pumps and other 

equipment. This will necessitate more human surveillance and main

tenance for a longer time than the other two concepts, bringing 

total program costs at the end of 100 years to about the same level. 

However, the goal of the geologic development program is to provide 

permanent disposal long before this. 

The air-cooled vault concept does not depend on mechanical cooling 

for removal of radioactive decay heat, using a passive natural draft 

system. The greater spacing thus required for the waste canisters 

means more land is required than for the water-basin plan, but much 

less than for the sealed casks, and the increased size of massively 

constructed vaults would present a somewhat increased decommissioning 

problem relative to the water basin concept. The estimated combined 

operating and capital costs for the air-cooled vault concept through 
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the year 2010 are a little more than half those for the sealed cask 

concept and 50 percent greater than for the water-basin. 

The sealed cask storage concept provides mechanical protection and 

radiation shielding with steel casks and concrete shields for 

individual waste canisters, instead of with a vault. This requires 

larger amounts of land, but avoids the necessity for massive concrete 

structures and thus simplifies the operation and the eventual decom

missioning of the storage site. Cooling, as in the air-cooled vault 

system, is by natural draft, thus avoiding reliance on water supplies 

and powered coolant circulation systems. This concept will have the 

highest combined capital and operating costs of the three, due 

primarily to cost of the casks. 

1.5.2 Alternative sites for the RSSF 

The three leading alternative sites for the RSSF have more similarities 

than differences for purposes of RSSF Installation. All have cadres of 

experienced scientific and technical personnel; construction labor; 

long-term commitments to nuclear programs; ongoing activities compatible 

with high-level waste storage; in-depth environmental monitoring 

programs; and natural environments (including large land areas) appearing 

favorable to the design and operation of an RSSF with minimal environ

mental Impact. Only two significant logistic differences appear. The 

water supply at the Nevada Test Site appears marginal for the needs of 

the water basin concept, and a better understanding of underground 
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flows would be needed before proceeding with that concept there. 

Selection of the NTS would also require railroad construction. 

1.5.3 Alternatives for disposal as contrasted to storage 

Of all the concepts which have been suggested for disposal of high-

level waste (as distinct from storage), disposal in geological 

formations at depths reachable by conventional mining methods is 

closest to readiness for use. An evaluation effort is being directed 

toward a pilot repository to confirm the acceptability of a site. 

However, for lack of an accepted site, permanent geologic disposal is 

not at this time a viable alternative to retrievable storage. 

A number of proposals for permanent disposal in geologic formations 

using unconventional emplacement methods or at imconventional depths 

are not viable alternatives to retrievable storage nor do they appear 

desirable alternatives to the program for geologic disposal at con

ventional depths. For example, total research and development costs 

for disposal in polar ice sheets are most difficult to estimate but 

are expected to be in the range of $3 to $5 billion, with time require

ments of about 25 years for research and development before routine 

operation would be in effect. 

Space disposal is also not a viable alternative to retrievable surface 

storage. Total research and development costs for space disposal 

(exclusive of overall flight development costs, which are assumed to 
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be part of the space development program of other agencies) are 

estimated at about $200 million, with timing estimated at about 20 

years. 

Transmutation is also not a viable alternative for retrievable surface 

storage, but appears a potential alternative for reducing the long-

term hazards aspect of high-level waste. The AEC plans to increase 

its effort along this line, including an effort toward high separation 

efficiency which would be a special case of transmutation in that 

Plutonium no longer lost to high-level waste would be recycled and 

transmuted to much shorter-lived fission products in present-day 

reactors. 

1.5.4 Alternatives to centralized Federal storage 

Development of a central AEC Retrievable Surface Storage Facility 

(RSSF) could be discontinued in favor of interim retrievable storage 

at each commercial spent fuel processing plant for the life of the 

plant, or until a permanent disposal facility is available (amendment 

of 10 CFR Appendix F would be required). This generating site 

storage should not have a total environmental impact significantly 

different than that of storage of the same waste at a central RSSF 

for the same period of time, especially considering that the procedures 

and facilities which the processing plants will use for the short term 

(up to 10 years) and would probably also use for the longer term 

(about 30 years) are based on the design and operating technology 
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which is basic to the AEC's RSSF development effort, particularly 

the water-basin storage concept. 

This alternative would have the following advantages: (1) It would 

allow the AEC management, engineering, and financial effort to be 

concentrated on the development of a safe, acceptable geological 

disposal facility. (2) It would simplify the process of developing 

equitable full-cost-recovery charges which the AEC would levy on the 

Industry for perpetual care of the waste. (3) It would eliminate one 

transportation step. 

The disadvantage would be that the total inventory and time of 

storage of high-level waste at the spent fuel processing sites 

would be increased, possibly requiring modifications if sufficient 

flexibility of original plant design did not allow for this. 

Another alternative would prevent generation of the waste by taking 

regulatory action to cancel the licenses already issued for construction 

or operation of irradiated fuel processing plants, and to amend the 

regulations to provide that no further applications for such licenses 

would be processed. The nuclear power reactor licensees wishing to 
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continue in operation would then have two alternatives. One would be 

to store the irradiated fuel pending availability of permanent dis

posal; the other would be shipment to another nation for processing. 

(It is assumed that the U.S. would have no basis for unilaterally 

demanding that international shipments in compliance with international 

transport regulations be suspended, or that other nations discontinue 

fuel processing.) The reactor licensee could also decide to discontinue 

nuclear reactor operations, with the result that the energy in question 

would have to be supplied from other sources or that the users would 

have to do without. The AEC has no basis for predicting the economic 

decisions which the owners of the fuel might make. Processing the 

fuel overseas would replace the impact, if any, of domestic transport 

with the impact, if any, of ocean transport, and would transfer the 

impact of waste storage and disposal to the processing nation. 

It is essential to note in this connection that no longer generating 

commercial high-level radioactive waste would not eliminate the need 

for permanent disposal of high-level radioactive waste. Such disposal 

would still be required for the commercial high-level waste which has 

already been generated,, the high-level radioactive waste already 

generated in AEC operations, and the high-level radioactive waste 

which will be generated in the AEC national defense activities in the 

future. 

1.5.5 Alternatives for management of transuranium-contaminated waste 

The several types of retrievable storage of commercial transuranium 
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waste delivered to AEC sites are considered to have similar, and 

minimal, environmental impact and are thus grouped together. Permanent 

disposal in a geological formation at a depth which could be reached 

by conventional mining methods is considered desirable for both the 

commercial high-level waste and the commercial transuranium waste, 

and it is the AEC's intent to follow a program to develop such dis

posal; however, for lack of an approved site, this alternative is 

not, at the present time, a ready replacement for retrievable storage. 

Other disposal concepts such as space disposal, transmutation, and 

icecap disposal are not viable alternatives to retrievable storage 

of transuranium waste because of the same factors making them not 

viable alternatives to retrievable storage of high-level waste. 

Another alternative, at least in theory, would be for the AEC to place 

the received commercial transuranium waste into shallow burial pits 

or trenches. Such action would either require indefinite surveillance 

and maintenance of shallow burial grounds or greatly increase the 

difficulty of later transfer of the material to deep underground 

disposal requiring much less surveillance and no maintenance. This 

action would merely transfer to AEC sites the disadvantages of con

tinuing present transuranium burial practices at coranercial burial 

grounds and would be contrary to policy previously established for 

the AEC's own transuranium wastes; in summary, it would not be a 

desirable alternative. 
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1.6 Relationship between short-term uses and long-term productivity 

Neither the retrievable surface storage of high-level and transuranium 

waste nor the surface structures of a pilot geological repository 

should preclude eventual conversion of the entire surface areas of 

their sites to other purposes. Any major problems would be not because 

of radioactivity, but because reinforced concrete structures are 

inherently expensive to raze and the possible further use of the 

site might not justify the cost of such razing. Permanent disposal 

of high-level waste and transuranitnn waste in a geological formation 

would mean indefinite preemption of further exploration or exploita

tion of minerals within an appropriate safety volvme surrounding the 

underground volume of the repository. Safe exploration and exploita

tion of minerals beneath the repository would be possible using slant 

drilling or offset shafts and tunnels. 
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1.7 State, local, or regional conflicts 

Although it is possible that objections to retrievable storage of 

commercial radioactive waste might be made by persons opposed to 

permanent disposal and not making the important distinction between 

that and storage, at this time there are no known conflicts with the 

retrievable storage features described in this statement relative to 

the three existing AEC sites identified as leading alternative sites. 

Key officials concerned with state burial grounds are in 

favor of the anticipated rule change which would result in retrievable 

storage of transuranium waste at AEC sites. Instead of continued 

shallow burial. 
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1.8 Irretrievable and irreversible commitment of resources 

The only irretrievable and irreversible commitment of resources which 

is of a somewhat unusual nature and pertinent to this program is the 

preemption of mineral resources around a permanent disposal repository 

volume, as previously mentioned. Minimizing this loss will be an 

important consideration in the program. Needs for fuel for space 

heat and equipment operation in the program are not believed to be 

particularly large relative to rougjily comparable industrial consumption 

for materials handling and storage. 
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1.9 Cost-benefit analysis 

The advantages and disadvantages of the three engineering concepts 

for retrievable surface storage, and of the three leading alternative 

sites, have been discussed previously and do not seem to need to be 

repeated. However, from industry and environmentalist comments, 

there is substantial interest in the broader alternatives of 

retrievable high-level waste storage at the generating site, and of 

preventing the generation of high-level waste. 

If nuclear reactor construction and operation proceeds according to 

supply and demand, and spent fuel is processed and plutonium-bearing 

fuel fabricated on a schedule dictated by the needs of a balanced 

nuclear power industry, one general approach would be to provide 

that responsibility for all management of commercial radioactive 

waste, other than that which can be safely discharged to the environ

ment or safely buried'at licensed burial grounds, will be assumed by 

the AEC as soon after the waste is generated as is practicable. 
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The advantages of this approach are that the amount of waste in 

inventory at scattered sites would be minimized, simplifying later 

site decontamination and decommissioning; any desirable treatment 

such as converting calcine solid waste to glass or incinerating 

transuranium waste would be done consistently and centrally and 

under close integration with the needs of safe storage and disposal; 

and the industry personnel responsible for safe operation of complex 

processing and fabrication operations would not have the additional 

technical burdens of waste treatment (after original solidification) 

and extended storage. 

The disadvantages are that this approach could increase the time and 

distance of waste transport and thus slightly increase the very low 

probability of release of radioactivity to the environment during 

transport; could discourage the competitive development of possibly 

better treatment processes by industry talents; and would place 

additional technical, administrative, and financial burdens on the 

AEC (the last charged back to industry). 
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Another approach would be to make the spent fuel processing licensee 

responsible for storage of waste on site until permanent disposal is 

available, including any treatment such as glassmaking or solidifica

tion. The AEC would then concentrate its waste management effort on 

the geologic disposal program. The advantages of this approach are 

that the AEC could devote its full development funds and capabilities 

to permanent disposal; competitive industrial effort could bring about 

more economic treatment procedures; and waste transport would be 

reduced. The disadvantages are that the number of sites with 

extended waste storage would be increased, with the technical burden 

of extended waste management thrust upon processors and fabricators; 

integration of storage, treatment, and disposal would be more 

difficult; and safety and environmental problems from multiple 

development of treatment processes might be greater than if this 

phase of the program were carried out at isolated centralized AEC 

sites. 

A possible variation of the immediately preceding approach would be 

to permit the spent fuel processor to keep aqueous waste in approved 

tanks for periods of time dictated by economic trade-offs, and to 

store solid waste by approved bulk methods if desired. This would 

have the advantages of the immediately preceding approach plus 
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permitting industry to take more advantage of economic trade-offs 

with regard to time of treatment and bulk versus container storage. 

It would have the disadvantages of the immediately preceding approach 

plus the possibility that bulk storage could make future plant 

decontamination more difficult at times of renovation of final 

decommissioning. 

Other approaches come under consideration if we assume that no 

restrictions are placed on construction and operation of power 

reactors, but that no spent fuel will be processed in the U.S. until 

a safe, acceptable method for ultimate disposal has been demonstrated 

and placed in operation; spent fuel not sent outside the U.S. for 

processing would be held in surface storage. 

One way to provide such storage would be to make industry responsible 

for building sufficient approved storage basins to hold the spent 

fuel at reactors or other licensed locations. Industry would also 

stop or delay construction of new spent fuel processing plants and 

plutonium fuel fabrication plants, and delay activation of plants 

already built; reactivation of construction and operating programs 

for these facilities would be timed to the progress of the AEC 

effort on disposal facilities. 

The advantage of this approach is that the waste materials would be 

contained in very high integrity fuel cladding for most of its retrievable 
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storage period. The disadvantages are that the use of plutonium as 

a fuel would be delayed, requiring an increased uranium mining, 

milling, enrichment, and fuel fabrication effort if the percentage 

of nuclear contribution to total energy generation is held constant, 

and delaying the breeder reactor program; the momentum of the spent 

fuel processing and plutonium fuel fabrication industry would be 

lost and the large investments already made by industry would be 

idle pending availability of disposal. 

Another assumption is that restrictions could be placed on construction 

of new power reactors, on operation of existing power reactors, and 

on processing of existing spent fuel in the U.S. until a safe accept

able method of ultimate disposal of radioactive waste is placed in 

operation, and that the existing spent fuel would be managed by 

either the industry or the AEC or shipped abroad for processing. 

The advantage of this approach would be that it would almost, but not 

entirely, eliminate the hazards of radioactivity; there would still 

be the need to manage the waste previously produced by the AEC, the 

wastes still to be produced by the AEC national defense programs, 

and the wastes already produced by the industry. 

The disadvantages of this approach are severe. It would, for all 

intents and purposes, completely eliminate the use of the nuclear 

option as a means to help meet the near-term electric power needs. 
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Although precise cost estimates for all waste management phases 

including permanent disposal are not possible, information already 

available is extensive enough to allow reasonable predictions of the 

upper limits. The predicted cumulative electric power produced by 

13 
commercial nuclear plants by the year 2000 is approximately 6 x 10 Kwh. 

Using the best information available today, it is estimated that it 

will cost in the range of $2.5 to $3 billion to treat, store, and 

permanently dispose of all the radioactive waste generated in the 

course of production of this power. Using the higher figure - $3 billion 

this upper limit estimate for the fiscal burden of waste management is 

approximately 0.1 mills/Kwh, which is an insignificant fraction of the 

value of the electric energy generated. 

The question has been raised as to the cost of indefinite retrievable 

surface storage assuming satisfactory permanent disposal is never 

developed. If the same trust fund approach is used as in the other 

cost estimations above, the cost is in the same range. The objection 

to indefinite retrievable surface storage is not based on financial 

grounds. 

In the special matter of discontinuing shallow land burial of 

commercially generated transuranium-contaminated waste, the specific 

costs of comparison are about $1 per cubic foot presently charged 
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for burial, and an estimated range of up to $30 per cubic foot for 

retrievable storage and eventual permanent disposal, depending on the 

need for incineration or other treatment. This increase would have 

the advantage of reducing the very long-term costs (both in terms of 

money and in terms of demands upon the availability of specialized 

manpower) that would otherwise be required for surveillance and 

maintenance of near-surface burial grounds. There would also be the 

advantage of eliminating or limiting the financial costs, occupational 

exposure risks, and environmental risks from any future burial ground 

exhumation that might be directed on either an environmental or land 

management basis. 
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SECTION 2 BACKGROUND OF THIS STATEMENT 

2.1 Scope of this statement 

This environmental statement deals with the program of the Atomic 

Energy Commission (AEC) to develop repositories for the storage or 

disposal of commercial high-level radioactive waste, which must be 

transferred to AEC custody under an existing regulation, and with the 

plans for handling commercial transuranium-contaminated waste, which 

is expected to be transferred to AEC custody under an anticipated new 

regulation. 

The basic purpose of this statement is to assess the environmental 

consequences of developing an engineered surface storage facility for 

retrievable storage of commercial high-level waste; of evaluating 

geological formations and sites for the purpose of developing a 

repository for permanent disposal; and of providing retrievable storage 

for commercial transuranixmi-contaminated waste pending availability 

of permanent disposal. 

The environmental statement will be considered by the AEC in making 

decisions on the future of this program. Each proposal for a specific 

high-level surface repository or for a geological repository will be 

supported by a separate environmental statement covering the repository 

and its impacts. 
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2.2 Description of the nuclear fuel cycle 

Discussion of any particular type or types of radioactive waste from 

commercial nuclear power generation requires an understanding of the 

relationships between nuclear power reactors and their various 

essential support activities and the radioactive wastes which they 

generate. The generic term for these support activities and the 

reactor operation is the nuclear fuel cycle. 

The nuclear fuel cycle encompasses the physical and chemical activities 

necessary to produce the fuel for use in the reactor. The major steps 

of the cycle are those necessary to: 

(1) Discover, extract from their place in nature, and purify the 

naturally occurring fissile and fertile* materials; 

(2) Convert these materials to the proper chemical form for enrichment 

of the fertile fraction; 

(3) Prepare the proper mixtures of fissile and fertile material by 

enrichment or physical blending; 

(4) Physically convert the mixture into the proper fuel form and con

tainment for reactor operation; and 

(5) Separate and purify for reuse the unburned fissile and fertile values 

of irradiated (spent) fuel, as well as the fissile values such as 

plutonium-239 generated in such fuel by reactor operation. 

Fissile materials are those which can be made to sustain a nuclear 
chain reaction, such as uranium-235, and fertile materials are those 
which can be changed into fissile materials, such as uranium-238. 
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Not all reactor concepts use the same fuel cycle. Most of the power ^ ^ B 

reactors in use in the U.S. are light-water-cooled and are fueled with 

uranium that has been slightly enriched in the fissile uranium-235 

component. Some gas-cooled and light-water breeder reactors will use 

thorium rather than uranium-238 as the fertile material and be subsequently 

fueled with the fissile uranium-233 that is generated. Fast breeder 

reactors will use plutonium-239 that is generated from the uranium-238, 

and some water-cooled reactors may use plutonium-239 for the fissile 

material in reload cores. 

This discussion of the fuel cycle that follows will use the slightly 

enriched water-cooled reactors as a reference case since this system 

is predominantly used throughout the world. In the first step, 

uranium-bearing ores are removed from the earth in underground or 

open-pit mines by methods similar to those for extracting many other 

kinds of metal ores. In general, uranium ores are considered low-

grade; in the United States, the average uranium content of the 

extracted ores has been about one-quarter of one percent. To minimize 

the costs of shipping these low-grade ores, the uranium mills have 

usually been built near the mines. At the mills, the ores are crushed 

and ground and the uranium extracted with acid leaching or with an 

organic solvent. The uranium fraction is generally converted to 

oxide form (U-OQ) for shipment and the remainder of the ore is a 
J o 

waste product called mill tailings. 
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The concentrates from the mill are sent to a refinery, where the 

uranium Is extracted with an organic solvent and converted by heating 

to essentially pure uranium trioxide (UO3). This material still has 

its natural isotopic composition of about 0.7 percent uranium-235 and 

99.3 percent uranium-238. Since many reactors are designed to operate 

with fuel of a higher relative abundance of uranium-235, an isotopic 

enrichment step is the next operation in the fuel cycle. 

The enrichment process in general use is gaseous diffusion. This 

requires conversion of the feed material by treatment with hydrogen 

fluoride and then fluorine to uranium hexafluoride (UF5). This is a 

compound which is a solid at room temperature, but can be maintained 

as a gas by heating. In a gaseous diffusion plant, UF^ is forced 

through a series of thin, porous barriers. Because of the difference 

in molecular weight, the uranium-235 hexafluoride diffuses through 

each barrier at a rate which is slightly faster than the rate for 

the uranium-238 hexafluoride. By using many barriers, a significant 

enrichment in uranium-235 is obtained. The UFg is withdrawn from the 

gaseous diffusion process with a uranium-235 content in the two to 

three percent range for use in nuclear power plant fuels. The 

residual uranium, which is correspondingly depleted in its uranium-235 

content, is not a waste and is stored at the diffusion plant for 

later use as a fertile material in fast breeder reactors. 
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The enriched UF, is sent to another plant for conversion to some 

other chemical form, usually uranium dioxide (U0_). This is sent to 

a fuel element fabrication plant, where ceramic pellets are formed 

and then sealed in tubes, or sleeves, made of zircalloy, stainless 

steel, or some other material which will resist corrosion under the 

conditions of heat, coolant circulation, and radiation in the reactor. 

The loaded tubes, called elements, are mounted in assemblies for ease 

of loading and unloading at the reactor. 

During the reactor operation, fissile materials are destroyed in the 

fission chain reaction and fertile materials are converted into fissile 

materials by absorption of fission neutrons. The heat released in the 

fission reaction is conducted through the walls of the fuel elements 

into a coolant and converted In part into electrical power. Some of the 

neutrons escape from the fuel elements and are absorbed in the coolant 

or in the shielding. Since materials created by neutron absorption 

are generally radioactive, this is a source of radioactive waste which 

must be handled either soon (as" in the treatment of coolant for recircula

tion or discard) or on a deferred basis (as in repair or eventual removal 

of reactor components).' 

The radioactivity induced by neutron capture is the major source of radio

active waste which is treated and packaged at the reactor site. However, 

far larger quantities of radioactive waste are created at the reactor as 

fission products within the fuel elements, but separated and packaged 

elsewhere in a spent fuel processing plant. 
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Most of the fission products are radioactive. Those which undergo 

radioactive decay rapidly within the fuel elements will come to an 

equilibriirai point at which the creation of new atoms of a specific 

fission product is essentially balanced by the losses of that fission 

product through decay and burnout by neutron absorption. For example, 

in a reactor operating at a constant power level, the quantity of the 

fission product iodine-131 will reach an approximate equilibrium after 

40 days of operation (five times the radioactive half life). Other 

fission products which decay more slowly (such as strontium-90) will 

continue to accumulate with exposure within the fuel elements for the 

several year lifetime of the core. The absorption of neutrons by these 

fission products interferes with the chain reaction to the point where 

it is necessary to remove the fuel elements even though they still 

contain unburned fissile material. To conserve this valuable material 

and the remaining fertile material, economics dictate that the fuel be 

reprocessed to recover these materials. 

The reprocessing is done at specialized plants, to which the irradiated 

fuel is shipped, intact, in heavily shielded casks. The first step is 

usually to mechanically chop the fuel elements into small pieces so 

that the fuel is no longer protected by the corrosion-resistant cladding. 

The fuel is then dissolved in nitric acid. An organic solvent, usually 

tributyl phosphate, is used to extract the plutonium and uranitmi from 

the acidic solution. The remainder of this acidic solution, containing 

almost all the fission products, is the origin of the "high-level wastes' 

as defined in AEG regulations. Additional solvent extraction or other 
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steps, such as the use of ion exchange resins, chemically separate the 

uranium and plutonium from each other and purify them. They are then 

converted to a solid form. The plutonium is stored for future use 

as reactor fuel and the uranium, depending upon its uranium-235 

content, may be recycled for reenrichment or blending with other fuel 

materials. 

The high-level wastes contain more than 99 percent of the radioactivity 

in all radioactive wastes, although they are relatively small in volume. 

In physical form, they are originally acidic solutions. Under interim 

storage conditions, they may be present as acidic solutions, neutralized 

solutions, sludges or slurries, or dry solids. Typical individual tanks 

or containers of these wastes require massive shielding for the penetrat

ing radiation emitted, and provisions for conducting away the radio

active decay heat. Further discussion of management of high-level waste 

and projections of quantities to be produced will be found in sections 

2.3 and 2.5 

Solid radioactive waste, other than solidified high-level waste, has 

been disposed of by burial in soil at carefully selected sites. However, 

The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) and the Committee for 
the Conservation of Energy have asked that all phases of spent fuel 
processing be discussed in this statement, the New York State Depart
ment of Environmental Conservation has requested discussion of the 
environmental impact of waste solidification at these plants. These 
subjects are, or will be, covered in AEC regulatory environmental 
statements on licensing actions for these plants, such as the Barnwell 
Fuel Reprocessing Plant in South Carolina, and will not be discussed 
here. 
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one point of special interest in connection with such burial of waste 

in soil concerns the presence of plutonium as a contaminant. Although 

the migration of plutonium through soil has been shown to be extremely 

limited, the long half life and high specific radiotoxicity of plutonium 

will require prolonged surveillance of sites where plutonium-contaminated 

solids have been buried. Consideration is being given to burial of 

these wastes in deep geologic formations, under conditions of extreme 

isolation from groundwaters where the intensity of this surveillance, 

if not its duration, could be greatly reduced. 

In 1970, the AEC directed that the further storage or burial of 

plutonium-contaminated solid wastes at its own sites be done in a way 

which will make it possible to retrieve the wastes, free of external 

contamination, over a 20-year period. This requirement is being met 

by either placing the wastes in more durable containers or by providing 

above-ground storage, protected from the weather, instead of burial. 

These changes are intended to facilitate eventual transfer to other 

storage from any site where such a transfer is evaluated as being 

advisable. Management of transuranium-contaminated waste is discussed 

in sections 2.4 and 2.6. 

High-level and transuranium wastes are the two types of waste in the 

nuclear fuel cycle identified by either present or impending regula

tions as required to be transferred to AEC custody. The subjects of 

other kinds of radioactive waste (see, for example, the Ohio Environmental 
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Protection Agency references to rare gases and tritium, letter in 

Appendix C) are outside the scope of this statement since there is 

no impending regulation which would require their transfer to AEC 

custody. 
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2.3 Background factors pertinent to high-level radioactive waste. 

2.3.1 Definition and description of commercial high-level radioactive waste. 

In this statement, the term "commercial" denotes waste generated by 

licensees operating commercial nuclear facilities, as distinct from the 

waste generated in the operation of AEC-owned facilities. 

High-level liquid radioactive waste is defined by AEC regulation 

(10 CFR 50 Appendix F)""" as follows: 

"For the purpose of this statement of policy, 'high-level 

liquid radioactive wastes' means those aqueous wastes 

resulting from the operation of the first cycle solvent 

extraction system, or equivalent, and the concentrated 

wastes from subsequent extraction cycles, or equivalent, 

„* 
in a facility for reprocessing irradiated reactor fuels. 

For purposes of this statement, high-level solid waste is the 

solidified product of high-level liquid waste, and high-level waste 

(without a qualifying adjective) includes either physical form. 

Since the regulation requires the high-level liquid radioactive waste 

to be converted to solid form before transfer to a Federal repository, 

the teirm "high-level" in the discussions of repositories in this 

statement refers to the solid form only. 

Since the issuance of this regulation, a number of questions have 
been raised by industry as to the degree, if any, to which subsequent 
extraction cycle wastes might be concentrated without requiring their 
treatment as first cycle waste. This point has not been resolved. 
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The source of the high-level waste is the operation of processes which 

recover uranium and plutonium from irradiated reactor fuels. As first 

generated in liquid form, these wastes are nitric acid solutions 

containing essentially all of the nonvolatile fission products from 

the spent fuel, together with small quantities of uranium and plutonium 

which are not recovered, and other heavy elements. The requirements 

for safe management of this waste are that: 

(a) Shielding must be provided to absorb the intense penetrating 

radiation which is emitted. 

(b) Confinement must be provided, over a period of time which is 

extremely long compared to periods of time considered long in 

planning other human affairs, to preclude dispersion of the 

radioactive materials into the environment. 

(c) Heat generated by radioactive decay must be removed or dissipated 

to maintain the temperature of the waste within that for which 

the confinement system is designed. The period of time during 

which this is a significant matter is very short compared to the 

time during which confinement is needed. The heat output of 

ten-year old waste decreases by a factor of two in about thirty 

years. 

Critics of nuclear power frequently speak of the hazards of radioactive 

waste.* For example, in the March 1973 Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 

_ 

See comment letters of the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) and 
the Committee for the Conservation of Energy (both in Appendix C). 
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article "The Case Against the Fast Breeder Reactor," by Amory B. 

Lovins, the statement is made that the reactor core contains roughly 

a ton of plutonium-239 — "a radiological poison so toxic that if 

properly reduced and dispersed, a ton of it would far more than 

suffice to give lung cancer to everyone on earth." 

There are undoubtedly, at various storage places, many inventories of 

potentially hazardous materials, both radioactive and nonradioactive, 

which would be enough to kill several billion people if they could be 

distributed and administered to those people. Isolation of the fraction 

of these materials which is both waste and radioactive is the very 

purpose of the AEC's waste management program. Thus, the risk to human 

health and environmental well-being must be judged primarily in terms 

of the ability to achieve that purpose. Radioactive wastes, properly 

contained, will cause no adverse impacts, regardless of how toxic they 

may be. It is only to the extent that such containment is lost that 

the degree of toxicity of the materials becomes important. This impact 

statement analyzes those credible events which could lead to loss of 

containment in order to assess the actual level of hazard which the 

existence of the wastes does or may entail. 

A discussion of terms and concepts useful in understanding waste management 

hazards analyses is in Appendix A. This includes an attempt to clarify the 

commonly held fallacy that all radioactive wastes, regardless of composi

tion, must be confined for ten half-lives (or some other specific period). 
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The radiation characteristics of typical waste and the projected 

quantities of waste from the nuclear power industry through the year 

2000 which were used as bases for conceptual design studies for waste 

2 
storage facilities are shown in Tables 2.3.1 through 2.3.7. A more 

recent forecast of nuclear generating capacity indicates a slower 

3 
rate of increase, but due to the modular construction concept used 

in all three engineering approaches described in this statement, there 

has been no need to revise the conceptual designs. The apparent 

precision of the tables is only due to the Inherent nature of computer-

generated data. 

2.3.2 History of significant technical developments 

2.3.2.1 Technology for interim handling and storage 

The techniques for processing commercial nuclear power fuel and 

managing the resultant waste are derived basically from techniques 

developed at AEC sites for handling AEC fuels. Therefore, a brief 

discussion of the development of the latter techniques is pertinent. 

Nuclear fuel irradiated to produce plutonium for nuclear weapons has 

been processed at the AEC Hanford site, in the State of Washington, 

since the Manhattan Project of the mid 1940s, and at the Savannah River 

Plant site, in South Carolina, since the early 1950s. By volume, most 

of the high-level radioactive waste in the United States is In storage 

at these two sites. A much smaller volume of high-level waste has been 
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Table 2.3.1 

Forecast of U. S. Nuclear Electric 
Power Generating Capacity in Billions of Watts (net) 

Average in Fiscal Year 
End of 

Year 

1970 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 

1980 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 

1990 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

2000 

Calendar Year 

3.o: 
8.1* 
17 
31 
45 
55 
63 
76 
94 
114 

134 
159 
185 
213 
245 
281 
318 
362 
408 
453 

504 
559 
617 
676 
740 
807 
879 
955 
1033 
1117 

1201 

LWR 

8.2 
17.5 
31.2 
45.3 
55.1 
62.9 
76.0, 
94.4 

111.7 
129,1 
149,9 
168.1 
187.7 
209,8 
235,0 
260,9 
289.6 
318,3 

344.9 
374,0 
404.1 
432.1 
456.3 
476,2 
490,7 
505.0 
519.7 
533.1 

546,3 

HTGR 

2.2 
5.3 
8.8 
16,6 
25.0 
34.9 
45.7 
56.8 
69.1 
81.4 

92.8 
105.2 
118.1 
130.1 
140.9 
151.1 
160.7 
170.6 
181.1 
191.0 

201.2 

LMFBR 

3 
8 

15 
25 
37 
55 
79 
113 
156 
203 
254 
309 

370 

5 
5 

5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

Total 

5.2 
8.2 
17.5 
31.2 
45.3 
55,1 
62.9 
76.0 
94.4 

113.9 
134.4 
158.7 
184,7 
212,7 
244,7 
280.7 
317.7 
362.2 
408.2 

453,2 
504,2 
559,2 
617.2 
676.2 
740.3 
807.4 
878,6 
954.8 
1033.1 

1117.5 

Operating data. 

Notes: LWR = llght^water-cooled-and-moderated reactor; HTGR = high-
temperature gas-cooled reactor; LMFBR = liquid-metal-cooled 
fast breeder reactor. 
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Table 2,3.2 

Forec ist of cubic feet of solidified high-level waste 
shipped annually to Federal repository following 

•'"en years' storage at fuel processing site 

Year 

1983 
1984 
1985 
L986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
19,95 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 
2008 
2009 
2010 

Notes 

LWi;- 0 

100.0 
500.0 

1700,0 
2609,5 
2555.6 
3197.7 
3909.4 
4251,9 
5171.1 
5747.0 
6466.5 
6387.1 
7135.1 
8246.0 
9542.7 

11245.7 
12899.8 
14568.4 
15949.7 
17999.8 
19072.4 
20184.5 
20956.2 
21742.0 
22388.8 
21673.8 
22359.0 
22083.0 

for tables 

LWR-Pu 

0.0 
0,0 
0,0 
0,0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

537.8 
906,9 

1270.7 
1636.8 
2002,9 
2369,0 
2212.1 
1835,7 
1464,4 
1098,3 
732.2 
366,1 

0,0 
0.0 
0,0 
0,0 
0.0 
0.0 
0,0 
0.0 
0,0 

HTGR 

0.0 
0,0 
0.0 
0,0 
0,0 
0,0 

23,5 
39.3 
46,1 

220,6 
397,9 
587,0 

1015.7 
1435.2 
1926.6 
2438.0 
2952,8 
3537,3 
4100,2 
4583,9 
5148.5 
5727,6 
6240,8 
6694,4 
7159.2 
7566,4 
7997,0 
8490.6 

2.3,2 through 2,3,7, 

LMFBR-1 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0,0 
0,0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

14.9 
21.3 

231.3 
526,2 
883,5 
1423,0 
1412,9 
1412,3 
1412.2 
1411,3 
1221,8 
1140,2 
1024.3 
885.2 

Inclusive: 

LMFBR-2 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

35.6 
53.5 

716.4 
1701.2 
2996.7 
4807.8 
6845.7 
9210.4 

11785.7 
14484.0 

Total 

100.0 
500.0 

1700.0 
2609.5 
2555.6 
3197.7 
3932.9 
4829.0 
6124.1 
7238.3 
8501.2 
8977.1 

10519.8 
11893.4 
13319.9 
15169.3 
17182.2 
19364.1 
21335.1 
24060.2 
26350.1 
29025.6 
31605.9 
34656.1 
37615.5 
39590.7 
43165.9 
45942.8 

1. LWR-U = light-water reactor with uranium recycled fuel. The reactor 
used in the study was the Diablo Canyon pressurized water reactor 
(PWR), It was concluded from separate studies that the high-level 
wastes from boiling water reactor (BWR) fuel will closely approxi
mate those from PWRs, 

2. LWR-Pu = light-water reactor with self-sustaining recycle using a 
mixture of assemblies containing either enriched uranium or plutonium 
mixed with natural uranium. 

3. HTGR = high-temperature gas-cooled reactor. 
4. LMFBR 1 = a design assumed to be typical of early liquid-metal-cooled 

fast breeder reactors that may begin commercial operation in 1988-1991. 
5. LMFBR 2 •= a design assumed to be tjrpical of advanced LMFBRs that 

would begin commercial operation after 1991. 
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Table 2.3.3 

Projected number of typical canisters shipped annually 
to Federal repository following ten years' storage 

at fuel processing site 

LMFBR LMFBR 
Year 

1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 
2008 
2009 
2010 

LWR-U 

15.9 
79.6 
270.7 
415.6 
407.0 
509.2 
622.6 
677.1 
823.5 
915.2 
1029.8 
1017.1 
1136.3 
1313.2 
1519.7 
1790.9 
2054.3 
2320.0 
2540.0 
2866.5 
3037.3 
3214.4 
3337.3 
3462.4 
3565.4 
3451.5 
3560.7 
3516.7 

LWR-Pu 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
85.6 
144.4 
202.4 
260.7 
319.0 
377.3 
352.3 
292.3 
233.2 
174.9 
116.6 
58.3 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

HTGR 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
3.7 
6.3 
7.3 
35.1 
63.4 
93.5 
161.7 
228.5 
306.8 
388.2 
470.2 
563.3 
652.9 
729,9 
319.8 
912.0 
993.7 
1066.0 
1140.0 
1204.8 
1273.4 
1352.0 

1 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
2.4 
3.4 
36.8 
83.8 
140.7 
226.6 
225.0 
224.9 
224.9 
224.8 
194.5 
181.6 
163.1 
140.9 

2 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
5.7 
8.5 

114,1 
270.9 
477.2 
765.6 
1090.1 
1466.6 
1876.7 
2306.3 

Total 

15,9 
79,6 
270.7 
415.6 
407.0 
509.2 
626.3 
769.0 
975.3 
1152.7 
1353.8 
1429.6 
1675.3 
1894,0 
2121.2 
2415.7 
2736.2 
3083.7 
3397.5 
3831.5 
4196.1 
4622.2 
5033.1 
5518.8 
5990.0 
6304.5 
6373.8 
7316.0 

Note: 6.3 ft of contained waste per canister. 
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Table 2.3.4 

Kilowatts of decay heat from canisters shipped annually 
to Federal repository following ten years' storage at 

fuel processing site 

LMFBR LMFBR 
Year LWR-U LWR-Pu HTGR 1 2 Total 

1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 
2008 
2009 
2010 

31.7 
169.3 
617.9 
1054.0 
1183.7 
1533.1 
1878.0 
2111.3 
2548.8 
2900.9 
3239.6 
3292.3 
3648.1 
4263.3 
4816.3 
5692.1 
6605.0 
7534.3 
3342.3 
9462.6 
10043.1 
10694.1 
11205.0 
11745.6 
12231.1 
11860.5 
12245.7 
12106.9 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

488.0 
1220.1 
2127.9 
2947.8 
3767.3 
4587.4 
4236.0 
3894.3 
3279.4 
2459.5 
1639.5 
819.9 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
17.0 
52.9 
113.1 
229.6 
390.4 
603.8 
866.0 
1165.1 
1493.6 
1841.8 
2197.0 
2563.9 
2937.4 
3308.3 
3672.2 
4025.0 
4356.8 
4672.3 
4981.6 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
30.7 
105.1 
210.3 
354.8 
438.0 
438.0 
438.0 
438.0 
376.7 
350.4 
315.4 
271.6 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

106.2 
371.8 
763.0 
1305.5 
1933.1 
2738.3 
3628.9 
4565.8 

31.7 
169.3 
617.9 
1054.0 
1183.7 
1533.1 
1878.0 
2599.4 
3768.9 
5045.8 
6240.3 
7172.7 
8465.1 
8889.8 
9314.4 
9837.5 
10260.3 
10772.6 
11214.3 
12014.4 
13151.2 
14441.3 
15714.3 
17161.4 
18565.9 
19306.0 
20862.3 
21925.9 
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Table 2.3.5 

Megacuries of radioactivity in annual shipments 
of high-level waste to Federal repository following 

ten years' storage at fuel processing site 

LMFBR LMFBR 
Year LWR-U LWR-Pu HTGR 1 2 Total 

1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 
2008 
2009 
2010 

9.1 
48.8 
178.2 
304.0 
341.4 
442.2 
541.7 
609.0 
735.2 
836.7 
934.4 
949.6 
1052.3 
1229.7 
1389.2 
1641.8 
1905.2 
2173.2 
2406.3 
2729.4 
2896.8 
3084.6 
3232.0 
3387.9 
3527.9 
3421.1 
3532.2 
3492.1 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
41.9 
104.7 
182.6 
253.0 
323.3 
393.7 
363.5 
334.2 
281.4 
211.1 
140.7 
70.4 
0.0 
0.0 
O.O 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
4.5 
13.9 
29.7 
60.3 
102.6 
158.6 
227.5 
306.0 
392.3 
483.8 
577.1 
673.5 
771.6 
869.0 
964.6 
1057.3 
1144.4 
1227.3 
1308.5 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0,0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
10,4 
35.7 
71.3 
120.4 
148.6 
148.6 
148.6 
148,6 
127,8 
118.9 
107,0 
92.2 

0,0 
0.0 
0,0 
0,0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0,0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0,0 
0,0 
0.0 
0.0 
34.2 
119.8 
245,9 
420,7 
622,9 
882,4 
1169.4 
1471,3 

9,1 
48,8 
178.2 
304.0 
341.4 
442.2 
541.7 
650.9 
839.9 
1023.8 
1201.3 
1302.6 
1506.2 
1695.8 
1882.0 
2150.7 
2432.7 
2741.9 
3031.8 
3426.9 
3753.2 
4124.6 
4495.5 
4921.8 
5336.0 
5566.8 
6035.8 
6364.1 
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Table 2.3.6 

Number of annual shipments of high-level waste to 
Federal repository following ten years' storage at 

fuel processing site 

LMFBR LMFBR 
Year LWR-U LWR-Pu HTGR 1 2 Total 

1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 
2008 
2009 
2010 

1.3 
6.6 
22.6 
34.6 
33.9 
42.4 
51.9 
56.4 
68.6 
76.3 
85.8 
84.8 
94.7 
109.4 
126.6 
149.2 
171.2 
193.3 
211.7 
238.9 
253.1 
267.8 
278.1 
288.5 
297.1 
287.6 
296.7 
293.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
7.1 
12.0 
16.9 
21.7 
26.6 
31.4 
29.4 
24.4 
19.4 
14.6 
9.7 
4.9 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.3 
0.5 
0.6 
2.9 
5.3 
7.8 
13.5 
19.0 
25.6 
32.4 
39.2 
46.9 
54.4 
60.8 
68.3 
76.0 
82.8 
88.8 
95.0 
100,4 
106,1 
112,7 

0,0 
0,0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.2 
0.3 
3.1 
7.0 
11.7 
18.9 
18.7 
18.7 
18.7 
18.7 
16.2 
15.1 
13.6 
11.7 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.5 
0.7 
9.5 
22.6 
39.8 
63.8 
90.8 
122.2 
156.4 
192.2 

1.3 
6.6 
22.6 
34.6 
33.9 
42.4 
52.2 
64.1 
81.3 
96.1 
112.8 
119.1 
139.6 
157.8 
176.8 
201.3 
228.0 
257.0 
283.1 
319,3 
349.7 
385.2 
419.4 
459.9 
499.2 
525.4 
572.8 
609.7 

Note: 12 waste canisters per shipment. 
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# 
Table 2.3.7 

Cumulative Hlgh-Level Waste Inventory at Federal Repository 
Assuming 10 Years' Storage at Fuel Processing Site 

KJ 

CO 

I—1 

Fiscal 
Year 

1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 

1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 

2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 
2008 
2009 

Activity 

Actinides* 

0, 
0. 
1, 
3. 
6. 
8. 
12. 

27. 
60. 
113 
185 
273 
378 
474 
561 
635 
691 

731 
755 
765 
779 
799 
823 
852 
887 
926 
970 

065 
409 
66 
76 
05 
99 
5 

7 
2 

(MCI) 
Fission. 

Products 

8.76 
55.2 
224 
507 
816 

1,210 
1,690 

2,250 
2,950 
3,790 
4,760 
5,780 
6,940 
8,260 
9,730 
11,400 
13,400 

15,500 
18,000 
20,700 
23,700 
26,900 
30,400 
34,200 
38,300 
42,500 
47,000 

Thermal 

Actlnldes" 

0.0019 
0.0120 
0.0488 
0.111 
0.178 
0.264 
0.369 

0.868 
1.95 
3.73 
6.12 
9.09 
12.6 
15.8 
18.7 
21.1 
22.9 

24.1 
24.7 
24.9 
25.1 
25.5 
26.0 
26.7 
27.5 
28.4 
29.5 

Power (MW) 
Fission. 
Products 

0.0288 
0.181 
0.733 
1.66 
2.66 
3.94 
5.48 

7.28 
9,55 
12.2 
15.3 
18,6 
22.3 
26.5 
31.2 
36,6 
42.8 

49.8 
57,6 
66.3 
75.8 
86.1 
97,2 
109 
122 
135 
149 

Weight of Isotopes 
(Metric Tons) 

Actlnldes* 

0. 
1. 
4. 
9. 
15. 
23, 
32. 

44. 
59. 
79. 
103 
129 
159 
192 
228 
267 
311 

360 
413 
472 
536 
607 
684 
768 
859 
953 

1,050 

159 
01 
12 
42 
4 
1 
5 

3 
9 
5 

Fission. 
Products 

0.839 
5.32 
21.7 
49.5 
80.8 
121 
171 

230 
306 
397 
504 
619 
751 
901 

1,070 
1,260 
1,480 

1,720 
1,990 
2,300 
2,640 
3,020 
3,420 
3,870 
4,360 
4,870 
5,430 

Volume of 
Waste 

(103 ft3) 

0.100 
0.600 
2.300 
4.910 
7.466 
10,66 
14,60 

19,43 
25,55 
32.79 
41,29 
50,27 
60.79 
72,68 
86.00 
101.2 
118,4 

137,7 
159.0 
183.1 
209.5 
238.5 
270.1 
304.7 
342.4 
382.0 
425.1 

Number 
of 

Containers"^ 

16 
96 
366 
782 

1,189 
1,698 
2,324 

3,093 
4,069 
5,221 
6,575 
8,005 
9,680 
11,574 
13,695 
16,111 
18,847 

21,931 
25,328 
29,160 
33,356 
37,978 
43,011 
48,530 
54,520 
60,825 
67,698 

2010 1,020 51,700 30.7 164 1,160 6,020 471.1 75,014 

Assumes 0.5>i; of the U and Pu in LWR and IXFBR fuels, 0.5% of the U and Th in HTGR fuel, and 100% of the other actlnldes in the fuels report 
to waste. 

Totals include 0.1% of iodine and bromine, and none of the noble-gas and tritium fission products. 
c J 3 
Containers are 12 in. in diameter by 10 feet long and contain 6.28 ft of solidified waste, each 



generated at the National Reactor Testing Station (NRTS), in Idaho, 

from processing of fuel from research reactors and from the nuclear 

propulsion of Naval vessels. This site began operations in the 

early 1950s. 

Three major changes have taken place over the years at the Hanford 

and Savannah River plants, all improving the ease or safety of 

radioactive waste handling: 

(a) Through process improvements, the volume of high-level liquid 

waste generated per ton of irradiated fuel processed has been 

reduced from a high of about 10,000 gallons/ton in the early 

years to about 500 gallons/ton (aluminum-clad fuel) or 800 

gallons/ton (zirconium-clad fuel) at present. Still further 

reductions are anticipated with improved processes in commercial 

plants. 

((b) Improvements in tank design and construction have very greatly 

reduced the probability of liquid leakage from high-level waste 

tanks into the soil. The first Hanford tank design was a concrete 

tank with a carbon-steel liner, while the first Savannah River 

design was a carbon-steel tank inside a partially steel-lined 

concrete vault (somewhat like a cup and saucer in arrangement), 

All of the leakage of high-level liquid waste into the soil at these 

sites has been from tanks of dne of these two original designs. 

Conversely, there has been no leakage into the soil at either 
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site from any tanks of the most recent design, which consist 

of a stress-relieved, free-standing carbon-steel tank inside a 

fully steel-lined concrete vault (essentially a tank-within-a-tank 

approach). The stress relieving is done by heat-treating the 

fabricated tanks on site and is expected to eliminate a stress 

corrosion problem considered responsible for leaks in the earlier 

tanks. 

Through use of auxiliary evaporative processes, the wastes are 

being converted from liquid form to salt cakes or sludges at a 

faster rate than they are being generated, thus reducing the 

4 
mobility of the waste within the tanks. 

Environmental statements on the waste management operations, 

including the management of the radioactive wastes at the Hanford, 

Idaho, and Savannah River sites are being prepared concurrently 

with this statement and no attempt will be made to duplicate the 

extensive discussions in those statements. However, a cross-

reference is necessary because of the opposing view that the 

generation of new large quantities of commercial high-level 

waste should not be permitted because of many alleged mistakes 

made by the AEC in previous handling of its own high-level waste. 

For example, in the brochure "The Nuclear Power Issue: An 

Overview," by Daniel F. Ford and Henry W. Kendall, the statement 

is made, following a discussion of Hanford tank leaks, that 
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All in all, we are profoundly disturbed by the prospects 

of accumulating radioactive wastes that the country does 

not have the secure technology to cope with and which the 

AEC is today dealing with in a supremely careless manner." 

The effect of the leaks is that there is a resultant inventory of 

radioactive material held in relatively inaccessible subsurface 

locations and requiring indefinite control of the site to assure 

that no liquids which might destroy the equilibrium situation are 

discharged into the soil. As for resultant radiation exposures 

to the public, the following quotation from the environmental 

statement on Hanford waste management practices, being prepared 

concurrently with this statement, is significant: 

"The total doses to the total body and the thyroids of the 

population within 50 miles of the Hanford project from 

the several pathways are summarized in Table III.1-12. The 

total-body population dose rate from all sources is 2.4 

man-rem/yr. The average per-capita annual dose rate is 

_3 
9,6 X 10 mrem/yr,... Both the total-body population dose 

and the average per-capita dose are insignificant compared 

with the doses received by the same residents from natural 

background radiation and other man-made sources. The external 

penetrating total-body dose from natural cosmic and terrestrial 

radiation sources in the Hanford vicinity has been measured 
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at 75 to 92 mrem/yr. In addition to this background, 

natural radioactive materials within the body, acquired 

from ingestion and inhalation, add another 25 mrem/yr 

to the total-body dose. The natural background per capita 

dose from external and internal sources, therefore, is about 

110 mrem/yr and the total population dose is about 27,400 

man-rem/yr. Thus, the total exposure from Hanford sources 

(2.4 man-rem/yr) is 9 x 10 of that from natural background 

and would be imperceptible when compared to the normal 

10 to 15% fluctuation which occurs annually in the natural 

background radiation levels.... Therefore, relation of a 

dose of this magnitude to any environmental effect would 

be unrealistic to postulate and impossible to demonstrate." 

Because of the relatively large volumes of high-level liquid waste 

generated at Hanford and Savannah River, it has never been considered 

feasible to provide the stainless steel tanks which would have been 

necessary to store the waste in its original acidic form. Instead, the 

waste at these sites has always been chemically neutralized to permit 

storage in carbon-steel tanks of much lower cost. This neutralization, 

however, has the disadvantage of introducing a large mass of chemicals 

which becomes intimately mixed with the radioactive materials in the 

waste and thus adds to the difficulty and cost of any later handling 

or treatment of the waste which may become desirable. 
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At the AEC's Idaho plant, a lower rate of volume generation made it 

feasible to provide stainless steel tanks for the high-level liquid 

waste in the original design. Storage of the waste in a clear 

acidic solution facilitated development of a calcining process, which 

has now been in operation for about ten years. 

This process (known as fluidized-bed calcination) converts the high-

level liquid waste to a dry, granular solid, which is stored within 

stainless steel bins within underground reinforced concrete vaults. 

This material does not require forced cooling. With some modifications 

(in particular the use of steam rather than air as a fluidizing medium) 

this method of calcining was specified in the operating license 

application for one of the three commercial processing plants built 

or being built. The plans called for the calcined material to be 

encapsulated in stainless steel containers of a size suitable for 

later transfer to a Federal repository. Because these containers 

would have required artificial cooling, the plans called for them 

to be stored in a water-filled basin. Such basins have been used for 

many years at AEC sites, and for lesser times in the private industry, 

for storage of irradiated fuel elements awaiting transport or processing. 

Although startup of this particular plant has been indefinitely deferred 

because of difficulties not connected with high-level waste management, 

the relationship of the high-level waste planning to AEC developments 

is still pertinent to the opposing view of the NRDC that "...any design 

for storage of commercially-generated high-level radioactive wastes 
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will benefit from little previous experience [with AEC-generated high-

level waste]." (see letter. Appendix C.) 

Several AEC national laboratories began studies on alternative waste 

solidification processes In the mid 1950s. Three of these processes 

were selected for development through the "pilot plant" stage at the 

Waste Solidification Engineering Prototype (WSEP) facility at Hanford, 

which began operation in the mid 1960s. In WSEP, full-size batches 

of waste, with the full levels of radioactivity anticipated in future 

commercial reprocessing plants, were solidified by these three processes 

and encapsulated. The resultant canisters of waste were stored for 

periodic examinations and measurements, which are still continuing. 

These are to evaluate any effects of temperature, corrosion, or 

radiation upon either the matrix of solid waste or upon the canister, 

under conditions of storage in either air or water. Properties of 

solidified waste from these three WSEP processes and from the Idaho 

calcining plant are shown in Table 2.3.8. 

Studies are continuing on still further solidification improvements 

with the general objective of improving the margin of safety against 

dispersion of the material in transport, handling, or interim storage 

accidents, however unlikely, by fixing the waste in a monolithic, 

high insoluble matrix. Although concretes, cermets, ceramics, and 

The evaluation of any possible radiation damage to the canister is 
pertinent to a concern of the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency; 
see letter. Appendix C. 
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Table 2.3.8 

Characteristics of solidified high-level radioactive wastes 

Program 

Process 

Waste Form 

Demonstrated Decay 
Heat Concentration 
(watts/liter) 

Leach rate 
(grams/cm^/day) 

Residual nitrate 
(weight percent) 

Thermal conductivity 
watts/m^ (°C/m) 

Franglbllity 

Number of tests 

4 
ICPP 

Fluid Bed 

Calcine 
Granules 

0.6 

I 

<4 

0.2 

Moderate 

10 years 
operation 

Calcine 
Cake 

93 

1 

<0.05 

0.3 

Weak 

8 

Pot 

Silicate 
Glass 

310 

10-^ 

<0.005 

•1.0 

Brittle 

1 

WSEP^ 

Spray/W 

Phosphate 
Ceramic 

200 

10-^ 

< 0.005 

1.2 

Tough 

11 

[elt 

Silicate 
Glass 

200 

10-^ 

<0.005 

1.0 

Brittle 

2 

Evaporate/ 
Melt 

Phosphate 
Glass 

200 

10-^ 

<0.005 

1.0 

Brittle 

11 



minerals are being considered in this effort, the most promising 

form presently appears to be a silicate glass. Work planned at the 

WSEP facility over the next two-year period includes selection of the 

best silicate glass composition; development and testing, for remote 

operation, of the necessary glass-making and -handling equipment; 

production and encapsulation of waste; and safety analysis of the 

finished form. Maximum possible use will be made in this program 

of the experience and technology of the glass Industry. 

2.3.2.2 Technology for disposal 

During much of the period during which high-level waste storage and 

solidification technology was being Improved as discussed above, there 

has been a parallel effort to develop technology for disposal. In 

this context, "storage" is used in its ordinary sense indicating an 

Intent to be able to remove or retrieve the material in question at 

some future time. Because of the long period of time during which 

high-level waste must be confined, its storage in any man-made 

structures such as tanks or vaults, no matter how safe at present, 

requires a program of surveillance, with eventual repair or replace

ment, if the environment is to continue to be protected. 

The term "disposal," by contrast, is used for techniques in which there 

is no intent to be able to retrieve the waste. Some disposal concepts 

involve the physical dispersion of the waste in an irreversible way 

(for example, launching into space); in others, the waste is not 
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physically irretrievable, but the term "disposal" is used because 

retrievability is not considered necessary, nor is provision made 

for it. The disposal concept on which most work has been done is 

placement of the waste within a deep geological formation, and the 

rationale for it is summarized as follows: if a formation is found 

that has been stable over geologically long periods of time; if the 

hydrology of this formation is such that water is not flowing through 

it; if a storage chamber is excavated in the formation and the radio

active wastes are placed In it in chemical and physical forms that 

will not react with the formation; and if the operators carefully 

withdraw, leaving the storage chamber sealed and undisturbed, there 

is good reason to believe that the radioactive materials will remain 

isolated in the formation for geological periods of time in the future. 

In 1955, at the request of the AEC, a committee of geologists and 

geophyslcists was established by the National Academy of Sciences -

National Research Council (NAS-NRC) to consider the disposal of high-

level radioactive wastes in geologic formations within the United 

States. This committee proposed storage in natural bedded salt 

formations as the most promising method for the near future. This 

recommendation has been endorsed by subsequent committees of the 

Academy on several reviews of on-going AEC-sponsored research and 

development programs. These recommendations were based on the isola

tion, shielding, heat dissipation, and self-sealing provided by bedded 

salt. In late 1970, the National Academy of Sciences reported that: 
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The Committee judges that a sound case has been made for burial 

of highly radioactive solidified wastes in bedded salt. Sites 

correctly chosen with respect to design criteria...offer a 

satisfactory method for waste disposal in terms of present 

technology. 

"Presently accomplished research, development, and design...are 

at such a state that the Committee can see no objection to 

proceeding with the plans for a demonstration facility for both 

types of wastes." 

The Committee concluded that "The use of bedded salt for the disposal 

of radioactive wastes is satisfactory. In addition, it is the safest 

choice now available...." 

In the budget submission for Fiscal Year 1972, the AEC requested 

Congressional authorization for construction of a demonstration 

repository for radioactive waste in the underground bedded salt 

formations of central Kansas. Although it was anticipated that this 

repository would ultimately be designated as the Federal Waste 

Repository, it was initially to be operated as a demonstration facility. 

Subject to confirmatory geological and hydrologlcal studies, the AEC 

had tentatively selected the site near Lyons, Kansas, which has been 

o 

used for studies, for this purpose. A draft environmental statement 

in support of this request was Issued at the time of transmittal of 
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the President s budget to the Congress, and the final statement 

9 
(WASH-1503) was issued in June 1971. This statement showed that the 

Lyons site selection was tentative and that additional investigations of 

the site were still to be carried out (p.2, first complete paragraph; 

p.23, last paragraph). 

Congress did not authorize construction of the repository; it did, 

however, authorize the AEC to continue with conceptual design of the 

repository and with the various safety tests and studies suggested 

by the AEC, the National Academy of Sciences advisory committee, or 

the Kansas Geological Survey. One of the subjects already identified 

as warranting investigation was the possible long-term effect of 

unplugged oil and gas exploration wells upon the integrity of the salt 

formation. A separate question later arose about the effect of 

"solution mining" (the use of large quantities of water to extract salt 

from the underground formation) not far away. 

After study of these questions, which was reported to the Joint 

Committee on Atomic Energy, ' the Commission reevaluated its 

position on commercial high-level waste disposal and concluded that 

it would construct surface facilities in which the solidified 

commercial high-level wastes to be delivered to it would be stored under 

carefully monitored, controlled and retrievable conditions. At the 

same time, the Commission decided that the potential long-term 

advantages of permanent storage in salt, or other geologic formations, 
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which had been the basis for the repository project, have largely 

been verified by experimental work and analysis and, in spite of the 

problems of the specific site at Lyons, that this option should be 

actively pursued further on a developmental basis. In line with this 

decision, the Commission changed the scope of the work on geologic 

storage to selection of a site in salt or some other suitable geologic 

formation for a pilot repository in which the results of past and 

continuing laboratory experimental work and evaluation could be verified 

by in situ operational experience under conditions where all material 

in the pilot repository would be continuously monitored and completely 

retrievable. 

The Joint Committee on Atomic Energy (JCAE) was Informed of this 

decision and the general aspects of the revised program were announced 

by the Commission on May 18, 1972. Continuation of the program along 

the same general lines was authorized by Congressional action on the 

Fiscal Year 1974 budget. In its report authorizing AEC appropriations 

for FY 1974, the JCAE stated: 

"The Committee is pleased with the multiple research approach 

on engineered and permanent storage, since this country must 

look to nuclear power plants to meet burgeoning energy needs. 

The waste management and transportation program is a small 

but vital link in the overall means of providing energy to 

our homes and industry." 
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In the following year, the JCAE again authorized the full waste 

management sum which the AEC had requested, and commented as 

follows: 

"The Commission's waste management program for fiscal year 

1975 contemplates vigorous study and development of both 

the retrievable storage and geological disposal approaches. 

In view of the predictable rate of accumulation of radio

active waste from the civilian nuclear power program and 

the progress being made in solidifying and reducing waste 

volume, the committee recommends that the Commission place 

strong emphasis on the development of the retrievable 

storage concept. Successful interim use of this technique 

will allow ample time to Investigate thoroughly ultimate 

disposal in geologic formations." 

The AEC's redirection of its program in 1972 has been misinterpreted 

as an abandonment of all interest In permanent geological storage, 

necessitating complete reliance on perpetual storage in man-made 

near-surface structures. The AEC has not stated that perpetual 

surveillance and maintenance of surface storage is either necessary 

or desirable, and has kept development work toward geological storage 

as a vital part of its program. The two quotations from Congressional 

reports Immediately above clearly show that the JCAE has understood 

and approved the dual nature of the program. 
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There have been numerous articles and speeches opposing the indefinite 

storage of high-level waste in man-made vaults or structures, because 

of the burden of indefinite surveillance and maintenance which would 

thus be placed on future generations. Since the AEC does not intend 

to rely on such storage indefinitely, these views are not "opposing"; 

on the contrary, see the exchange of correspondence with the Union of 

Concerned Scientists (Appendix C) in which the AEC agrees with the 

Union's recommendation that geologic storage be vigorously pursued. 

2.3.3 Summary of present technical knowledge 

A summary of present technical knowledge on storage or disposal of 

high-level waste, including certain advanced concepts not previously 

mentioned, is considered an essential background for the discussion 

of alternatives which appears later in this statement. 

2.3.3.1 Solidification 

One method for reducing high-level liquid radioactive waste to solid 

form has been in routine use at one site (the National Reactor Testing 

Station) for ten years, and other techniques of solidification have 

been demonstrated by pilot plant operation, using production levels 

of radioactivity, with encapsulation of the products. 

2.3.3.2 Transportation 

The technology for safely shipping highly irradiated nuclear fuel 

elements is in routine use. Encapsulated and solidified high-level 
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waste can be shipped in comparable containers. This technology, with 

that of solidification noted immediately above, makes it possible to 

have fuel processing and waste storage or disposal at different sites. 

2.3.3.3 Retrievable surface storage 

The technology for safely separating waste fission products from 

irradiated nuclear fuels is routinely in use in fuel reprocessing 

plsmts, some of which have been operational for nearly thirty years. 

The technology of remotely handling and packaging radioactive materials, 

and of remotely repairing and replacing equipment, in the massive, 

high-quality reinforced concrete structures used in these reprocessing 

plants is the basic technology which could easily be adapted to the 

receiving, inspection, and service "hot cells" which would be required 

at a retrievable surface storage facility. It would also pertain to 

either of the two storage concepts, described in detail later in this 

statement, requiring a vault. 

2.3.3.4 Disposal in geological formations at conventional depths 

Of all the concepts which have been suggested for disposal of high-

level waste (as distinct from storage), this one is closest to 

readiness for use. As described previously. Irradiated fuel elements, 

simulating encapsulated solidified high-level waste, were experimentally 

stored in a deep bedded salt formation for eighteen months without any 

unusual or unexpected effects of radiation or heat upon the salt. These 

fuel elements were safely removed at the end of the experiment, and the 
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mine has been unconditionally returned (i.e., contamination-free) 

to the owners. The results of this experiment, together with other 

data and considerations, led the AEC to conclude that disposal in 

bedded salt formations is a safe and acceptable approach to the 

problem of long-term isolation of solidified high-level waste from 

man's environment. 

In addition to bedded salt, several other geological formations (such 

as domed salt, granite, and limestone) appear possible choices for 

disposal of high-level waste at depths not too great for excavation 

of the necessary cavities by conventional mining methods. The use 

of one of these other formations would first require evaluation of 

the pertinent properties, such as heat transmission, radiation 

resistance, and structural strength, equivalent to the work already 

done on bedded salt. Following evaluation of alternative sites, the 

basic remaining need in bringing this concept to use, regardless of 

the formation chosen, would be successful completion of a pilot 

program with actual waste, confirming the acceptability of a specific 

site. As described later in this statement, a geological evaluation 

effort directed toward such a pilot repository is one of the two 

major elements in the present AEC high-level waste program. 
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2.3.3.5 Disposal in geological formations by unconventional methods 

A number of concepts have been advanced for disposal of high-level 

waste within geological formations by unconventional methods. These 

Include: 

(1) Placement of waste within polar ice sheets. 

(2) Placement of waste on the sea bed so that it will be carried 

deeper by movement of tectonic plates, or covered by naturally 

deposited silt; or burial of waste within stable formations 

beneath the sea bed. 

(3) Placement of waste within the earth at depths much greater than 

those achieved in conventional mining, e.g., in a shaft drilled to 

a depth like ten miles, or in a deep cavity excavated by a nuclear 

explosion or by melting rock, including melting by radioactive 

decay heat. 

(4) Discharge Into a volcano. 

(5) Dispersal of the waste in liquid form by pumping into a deep 

porous underground formation beneath the water table. 

(6) "Very deep injection into the stable silicate core of the 

continent." (Suggested by the Natural Resources Defense 

Council; see letter, Appendix C.) 

The state of present knowledge is similar for all of these concepts 

and may be summarized as follows: 
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(1) The basic scientific knowledge of the environment at the 

proposed point of placement or dispersal of the waste, including 

the basic scientific knowledge of natural phenomena which might 

make the waste either more or less isolated over very long 

periods, is very limited. 

(2) Technology for emplacing the waste is incomplete. 

(3) Methods for evaluating the safety of a specific proposed site 

before emplacement of the waste, and for monitoring of the 

site after emplacement, are lacking. 

(4) Technology for retrieval of the waste is lacking and in some 

cases is possibly not achievable at any cost (e.g., the case 

of dispersal of liquid into a deep porous formation), 

2.3.3.6 Extraterrestrial disposal 

Launching of high-level waste into space has been suggested as a 

means of permanent disposal; variations of this are placing the waste 

into a high orbit around the earth, placing it into solar orbit, 

directing it into the sun, or directing it out of the solar system. 

Even the most preliminary analyses of this concept have strongly 

indicated that, if it is to be used at all, costs will dictate that 

only the longest-lived and highest-hazard radionuclides within the 

waste can be launched. Chemical technology for Isolating these 

materials (generally speaking, plutonium, other actlnldes, and 

strontium) from the many other radionuclides and stable chemicals 

in the waste would have to be developed. The safety technology for 
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making practical waste containers which would withstand both the 

maximum credible launching pad accident and the maximum credible 

atmospheric re-entry accident would also have to be developed. 

2.3.3.7 Transmutation and partitioning 

Transmutation is a permanent disposal concept which involves bombard

ing the atoms of the radionuclides in the waste with subatomic 

particles so that some of the target atoms are converted, or trans

muted, to atoms of radionuclides which decay more quickly. The 

long-term potential hazard of the waste is thus reduced. 

The most logical subatomic particle for such bombardment appears to 

be the neutron. Under present technology, neutrons are produced in 

large and economical numbers by the operation of nuclear fission 

reactors. Since the fissioning would create additional radioactive 

waste, a careful consideration of the balance would be required. 

One approach to this balance is to perform a chemical separation on 

the waste so that only the longest-lived, highest-hazard materials 

would be bombarded. Such treatment of waste is referred to as 

"partitioning." 

The technology for processing highly irradiated fuels has been developed 

to the point that less than one part in ten million of the fission 

14 
products remain with either the plutonium or uranium products. These 

two products are also chemically separated from each other to a very 
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high degree. These separations are accompanied by the loss of a 

fraction of one percent of the plutonium and uranium to the high-level 

waste stream, and to date it has not been considered economically 

practical to attempt to recover these losses. However, the presence 

of plutonium in the high-level waste is a major factor in the need 

for very long-term confinement of that waste. Refinements or 

extensions of present fuel processing technology would be necessary 

to recover plutonium from waste already generated. If present 

technology could be extended to prevent the present small losses 

from getting into the waste from now on, this would permit a special 

case of transmutation, since the recovered plutonium could be recycled 

through reactors to "burn up" into shorter-lived fission products. 

2.3.4 The present regulation on commercial high-level radioactive waste 

2.3.4.1 The considerations leading to the regulation 

In the fall of 1967, the Commission directed that the staffs of the 

Director of Regulation and of the General Manager prepare a joint 

study which would consider all factors that might influence the growth 

pattern of the spent fuel processing industry. The basic objective 

of this study was to furnish the necessary background upon which the 

Commission could base its regulatory policies with regard to that 

industry. 

This rather comprehensive study was completed in July 1970, and 

covered many facets of fuel processing, waste management, and plant 

decommissioning. Among the general conclusions reached were: 
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Waste Form 

(a) While Commission experience had shown that aqueous high-

level waste solutions (and sludges) could be stored safely 

in properly designed tanks for several decades, such storage 

on an indefinite basis imposes a burdensome continuing task 

of surveillance and intermittent tank replacement if the 

environment is to be protected. 

(b) Because of this need for surveillance and tank replacement 

and since the technology of waste solidification for current 

commercial waste was advanced to the point of practicality, 

indefinite storage of high-level waste in aqueous form was 

considered unacceptable. 

Transportation of Waste 

(a) The technical difficulties and cost of safely transporting 

large volumes of aqueous high-level radioactive waste 

were considered such as to make this operation impractical 

and unacceptable. 

(b) Experience on transportation of irradiated fuel had provided 

a firm basis for safe shipment of solidified high-level 

waste, and it was concluded that such shipments made in 

accordance with the regulations of the Department of 

Transportation (DOT) and AEC should not endanger the health 

and safety of the public. 
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(3) Long-Term Management of High-Level Waste 

(a) It was concluded that the public health and safety could 

best be protected by having the Federal Government build 

and operate permanent repositories for high-level waste at 

a limited number of carefully selected locations, taking 

into consideration the need to assure that the waste be 

completely isolated from man and the environment, the 

difference In time between that during which isolation is 

needed and the expected economic life of the spent fuel 

plants which generate the waste, and the potential that 

there would be many spent fuel processors which, because 

of load centers, would be at widely scattered geographic 

locations. 

2.3.4.2 Summary of the present regulation (10 CFR 50 Appendix F) 

A proposed regulation based on the above study and conclusions was 

published for comment by the Commission in June of 1969. After much 

discussion and comment by the industry, the final version of the 

regulation was published on November 14, 1970, as Appendix F to Part 50, 

Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, to become effective in 

February of 1971. 
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This regulation provides essentially as follows: 

(1) Plants for the chemical processing of spent reactor fuel, 

including facilities for temporary storage of high-level 

radioactive waste, may be located on private property. 

(2) A plant's inventory of high-level liquid waste shall be limited 

to that produced in the prior five years." 

(3) High-level liquid radioactive waste shall be converted to a 

dry solid as required to comply with inventory limitation and 

placed in a sealed container prior to transfer to a Federal 

repository in a shipping cask meeting the requirements of 

10 CFR 71. 

(4) The dry solid shall be chemically, thermally, and radiolytically 

stable to the extent that the equilibrium pressure in the sealed 

container will not exceed the safe operating pressure for that 

container during a period from canning through a minimum of 

90 days after receipt at the Federal repository.'" 

"High-level liquid radioactive waste" was defined by the regulation 
as stated in section 2.3.1 above. The five-year limitation on the 
storage by the spent fuel processor of aqueous waste solution was 
based on a judgment that this period would allow adequate radioactive 
decay to simplify the problems of solidification and interim storage 
of solid waste without resulting in an unacceptable inventory of 
liquid waste at the processor's site. 

Modification of this 90-day requirement as appropriate for retrievable 
storage, rather than final disposal in salt, is anticipated. 
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(5) All high-level radioactive waste shall be transferred to the 

Federal repository no later than 10 years following separation 

of fission products from the irradiated fuel. \ . 

(6) Upon receipt at the Federal repository the AEC will assume 

permanent custody of these radioactive waste materials although 

industry will pay the Federal Government a charge which, together 

with the interest on unexpended balances, will be designed to 

defray all costs of disposal and perpetual surveillance. AEC 

will take title to the material upon its transfer to a Federal 

repository. 

(7) Disposal of high-level radioactive waste will not be permitted 

on any land other than that owned and controlled by the Federal 

Government. 

(8) A design objective for fuel reprocessing plants shall be to 

facilitate decontamination and removal of all radioactive waste 

at the time the facility is permanently decommissioned. 

The ten-year limitation was selected to allow adequate cooling prior 
to shipping, and on the assumption that the bedded salt repository 
at Lyons, Kansas would be ready to accept the initial waste by that 
time and therefore additional time on site was not necessary. 

ick 
To be consistent with the intent of this provision, the fee for 
transfer of waste from industry to the RSSF will include a contingency 
for later transfer to geologic disposal. This point is pertinent to 
concerns about disposal funding expressed by the Minnesota Pollution 
Control Agency (see letter. Appendix C) and the Environmental Protec
tion Agency (EPA) in commenting on the draft environmental statement 
on the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor Program (WASH-1535). 
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2.4 Background factors pertinent to transuranium waste 

2.4.1 Description of commercial burial grounds 

Introductory Note: 

Since transuranium-contaminated solid waste generated at various 

points in the commercial nuclear fuel cycle has historically been 

disposed of at commercial burial grounds, a description of these 

grounds is considered an essential part of the background of a 

change to different methods of management. 

2,4.1.1 Licensing and environmental reviews 

The land burial of solid wastes contaminated with radioactive materials 

may be carried out only by persons who hold an appropriate license 

from the AEC or an "Agreement State." An applicant for this type 

of license is required to provide detailed information on proposed 

facilities, equipment, waste handling procedures, and experience of 

personnel. This information is used in determining, among other 

things, whether the applicant's proposed activities will be carried 

out so that the health and safety of the public are adequately pro

tected. The regulations specify that an application for burial of 

waste received from others will not be approved unless the land is 

owned by the Federal Government or a state government. It is the 

responsibility of the applicant to select a site and to negotiate 

as necessary to provide for governmental ownership of the land. 

* 
A state which licenses certain activities under an agreement with 
the AEC pursuant to 42 U.S.C, 2021, 
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An applicant is required to provide detailed geological, hydrological, 

and meteorological analyses of the proposed burial site. He is also 

required to provide detailed information as to his proposed operating 

procedures; radiation safety training program; monitoring programs; and 

the qualifications of key personnel. This information is reviewed to 

see if there is reasonable assurance that the burial operations will be 

safely conducted, and that after burial the radioactive material in the 

waste will be retained at the site and not migrate from the vicinity of 

the burial location. In providing information relative to migration, 

the applicant should not assume any containment of the waste by packaging. 

In its analysis, the AEC assxmes no containment by the packaging, since 

the life of the packaging will frequently be much shorter than the time 

it would take for decay of the radioactive material. (Packaging is, of 

course. Important in compliance with transportation regulations during 

shipment of the waste from the generating site to the burial site.) 

General guidance for filing of burial ground applications is found in 

10 CFR Parts 30, 40, and 70 for the three types of regulated radioactive 

materials, and 10 CFR Part 51 specifies the type of information to be 

Included in the applicant's environmental report. 

2.4.1.2 Reviews during operation of commercial burial grounds 

After Issue of a license and startup of burial operations, licensees 

are audited by AEC Inspectors (or "Agreement State" inspectors) to 

determine that all conditions of the license and of the regulations 
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are being met. Some of the specific actions taken during these audits 

are: 

(1) Visual inspection of burial trenches to see that they are properly 

covered and marked. 

(2) Evaluation of records of licensee's air sampling program and 

comparison of results to air concentration limits of 10 CFR 20. 

(3) Evaluation of results of licensee's well sampling program for any 

Indication of radioactivity above the previously established 

background levels. 

(4) Inspection for suitable equipment and instrimientation, including 

records of instrumentation testing and calibration program. 

(5) Inspection of records of such radiation safety activities as 

monitoring of waste delivery vehicles for contamination. 

To date, there has been no indication of migration of radioactivity 

from any commercial burial site. In the unlikely event that there 

should be such a finding, several courses of action could be taken, 

including a halt to burial operations; removal of the radioactive 

material from the burial area in which the migrating activity originated; 

grouting of the site from which the activity originated; improvement 

of diking and drainage conditions; or other procedures which might be 

necessary. These corrective actions would be subject to approval of 

the AEC or the agreement state or could be required as a condition of 

continuing operations. 
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2.4.1.3 Status of commercial burial grounds 

At the present time, there are six licensed burial grounds in operation. 

These include one operated by Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., at West 

Valley, New York; four by Nuclear Engineering Company, Inc., (at Beatty, 

Nevada; Maxey Flats, Kentucky; Richland, Washington; and Sheffield, 

Illinois); and one by Chem-Nuclear Company, Inc., at Barnwell, South 

Carolina. These sites are shown in Figure 2.4.1. There are other 

licensees which collect, store, and repackage solid radioactive wastes 

but which do not have licenses for burial. 

The total volume of waste buried through 1972, at these facilities, 

was about 7.5 million cubic feet, containing an estimated 2.1 million 

curies of byproduct material (not corrected for decay); about 650,000 

pounds of source material; and about 560 kilograms (about 1200 pounds) 

of special nuclear material. Of the last, most was enriched uraniinn 

but about 80 kilograms was plutonium. 

Currently, about one million cubic feet of packaged radioactive waste 

materials are buried per year. From projections of the growth of the 

U. S. nuclear industry, estimates have been made that the annual volume 

will increase to about two million cubic feet by 1975 and four million 

cubic feet by 1980. 

An average burial trench at a commercial burial site is about 300-feet 

long, 30-feet wide, and 20-feet deep, with a volume of about 180,000 
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cubic feet. This volume is not completely filled with waste packages 

because of spaces between packages of different shapes and because 

of requirements for earth fill. Assuming 100,000 cubic feet of waste 

can be stored in a trench, approximately ten trenches are needed per 

year to accommodate the current rate of burial. Assuming 50 percent 

usage of the total land area (about 600 acres) of the present six 

burial grounds, they would accommodate over 1,400 average burial 

trenches and would provide for burial of 140 million cubic feet of 

packaged waste. 

In the diverse and rapidly expanding nuclear industry, these solid 

wastes vary widely in composition and radioactivity concentration, 

depending on the nature of the operations which generate them. 

Sources of waste include nuclear power reactors and related activities 

such as fuel fabrication; university and industrial research centers; 

medical diagnostic and treatment centers; military laboratories and 

service facilities, including the shipyards servicing nuclear-propulsion 

naval vessels; and certain AEC operations which do not have onslte 

waste burial capability. 

In physical form, a great deal of the bulk of the waste consists of 

material which is not radioactive itself but which has small amounts 

of radioactive material on its outer or inner surfaces. Exan^les of 
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this are paper trash, packing material, plastic sheeting and tubing, 

broken glassware, defective or obsolete equipment, protective clothing, 

rags, mops, and other cleaning equipment, and building rubble. Another 

tjrpe of contaminated waste, in which the radioactive contaminants are 

much less likely to become physically separated from the nonradioactive 

bulk of the total material, consists of ion exchange resins or filters 

which have been used to remove radioactivity from water or air effluents. 

As the effort continues to reduce radioactivity in effluents to "as 

low as practicable" concentrations, the volume of resins and filters 

may be expected to increase. Still another physical form of solid 

radioactive waste, in which the radioactivity is an inherent and 

inseparable part of the structure of the material in which it is 

contained, consists of discarded shielding, piping, instrumentation, 

control rods, and other nuclear reactor equipment in which the capture 

of reactor neutrons has resulted in induced radioactivity. 

Solid wastes contaminated with plutonium and other transuranic radio

nuclides have been included in the wastes sent to commercial burial 

grounds. Other storage or disposal of these transuranium-contaminated 

wastes, together with other transuranium-contaminated wastes (other 

than high-level) which might be stored at fuel processing plants, is 

now under consideration. Events leading to this proposal for change 

are discussed in Section 2.4.2. 
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2.4.2 Development of interest in special management for transuranium waste 

On May 11, 1969, a major fire occurred at the Rocky Flats Plant of the 

AEC. This plant produces plutonium parts for nuclear weapons, and is 

located approximately 21 miles northwest of the center of Denver, 

Colorado, between Golden and Boulder. The contaminated solid waste 

normally generated by this plant is somewhat similar to that which 

may be expected from facilities involved in the prospective use of 

plutonium in commercial nuclear fuel cycles. During the cleanup and 

decontamination after the fire, much of the involved plutonium was 

recovered but there was still a large volume of solid waste contaminated 

with plutonium which could not be economically recovered. 

Radioactively contaminated solid waste from the Rocky Flats Plant had 

routinely been shipped to the AEC's National Reactor Testing Station 

(NRTS) in Idaho for burial in trenches or pits, and the waste from 

the fire cleanup effort represented an increase in volume but not a 

change in nature of these shipments. However, publicity stemming 

from the fire led to the raising of questions as to the safety of 

burying the Rocky Flats waste at Idaho. The concerns centered on the 

long half-life of plutonium-239 and its high toxicity per unit weight. 

In response to a request from U. S. Senator Frank Church, the Bureau 

of Radiological Health (BRH) , U. S. Public Health Service,'"̂  made an 

The BRH component involved with this review is now part of EPA. 
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onsite review of NRTS radioactive waste management practices. The 

findings of the BRH, made available in February 1970, were summarize 

as follows in the letter of transmittal to Senator Church from 

Charles G. Johnson, Jr., Assistant Surgeon General: 

"It is our judgment that the land burial techniques currently 

in use meet the radiation safety criteria of the Federal 

Radiation Council for protection of the public. Extensive 

environmental radioactivity data are available for the site 

which show that no health and safety problems have occurred 

as a result of burial of solid radioactive wastes. This 

experience also indicates that it is not likely the radio

activity will migrate from the burial grounds in the future 

if current procedures are continued. Because of the potential 

long-term effects, additional safety measures, consistent with 

a conservative approach regarding radioactivity, are recom-

3 
mended in the staff study." 

These recommendations, which the AEC agreed were reasonable and has 

followed, were as follows: 

(1) Each trench and pit should be covered and maintained with a 

minimum of three feet of soil above the ground level. 

(2) A minimum of two feet of alluvial soil should be required 

beneath all buried wastes. 

(3) Flood control measures should be taken to prevent any accumula

tion of water in the trenches and pits. 
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(4) Test holes should be drilled in the vicinity of the burial site 

to provide detailed information on the lithology and character 

of the alluvial deposits of underlying basalt. 

(5) Plutonium and americium waste should be segregated in special 

pits. 

(6) Monitoring should be intensified to provide a positive indication 

that radioactive material has not migrated from the waste burial 

ground. 

(7) Plutonium and americium waste should be accessible for removal 

from the burial ground should it be detected in monitoring holes. 

The reassurances as to the absence of any near-term problem did not 

fully satisfy the concern of Idaho officials as to the long-term 

status of the aquifer underlying the NRTS. The AEC accordingly made 

a commitment that (a) when a Federal repository in salt (already being 

planned for high-level waste) became available, newly generated Rocky 

Flats wastes would be sent directly to it; and (b) beginning at that 

same time, the Rocky Flats wastes then accumulated at the NRTS would 

be transferred to it. It was acknowledged that the retrieval, 

repackaging, and transfer of these accumulated wastes (about three 

million cubic feet) would be a major effort and would require some 

years to accomplish. 

To make such a future transfer of waste easier, either at the NRTS 

or at any of its other sites where parallel action might be decided 

to be desirable, the AEC also established a policy (effective April 30, 
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1970) that plutonlum-contaminated solid wastes generated and stored 

at its own sites be packaged and managed in such a manner that they 

could be readily retrieved, free of external contamination, within a 

period of twenty years. Several different approaches to achieving 

this goal were developed, one of which is described in detail in 

section 2.6.5.1. 

it was also recognized that the concentration of radioactive material 

in typical waste packages is very far from uniform, with significant 

numbers of packages containing only very low concentrations. As a 

result, if any new and special treatment is attempted for all 

packages without regard to concentration, very little incremental 

benefit is realized from a good deal of the additional effort. The 

AEC therefore developed a dividing line above which the new 20-year 

retrievable storage policy would be applied, but below which it would 

be reasonable to permit shallow land burial as in prior years. The 

value developed for this dividing line was ten nanocuries of plutonium 

per gram of waste (a nanocurie = one one-billionth of a curie). The 

rationale for this value Is stated in Appendix B. 

During this same general period, the present policy on commercial 

high-level waste was being developed. When the present regulation 

was published in the Federal Register on November 14, 1970, the 

Statement of Considerations noted that the subject of plutonium-

contaminated waste was also under study and that it was anticipated 
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the result of study might be further rulemaking identifying other 

waste types as being unsuitable for disposal at commercial burial 

grounds. 

2.4.3 Stjmmary of the anticipated changes in regulations 

The anticipated changes In AEC regulations would basically do two 

things: 

(a) Prohibit the disposal by burial in soil of transuranltm-

contamlnated solid waste. 

(b) Require that transuranium-contaminated waste be solidified 

(If originally liquid), packaged, and transferred to AEC 

custody as soon as practicable but, in any event, within five 

years after Its generation. 

The statement of considerations which will be made with the publication 

of the proposed rulemaking will note that the transuranium-contaminated 

wastes Include, in addition to solid wastes previously buried in commercial 

burial grounds, fuel hulls and certain fuel processing wastes other 

than high-level (sometimes referred to as "intermediate-level.") The 

statement of considerations will also note that the AEC would take title 

to the waste upon delivery and would levy a fee on the generator of the 

waste to cover all costs for subsequent management. 

The statement of considerations is also expected to Include the following 

footnote pertinent to the determination that waste Is transuranium-

contaminated: 
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Measurements made to determine the presence or absence of trans

uranium elements should be sufficiently sensitive to detect contamination 

levels as low as 10 nanocuries of transuranic elements per gram of waste. 

Waste that is suspect, but which has been measured and is not contaminated 

with more than 10 nanocuries per gram, should be consigned to a licensed 

burial ground. A sensitivity of 10 nanocuries per gram for measure

ments has been chosen as a guide since it represents the upper range of 

concentration of radium In the earth's crust. In terms of long half-life 

and radiotoxlclty, transuranium elements are comparable to radium. It 

appears reasonable, therefore, to permit the burial of waste which might 

contain transuranic elements in such concentrations, or below, in 

licensed burial sites." 

The statement of considerations is also expected to note that the AEC 

would take title to the waste upon delivery, and would levy a fee upon 

the generator of the waste to cover all cost for subsequent management. 

2 
Recent projections of commercial transuranium wastes are shown in 

Tables 2.4.1 through 2.4.3. In making these projections, the Internal 

AEC procedures for segregating transuranium waste were assumed to apply. 
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Tabic 2 .4 .1 

r r o j o c t o d Accumulation of I n t c r a e d i a t o - R a d i a t i o n - L o v o l (Alpha-Deta-Ganma) w.intos a t - a F e d e r a l ncpo : ; i t o ry 

• • • • Annual Addi t ion • « • • • 
f i s c a l Voluno A c t i n l d e Rad io - T h c r u a l 

Year (Thousands Mass a c t i v i t y Power 
of f t3 ) (kq) (HCi) (kH) 

1 9 7 1 
197 2 
1973 
197tt 
1975 
1976 
1977 
197 0 
1979 
1 0 0 0 
1 9 0 1 
19n2 
19 9 3 
19 1) It 
I ' l n - i 
19 00 
19 0 7 
1900 
1909 
1 9 9 0 
1991 
1992 
19 9 1 
199U 
1 9 9 •-, 
1 T i r> 
1 9 9 7 
1990 
1999 
2 0 0 0 
71)01 
?no? 
2 9 0 1 
210(1 
2 0 0 9 
200 f . 

0 . 
0 . 
9 . 

1 1 . 
3 2 . 
1 0 . 
2 7 . 
111. 

5 1 . 
6 0 . 
9 5 . 

gu. 
1 1 5 . 
1 0 0 . 
1 2 1 . 

9 2 . 
1 0 0 . 

7 0 . 
0 5 . 
9 7 . 

1 1 1 . 
n u . 
1 f , 0 . 
1 0 ? . 
2 2 1 . 
2 7 1 . 
1 ? 9 , 
3 0 7 . 
M53. 
5 1 2 . 
f. 1 0 . 
7 2 1 . 
0 0 7 , 
9 0 0 . 

1 0 1 5 . 
1 1 1 5 . 

0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 2 
0 . 3 
0 . 8 
1.11 
2 . 1 
2 . 7 
3 . 0 
U .5 
7 . 1 
9 . U 

1 1 . 5 
1 3 . 5 
1 5 . 1 
1 7 . 3 
1 0 . 7 
1 9 . 6 
2 1 . 2 
2 ' t . 3 
2 0 . 3 
3 1 . fc 
U 0 . 1 
1)6 .9 
5 5 . 6 
6 7 . 6 
0 2 . 2 
9 6 . 7 

1 1 1 . « 
1 3 1 . 1 
1 5 2 . e 
1 0 0 . 8 
2 0 1 . 9 
2 2 7 . 0 
2 5 3 . 7 
2 7 0 . 7 

TIMK AFTEB SIIOTDCWH, YE»PS 

100 
100 

1000 
3000 

0 .0 
0.0 
0 .0 
0 .0 
0 .0 

1.5 
1.7 
1.9 
2. 1 
2. « 
2 .7 
2.9 
3.3 
3.6 
3.9 
M.2 
«.6 
5 ,0 
5 .1 
5 .5 
5.0 
6 .3 
6 .6 
6 .9 
7 .3 
l . t t 

0.0 
0 .0 
0 ,0 
0 ,0 
0 . 1 
o.u 
1.2 
2 . 1 
2.7 
2.7 
3.2 
«l.1 
t l .9 
5.7 
6.1 
6.9 
7.7 
8.5 
9.6 

10.8 
12.0 
13.2 
1«.9 
16.1 
17.6 
19.0 
20 .7 
22 .3 
23.0 
2«.9 
26 .1 
28.2 
29 ,5 
30.a 
3 2 . 7 
33.<t 

Annual 
Humbec 

of 
Shipments 

0 . 
0 . 

126. 
1«8. 
«26. 
213 . 
365 . 
«7a . 
cno . 
790 . 

1260. 
1255. 
1537. 
11438, 
1610. 
1227, 
1320. 
10146. 
1132. 
129«. 
15 09 . 
1790. 
2136. 
2500. 
2968 . 
3608, 
H3GU. 
5156 . 
60116. 
7 0 9 9 . 
8138 . 
96143. 

10766. 
12109. 
13533. 
1tt863. 

• • * • • Accumulat ion Thromjh End of Year • • • • » 
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0 . 
0 . 
9 . 

2 1 . 
5 2 . 
7 1 . 
9 8 . 

1314. 
1 8 5 . 
2 U 5 . 
3 3 9 , 
(433. 
5 U 9 . 
6 5 6 . 
7 7 7 . 
8 6 9 . 
9 6 9 . 

10147. 
1 1 3 2 . 
1 2 2 9 , 
13142. 
1 U 7 7 , 
1 6 3 7 , 
18214, 
20147. 
2 3 1 7 . 
26146, 
3 0 3 3 , 
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14019. 
14629. 
5 3 5 2 . 
6 1 6 0 . 
7 0 6 8 . 
8 0 8 3 . 
9 1 9 8 . 

9 1 9 8 . 
9 1 9 8 . 
9 1 9 8 . 
9 1 9 8 . 
9 1 9 8 . 

0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
1 . 
1 . 
3 . 
5 . 
7 . 

1 1 . 
1 6 . 
2 3 . 
3 2 . 
14U. 
5 7 . 
7 2 . 
9 0 . 

1 0 8 . 
1 2 8 . 
1 « 9 . 
1 7 3 . 
2 0 2 . 
2 3 5 . 
2 7 5 . 
3 2 2 . 
3 7 8 . 
14145. 
5 2 8 , 
6214. 
7 3 8 . 
8 7 1 . 

1 0 2 3 . 
12014. 
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1 6 3 3 . 
1 8 0 7 . 
2 1 6 5 . 

2 1 6 5 . 
2 1 6 5 . 
2 1 6 5 . 
2 1 6 S . 
2 1 6 S . 

0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 2 
0 . 1 0 
0 . 3 3 
0 . 6 9 
1 . 0 9 
1 . 3 7 
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2 . 2 0 
2 . 7 6 
3 . 3 9 
3 . 9 7 
14-65 
5.140 
6 . 1 0 
7 . 0 9 
8 . 1 1 
9.214 

1 0 . 0 3 
1 1 . 0 0 
1 3 . 2 3 
114.75 
1 6 . 3 5 
1 8 . 0 9 
1 9 . 9 3 
2 1 . 6 6 
2 3 . 5 9 
2 5 , 5 3 
2 7 . 7 0 
2 9 . 0 6 
3 2 . 0 5 
314.Ul 
3 6 . 6 2 

2 . 3 7 
0 . 2 7 
0 . 1 1 
0 . 0 5 
0 . 0 3 

0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 1 
0 . 5 
1 . 5 
3 . 0 
•4.7 
5 . 8 
7 . 2 
9 . 1 
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1 1 . 9 
1 6 . 1 
1 0 . 8 
2 1 . 7 
214.7 
2 8 . 2 
3 2 . 1 
3 6 . 5 

ai.1 
146.14 
5 1 . 8 
5 7 . 6 
6 3 . 7 
7 0 . 3 
7 7 . 3 
0 3 . 7 
9 0 . 9 
9 0 . 1 

1 0 6 . 3 
1 1 M . 3 
1 2 2 . H 
1 3 1 . 2 
1 3 9 . 3 

1 0 . 1 
7 . 9 
3 . 5 
1 . 6 
1 . 0 
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Table 2.4.2 

P r o j e c t e d Accumulat ion of Plutonium Alpha Wastes a t a F e d e r a l B e p o s i t o r y 

• • • • Annual Addi t ion • • • • • 
F i s c a l volume A c t i n i d c fiadio- Thermal 

Year (Thousands Mass a c t i v i t y Power 
of f t J ) (MT) («Ci) (kW) 

1971 
1972 
1973 
197U 
1975 
1976 
1977 
197 0 
1979 
1900 
190 1 
1902 
1901 
19014 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1900 
1909 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
19914 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1990 
V199 
2000 
2001 
7002 
2003 
200U 
2005 
2006 

0 . 
0 . 
U. 
U. 

13. 
T. 

1 1 . 
1U. 

3 07 . 
225. 
36U. 
3149. 
U22. 
3 2 1 . 
325. 
139. 
1141. 
116. 
125. 
1 3 1 . 
1 9 1 . 
2 30. 
29U. 
14 29. 
500 . 
7 58. 
9 29. 

1122. 
13115. 
1601 . 
1fl'42. 
2103. 
21407. 
2717. 
3098. 
337S. 

0.0 
0.0 
0 .001 
0 .001 
0 .003 
0.005 
o.ooe 
0 .011 

.230 
,160 
,273 
,3149 
.1422 

0.1401 
0 .a06 
0 .261 
0 .265 
0 .209 
0 .312 
0 .326 
0.1476 
0.5714 
0 .736 
1.073 
1.U50 
1.095 
2.323 
2.006 
3.163 
U.OOU 
14.6014 
5 .258 
6 .017 
6 .792 
7.7t t6 
8.1136 

TIME AFTER SHOTDCWH, TIABS 

0.0 
0 .0 
0 .0 
0 .0 
0 .0 
0 . 1 
0 .1 
0 .1 
2 .7 
2 .0 
3 .2 
t».1 
14.9 
a.7 
14.7 
3 .0 
3 .1 
3.tt 
3, 
3, 
5. 
6 
0 

12 
16 
22 
27 
32.7 
39 .2 
46 .6 
53 .6 
61 .2 
70 . 1 
7 9 . 1 
90 .2 
9 8 . 2 

0.0 
0 .0 
0.0 
0 .0 
0.0 
0 . 1 
0 .1 
0 .1 
2.2 
1.6 
2,7 
3.U 
11.1 
3.9 
3.9 
2 .5 
2 ,6 
2.8 
3.0 
3.2 
14.6 
5,6 
7 , 1 

10.« 
1U.1 
18.14 
22 .6 
27 .3 
32.7 
38 .9 
144,7 
5 1 . 1 
58 .5 
6 6 . 0 
7 5 . 3 
82 .0 

Annual 
Number 

of 
Shipments 

0 . 
0 . 
U, 
14, 

13. 
7 . 

1 1 . 
T t . 

307, 
2 2 5 . 
3644. 
3U9. 
1422. 
3 2 1 . 
325. 
139. 
i m . 
116. 
125. 
1 3 1 . 
1 9 1 . 
230 . 
29U. 
429 . 
580 . 
758 . 
929. 
1122. 
1345. 
1601. 
1842. 
2103, 
2407. 
2717. 
3098. 
3375. 

* • • • • Accumulation Through End of Tear • • • • • 
Volume Actinlde Radio- Thermal 
(Hillions Mass activity Power 
of ft») (HT) («Ci) (kW) 

100 
300 
1000 
3000 
10000 

0,0 
0.0 
0.004 
0,008 
0.021 
0.028 
0.039 
0.054 
0.361 
0.585 
0.950 
1,298 
1.720 
2.041 
2.366 
2.505 
2.646 
2.762 
2.886 
3.017 
3.207 
3.437 
3.731 
4.160 
tt.741 
5.499 
6.428 
7.550 
8.B95 
10.497 
12.338 
14.441 
16.848 
19.565 
22.663 
26.038 

26.038 
26.038 
26.038 
26.038 
26.038 

0.0 
0.0 
0.00 
0.00 
0.01 
0.01 
0.02 
0.03 
0.26 
0.43 
0-70 
I.OS 
1.47 
1.87 
2.28 
2,54 
2.80 
3.09 
3.41 
3.73 
4.21 
4.78 
5.52 
6.59 
8.04 
9.94 
12.26 
15,06 
18.43 
22.43 
27.04 
32.29 
38.31 
45.10 
52.85 
61.28 

61.28 
61.28 
61.23 
61.28 
61.28 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 .0 
0 .1 
0 .1 
0 .2 
0.3 
3.0 
4 .8 
7 .8 

11.5 
15,9 
19.9 
23 .8 
25.8 
27.7 
29 .9 
32. 
34. 
38 , 
43. 
50. 
60. 
75.0 
93.8 

116.8 
144.4 
177.3 
216.2 
260.5 
310.4 
367.0 
430 ,2 
501 .8 
578,3 

36.6 
22 .3 
10.3 

U.7 
2.9 

.2 

.6 
,7 
.7 
,4 
.7 

0 .0 
0 .0 
0 .0 
0 .0 
0 . 1 
0 . 1 
0 .2 
0 .3 
2.6 
4 . 3 
7 .2 

10.9 
15.6 
20 .2 
25.0 
20 .6 
32 .3 
36 .3 
40 .6 
45.2 
5 1 . 3 
58.6 
67.6 
80 .2 
96 .9 

118.5 
145.2 
1 7 7 . 5 . 
216 .5 
2 6 3 . 1 
317 .2 
379.7 
451 .6 
533 .6 
627 .5 
731 .3 

1046.5 
730.7 
332.4 
145.1 
88.7 



Table 2 . 4 . 3 

Projected Accumulation of Cladding Wastes a t a Pedocal Repository 

J>-

F i s c a l 
Y e a r 

1971 
1972 
1 9 7 3 
197U 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1 9 7 8 
1979 
1 9 0 0 
1 9 0 1 
1902 
1 9 0 3 
1 9 0 4 
1985 
1906 
1987 
1980 
1909 
1990 
1 9 9 1 
1992 
1 9 9 3 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1990 
1999 
2 0 0 0 
2 0 0 1 
2002 
2 0 0 3 
20014 
2005 
2006 

• • • • 
V o l u K C 

A n n u a l A d d i t i o n • 
A c t i n l d e 

( T h o u s a n d s Mass 
o f f f ) 

0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 - 0 
0 . 0 
0 , 2 
0 . 0 
2 . 3 
3 . 6 
4 . 3 
4 - 1 
5 - 0 
6 - 4 
7 . 4 
0 . 5 
0 - 0 

1 0 . 0 
1 1 . 0 
1 2 . 0 
1 3 . 4 
1 5 , 4 
1 7 . 6 
1 9 . 0 
2 3 - 2 
2 6 . 3 
3 0 . 3 
314.9 
4 1 . 1 
4 7 . 2 
5 3 . 1 
6 1 . 1 
6 8 - 3 
7 9 - 5 
8 7 , 2 
9 6 . 8 

1 0 7 . 4 
1 1 6 . 3 

(MT) 

0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 5 
0 . 1 9 
0 . 5 3 
0 . 0 2 
0 . 9 8 
0 . 9 4 
1 . 1 6 
1 . 4 7 
1 . 6 9 
1 . 9 6 
2 . 0 3 
2 . 3 0 
2 . 5 3 
2 . 7 5 
3 , 0 7 
3 . 4 2 
3 . 7 8 
4 . 0 9 
4 . 5 8 
4 . 9 5 
5 . 3 7 
5 . 7 6 
6.214 
6 . 6 9 
6 . 8 8 
7.1414 
7 . 7 8 
8 . 5 3 
8 . 8 6 
9 . 3 7 

1 0 . 0 2 
1 0 . 2 4 

R a d i o 
a c t i v i t y 

(HCi ) 

0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 5 
2 . 0 
5 , 8 

1 0 . 3 
1 3 . 5 
1 3 . 1 
1 5 . 4 
19 . 3 
2 2 . 9 
2 6 . 2 
2 7 . 6 
3 1 . 1 
3 5 . 0 
3 0 . 4 
4 3 . 8 
5 2 . 0 
6 4 . 2 
7 8 . 3 
9 0 - 1 

1 1 5 . 7 
1 3 5 . 5 
1 6 1 . 4 
1 9 6 . 2 
2 2 9 . 9 
2 7 1 . 0 
3 2 1 - 4 
3 7 0 . 1 
4 4 5 . 9 
4 9 8 . 7 
5 6 2 . 0 
6 2 8 . 5 
6 0 9 . 6 

T I M E AFTER SMOTDCWN, YEARS 

100 
300 

1000 
3 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 

• • • • 
T h o r n a l 

Power 
(MH) 

O.C 
0 , 0 
0 . 0 
0 - 0 
0 . 0 0 5 
0 , 0 2 2 
0 . 0 6 4 
0 . 1 1 3 
0 . 1 4 9 
0 . 1 4 5 
0 . 1 6 9 
0 . 2 1 3 
0 . 2 5 3 
0 . 2 9 0 
0 - 3 0 5 
0 . 3 4 4 
0 , 3 0 6 
0 . 4 2 4 
0 . 4 8 3 
0 . 5 5 4 
0 . 6 4 4 
0 , 7 3 6 
0 . 8 6 7 
0 . 9 7 0 
1 .08 5 
1 . 2 1 9 
1 . 3 9 2 
1 . 5 5 8 
1 . 7 1 5 
1 . 9 4 7 
2 . 1 4 6 
2 . 4 7 9 
2 . 6 9 8 
2 . 9 5 2 
3 . 2 3 9 
3 . 4 6 0 

A n n u a l 
Number 

o f 
S h i p n e n t s 

0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
2 . 
9 . 

2 4 . 
3 7 . 
4 5 . 
4 3 . 
5 3 . 
6 7 . 
7 7 , 
8 9 . 
9 2 . 

1 0 5 . 
1 1 5 . 
1 2 6 . 
1 4 1 . 
I C O . 
1 8 1 . 
2 0 1 . 
2 3 3 . 
2 6 0 . 
2 9 5 . 
3 3 3 . 
3 8 4 . 
4 3 4 , 
4 7 9 , 
5 4 3 , 
5 9 9 . 
6 9 0 , 
7 4 9 . 
8 2 5 . 
9 1 0 . 
9 7 6 . 

* * • » • Accumulation Through End of Year * • • • • 
Volume A c t i n i d e Radio- Thermal 

(Thousands Mass a c t i v i t y Power 
of f t3 ) (HT) (HCi) (HU) 

0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 2 
1 .0 
3 . 4 
6 . 9 

1 1 . 2 
1 5 . 3 
2 0 . 3 
2 6 . 7 
3 4 . 1 
4 2 . 6 
5 1 . 4 
6 1 . 4 
7 2 . 4 
8 4 . 4 
9 7 . 8 

1 1 3 . 1 
1 3 0 . 7 
1 5 0 . 6 
1 7 3 . 8 
2 0 0 . 1 
2 3 0 . 4 
2 6 5 . 3 
3 0 6 , 4 
3 5 3 . 6 
4 0 6 . 7 
4 6 7 . 8 
5 3 6 . 0 
6 1 5 . 5 
7 0 2 . 7 
7 9 9 . 5 
9 0 6 . 9 

1 0 2 3 - 2 

1 0 2 3 . 2 
1 0 2 3 . 2 
1 0 2 3 , 2 
1 0 2 3 . 2 
1 0 2 3 . 2 

0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
O . 0 5 
0 . 2 4 
0 . 7 7 
1 . 5 9 
2 . 5 8 
3 . 5 2 
4 . 6 8 
6 . 14 
7 . 8 4 
9 . 8 0 

1 1 . 8 2 
1 4 . 12 
1 6 . 6 4 
1 9 . 3 9 
2 2 . 4 7 
2 5 . 0 0 
2 9 . 6 6 
3 3 . 7 5 
3 8 . 3 3 
4 3 . 2 0 
4 8 . 6 5 
5 4 , 4 2 
6 0 . 6 6 
6 7 . 3 5 
7 4 . 2 4 
8 1 . 6 8 
8 9 . 4 6 
9 7 . 9 9 

1 0 6 . 8 5 
1 1 6 . 2 2 
1 2 6 . 2 4 
1 3 6 . 4 9 

1 3 6 . 4 9 
1 3 6 . 4 9 
1 3 6 . 4 9 
1 3 6 . 4 9 
1 3 6 . 4 9 

0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
2 . 
8 . 

1 7 . 
2 8 . 
3 7 . 
4 7 . 
5 9 . 
7 4 . 
9 0 . 

1 0 5 . 
1 2 2 . 
1 4 0 . 
1 6 0 . 
1 0 2 . 
2 1 0 . 
2 4 6 . 
2 9 0 . 
3 4 4 , 
4 0 5 . 
4 7 2 . 
5 5 0 . 
6 4 4 , 
7 4 0 . 
8 6 7 . 

1 0 0 4 . 
1 1 5 1 . 
1 3 3 4 . 
1 5 1 5 . 
1 7 0 9 . 
1 9 1 3 . 
2 1 2 0 -

6 0 . 
1 4 . 

2 . 
2. 
1 . 

0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 1 
0 . 0 3 
0 . 0 9 
0 . 1 9 
0 . 3 1 
0 . 4 1 
0 . 5 3 
0 . 6 7 
0 . 0 3 
1 . 0 1 
1 . 10 
1 . 3 7 
1 . 5 8 
1 . 8 0 
2 . 0 5 
2 . 3 3 
2 . 6 7 
3 . 0 4 
3 . 4 8 
3 . 9 3 
4 . 4 1 
4 . 9 2 
5 . 4 9 
6 . 0 0 
6 . 6 7 
7 . 3 2 
7 . 9 8 
8 . 7 5 
9 . 4 7 

1 0 . 2 0 
1 0 . 9 5 
1 1 . 6 5 

0 . 0 6 5 
0 . 0 3 2 
0 . 0 1 5 
0 . 0 0 3 
0 , 0 0 5 
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2.5 Current program for commercial high-level waste 

2.5.1 Program for Retrievable Surface Storage Facility (RSSF) 

2.5.1.1 General considerations 

The Retrievable Surface Storage Facility (RSSF) is being designed to 

receive all the commercial high-level waste anticipated to be generated 

through the year 2000, and store it in a safe and fully retrievable 

manner. At present, three basic storage approaches are being evaluated: 

(1) A water-filled and -cooled vault-

(2) An air-cooled vault. 

(3) Sealed casks for each waste canister, with passive air cooling. 

For each of these approaches, the waste canister receiving and inspection 

facilities would probably be the same. 

No specific site has been selected for the RSSF. The environment of 

alternative sites under consideration is discussed in section 2.8 and 

the sites compared in section 5.2 To assist in certain phases of the 

conceptual design, a reference site within the Hanford reservation 

has been used, but any such references in this statement or in conceptual 

design documents should be considered as for purposes of illustration 

and not conclusive relative to site selection. 

Design objectives have been established for the RSSF as follows: 

Assure the health and safety of the public and the protection 

of the environment. 
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Safe operation, including the ability to remove heat and maintain 

canister integrity and retrlevability following extended periods 

of time without mechanical cooling. 

Retrlevability of the waste under all conditions. 

Ability to withstand natural catastrophes and man-made Interference. 

Minimum capital Investment consistent with the objectives of safe 

waste storage for at least 100 years and safe recovery from unplanned 

events. The numerical value of "100" in this criterion was picked 

to emphasize the need for the highest possible quality of care and 

thoroughness in the design, construction and operation of the RSSF. 

It was not Intended to mean that development of geological disposal 

is expected to take that long. Timing of two to three decades for 

the latter Is considered much more likely. 

Modular construction to provide space on a schedule consistent 

with commercial reprocessing waste deliveries to the year 2010. 

Contamination-free operations. 

Minimize operations at the RSSF by establishing strict waste 

acceptance criteria. 

Ability to receive and store waste canisters from a geological 

disposal pilot plant. 

Use existing technology. 

With regard to the RSSF operation, the fuel reprocessor will convert 

the wastes to stable solids, seal the solids in high integrity canisters 

The investigations of suitability for any proposed site will follow 
the procedures outlined in 10 CFR 100 Appendix A, "Seismic and 
Geological Siting Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants." 
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(Figure 2.5.1) and transfer them to the Federal waste repository. The 

waste may be one of a number of forms such as a granular calcine, a 

porous solid cake, a crystalline solid or a hard glass-like material. 

Calcine was used as the reference form for concept studies and design. 

Predictions estimate that approximately 20,000 cubic yards of solid 

waste representing approximately 225,000 to 250,000 metric tons of 

nuclear reactor fuel will be received at the RSSF by the year 2010. 

This would be contained in about 75,000 of the reference canisters, but 

larger canisters are being studied and thus the actual number will 

depend on the canister slze(s) as well as the actual volume of waste if 

it differs markedly from the 20,000 cubic-yard forecast. 

2.5.1.2 RSSF receiving facilities 

Within the 10-year period after generation of the waste, the fuel 

processor will ship the canisters of waste to the RSSF in heavily 

shielded casks. For any of the three RSSF concepts, the receiving 

facilities have been -designed to handle a wide variety of casks delivered 

by either truck or rail. Capability has been provided to monitor the 

shipping vehicles and casks for abnormal conditions; to permit corrective 

action as required; to cool the shipping cask; to remove the high-level 

waste canisters from the shipping casks in a receiving cell; to visually 

inspect canisters; to monitor canisters for smearable contamination on 

the outer surfaces; to decontaminate or overpack failed canisters; and 

to transfer canisters to shielded equipment for transport out of the 

receiving area. 
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Figure 2 . 5 . 1 

SIZE 

6 TO 24 INCHES IN DIAMETER 

2 TO 10 FEET LONG 

12 - INCH - DIAMETER x 10 -FOOT - LENGTH TYPICAL 

MATERIAL 

300 SERIES STAINLESS STEEL 

HEAT 

<1 TO 20 KW 

5 KW TYPICAL 

High-Level Waste Canis ter 
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The facilities are shown in Figure 2.5.2. As now conceived, the cask 

receiving area is a Class II insulated metal building* equipped with a 

125-ton overhead crane which will accommodate shipping casks up to a 

maximum size of 10 feet in diameter by 15 feet high, weighing up to 

110 tons. 

The waste canisters will be unloaded from the shipping cask into the 

heavily shielded, remotely operated receiving cell, which with its 

control room, operating gallery, electrical room and other auxiliaries, 

is a Class I structure. There the canisters will be examined and, if 

necessary, decontaminated or repaired in this cell. The cell will 

include a spray chamber which is primarily Intended for removal of 

possible contamination on canister surfaces but can also be used for 

canister cooling. The receiving cell can also be used for other 

operations requiring remote handling. 

The cell (Figure 2.5.3) is equipped with manipulators and a remotely 

operated crane to assist in cell operations. Provision has been made 

for future expansion of the receiving capability. 

*Class I structures are those whose continuous safe operation is 
considered essential and which therefore are subject to stringent design 
and construction requirements. Class II structures are those whose 
continuous operation is considered less essential. 
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Figure 2 .5 .2 
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This expansion will take place when justified by waste canister 

receipts. 

Ventilation systems for the radioactive areas are designed so that 

air will flow from occupied regions toward operating areas of increasinjg 

radioactivity. Air from the waste receiving and handling area will be 

exhausted through at least two sets of high-efficiency particulate air 

(HEPA) filters in series. An additional HEPA filter system is provided 

in the receiving cell itself. 

A waste treatment system near the receiving cell will process liquid 

which might become contaminated from contact with defective or 

externally contaminated canisters. This waste will be immobilized, 

packaged, and stored with other solid radioactive waste for eventual 

disposal. Additional equipment will be provided in the future to 

permit waste concentration and treatment when justified by processing 

requirements. 

Utilities and service systems required for both normal and emergency 

operation will be housed in the receiving area structure. All critical 

systems are designed to maintain operational capability under all 

credible emergency or accident conditions. Primary control room and 

operating areas are also located in the receiving facility. 
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Each Inspected waste canister approved for storage will be transported 

to the appropriate station for the next operational step which will be 

determined by the storage concept ultimately chosen. 

2.5.1.3 Water basin storage 

In the water basin storage concept, the surface temperature of the 

waste canisters will be reduced by cooling sprays in the receiving 

cell prior to transfer to the storage area. Each inspected and cooled 

canister will be transported from the receiving cell to the storage 

area in a water-filled shielded transfer cask mounted on a transfer 

car. When the cask arrives at the storage cell, it will be lowered 

into the basin and the canister transferred from the cask to storage 

racks, as shown in Figure 2.5.4. 

The waste storage basins are stainless steel-lined concrete cells, each 

with nominal capacity of 500 waste canisters stored in double-tiered 

racks for support. The basins will be filled with demineralized water 

which will cool the waste and provide transparent radiation shielding 

and a confinement barrier. The first set of eight basins will be 

covered by a Class II insulated metal building which contains a 50-ton 

bridge crane, crane supports, and services. The first building can be 

extended later to include two additional sets of eight basins each, 

and still later additional parallel buildings can be added as shown in 

Figure 2.5.6. The crane supports and crane are Class I structures. 

The building provides personnel comfort and helps prevent dirt and 
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debris from entering the water basins. Metal covers are provided for 

the basins to allow free personnel movement throughout this storage 

work area. They will also provide temperature and humidity control in 

the building plus added radionuclide contamination control if a canister 

leaks. Filling the basins to a level 13 feet above the tops of the 

waste canisters will provide adequate radiation protection under normal 

conditions; however, thick concrete cover blocks will be used to cover a 

basin in the extremely unlikely event of gross radioactive material 

released from a ruptured canister. Radiation detection equipment is 

installed in the cooling water recirculation line for each cell so that 

leaking canisters can be detected quickly and removed for repackaging. 

Heat will be removed by the constant circulation of the basin water 

in direct contact with the waste canisters; it will be transferred to 

the secondary cooling loop and rejected to the atmosphere from open 

cooling towers situated just outside the storage cells. Separate 

coolant loops will prevent the release of radioactive materials to the 

environs via the cooling tower if waste leakage from a canister 

contaminates the primary (basin water) cooling system. A diagram of 

the system is shown in Figure 2.5.5. 

Each basin is equipped with a pump and heat exchanger system to maintain 

basin water temperature below IZO'F. These primary system pumps and 

heat exchangers are housed within the basin confinement structure and 

mounted on a support frame as a unit that can be replaced in four hours 
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or less by means of the service crane. This will allow a safety margin 

of at least ten hours before the basin water begins to boil, based on 

the calculation that the water can reach boiling in 14 to 16 hours if 

coolant circulation ceases and no water is added. Water, as the cooling 

medium, will provide the benefit of a large "heat sink"* and as long as 

it is present, will continue its primary function of cooling regardless 

of any temporary loss of circulation and secondary cooling. A portion 

of the coolant will be continuously circulated through a small 

filtration and deminerallzer system. In the event of gross contamination, 

larger Ion exchange units will be placed in the pool to remove contamination. 

Each basin and cooling system is isolated from the others to prevent 

cross-contamination in the event of canister or component failure within 

a storage system. An emergency water addition system will provide water 

for shielding and cooling under all credible occurrences. 

Supply air to the storage buildings will be prefiltered to minimize 

dust and algae collection in the basin water and will be preconditioned 

as necessary for the comfort of personnel working in the area. This 

storage area will normally be operated as an uncontaminated area and 

the ventilation air will normally be discharged directly to the atmosphere 

*"Heat sink" is a common engineering term for a body of material which 
can absorb significant amounts of heat while remaining relatively 
unaffected itself. 
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through the ventilation stack. However, in the event of a contamination 

incident, monitoring instrumentation will sense the radioactivity and 

automatically divert the exhaust air flow through a set of filters, 

including at least one HEPA filter, before discharge. 

A portion of the exhaust air will be withdrawn from immediately above 

the pool area and below the basin covers to prevent accumulation of 

hydrogen from the radiolysis of water (decomposition by radiation). 

The basin covers will maintain a ventilation barrier between the building 

deck area and the water pool to help minimize heat load in the canyon 

and personnel work areas. 

The storage facility is designed to be built in modules so that it can 

be expanded to meet increasing inventory requirements. The layout 

shown in Figure 2.5.6 illustrates the proposed plan for expansion to a 

total of 165 storage basins by the year 2010. Approximately ten percent 

spare basin capacity will be maintained at all times. 

As a possible alternative to increase the margin of safety against 

contamination getting into the basin water through defects in the 

canisters, the latter could be sealed by welding them inside stainless 

steel overpacks with half-inch thick walls. These would be stored in 

the same manner described above. This overpack concept would involve 

the following differences from the water basin concept without overpack: 
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(1) The addition of an overpack welding station to the receiving and 

handling facilities . 

(2) An increase by about 90 percent in the volume of each basin due to 

the Increased dimensions (including handling fittings) of the over-

packed canisters. 

(3) Elimination of the need for the secondary cooling water loop as a 

result of the extra protection provided by the overpack. 

2.5.1.4 Air-cooled vault storage 

The air-cooled vault storage concept provides storage of the waste in 

man-made reinforced concrete structures somewhat like those of the 

water-basin concept. Unlike the water basin concept, which uses constant 

circulation of water for the removal of radioactive decay heat, the 

air-cooled vault uses a passive natural draft air-cooling system. 

In the receiving facilities, which are generally similar to those 

described previously, the inspected canisters will be placed In 0.5-lnch 

thick, low-carbon steel overpacks which will be sealed by welding to 

make up storage units (Figure 2.5.7). Three welding and testing stations 

are initially provided in this concept. The welding, testing and 

quality control operations will be very similar to those for the sealed 

storage cask concept described in part 2.5.1.5, except that less welding 

time will be required. 
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The sealed (overpacked) unit, after inspection and approval, will be 

moved in its transfer cask to the storage unit load-out port. It 

will be drawn up out of the transfer cask into the bottom-loading 

shielded transporter and carried from the receiving/welding building 

to the storage vault. 

The transporter will be positioned over an empty storage sleeve and 

will lower the waste storage unit into place. The concrete shield 

plug will be reinserted in the sleeve above the waste cylinder. 

The storage vault buildings (shown in Figure 2.5.8) are reinforced 

Class 1 concrete structures, burled in the ground to the depth of the 

top (inside) of the storage cells. Each vault, is comprised of seven 

cells, each with a capacity of 500 waste canisters. Initially, only 

one vault will be built. This, as in the water basin case, will 

provide adequate capacity for the early years. Modules will then be 

added as required by future waste receipts. 

The waste storage units are suspended from the roof of the cell to form 

a single-level array of waste canisters. Concentric metal pipe sleeves 

are provided for each storage position. The sleeves are attached to a 

tube sheet located three feet above the floor of the vault to create a 

plenxun for distributing the incoming air to the sleeves. Sleeves which 

are not in use are plugged until needed. 
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This concept uses the decay heat of the waste and the engineered design 

of the vault to induce air flow by natural draft to maintain permissible 

waste canister temperatures. The heated air is discharged through a 

continuous short exhaust port to the atmosphere. The outside cool air 

enters through inlets at the sides of the vaults, flows down Into the 

distribution plenum at the bottom of the vault, and passes upward 

through the annuli formed by the storage units and sleeves. The air 

is heated to about 210'*F while maintaining the storage unit surface 

temperature at about 400"? and the canister surface temperature at 

about 620''F. Heat Is dissipated from the storage units by natural 

convection plus thermal radiation to the sleeves. 

Because air circulation is entirely by natural draft, mechanically 

supplied differential pressure is not available to force air through 

exhaust filters. This places reliance on the continued Integrity of 

canister and overpack for complete containment of the waste, which In 

turn requires (a) a storage environment that will cause minimum corrosion 

and (b) a monitoring system to ensure that air flow passages do not 

become blocked and allow overheating. 

The concrete structure will provide all requirements for biological 

shielding (radiation dose rates on the deck above the vault will not 

exceed 2 mllllrem per hour) and protection against natural forces of 

tornado and earthquake. 
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2.5.1.5 Sealed cask storage 

The sealed cask storage concept differs from both the water basin 

concept and the air-cooled vault concept in that no storage vault is 

required; instead, each waste canister is stored outdoors within its 

own massive cask and concrete shield which provide both structural 

ruggedness for contamination confinement under all credible accident 

conditions and natural forces, and radiation shielding. The concept is 

like the air-cooled vault concept in that the radioactive decay heat is 

dissipated by passive (natural draft) air cooling. 

In the development of the sealed cask concept, steel was a logical 

choice of material to provide a cask with high structural strength. 

However, steel is a relatively poor shield for neutron radiation, 

which is emitted from some of the transuranium materials expected in 

the high-level waste. Supplemental shielding of concrete, a good and 

economical neutron absorber, was therefore needed. After evaluation 

of the factors involved, the present concept includes a welded, two-inch 

thick steel cask around the waste canister and an outer 38-inch thick 

concrete shield, with a six-inch annular space between the two through 

which air would flow by natural draft from bottom to top, removing the 

heat. The total shielding would give a maximum radiation dose rate of 

2 mrem per hour at the outside surface of the storage unit. 

The receiving facilities for the sealed cask storage concept are 

generally similar to those described previously. After the waste 
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canister has been inspected in the receiving cell, it is lowered into 

a shielded transfer cask. This cask provides protection and contain

ment for the waste canister during transport to the Weld and Test 

Cell (WTC). At the WTC the canister is removed from the transfer cask 

as shown in Figure 2.5.9 and placed in the weld station of the WTC. 

The Weld and Test Cell is a shielded Class I structure equipped for 

remote operation. As shown in Figure 2.5.10, the cell contains weld 

stations, test stations, stress relief stations, and a decask station. 

When the canister is brought into the cell, it is placed in a two-inch 

thick carbon steel cask or overpack at the weld station, and a cap is 

sealed on the cask by remote welding. After the canister has been 

sealed in the cask, the assembly is moved to the stress relief station 

where welding stresses are removed from the cask. 

Next, the waste is moved to the test station where nondestructive 

tests are used to verify the integrity of the two-inch steel cask. If 

defects are found in the cask, it is routed to the decask station for 

repairs. 

The decask station serves two functions. First, it repairs defects 

detected at the test station; second, it removes the canister from the 

cask if the cask cannot safely be repaired. Also, if during the 

storage period corrosion is noted or some accident brings the integrity 

of the cask into question, the canister can be removed from the cask 

at the decasking station. 
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Since the materials and processes are so closely controlled, the 

Integrity of the cask will normally be confirmed at the testing station. 

When the cask has passed all the nondestructive tests, it is lowered 

into a concrete neutron shield, through the access port in the floor 

of the WTC. A concrete plug Is used to cap the hole in the top of the 

concrete shield and complete the assembly of the storage unit. The 

completed storage unit (shown In Figure 2.5.11) Is loaded on the 

transport vehicle and hauled to the outdoor storage area. 

Waste storage units will be stored outdoors, standing upright on rein

forced concrete pads. The land area required will be essentially flat 

and level, will be fenced and lighted on the perimeter and will be 

cleared and stabilized with a layer of gravel or crushed rock. The 

spacing of the casks (on approximately 20-foot centers) will allow 

access to any Individual cask at any time. The area used will be 

divided into rectangular lots separated by 90-foot wide aisles as 

required for maneuvering the transport equipment. Only 160 storage 

positions will be needed to meet the first two years' operating require

ments, and additional lots will be provided thereafter as needed. 

Requirements for the concept have been estimated through the year 2010 

to total about 1,100 acres. 

The wastes are cooled by air flowing Into the concrete shield through 

openings In the base of the shield, up through the six-Inch annulus 

between the cask and shield, and out through openings near the top of 
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the shield. Additional cooling is provided by thermal radiation and 

conductive heat transfer to the outside of the concrete shield. 

Figure 2.5.11 also shows the noirmal operating temperatures at the various 

surfaces of the storage unit. 

If there is complete stoppage of air flow through the annulus, the 

maximum equilibrium canister temperature will be 950°F. The long-term 

effects of operating with no air flow will have no significant impact 

on the canister below 800°F. However, the concrete is expected to 

lose some neutron shielding effectiveness at temperatures above 300**F 

because of dehydration. (Most of the neutron shielding provided by 

concrete is due to its water content.) To assure containment, the 

temperatures of the canister and the cask are not to exceed 1,500'*F. 

Should the concrete in the shield be damaged in any way, it could be 

repaired in the field, or the entire storage unit could be returned 

to the receiving area and the shield replaced. 

The concrete shield, supplemented by the canister and the cask, 

reduces the radiation dose rate from the waste to less than 2 mrem 

per hour at the outside surface of the concrete shield. The wastes 

are physically protected from accidents by three barriers; the shield, 

the cask, and the canister. Two layers of containment, the canister 

and the cask, prevent the waste from reaching the environment. The 

storage unit is designed to maintain containment under all credible 

conditions, and is capable of withstanding forces from natural 

phenomena or accident conditions. 
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2.5.1.6 Ventilation and monitoring practices 

Certain ventilation and monitoring practices will be applicable to all 

of the preceding storage concepts. Within the buildings of the RSSF 

plant, air flow will be controlled by the ventilation system to contain 

any air-borne contamination. Three ventilation zones are designed 

according to their potential for being contaminated. The primary zone, 

made up of the areas with the highest contamination potential. 

Includes the receiving cell and (whenever overpacks are used) the weld 

and test cell. The secondary zone consists of areas with low contamination 

potential such as the control room, operating gallery and service 

galleries. The third (unrestricted) zone has minimum contamination 

potential and is comprised of the storage unit assembly area and 

personnel support areas. 

A differential pressure between rooms assures that air flow will be 

from areas with the least contamination potential to areas of potentially 

higher contamination. The personnel support areas will be operated 

as unrestricted zones for purposes of ventilation control. The exhaust air 

from the primary and secondary zones will be filtered through at least two 

HEPA filter units in series before release to the atmosphere. Instrumenta

tion and radiological protection systems for the facility are designed so 

that all measurements Important to safety, such as measurements from all 

potentially contaminated exhaust systems and the sealed cask storage area, 

are displayed and connected to alarms in the control area. The control room 
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is a Class I structure. Measurements in the receiving cell are dis

played on a control panel in the operating gallery. 

The radiation monitoring panels in the control room display radiation 

levels measured throughout the RSSF. The radiation monitoring equip

ment consists of area radiation monitors, air particulate monitors, 

stack monitors, and liquid waste monitors. 

Perimeter air and fallout monitors are provided at a number of points 

near the site boundaries. In the initial facility, the locations will 

be based on prevailing wind patterns and the relationship of the 

facilities to the perimeter. These monitors will detect emissions 

from the receiving and assembly building, stack, or storage casks. As 

the facilities are expanded, the number of sensors will be increased to 

cover the entire perimeter. In addition, portable detector-recorders 

carried in closed vehicles will be used to monitor selected locations 

throughout the RSSF complex and environs. 

2.5.1.7 Anticipated course of RSSF development program 

The next major steps in the RSSF development program are the selection 

of one of the basic engineering approaches and of a site. In these selec

tions, the AEC will have the benefit of the recommendations of the National 

Academy of Sciences (NAS) Committee on Radioactive Waste Management.* 

_ 
The NAS report was not received when this statement was issued but a 
letter from the NAS on the subject is in Appendix D. Since this draft 
environmental statement will be distributed to this NAS Committee, there 
is no reason to ask the NAS to establish a new committee to review it as 
requested by the NRDC and others (see letters. Appendix C). 
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Efforts would then be concentrated on preparing a request for authori

zation and appropriation for detailed design and construction of an RSSF 

at a specific site. If this could be done as early as the Fiscal Year 

1976 budget and should Congress approve, construction would be expected 

to start early in calendar year 1978 and be completed early in 1981. 

2.5.1.8 Safety reviews of RSSF design, construction and operation 

At the time of request for authorization and appropriation for a 

specific RSSF, a safety analysis, based on the conceptual design, 

would be published. A draft environmental statement in support of 

the request would also be published. 

Should the Congress approve the design and construction of a specific 

RSSF, there would be a number of further safety reviews prior to actual 

operation. These would include: 

(1) Review of the detailed design by safety personnel of the cognizant 

AEC Field Office 'and by the Division of Operational Safety at AEC 

Headquarters. 

(2) Publication of a Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) at the 

end of the "Title I" phase of design. 

(3) Publication of a Final Safety Analysis Report at the end of 

construction. 

(4) Reviews by the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safety (ACRS) and 

the NAS Committee on Radioactive Waste Management. 

(5) Quality assurance inspections by AEC staff during construction. 
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The RSSF would presumably be operated by an industrial firm of 

appropriate competence under a contract with the AEC, as is the case 

at other AEC-owned facilities. In addition to internal audits of 

operating safety performed by the contractor's safety staff, safety 

audits would also be performed by both the AEC Field Office and the AEC 

Headquarters safety staffs. An environmental monitoring program would 

also be required, including a requirement for publication of periodic 

summaries of the data. Descriptions of the environmental monitoring 

programs of the AEC sites are found in WASH-1259 (73), "Environmental 

Monitoring at Major U.S. Atomic Energy Commission Contractor Sites." 

This document is updated annually. 

2.5.1.9 Tentative planning for Calcine Conversion Facility (CCF) 

The calcine product of the high-level liquid waste solidification 

process which the fuel processing plants are expected to use is a 

granular material consisting primarily of the oxides of the constituents 

of the aqueous waste stream deposited on particles of aluminum oxide. 

The combination of the physical properties of this solid (granular 

with some fines) and the solubility of the oxides of certain of the fission 

products, such as cesium, give the calcine a certain degree of disper-

sibility in air or water if it should escape from its containment in 

the course of transport or subsequent handling. 
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The probability of escape of material from the high-integrity, sealed 

containers during interim storage at the processing plant would have to 

be evaluated as being acceptably low in a licensing action, which would 

be supported by an environmental statement. The substance of previous 

environmental assessments of the low probability of escape from material 

in suitable containers within massive high-integrity casks during trans

port is discussed in section 3.3. In addition, the philosophy of multiple 

containment during RSSF storage (regardless of the alternative chosen), 

together with the operational monitoring and maintenance controls which 

will be used, are such that the probability of escape of material during 

that storage is equally low, if not lower. However, it is still true 

that the margin of safety against dispersion of material in an accident, 

however improbable that accident might be, could be increased by conver

sion of the material to a more massive and less soluble form. 

Studies at Battelle Northwest Laboratories have shown that it is 

technically feasible to Incorporate high-level radioactive waste oxides 

into certain silicate glasses to produce a massive amorphous solid of 

low leachability. Similar effort in France and Germany has also 

produced encouraging results, and the French are now building a commercial 

plant using technology which has been "pilot" for several years in a 

small batch-type unit. There is, however, a wide gap between demon

stration of technical feasibility and demonstration of a process which 

can be operated as a safe, efficient part of an industrial complex. 
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It is only by designing, building and operating a demonstration plant 

to convert significant quantities of commercial calcine waste to glass 

that technical, economic and safety information can be obtained as 

necessary for a meaningful cost-benefit analysis of converting all high-

level waste to glass. 

For the above reasons, the AEC is tentatively planning to provide a 

Calcine Conversion Facility (CCF) at the site of the RSSF to convert 

high-level calcine to a glass form. The CCF would be Intended to 

develop a reference technology for adoption by commercial nuclear fuel 

processors. The CCF itself would provide the conversion for the high-

level waste produced through a suitable transition date, estimated to 

be 1985, and delivered to the RSSF through the following ten years, with 

the industry providing the conversion for the waste generated after 

1985. As part of the technology demonstration, periodic reevaluation of 

the glass form would be carried on in the CCF through the RSSF operation. 

The CCF would provide facilities for storage of calcine feed, calcine 

decanning and analysis, calcine conversion to glass form and place

ment in stainless steel canisters, and sealing and testing of the 

canistered glass product. Facilities would also be provided for the 

safe treatment and management of effluents from the CCF, with particular 

attention to the potential problems of the high temperatures inherent 

in glassmaking, and of Incidental solid waste. 
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If the tentative planning for the CCF should be confirmed, and con

ceptual design proceed sufficiently to permit inclusion of the CCF in 

the request for Congressional authorization and appropriation of a 

specific RSSF, the environmental impact of the CCF will be covered in 

the environmental statement which will support the RSSF budget request. 

If the CCF should be Included in a later budget request, it will be 

covered by a separate environmental statement. 

2.5.2 Current program for a Geologic Disposal Pilot Plant (GDPP) 

2.5.2.1 General considerations 

The rationale for disposal of high-level waste (as distinct from storage) 

in geologic formations, the research and development work conducted to 

date in bedded salt, and the planned investigation of other geologic forma

tions have been described in section 2.3.2.2. The purpose of the Geologic 

Disposal Pilot Plant (GDPP), which would presumably operate in the 

early 1980s, is to determine the acceptability of a specific site for 

disposal, using actual waste canisters. The following essential features 

distinguish the pilot plant concept from disposal: 

(1) All waste placed in the GDPP will be readily retrievable so that 

any time after placement of the waste in the geologic formation 

the waste can be removed by preplanned methods and the formation 

left in a contamination-free condition. 

(2) Reserve space will be maintained in the RSSF at all times 

sufficient to hold the entire inventory of the GDPP. 
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(3) The GDPP will not be converted to a full-scale repository until 

the public has accepted the philosophy of radioactive waste dis

posal in geologic formations and until the analytical and laboratory 

predictions of the effects of the radioactive heat-producing waste 

on the specific geologic formations have been verified. 

2.5.2.2 Description of probable GDPP facilities 

Since no waste will be placed in the Geologic Development Pilot Plant 

(GDPP) until after the RSSF is constructed and in operation, the probable 

design features of the GDPP can only be described in a general way, based 

primarily on the earlier planning for the Lyons facility. The basic 

elements of the GDPP will probably be: 

(1) Waste receiving and inspection equipment on the surface, largely 

similar to the waste receiving and inspection facilities for 

the RSSF, as described in Section 2.5.1.2. 

(2) Mine shafts and hoists, arranged to separate the movement of 

radioactive waste from movement of personnel and nonradioactive 

materials, and with filters and monitoring devices for exhaust 

air. 

(3) A mine-level shielded receiving station to allow completely 

remote transfer of waste canisters from the waste shaft to a 

transporter. 

(4) A motorized transporter with a shielded cask and fittings and 

controls to permit movement of canisters through the mine tunnels, 

and their installation in sleeved storage holes. 
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(5) The excavated mine tunnels, rooms, and canister holes, with sleeved 

fittings in the last to prevent contact of the canisters with the 

geologic medium during the pilot phase. 

Figure 2.5.12 shows schematically how the waste canisters would probably 

be handled in the GDPP and Figure 2.5.13 shows the sleeved hole arrange

ment to permit retrievability. 

2.5.2.3 Anticipated course of the GDPP development program 

At present, the AEC plans a study of several promising geologic 

formations other than bedded salt, including study of specific 

promising sites, to bring the knowledge of these other formations up 

to the same level as that of present knowledge of bedded salt. The 

goal of this study is to permit a comparative evaluation of these 

formations and the selection of the optimum formation or formations 

for pilot plant operations. It is anticipated that in the early 1980s 

this study and evaluation program will permit a decision and a request 

to Congress for authorization and appropriation for a specific 

Geologic Development Pilot Plant at a specific site. A draft 

environmental statement will be issued in support of such a request. 

It is also anticipated that construction of a GDPP and successful 

completion of the pilot phase could lead to availability of permanent 

disposal by two to three decades from now. 
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2.6 Possible management methods for transuranium waste 

2.6.1 Interim retrievable storage at AEC burial grounds 

One method of providing interim retrievable storage for commercial 

transuranium waste would be storage with the comparable AEC-generated 

waste at one of the large existing AEC sites, using the covered pad 

concept which has been developed at the NRTS. 

The first step in waste storage under this concept is the construction 

of an above-grade asphalt pad about three inches thick over a four-

inch gravel base. The surface of the pad is sloped toward the center-

line and toward one end to provide for drainage of any moisture. The 

pad has a surface area of about 2.5 acres, with approximate dimensions 

of 150 by 730 feet. 

The transuranium-contaminated wastes now being received at the NRTS 

pad are shipped under regulations of the Department of Transportation 

(DOT), as discussed in Section 3.2.2. The containers presently stored 

on the pad include: 4 x 4 x 7 foot plywood boxes (DOT Type 19A) with 

an added 1/8-inch thick fiberglass-reinforced polyester coating; 55-

gallon drums (DOT Type 17C) with rigid polyethylene liners 0.09 inches 

thick; and 55-gallon drums (DOT Type 6M) with solidly-supported DOT 

Type 2R steel center containers 5 inches in diameter and 20 inches 

long. These containers are manufactured and loaded under a quality 

assurance program to minimize the probability of leakage during 

handling and storage, and to meet the 20-year retrievable storage 

requirements as well as other administrative and safety requirements. 
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The drums and crates containing transuranium waste are stacked with 

forklifts on the pad in 80 x 150 foot sections called "cells." The 

sides of the cells are formed with the crates, and the drums are 

stacked within the crates in a five-high array with a layer of fire-

retardant plywood and plastic sheeting separating each level. Each 

cell in the 730-foot length of the pad is separated from the adjacent 

cell by a 3-foot-thick soil firewall. As each cell is completed, it 

is covered with fire-retardant plywood and nylon-reinforced poly

ethylene before the final cover of two to three feet of soil is 

emplaced; soil is also mounded to protect the cells from weather on 

the sides. Figure 2.6.1 is a view of the pad from the lower end. 

Before any waste shipments are approved for receipt or storage on the 

pad, the necessary reviews and analyses are performed to assure that 

safety requirements are met. Each shipment must be accompanied by 

shipping forms identifying the content of each type of radioactive 

material in each container. This information, along with storage 

location data, is placed in a computerized radioactive waste accounting 

system for the site. Even though the normal amounts of fissionable 

material in any one waste container are small, nuclear criticality 

safety requirements have been established for the arrays of con

tainers and incoming shipment data is checked against these require

ments. Penetrating radiation levels from containers are also checked, 

even though they are normally quite low. Monitoring for contamination 

is done frequently during the unloading and stacking of shipments, 

and air samples are taken continuously. 
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Figure 2.6.1 -RETRIEVABLE STORAGE AT THE IDAHO TRANSURANIC STORAGE AREA 



Each of the cells within the storage pad has a moisture sampling pipe, 

and the later cells have access pipes for air sampling and temperature 

and humidity measurements. A sump at the low end of the pad collects 

all drainage and after rain or periods of snow melt, water samples 

are taken and analyzed for radioactivity. The pad is immediately 

adjacent to the conventional trench- and pit-type burial ground, and 

four deep wells (about 650 feet) are located in the general vicinity 

of this burial ground for sampling the underlying aquifer. 

Tables 2.6.1 and 2.6.2 show the volume and composition of waste stored 

at the NRTS covered pad. 

The preceding description relates to the specific storage provided at 

the NRTS for solid wastes contaminated with plutonium-239 and similar 

radioactive materials. Some details (such as the exact dimensions of 

the asphalt pad and the orientation of water test wells relative to 

the pad and adjacent burial grounds) would not necessarily be the same 

at other AEC sites. The general technique, however, would be applicable 

to any site, with the exception of transuranium waste which might have 

sufficient fission product contamination or induced radioactivity 

associated with it to require shielding for penetrating radiation. 

2.6.2 Retrievable storage in conventional structures 

Another concept for retrievable storage of commercial transuranium 

waste involves the use of structures comparable to those for other 
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1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

NRTS 

Table 

ASPHALT COVERED 

Vo lume 

2 . 6 . 1 

PAD STORAGE 

( c u b i c m e t e r s ) 

1,420 

7 ,098 

6 ,773 

5,882 

(1970 -73) 

T ransu ran ium 
C u r i e s 

4 ,000 

12 ,480 

2 8 , 1 2 0 

24 ,588 

Table 2.6.2 

TRANSURANIUM RADIONUCLIDE COMPOSITION OF 
NRTS RETRIEVABLY STORED WASTE FOR 1973 

R a d i o n u c l i d e 

Americ ium-241 

Curium-244 

P lu ton ium-238 

P lu ton ium-239 

P l u t o n i u m - 2 4 0 

P l u t o n i u m - 2 4 1 

P lu ton ium-242 

T o t a l 

CPP* 

1 

< 1 

1 

TRA* 

< 1 

1,112 

< 1 

< 1 

< 1 

1,114 

Rocky F l a t s 

7 ,351 

50 

1,727 

426 

13 ,920 

< 1 

2 3 , 4 7 4 

C u r i e s T o t a l 

7 , 3 5 1 

1,112 

50 

1,729 

426 

13 ,920 

< 1 

24 ,588 

NOTES: Details may not add up to totals because of rounding. 
CPP=Chemical Processing Plant; TRA=Test Reactors Area 
(both at NRTS) 
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operations with radioactive materials. One approach would be to 

provide a warehouse-type structure, constructed to withstand tornadoes 

(or other high-wind conditions) and earth shock as appropriate to the 

site, and containing contamination control features. A typical 

storage module for the waste would be 200 x 800 feet and would hold 

13,500 storage units, each 4 feet by 4 feet by 6 feet high (a crate 

or set of palletized drums). 

Forklifts would be used for material handling and other standard ware

housing techniques would be used for maximum efficient operation of 

the facility. Personnel entry to filled storage areas would be 

permitted for inspection, and the shipment receiving and inspection 

station would also be provided with equipment for repackaging containers 

found to be defective either on receipt or on later inspection. The 

ventilation system for the entire structure would be monitored and 

discharged to atmosphere through high efficiency filters. 

If land area were limited, a multiple-story structure would permit 

storage of a greater volume of waste. Such a facility would use the 

same operational features described above, but applied to each story. 

Because of the costs of tornado and earthquake resistance features, such 

a facility would probably have practical limits of two or three levels. 

Still another approach would be to use a canyon-type building. "Canyon" 

is a term in the nuclear field for the type of massive reinforced-concrete 
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structure used for processing irradiated fuel. A typical "canyon" 

consists of a long row of thick-walled cells in which remotely-controlled 

operations are conducted. Removable thick blocks forming the roofs of 

the cells permit access for maintenance by a remotely-operated bridge 

crane which can travel the full length of the cell row. Several of these 

structures at the AEC's Hanford site are no longer in use for their 

original purpose and might be converted for waste storage, using the 

bridge crane to stack closely packed units up to a height of 60 feet. 

Since the configuration of these canyon cells would not facilitate 

personnel inspection during storage, special arrangements would be needed 

for careful inspection and repackaging as necessary during transfer of 

stored waste from the facility. All of the canyons, of course, have 

monitored and filtered ventilation exhaust systems from their original 

usage. 

As stated previously, transuranium-contaminated solid wastes in general d 

not emit significant levels of penetrating radiation and thus do not 

require shielded storage. An exception to this is the type of waste 

known as "hulls." "Hulls" are scraps or remnants of the original fuel 

element cladding, normally stored or packaged as a separate type of 

waste at commercial fuel reprocessing plants. Hulls emit significant 

levels of penetrating radiation because of neutron-induced radioactivity 

within their metal structure and because of small amounts of irradiated 

fuel adhering to thera^even after vigorous chemical dissolving. The 
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transuranium content of these bits of fuel also makes the hulls a 

transuranium-contaminated waste. 

AEC fuel reprocessing plants remove fuel element cladding chemically 

and thus do not generate hulls, so that it has not been necessary to 

provide for them at the NRTS or other AEC plutonium waste retrievable 

storage facilities. Probably the simplest way to manage hulls would 

be to encapsulate them in a steel container of the same approximate 

size as is used for solidified commercial high-level waste and then 

store them with that high-level waste at the RSSF. However, since the 

hulls would not require as much cooling, they could also be stored in 

a converted canyon-type facility as described above, using its shield

ing and remote handling capabilities. 

2.6.3 Disposal in a geological formation 

The rationale for permanent disposal of potentially hazardous wastes 

in a deep, stable geological formation; the history of the pertinent 

development effort to date; and the geological evaluation program 

aimed at a "pilot" repository and then permanent disposal of solidified 

high-level commercial waste have all been described in other parts of 

this environmental statement. The concept is considered as promising 

for transuranium-contaminated solid waste as for the high-level waste, 

and at one time plans were being made to include an area for trans

uranium waste within the Lyons salt mine. Such waste is also being 

disposed of by the West Germans in the Asse salt mine in West Germany; 

the U.S. has access to-this technology through an information exchange 

agreement. 
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The "pilot" phase of geological disposal mentioned above is primarily 

to determine if a specific site is acceptable relative to interactions 

of heat and penetrating radiation with the geological medium. Since 

the transuranium-contaminated wastes generally emit very little heat 

and penetxating radiation, there would be no particular necessity for 

placing them in the "pilot" repository, and they could be left in 

retrievable storage on the surface until completion of the pilot 

studies and acceptance of the geological facility for permanent disposal. 

However, if it should be considered desirable for any reason to place 

plutonium waste in salt (or another geological medium) during pilot 

studies on high-level waste, the same principles should obviously apply 

to both types of waste; i.e., the plutonium waste should be packaged 

and stored in such a way that if desired, it can be readily retrieved 

leaving no contamination behind, and adequate and acceptable surface 

storage space should be in reserve to receive it. To conserve space 

in the geologic disposal facility, an essential preliminary step would 

involve waste volume reduction by some process such as incineration. 

From conceptual designs now available, a permanent geologic disposal 

facility for plutonium waste (using bedded salt for purposes of 

illustration) would operate as follows: The major sections of the 

facility would consist of a waste receiving building, mine operations 

building, administration building, hoist house, mine air supply fan 

house, and support structures. These components would be arranged and 

designed to provide the most economical method of handling and storing the 

waste, while maintaining high standards of operational safety and reliability. 
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The waste handling building would be a confined structure except for 

the container unloading and storage areas. The areas of the building 

will include: 

The container unloading and storage area 

Two unloading and decontamination rooms in which burial units 

(crates or palletized arrays of drums) will be removed from any 

cargo containers which may have been used, and inspected for 

integrity and external contamination 

A non-destructive assay room used for weighing each burial unit 

and monitoring its fissionable material content 

A transfer room through which lift trucks will move the burial 

units into a special cage for lowering to the mine level 

The confined areas of the waste receiving building would be of reinfored 

concrete construction designed to permit safe shutdown of operations 

during or after windstorm or earth shock. These areas will be main

tained at a negative pressure relative to the outside atmosphere, and 

all exhaust air will be passed through high-efficiency filters prior to 

discharge through a stack. Access to the confined areas of the building 

will be through airlocks, and standard operating procedures will require 

personnel, vehicles, or equipment leaving the confined areas to be 

monitored for contamination. 
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The mine operations building would be located adjacent to the plutonium 

waste receiving building with direct access to the mine shaft. This 

building will include a central control and monitoring station for 

the mine, mechanical equipment, and electrical equipment including 

that for emergency electrical power generation. 

The mine shaft, located between the waste receiving building and 

the mine operations building, would be a multi-purpose shaft to be 

used for 

Lowering plutonium waste burial units into the mine 

Access to the mine for men, materials and equipment 

Supplying fresh air to the mine 

An airtight concrete dividing wall would run the full height of the 

mine shaft. The waste would be lowered within a special cage of airtight 

construction on one side of this dividing wall, thus providing two 

contamination barriers between the waste and the portion of the mine 

shaft to be used for personnel, supplies and fresh air. Separate 

stations would be provided at mine level for the waste portion of 

the shaft and for the personnel and materials portion, and each station 

would be separated from̂  the working area of the mine by airlocks. 
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Rooms in the salt mine would be used for the storage of the transuranium 

waste burial units. The sequence of operations would be as follows: 

Inspected and accepted burial units would be lowered in the 

•special cage within the waste portion of the shaft to the mine 

level waste station. 

The burial units would be removed from the cage by a forklift 

and placed on a transporter. 

The transporter would move the burial units through tunnels to 

the storage area, where another forklift would tmload the trans

porter and stack the burial units in rooms previously excavated. 

Salt would be used to backfill the rows of burial units and to 

fill any unused space within a room. 

All air exhausted from the mine during the period of active operations 

would be passed through high-efficiency filters before discharge to 

the atmosphere. Eventually the mine would be sealed by plugging the 

shafts. 

2.6.4 Sea disposal 

The availability and area of the sea bottom make it of obvious Interest 

in any disposal of solid waste from coastal or near-coastal activities. 

When the wastes are toxic or include toxic contaminants, the Isolation 

of the deep sea bottom is of additional Interest. When the toxic 
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contaminants happen to be radioactive materials, the natural radioactive 

content of the sea becomes a point of still further interest. 

The sea holds what is probably the largest known unconfined inventory 

of radioactive materials. Under the inventory commitment concept (see 

Appendix A), in which the maximum permissible body burden (MPBB) 

content of an inventory is weighed by the time during which it will 

be sustained, the radium-226 content of the seas is the equivalent of 

about two million tons of plutonium-239. Further, since the radio

activity inventory of the sea has been present for geologically signi

ficant periods of time, it seems intuitive that whatever radiation 

effects it may have must be at ecological equilibrium. 

An understanding of the presence of this natural inventory is important 

but should not be used to justify unrestricted dumping. The natural 

inventory has been dispersed through the waters of the seas with 

relative uniformity over an extremely long period of time, whereas 

any disposal of man-made radioactivity from dumped waste must inevitably 

begin at a few specific points. Since it is not possible under today's 

technology to guarantee that man's waste will either be buried beneath 

the floor of the sea or remain intact upon the floor of the sea, we 

must be able to make a reasonable argument that the radioactivity will 

not do harm as it disperses outward from these few specific starting 

points. In this evaluation, we must also recognize that under present 

technology, deep sea disposal, for all practical purposes, is irreversible. 
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The usual hazards analysis for sea disposal begins with an assumption 

that the radioactive material is released from the disposal containers 

on the sea bottom over some specified period (perhaps ten years after 

disposal) and diffuses through a vertical column of water of a specific 

assumed diameter. The concentration or transfer of the materials 

through appropriate food chains can then be derived and the resultant 

radiation exposures to man calculated and compared with the radiation 

protection standards. A recent example of this type of assessment is 

found in "A Model For the Evaluation of the Deep Ocean Disposal of 

Radioactive Waste", G. A. M. Webb and F. Morley, National Radiological 

Protection Board (England), June 1973 (document NRPB-R14). 

Active sea disposal of radioactive waste is centered in the western 

European nations, with considerable interest in Japan. In the United 

States, sea disposal was never available through large maritime organi

zations; the only firms offering the service commercially were small, 

high-overhead, relatively inefficient operations which could not 

compete economically with land burial when that service became commer

cially available to the nuclear industry. As a result of this economic 

situation, there has been no viable sea disposal commercial activity in 

the U. S. for over ten years. 

There were no AEC sea disposal licenses for radioactive waste in 

existence at the time Congress passed the Marine Protection, Research 

and Sanctuaries Act of 1972 (Public Law 92-532). If there had been, they 
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would have lapsed on April 23, 1973, under a provision of the Act stating 

that six months after its enactment, all licenses and permits for sea 

dumping (including radioactive waste) previously issued by any Federal 

agency other than the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) would 

become null and void. It may be assumed that in administering sea 

disposal regulations, the EPA will closely follow a prior policy 

recommendation by the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) as follows: 

"The policy recommended would continue the practice of prohibiting 

high-level radioactive wastes in the ocean. Dumping other radio

active materials would be prohibited, except in a very few cases 

for which no practical alternative offers less risk to man and 

his environment." 

Ocean Dumping, a National Policy, A 

Report to the President prepared by 

the Council on Environmental Quality, 

October 1970 

2.6.5 Possible improvements in transuranium waste management 

The AEC is supporting research and development efforts to improve 

methods for safe treatment and storage of transuranium-contaminated 

wastes. The principal objectives of this work are to develop improved 

methods for reducing the volume of these wastes, to render them non-

combustible, to reduce their mobility, and to assure the integrity of 

containment in shipment and interim storage. 
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The volume reduction development program now underway includes work on 

compaction, incineration, chemical and biological treatment, and the 

recovery and recycle of the actinide contaminants. In all of these 

projects, the principal emphasis is placed on complete containment of 

the radioactive contaminants from the beginning to the end of the 

processes under investigation. 

Volume reduction processes being developed include the following: 

1. Molten salt incineration is being developed at Atomics International, 

Canoga Park, California. In this technique, shredded waste is 

oxidized in a molten salt bath (sodium and calcium carbonate salts). 

This method entails minimum particulate emissions and good plutonium 

recovery possibilities. 

2. The acid digestion technique which is being developed by the Hanford 

Environmental Development Laboratory at Hanford, Washington, uses a 

hot mixture (260°F) of concentrate nitric and sulfuric acid to oxidize 

the waste. This technique does not act as rapidly as incineration 

but appears to be well suited for treating smaller volumes of 

highly contaminated waste because the plutonium can be continuously 

recovered as the acid recycles. 

3. A unique variation of fluidized bed incineration is being developed 

by the Allied Chemical Corporation at the National Reactor Testing 

Station In Idaho. In this system, the waste is burned in a bed of 

sodium carbonate particles which react chemically with the chlorine 
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released from polyvinyl chloride plastic which makes up a 

substantial part of AEC waste. If not removed, this chlorine 

causes corrosion in unprotected incinerator air cleaning systems. 

4. Controlled pyrolysis which is being developed by the Battelle 

Pacific Northwest Laboratory at Hanford, Washington, is accom

plished by controlling the amount of air which is available in 

the combustion zone so that the waste is only charred rather than 

oxidized completely. The lower reaction temperatures and lesser 

volumes of gaseous emissions from this process are distinct advantages. 

5. Conventional incineration is being evaluated by the Los Alamos 

Scientific Laboratory, Albuquerque, New Mexico, in an effort to 

circumvent some of the known problems which have been encountered 

in the past in treating nuclear waste with "off-the-shelf" equip

ment (e.g., incomplete combustion, handling of the contaminated ash, 

corrosion). This conventional technology would be most desirable 

if it can be improved to accommodate the nuclear requirement because 

of the relatively low cost and ready availability of such equipment. 

Work presently under way on these five volume reduction methods will 

develop pilot-scale systems for "cold" testing. The most promising 

processes as determined from these tests will then be upgraded and 

tested with "hot" (contaminated) waste either at the laboratories where 

they are developed or at the Transuranium Contaminated Solid Waste 

Treatment Development Facility which is now under construction at the 

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL). 
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When operational in early 1977, the chief use of this Los Alamos 

facility will be for developing and testing these volume reduction 

systems, including the accessory processes needed for their operation 

(e.g., waste shredding, sorting, contamination assaying, feeding, 

and residue handling). However, it is also designed to accommodate 

research and development projects on many other alpha contaminated 

waste problems, most of which are already under way in less suitable 

facilities at the Laboratory. These investigations include studies 

of radiolysis and pyrolysis in containerized waste (including gas 

formation), container corrosion, biological degradation, storage, 

risk analysis, container integrity, residue (ash) immobilization, 

and recovery of plutonium from process residues. 

2.6.6 Development work pertinent to hulls 

The AEC research and development program for improved management of 

transuranium-contaminated waste includes a segment on hulls based on 

the special considerations of their metallic properties and associated 

penetrating radiation. 

A recent study has shown that for each metric ton of uranium charged 

to a light water reactor, approximately 270 kilograms of zircal'^y fuel 

cladding hulls will be generated. 

A related study assumes that in addition to induced activity, the 

cladding contains 0.05 percent of the actinides and 0.05 percent of 
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the fission products originally in the spent fuel and that the 

cladding is compacted to 70 percent of theoretical density. If so, 

this would result in a volume of 2.1 cubic feet of zircaloy-4 with 

inconel spacers per metric ton of LWR fuel, and 8.7 cubic feet of 

stainless steel per ton of LMFBR fuel. Further calculations on 

these same bases estimate that by the year 2000 there will be an 

annual accumulation of approximately 61,000 cubic feet of cladding 

2 
waste containing over 7,000 kilograms of actinides. 

Although these hulls may undergo multiple leaching and washing 

operations, they will be contaminated with transuranium radionuclides 

to levels which will require retrievable storage as transuranium 

waste. In addition to the transuranium contamination, the cladding 

hulls will have high levels of penetrating radiation from induced 

activity. This induced activity, just like the induced activity in 

reactor structural components, is an integral part of the metal 

itself and thus cannot be removed from the hulls by any physical or 

chemical decontamination process. 

In fiscal year 1973, the AEC initiated studies with Argonne National 

Laboratory and Battelle Northwest Laboratory to identify improved 

systems for long-term management of nuclear fuel cladding hull waste. 

These systems will be extended in scope from the fuel dissolver or 

leaching tank and end with storage of the hulls. All steps, such 
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as removal of hulls from the leach tank, washing, treatment, 

transportation, and storage, will be considered. Reports will be 

prepared which show the advantages and disadvantages of each system, 

identify development efforts needed to further evaluate each system, 

and propose a development program for one or two of the more 

promising long-term waste management systems for radioactive fuel 

cladding hulls. 

The first year (FY 1974) was limited to theoretical studies and very 

limited laboratory work with the primary goal of selecting a few hull 

treatment methods which showed sufficient promise for technical 

evaluation to be initiated in FY 1975. 

Most attention has been given to safer and more economical methods 

of solidification, packaging, and transportation methods. 

Topical reports on this effort will be prepared by ANL and Battelle 

PNL at the end of FY 1974. 

The effort at ANL has concentrated on characterization of the problem, 

passivation of zircaloy (because of Its pyrophoric properties), 

surface decontamination, and mechanical compaction. At Battelle, a 

melting and slagging process is being investigated which is expected 

to both decontaminate, passivate and densify the cladding hulls. 
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During FY 1975, the technical feasibility of selected methods will 

be investigated on a nonradioactive basis in the laboratory, and 

it is hoped that radioactive commercial fuel cladding hulls will 

be available for testing. 

During FY 1975, there will also be two conceptual design studies for 

plutonium contaminated solid waste which will include fuel hulls as 

a special type of alpha waste. That is an alpha waste with penetrating 

radioactivity which will require some degree of shielding and remote 

handling. The development program is generally oriented toward an 

FY 1977 or FY 1978 budget request for such an alpha contaminated 

waste storage facility which would include the storage of passivated 

and densified cladding waste hulls and would be ready for initial 

operation about FY 1981 to 1983. 

Most of the research and development activity described above is 

directed at specific problems encountered in managing AEC-generated 

waste, with only secondary consideration being given to commercial 

waste requirements. However, in recognition of certain differences 

which exist between the AEC waste and the commercial transuranium 

waste, and the large growth expected in the latter, a substantial 
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program has been initiated to identify, evaluate, and accommodate 

the waste management needs of the nuclear fuel cycle industry, per se. 

The program emphasizes "reduction at the source" philosophy and 

involves close scrutiny of every unit process in nuclear plants to 

eliminate waste sources which would otherwise add to the waste storage 

volume. The program includes: (1) engineering analysis to define 

the types, amounts, and general hazards of the wastes involved and 

to recommend interim and final disposal alternatives; (2) laboratory 

and engineering development of waste processing and packaging concepts; 

(3) development and application of measurement techniques for packaged 

solid wastes; (4) pilot plant demonstration of favorable concepts; 

(5) verification of acceptable materials and packages for interim 

storage; and (6) recommendations of criteria for final storage and 

disposal of waste. 

In order to encourage, the rapid transfer of technology co industry, 

its participation will be used to the maximum extent practical 

throughout all phases of this program. This industrial participation 

is considered the key factor in achieving acceptance of improved 

transuranium waste processing and packaging. 
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2.7 Anticipated benefits of the waste managment program 

2.7.1 Anticipated benefits of the high-level waste program 

2.7.1.1 Benefit of the repository development program 

The benefit of the repository development program is that It would 

permit requests for authorization and appropriation for specific 

repositories at specific sites to be made on a soxmd engineering 

basis. 

2.7.1.2 Benefits of Implementing the development program 

If the development program were to be Implemented by the design, 

construction and operation of repositories, the following benefits 

would be anticipated: 

(a) Federal custody for high-level waste, as previously determined 

to be desirable (10 CFR 50 Appendix F), would be provided. 

(b) By providing this Federal custody at a relatively early date, 

and at a cost which Is anticipated to be very small when pro

rated against the useful electric power involved, the orderly 

growth of the nuclear electric power industry would be assisted, 

and hence the achievement of the national statutory goal of 

promoting the peaceful uses of atomic energy, as stated in 

the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. 

(c) If a pilot repository In a geological formation should be 

successful, permanent disposal of the high-level waste would 

be provided, with no continuing maintenance and only nominal 

surveillance necessary. 
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(d) If this program for radioactive wastes should be successful, 

It should encourage efforts to manage potentially hazardous 

nonradioactive wastes by confinement rather than by dispersion 

and dilution In the environment. The techniques for disposal 

within geological formations Intended to be proved by the pilot 

geological repository phase of the program could be applicable 

to other solid wastes contaminated with materials of high 

toxicity per unit weight and/or long or even Infinite persistence 

of toxicity, such as certain pesticides, cyanides, mercury, and 

arsenic. 

2.7.2 Anticipated benefits of the transuranium waste program 

The provision of Interim retrievable storage (and, later, permanent 

geologic disposal) for transuranium-contaminated solid waste will 

permit the exclusion of such waste from new burial grounds and the 

prevention of Increases In quantities of such waste at existing burial 

grounds. This step will greatly lessen the burden of long-term sur

veillance and maintenance of burial grounds which would otherwise be 

required to be sure the radioactivity remains confined. 

The reality of this benefit does not necessarily mean that the burial 

grounds, as they exist today, are not safe or will not remain safe. 

Although this statement may appear self-contradictory, a consideration 

of the usual method of making radiation hazard analyses may help 

explain It. 
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The usual way of analyzing the hazards of any specific operation 

involving an inventory of radioactive materials Is to multiply the 

quantity In that Inventory by the fraction which is estimated as 

likely to escape the first contamination confinement barrier (either 

In routine operations or in any specific assumed accident situation). 

The quantity resulting from that multiplication Is then multiplied 

by the fraction estimated as escaping the second contamination 

barrier, and so on. The remaining amount is then multiplied by the 

fractions which may escape any natural contamination confinement 

mechanisms (such as retention in soil by ion exchange), by the 

fraction which will not undergo radioactive decay, and by a fraction 

to account for dilution. The final result of this long series of 

multiplications Is the portion of the original inventory to which an 

individual In the environs will be exposed. That exposure may then 

be calculated and compared with the standards In order to form a 

conclusion as to the acceptability of the specified conditions. 

If the estimated radiation exposure is above the standards, we have 

the options of reducing the Inventory of radioactive material in 

the operation, of Improving the effectiveness of confinement barriers 

around It, of expanding the area around It from which the public Is 

excluded, or any combination of such steps. If the estimated exposure 

Is within the standard, but still measurable, we may also wish to 

take action under the "as low as practicable" philosophy or to Improve 

the margin of safety against exceeding the standards in abnormal 
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operational conditions. In any event, all of these assumptions and 

calculations are checked once the plant becomes operational by 

monitoring the radioactivity. If any. In any planned releases of 

effluents and also by monitoring In the environs for radioactivity 

from any source. 

When the environmental monitoring program shows radioactivity to be 

undetectable above natural background, one possible conclusion Is that 

at least one of the contamination confinement barriers or mechanisms Is 

100 percent efficient and that nothing escapes beyond It. In many 

situations, this Is probably a reasonable and correct conclusion. 

However, when some of the radioactive material has a very long half-

life, a different conclusion Is quite possible. 

This other conclusion Is that none of the contamination confinement 

mechanisms, either man-made or natural. Is 100 percent effective, but 

that the rate of migration of the radioactivity is so very slow that 

it has not yet reached our point of measurement. If this is true, 

It may be that at some future time conditions will be undesirable or 

unacceptable. The radioactive half-life of plutonlum-239 (24 thousand 

years) Is so great that no matter how many zero measurements are made 

near a shallow burial site, it would not be prudent to cut back on 

surveillance during a future as long as we can foresee by usual 

standards of planning. It Is simply to reduce this burden of 

surveillance upon future generations that the proposed rulemaking 
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would stop shallow plutonium burial and require Its storage pending 

availability of geological disposal with Its tremendously greater 

isolation from the environment. 
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2.8 Characterization of the existing environment 

2.8.1 General 

The program to develop repositories for commercial high-level waste 

will be carried out primarily at various AEC national laboratories 

and contractor sites, with some supplemental efforts at the offices of 

architect-engineer firms, and some field Investigation of possible 

sites for a pilot geological repository. However, since these efforts 

will not involve any significant new operations or experiments with 

radioactive materials, the development program itself will have no 

direct environmental impact and thus the description of the environ

ment at the locations of this work is not significant. Although 

Hanford was used as a reference site for RSSF conceptual design purposes, 

no decision has been made as to the actual RSSF site. This statement 

will characterize the environment at the principal sites which have 

been considered to date as alternative sites for the RSSF. They 

are also considered principal alternative sites for retrievable 

storage of commercial transuranium-contaminated waste. 

2.8.2 Criteria for RSSF siting 

In the course of its program to analyze and evaluate the various 

engineering approaches which could be used for the monitorable, 

maintainable retrievable surface storage of various types and 

characters of radioactive waste, the Commission has considered the 

question of where such storage should take place. As previously 

stated, no specific site selection has been made but there do appear 
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to be some logical criteria which should be considered in locating 

storage facilities if they are to be centrally located and under 

the operational control of the AEC. 

Those criteria which are applied cover a broad spectrum, but they 

fall generally into ten distinct categories: 

1. Site physical characteristics. Primarily for safety reasons, 

sites with low seismicity, low tornado frequency, benign weather, 

little precipitation, soil with high ion exchange capacity, over

lying a thick, unsaturated section and geology and hydrology 

such that surface water does not flow off site or move downward 

through the ground to valuable aquifers, would have a superior 

rating to sites which were not so fortunately located. 

2. Ownership. Since this phase of the siting analysis deals with 

facilities to be owned and operated by the AEC, top rating in this 

regard would go to those sites which were already owned by the AEC. 

Sites owned or controlled by other Federal agencies would have a 

slightly lower rating and those either state or privately owned 

would have the lowest rating. It should be noted here that AEC 

Manual Chapter 6202, "Site Selection," requires that new activities 

shall make full use of existing AEC sites consistent with health 

and safety policies, program security, and sound economics. 

3. Distance from waste generating sites. There are two factors which 

make this important. First, the greater the distance between the 
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generator and the storage site the greater the transportation 

costs; and second, the greater the distance the higher the 

probability of transportation accidents involving the waste. 

This latter factor is more apparent than real since transport 

safety Is dependent, not on the elimination of accidents, but 

rather on the integrity of the transport packaging, and slight 

increases In the probability of an accident occurring does not 

increase the probability of release. More accidents could 

result In Increased cost, but not in decreased safety. Another 

point to consider is that during the life of the storage activity, 

the sites at which waste will be generated may change considerably 

and a storage location that may look bad from this standpoint 

today could be very good twenty years from now, with the location 

of the permanent disposal site perhaps a factor in this changed 

evaluation. 

Isolation and available acreage. These criteria are obviously 

safety related. A location that can be surrounded by a large 

area from which public access is restricted by fences, guards, 

etc., would get a higher rating than one that could not. 

Multiple transport modes. The shipper of the waste shoald have 

as much flexibility as possible on methods of transport -

truck, rail, barge. A site would get a better rating if it 

were capable of receiving waste by all three methods than if by 

one or two. Its importance is more one of cost than anything 

else since rail lines and roads can be built to sites that are 

otherwise acceptable but lack a means of transportation. 
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6. Construction and operating costs. While cost factors are of 

secondary importance compared to safety, they must be considered 

from two standpoints. First, are they so high as to seriously 

affect the feasibility of using nuclear energy to generate 

electric power; and second, where safety analysis shows that 

several sites can be expected to afford equal safety, cost 

differentials are a factor in the choice among them. 

7. Availability of power, water and other services. This criterion 

is a factor in operational efficiency and, in some instances, 

safety. A storage system that depends on forced circulation of 

water for cooling must have an adequate supply of water and of 

power to pump it. 

8. Facilities and manpower. Operation of any facility requires an 

available supply of manpower. When that facility is handling 

radioactive materials, it is necessary to have available not 

only operators and technicians, but also technical experts who 

can support the facility in trouble-shooting operating problems 

in improving plant processes and equipment, in developing new 

and more efficient systems, and in evaluating potential new safety 

or environmental situations. Such technical personnel need labora 

tory and pilot plant facilities designed for radioactive materials 

if they are to discharge these responsibilities. Sites that 

have such manpower and facilities clearly get a high rating. 

9. Other nuclear activities at the site. Those responsible for the 

fairly simple storage activities and supporting development could 

become bored and provincial in their outlook, and thus possibly 
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affecting the safety and efficiency of the storage operation. The 

availability of a diversity of on-site nuclear activities would 

tend to minimize this problem, both because it would allow those 

in the storage activity to have continuous technical interchange 

with those in the other work, and because it would allow a certain 

amount of rotation among those working in different areas. The 

calibre of manpower which could be kept on storage work would be 

greater at a site with other nuclear programs than in one with no 

such programs. There would also be some advantages from joint use 

of certain services. For example, an RSSF installed at a large site 

with numerous nuclear activities in progress would probably require 

little expansion of that site's ongoing environmental monitoring 

program, whereas the identical RSSF if established at a new site 

would require a full new environmental monitoring program of its own. 

Local acceptance. In this period in the nuclear power program, 

public acceptance is of utmost importance to success - and this 

is especially true of radioactive waste storage. A site which 

has a large degree of acceptance by the local populace would 

certainly rate higher than one with less support or antagonism. 

Conversion of existing facilities. A consideration, although 

not a requirement, is the adaptation of existing facilities for 

all or part of the RSSF functions. This alternative would 

probably be of most benefit if it allowed deferral of new capital 

investment in the early years of low waste receipt rates, during 

which the RSSF design could be optimized and/or ultimate disposal 

could be implemented. 
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2.8.3 Review and elimination process 

A preliminary list of nearly 100 sites was drawn up and was reduced 

to the list of 16 shown in Table 2.8,1 by application of one or 

more of the selection considerations. Of the 16 sites shown in 

the table, twelve are Federally owned (nine of these twelve being 

AEC sites); one is state-owned; and three are privately owned. 

The list of 16 was further narrowed to three leading sites: the 

Nevada Test Site, the National Reactor Testing Station (Idaho), 

and the Hanford (Washington) site. The environment at each of 

these sites will be described in detail (see parts 2,8,4 through 

2.8.6). Brief descriptions of the other 13 sites, with reasons 

why each was not considered as desirable as any of the three leading 

sites, are as follows: 

Dugway Proving Ground, Utah 

Dugway Proving Ground is located in northwestern Utah, about 70 

miles west of Provo, Utah. The site has been used for many years 

by the Department of Defense for nonnuclear weapons systems testing. 

Only limited data were collected for this location, because it 

did not have a nearby railroad line or a demonstrated long-term 

water supply, and because its lack of nuclear activity and its 

continuing defense functions were incompatible with RSSF operation. 
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Table 2,8.1 

Listing of Sixteen Sites 

Candidate 
Sites 

Dugway Proving Ground, Utah 

Fernald, Ohio 

Hanford, Washington 

Los Alamos, New Mexico 

Loving, New Mexico 

Lyons, Kansas 

Morris, Illinois 

National Reactor Testing 
Station, Idaho 

Nevada Test Site, Nevada 

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 

Paducah, Kentucky 

Portsmouth, Ohio 

Savannah River, South Carolina 

latum Salt Dome, Mississippi 

Weldon Springs, Missouri 

West Valley, New York 

Land 
Ownership 

Federal 

Federal-AEC 

Federal-AEC 

Federal-AEC 

Federal 

Private 

Private 

Federal-AEC 

Federal-AEC 

Federal-AEC 

Federal-AEC 

Federal-AEC 

Federal-AEC 

Private 

Federal 

State 
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Fernald, Ohio 

The AEC facilities near Fernald, Ohio, are located in the 

southwestern part of the State, about 13 miles northwest of 

Cincinnati. This site's only major nuclear industry has been 

the fabrication of reactor fuel elements from both natural and 

slightly enriched uranium. The Fernald area is less isolated 

from the general public than most of the semifinalist sites, 

since it is within a heavily populated county and is quite close 

to Cincinnati. Current AEC land area at Fernald is insufficient 

for RSSF buildings and buffer zone; thus additional land would 

need to be acquired. 

Los Alamos, New Mexico 

The Los Alamos site, located in north central New Mexico about 

25 miles northwest of Santa Fe, is AEC property used for nuclear 

weapons research and fabrication and other research and development 

work in nuclear waste management and energy-related fields. This 

location was not considered among the leading RSSF candidate sites, 

primarily due to limited land area and adverse transportation 

factors. The Los Alamos site is located at a high elevation within 

mountainous terrain; therefore highway access is difficult for 

heavily loaded vehicles, and no railroad lines come closer than about 

20 miles from the site. The terrain also limits the availability 

of level land, which would be particularly troublesome with the 

sealed cask concept. 
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Loving, New Mexico 

The potential site near Loving, New Mexico, is on Federally owned 

land in the southeastern part of the State, slightly over 20 miles 

southeast of Carlsbad. This location was listed primarily because 

nearby natural bedded salt deposits may eventually prove suitable 

for permanent disposal of the waste. However, the nearby water 

supply is limited in quantity and high in mineral content. The 

probability that permanent disposal might eventually take place 

at this specific site was not considered sufficient to continue 

considering it as a leading RSSF site in view of the lack of water 

for the latter operation. 

Lyons, Kansas 

This site was included in the list of 16 because like the Loving 

site, it has bedded salt deposits in the general area which could 

be considered for permanent disposal of waste although the one 

specific mine at Lyons was not accepted. The site is privately 

owned and is located in central Kansas, about 25 miles northwest 

of Hutchinson. The site was not considered a leading site because 

of the lack of water for RSSF operation and because the geologic 

disposal evaluation program has not advanced to the point of indi

cating a clear probability of eventual disposal in that general area. 
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Morris, Illinois 

The Morris, Illinois, site is located on private land in the 

northeastern part of the State, about 15 miles southwest of Joliet. 

The site was listed as a semifinalist because of its location 

near one of the current commercial fuel reprocessing plants, which 

could be advantageous from a waste transportation standpoint. 

However, subsequent preliminary cost studies indicated that no 

significant cost benefits would result from locating an RSSF at 

each reprocessing plant, as opposed to establishing a single RSSF 

to serve all reprocessing plants. Therefore the use of this private 

site appeared to lack economic justification. 

Paducah, Kentucky 

Existing AEC facilities are located by the Ohio River in western 

Kentucky, about 16 miles west of Paducah. These facilities are 

used for uranium enrichment by the gaseous diffusion process. Current 

AEC land area at the Paducah site is insufficient for RSSF buildings 

and buffer zone; thus additional land would need to be acquired, 

Portsmouth, Ohio 

A site in south central Ohio, about 20 miles north of Portsmouth, 

is the location of another AEC gaseous diffusion plant for uranium 

enrichment. The suitability of this site for an RSSF is essentially 

the same as that of Paducah, Kentucky; that is, current AEC land area 

is limited. 
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Savannah River, South Carolina 

The Savannah River Plant is located in a large AEC reservation 

in the south central portion of South Carolina. The site has 

abundant land area, water supply, transportation networks, and 

utilities and meets all other physical site criteria quite well. 

A large inventory of AEC-generated high-level waste is currently 

stored on site. A state legislative committee has recommended 

that permanent disposal not be permitted within South Carolina. 

Although the RSSF would not be permanent disposal, there could 

still be a problem of public acceptance. 

Tatum Salt Dome, Mississippi 

The Tatum Salt Dome area is situated on private land about 24 miles 

southwest of Hattiesburg in southern Mississippi. As was the case 

for Loving, New Mexico, and Lyons, Kansas, this site was included 

among the 16 semifinalists because of the nearby natural salt deposits, 

which could be considered for eventual geologic disposal of high-

level waste. At one point in the area, mineral rights are owned 

by the AEC because of the presence within the salt of radioactivity 

from underground nuclear testing. This site was not included among 

the leading sites because the probability of eventual disposal in 

domed salt at this specific site did not appear sufficient to 

justify conversion of privately owned surface land for an RSSF. 
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Weldon Springs, Missouri 

The Weldon Springs site is located on Federal land in eastern 

Missouri, about 20 miles west of St. Louis. At one time this site 

was used for uraniimi refining and fuel fabrication operations, but 

it is no longer AEC-controlled except for a small section containing 

uranium sludge ponds. The land area which was once AEC-controlled 

was limited; thus acquisition of yet additional land would probably 

be necessary for RSSF siting. The Weldon Springs site was not 

included among the leading sites primarily because it is in the 

expansion path of the St. Louis metropolitan area. 

West Valley, New York 

The West Valley site is located on State-owned land in western 

New York, about 26 miles southeast of Buffalo. As was Morris, 

Illinois, this site was included in the listing of semifinalists 

because of the nearby presence of a commercial fuel reprocessing 

plant, which could be desirable from a waste transportation stand

point. However, as described for the Morris site, subsequent 

preliminary cost studies did not provide an economic justification 

for locating an RSSF at each reprocessing plant. 

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 

The Oak Ridge AEC reservation covers approximately 37,000 acres 

in eastern Tennessee. Four separate production or research 

facilities are operated within this reservation; the Oak Ridge 
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National Laboratory, the Y-12 Plant, the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion 

Plant, and the Comparative Animal Research Laboratory. The site 

has ample water, good utilities and highway and rail access, and, 

like the Savannah River site, a reserve of scientific and technical 

personnel experienced in radioactive waste management. However, 

the terrain is primarily hilly and forested and the limited amount 

of valley land most suitable for construction is apt to be at a 

premiiom for future new or expanded research activities. For this 

reason, the Oak Ridge site was not considered a leading site for 

the RSSF, although it is probably closer to the leading sites than 

the others which were not favorably considered. The differences in 

amount of land required by the three retrievable storage concepts, 

although probably not significant at the three largest sites, might 

well be critical at the Oak Ridge site if its reconsideration 

should become desirable. 

2.8.4 Nevada Test Site 

2.8.4.1 General 

The Nevada Test Site (NTS) was established in 1950 as the United 

States' continental testing area for the nuclear weapons develop

ment program. It is located in the south central portion of the 

Nellis Air Force Range (formerly the U.S. Air Force's Las Vegas 

Bombing and Gunnery Range) in Nye County, Nevada, with its southern 

end being approximately 65 miles northwest of Las Vegas, as shown 

in Figure 2.8.1. Since its inception, its use has been expanded to 
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Figure 2.8.1 
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include other programs — mostly nuclear-related — such as the 

Plowshare studies of peaceful nuclear explosives and the former 

nuclear rocket development program. 

The original site covered approximately 415,000 acres {about 640 

square miles), but the addition of an area to the west in 1956 

and the Pahute Mesa and Desert Rock areas in 1964, increased the 

size to about 1,350 square miles. Access to this entire Government-

controlled complex is restricted for reasons of health, safety and 

national security. 

The surrounding areas are sparsely populated. Lathrop Wells, near 

the southwest corner has approximately 40 people, Beatty, 26 miles 

to the west has about 800, Indian Spring, 40 miles south has about 

2,000. The major population center is Las Vegas with about 200,000 

people, 65 miles southeast of Mercury, the NTS headquarters. 

Employment at NTS is about 6,500 to 7,000, with approximately 2,300 

NTS-related personnel working in Las Vegas. 

2.8.4.2 Topography and climatology 

The landscape of the Test Site is typical of the southwestern 

desert region. There are numerous, rugged mountains (5,000 to 8,000 

feet), mainly of volcanic origin. From their slopes, extensive 

alluvial fans extend into the intervening valleys. For the most part, 

the valleys are closed basins without surface drainage into a river 
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system or into areas off the Test Site. Two of the major basins, 

Yucca Flat and Frenchman Flat, contain dry lake beds (playas) which 

are conspicuous by the light colored surface sediments, high content 

of soluble minerals, and lack of vegetation. 

The entire area is arid, but the distribution of precipitation, and 

other climate factors, is strongly affected by the irregular terrain. 

Average annual precipitation ranges from about four inches at the 

3,000 foot altitude of the dry lake at Frenchman Flat to around ten 

inches at 7,500 feet altitude on Pahute Mesa. In winter, the high 

mesas are commonly blanketed with snow for intermittent periods of 

a few days or weeks. Summer thunderstorms occasionally create 

localized flash floods in canyons and dry beds, and may result in 

water standing on the playa floors for a few hours or days. 

Temperatures vary with elevation, slope, and local air currents. 

The average daily high and low temperatures at low altitudes in the 

southern part of NTS of interest for waste storage are around 55° 

and 35°F in January and 95° and 70°F in July, with extremes of 108° 

and 8 . Temperatures as low as -30 and as high as 115 have been 

observed. 

The average daily relative humidity ranges from about 25 percent in 

July to 40 percent in January but is influenced by diurnal fluctua

tions in temperature. 
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2.8.4.3 Geology and soils 

Geological studies of the Nevada Test Site, including subsurface 

studies of numerous boreholes, have been in progress by the U.S. 

Geological Survey and various other institutions since 1956. The 

surface and underground geological characteristics for much of the 

NTS are known in considerable detail, as is required for the safe 

underground testing of nuclear devices. 

The Nevada Test Site lies within the Great Basin of the United States -

a region of internal drainage. The Great Basin, in turn, lies within 

the basin and range physiographic province which is characterized by 

block faulted ranges and valleys. 

The lithology of the test site is described as three major rock units, 

viz,, (1) sedimentary rocks of Paleozoic age overlain by (2) volcanic 

tuffs and lavas of Tertiary age, which in the valleys are overlain 

by (3) alluvium as much as 2,000 to 3,000 feet thick. In the NRDS 

area, the lavas constitute the more important lithology from the 

standpoint of volume and thickness than do the tuffs. 

Sedimentary rocks of Paleozoic age, many thousands of feet thick, 

are comprised largely of carbonate rocks in the lower and upper 

zones and clastic rocks in the middle zone. 

The tertiary volcanic strata consist dominantly of ash flow tuffs of 

rhyolitic composition. The aggregate thickness of volcanic rocks 
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is many thousands of feet, but at most places the volcanic section 

is less than the total aggregate thickness, because of erosion or 

nondeposition. The volcanic materials were erupted from large 

volcanic centers known as calderas. The Timber Mountain caldera, 

at the west central part of NTS, and the Silent Canyon caldera, 

buried beneath Pahute Mesa, are two of the better studied volcanic 

centers on the Test Site. 

Alluvium covers all of the intermountain valleys and completely 

obscures the underlying volcanic and Paleozoic strata. It is composed 

of gravels and other detritus eroded from the adjacent hills and mesas. 

The surface rocks at the former Nuclear Rocket Development Station 

(NRDS) in the southwest corner of the NTS consist of varied sedimentary 

and volcanic rocks and alluvial deposits. The alluvial character of 

the soil and underlying deposits in this area of the NTS consists of 

sand, gravel, boulders, and silt, with a depth estimated to be between 

50 and 300 feet. Material below 300 feet is volcanic and sedimentary 

and consists mostly of metamorphosed tuff. It extends, in places, to 

a depth of up to 5,0Q0 feet. The bedrock, which is predominantly 

limestone and dolomite, extends to unknown depths in this area. This 

compacted alluvial soil at NRDS exhibits excellent filtering properties. 

The underlying volcanic rock at NRDS and vicinity is primarily a 

hydrothermally altered lava. The. altered lava has a high percentage 

of clay which has excellent ion exchange properties and low permeability. 
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Paleozoic rocks in the region are cut by several large thrust faults 

of pre-tertiary age. Basin and range normal, oblique slip, and strike 

slip faults of late tertiary and quaternary age (not recent) cut the 

strata exclusive of recent alluvium. These faults tend northerly in 

the northern part of NTS, including the area immediately north of 

NRDS, but in the southern part, in contrast, the faults trend north

easterly. Central Yucca Flat is cut by the north trending Yucca 

fault, as evidenced by a conspicuous scarp in the alluvial fill. 

2.8.4.4 Hydrology 

The hydrology of NTS (including the NRDS) is exceptionally well known 

and has been continuously studied since 1957. 

Surface waters consist of collected precipitation runoff in the dry 

lake beds (playas). Summer storms occasionally create flash floods 

which may result in water standing on the playa floors for hours or 

for a few days. 

Surface water precipitation falling near the active test areas 

generally is confined to the closed interior basins. A portion of 

the NTS which lies west of these basins and which is remote from 

the Yucca Flat nuclear test areas can, under extreme conditions, 

contribute off-site surface drainage to the Amargosa River System, 

normally a dry river system. 
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There are no natural surface water basins on or in the southwest 

corner of the site where the NRDS is located except during infrequent 

rainstorms. During these periods, the rain water will collect and 

be channelled along the many water courses at the NRDS. The major 

water course aside from Fortymile Canyon and Wash, is the Tonapah 

Wash which runs southwesterly from Jackass Divide to the middle of 

the south side of the site. 

Depths to underground water on NTS vary from a few hundred feet 

beneath the valleys in the southeastern part of the site to more 

than 2,000 feet beneath the highlands to the north. In those areas 

of interest to the RSSF, the underground water system is greater than 

1,000 feet beneath the surface. 

There are two hydrologic systems on NTS. Groundwater in the north

west corner, in the Pahute Mesa system, travels at a rate of from 

7 to 250 feet per year to the south and southwest toward the Amargosa 

Desert. Groundwater in the Ash Meadows system on the east, moves 

beneath Yucca Flat from north to south at a rate of from 7 to 730 

feet per year. Beneath Frenchman Flat and Mercury Valley in the 

southeast corner of the site, the groundwater flow direction shifts 

to the southwest toward the Ash Meadows discharge area in east central 

Amargosa Valley. 

At the western edge of the NRDS approximately seven miles from the 

nearest facility, are aquifers tapped by wells at a depth of about 
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1,000 feet. Water is pumped from these wells for NRDS needs. Other 

aquifers are located deep underground throughout the NRDS at depths 

of approximately 1,000 feet below the ground surface. A number of 

these aquifers are unsuited for domestic or operational use because 

of the high content of naturally occurring inorganics, particularly 

fluoride ion which has its origin in the cryolite deposits prevalent 

in the area. However, the depth to water at the NRDS source of the 

Oasis-Forty Mile Canyon system is greater than 1,500 feet. The Pahute 

Mesa underground water system estimated to have a potential of three 

billion gallons of yearly production, partially supplies the water 

system under the NRDS, which indicates that the aquifer penetrated 

by NRDS wells J-12 and J-13 is not hydraulically isolated. The low 

dissolved solids content (200-300 mg/1) and the stability of the 

chemistry during several years of pumping, support the belief that 

the wells produce mainly from interception of water which otherwise 

would flow southward from the Pahute Mesa to the Amargosa Desert, 

rather than producing primarily from storage. It is estimated that 

about 8,000 acre feet (approximately 5,000 gallons per minute) of 

water are in transit annually in the Pahute Mesa system above 

Jackass Flats. Water lights would have to be acquired from the 

State of Nevada for the use of these volumes of water. 

For the water basin concept, the water supply is probably marginal, 

based on present data. The status of the water supply would need 

to be firmed up by a better understanding of the underground flows 
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(from the Pahute Mesa to the north) and the amounts of water which 

flow southward under the NRDS' Jackass Flats systems. 

2.8.4.5 Seismicity 

The Nevada Test Site is located in an area of moderate seismic activity 

according to seismic risk studies by the NCAA/Environmental Research 

Laboratory. Areas of high seismicity are located to the north, west, 

and to a lesser extent, to the east. All are at least 100 miles 

distant and could not be expected to have any significant effect on 

NTS structures. The largest historic earthquake near the NTS was in 

Owens Valley in 1872, and was estimated to have been between 7.5 and 

8.0 magnitude. Owens Valley is about 100 miles west of the Test Site. 

Several other large earthquakes have occurred farther to the north in 

Central Nevada. The San Andreas Fault zone in California is moderately 

active and produces tremors from time to time along the main fault 

trace or some of its branch faults. The San Andreas Fault zone is 

situated some 200 miles west of the NTS, Approximately 250 miles east 

of the NTS, a moderately heavy earthquake zone occurs in Utah along 

the north-south trending Wastch Mountains. Immediately surrounding 

the test site are some small areas of seismic activity in the vicinity 

of the Massachusetts and Ranger Mountains, situated within a few miles 

of the east boundary of the test site. This activity has been sporadic 

and generally of low magnitude, with the highest event to date being 

a 4.5 magnitude event which occurred in the spring of 1973. 

* 
Figure 2.8.2 illustrates the relationships between the Richter 
scale and other terminology used in earthquake discussions, 
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Figure 2.8.2 
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The San Fernando earthquake which occurred 200 miles to the southwest 

on February 9, 1971, registered 6.6 on the Richter scale. The peak 

horizontal acceleration observed for the San Fernando earthquake 

occurred about five miles south of the epicenter near Pacoima Dam 

where an acceleration of 0.5 to 0.75g was recorded. There was a 

single excursion during this event ^ere the acceleration exceeded 

l.Og. All seismometers on the NTS were saturated from this event, 

but the peak horizontal ground motion has been estimated to be between 

0.002 and 0.003g based upon recorded motions in Las Vegas, Nevada. 

This level is approximately 1/10 of a Zone I earthquake motion (0.025g). 

Studies conducted for the AEC indicate that there has never been a 

recorded earthquake with bodywave magnitude 6 or greater within 

75 miles of the NTS boundaries. The local NTS seismicity is con

sidered light and is generally associated with the north-south 

fault zones typical of basin and range structures. 

Facilities on the NTS are subject to ground motion generated by 

the underground nuclear testing program. For more than 15 years, 

these ground motions have been measured and correlated, as they 

attenuate with distance and other shot parameters, to the extent 

that these can be predicted reasonably accurately. The largest 

tests have been conducted in the Pahute Mesa area, some 35 miles 

away from the NRDS facility. In the past, anomalously large ground 

motions have been observed at the Engine Test Stands, from tests 

conducted on the northwest portion of the Pahute Mesa. The largest 
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ground motion observed was 0.22g. The NRDS has been extensively 

instrumented and the ground motions at other facilities within the 

NRDS complex have not shown such high anomalous behavior. Any 

future large yield tests would be conducted in the Pahute Mesa. 

The capability to calibrate and predict these ground motions anywhere 

on the test site is available. 

2.8.4.6 Ecology of the site and environs 

Because the region encompassed by the Test Site was rarely visited by 

biologists in pretest times, there was little backgound information 

on the flora and fauna of the area. However, studies conducted by 

botanists, plant ecologists and taxonomists from many institutions, 

have subsequently developed extensive knowledge of the Test Site's 

plant life, and have identified 527 taxa of vascular plants repre

senting 239 genera. Specimens are on file in the NTS herbarium, as 

well as in university herbaria. Other floristic studies have been 

devoted to studies of soil algae and other micro flora. Plant com

munities on the Test Site have been identified and their distributions 

mapped. 

Among the vertebrates that inhabit the Test Site are 43 species of 

mammals, 188 species of birds, and 29 species of reptiles. This 

count for mammals does not include mustangs and wild burros, several 

small bands of which reside on the Site. 
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The game mammals include mule deer and mountain lion. While antelope 

and desert bighorn sheep are occasionally seen in southern Nevada, 

none has been observed on the Test Site in recent years. The game 

birds include chukar partridge, Gambel's quail, mourning doves, and 

small numbers of various waterfowl that stop at the small water 

sources during migration. The mule deer population is estimated to 

be about 2,500 animals. All of the NTS is closed to hunting. 

The reptiles consist mainly of lizards, the desert tortoise (an 

endangered species) and a few snakes. There are no domestic animals 

on the NRDS. 

Fish within 50 miles of the station include the Devil's Hole Pupfish 

and Pahrump killifish, both endangered species. 

The association of animals with plant communities on the Site have 

been identified and reported and comparable identifications have been 

made of biotic communities of the Mojave Desert region surrounding the 

Test Site by the University of Nevada Desert Research Institute. 

2.8.4.7 Land use 

Construction of the NTS facilities began on January 1, 1951, and 

Operation RANGER, the first test series using the site, began on 

January 27, 1951. 
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In more recent times before the NTS was established, use of the 

land consisted mainly of mining, grazing and hunting. 

Human occupation of what is now the NTS has extended from perhaps as 

early as 10,000 B.C. to the present time. Various aboriginal cultures 

occupied the area over this extended period as evidenced by the 

presence of artifacts at surface sites and rock shelters on the NTS. 

The area was occupied by Paiutes at the time of the first known out

side contact in 1849. 

The NTS operating procedures have established guidelines and 

responsibilities for assuring protection of any antiquities or 

historic sites on NTS as required by the Federal Antiquities Act 

of 1906 (16 use 433), and Historic Sites Act of 1935 (16 USC 461). 

Two inactive mining districts. Oak Spring and Wahmonie, lie wholly 

or partially within the borders of the NTS. Oak Spring District 

includes part of the northeast corner of the Test Site, and included 

at least two on-site private properties, the Climax Tungsten Mine 

and the Crystal Mine, when NTS was established. These mining claims 

were acquired by standard procedures, and the owners were reimbursed. 

The principal mining activity in the Wahmonie District was at the Horn 

Silver Mine, located about 15 miles northwest of Mercury Headquarters. 

Prospecting started in the area before 1905, but it was only in 1928, 

when silver-gold ore was discovered there, that there was significant 
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activity, Wahmonie, a mining camp of 1,500 people, grew up within 

a few weeks, but by the summer of 1929 the ore body was depleted 

and the town was abandoned. 

In addition, there is evidence of earlier sporadic prospecting 

throughout the Test Site. There are no economically recoverable 

mineral resources in those parts of the Nevada Test Site where 

underground testing is taking place, as judged by today's mineral 

requirements and mining techniques. 

It is known that the NTS area was used for cattle grazing and that 

waterholes were developed and cabins and corrals built at several 

points on the site. AEC files show that the water and grazing 

rights of two ranches operating on \^at is now NTS were acquired 

by the Government in 1955 by negotiated purchase. 

From 1951, through July 10, 1974, there were 432 announced nuclear 

tests conducted at the NTS. Although the major effort at NTS has 

been in nuclear testing, many other programs are conducted which 

require a remote location and adequate supporting facilities. These 

include the operation by Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (LLL) of a 

prompt critical nuclear reactor and other studies related to research 

in military and civil effects, the peaceful uses of nuclear explosives, 

and ecology. 
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In addition, beginning in FY 1974, the Nevada Operations Office 

has become responsible for the custody and administration of the 

geographical area and the facilities at the NucleaK Rocket Develop

ment Station (NRDS) which has heretofore been administered by the 

Joint NASA-AEC Space Nuclear Systems Office (SNSO). The NRDS 

actually occupies the southwest corner of the Nevada Test Site 

(see Figure 2.8.3). 

The nuclear rocket engine test program has been terminated and no 

future engine tests are contemplated. The primary activities to be 

accomplished by the Nevada Operations Office include the disassembly 

of residual reactors, nuclear engines, and fuel elements, and 

preparation and shipment of fuel to the National Reactor Testing 

Station in Idaho (NRTS) for processing. The facilities will be 

secured and held in caretaker status, pending determination of 

future use. 

To the north and east of the Nevada Test Site is the Nellis Air Force 

Range, a large restricted area under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Air 

Force, which is used by Nellis Air Force Base for bombing and gunnery 

practice. 

The land usage outside this large Government complex consists of 

small ranches and farms. Recreation areas include Lee and Kyle 

Canyons located 50 miles southeast of NRDS and Death Valley, 

California, located 45 miles to the southwest. 
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2.8,4,8 The radiation environment and monitoring program 

From the beginning of testing at the NTS in 1951 through July 10, 1974, 

there were 432 announced nuclear tests of which 93 were above or near 

the earth's surface, and 21 were above-ground safety experiments. 

Since 1963, nuclear rocket reactor tests and Plowshare tests have 

also contributed to surface radioactivity. Because of the nature of 

these NTS activities, a very extensive monitoring program has been 

carried out from the start of operations, both on site and off site. 

As the result of 20 years of use, the NTS background of radioactivity 

has increased from the southwest typical average of 130 millirem per 

year to a maximum of 250 millirem per year in the principal work areas 

(excluding the radiation exclusion zones of 5 mrem per hour or greater). 

Tritium is found in the areas around past excavation experiments and 

elsewhere, but tritium levels in drinking water from the NTS wells 

are the same, in general, as public water supplies through the 

United States, 

The monitoring programs find noble gases such as krypton-85 in trace 

amounts near past detonation sites. However, despite such seepage, 

the levels measured in air within the NTS are not statistically 

different from levels reported throughout the United States (about 

15 picocuries per cubic meter). 

As a result of atmospheric testing, areas within the Government-

controlled land comprising the NTS and the Nellis Air Force Range 
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contain plutonium oxide at average levels above that found worldwide. 

Some of this plutonium resulted from atmospheric tests at the NTS, 

some was deposited as fallout from nuclear testing throughout the 

world, but most came from the AEC safety tests performed between 

1955 and 1963. Recent U.S. nuclear tests have not released any 

additional plutonium to this inventory nor are any proposed tests 

expected to do so. 

During the past two years information has been gathered through 

expanded sampling of soil and air, additional measurements with 

portable radiation detection instruments, resuspension studies, and 

ecological studies, to better define the levels of plutonium-239 

239 
( Pu) in the environment on and around the NTS, These efforts 

will continue. 

The National Environmental Research Center, Las Vegas, (NERC-LV), 

of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), previously called the 

Western Environmental Research Laboratory (WERL), has done sampling 

and analysis of soils in southern Nevada around the NTS to determine 

the plutonium content. Based on the preliminary results, it appears 

that the plutonium concentrations in soil at numerous locations around 

the NTS and particularly to the north and east of the NTS, are above 

the levels which might be expected solely from worldwide fallout. 

Plutonium concentrations in the soil close to testing locations run 

as high as 100,000 microcuries per square meter. Fifty-two (52) 
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microcuries per square meter has been observed on Government-controlled 

land surrounding the test site adjacent to a test location. Beyond 

the perimeter of Government-controlled lands surrounding the test site, 

a maximum plutonium concentration in soil of 0.13 microcuries per 

square meter has been found. This compares to a normal background in 

soil samples of approximately 0.001 microcuries of plutonium per 

square meter. 

Current air sampling data gathered on and around the NTS, as well as 

in areas downwind of the most contaminated regions, indicate annual 

average concentrations as a result of resuspension of this plutonium 

in the soil are less than one percent of the Radiation Protection 

Standard which is the Federal standard for air concentrations, 

applicable to an uncontrolled public area. 

A Long-Term Hydrologic Monitoring Program, conducted by the NERC/EPA 

for the NV, samples and analyzes water from the deep groundwater 

systems in location down the hydrologic gradient from testing areas 

as well as at numerous other locations where groundwater might exit 

the NTS. Samples are collected on monthly and semiannual schedules. 

To date, no event-related radionuclides have been found other than 

in the immediate shot locations. 

The RSSF program would not involve a significant increase in needs 

for control and surveillance of the site. There will be indefinite 
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Government control exercised over the NTS, together with maintenance 

of an environmental monitoring program, because of the presence of 

surface and near-surface radioactivity from atmospheric weapons 

testing and safety tests, and because of inventories of weapons test 

residual radioactivity in deep underground cavities. 

2.8,4,9 Logistics 

Most portions of NTS are readily accessible by the existing highway 

network which serves the site. The nearest commercial railhead is 

near Las Vegas and is about 65 miles from the NTS boundary. It has 

120-ton carload capacity. Installation of a railroad from Las Vegas 

to the Nuclear Rocket Development Station area, a distance of about 

100 miles, would cost about 30 million dollars. It would have to be 

built to commercial capacities and standards. Waste transloading at 

Las Vegas and shipment by truck to NTS could be considered for initial 

use only on a short-term interim basis. Highway roadbeds will allow 

moving 100-ton casks via special vehicle; a special permit is required 

on the state highway system. 

Three specific locations at the NTS have been identified as prime 

candidates for placement of the RSSF if it is put at the NTS. All 

are in the NRDS. They are the East R-MAD (Reactor-Maintenance, 

Assembly and Dissassembly) area, the Mid-Valley area, and the Rock 

Valley area. Each of these three sites has suitable land surface 

area which is several times the area required for RSSF structures 

and storage area. 
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The East R-MAD area site is adjacent to the NRDS Building complex, 

and would perhaps be considered the prime candidate storage area 

site (due to its proximity) if existing NRDS facilities were used 

extensively in the RSSF program. This site could be served by 

existing highways, railroad (between NRDS facilities), electrical 

power transmission system, water supply wells and water storage 

tanks, office space, and maintenance areas. 

The Mid-Valley area is the most Isolated of the three sites, and 

for that reason would probably be favored for an RSSF of entirely 

new construction at NTS. The site is in virgin territory about 

11 miles northeast of the E-MAD (Engine Maintenance, Assembly and 

Disassembly) facility by dirt road. Therefore use of this site 

would require extension of transportation and electricity supply 

systems. Approximately 10 miles of highway would be needed at a 

cost of about 1.5 million dollars. Water would be made available 

either by drilling new wells or by installing about 11 miles of 

pipeline from the NRDS water supply system. This would be a cost 

trade-off Item. 

The Rock Valley area is about 17 miles southeast of the E-MAD facili 

and Is accessible by paved road. Electrical power could be obtained 

from a transmission line passing near the site and leading to the 

NRDS. A water supply could be obtained either from new wells or by 

pipeline from the Frenchman Flat system, a distance of about nine 

miles, and again a cost trade-off. 
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The Mid-Valley and Rock Valley sites are closed basin areas in which 

surface drainage is confined to Frenchman Flat, a dry lake area on 

the test site. Flash flooding occasionally occurs in parts of both 

of these areas but special precautions could be taken in choosing the 

location of the specific areas to be utilized. Flash flooding would 

also be taken into account in the engineering layout of the chosen 

site. Either one of these two areas could be considered as the final 

storage area for the single cask concept utilizing the facilities at 

NRDS (E-MAD) for receiving and processing, thus making extension of 

the electrical supplies and water supplies unnecessary, but at the 

same time taking advantage of the closed basin characteristics. 

A few buildings appear promising for conversion to RSSF use at the 

Nevada Test Site. Of these, the Engine Maintenance, Assembly and 

Disassembly (E-MAD) and Reactor Maintenance, Assembly and Disassembly 

(R-MAD) buildings offer the most promise for use in the RSSF program. 

Both buildings are located at the Nuclear Rocket Development Station 

in Jackass Flats. 

The E-MAD building was built for the assembly and preparation of 

NERVA engines for testing. Design of the facility accommodates 

cold assembly, hot-remote disassembly and reassembly of major engine 

parts. The building is arranged to receive a large piece of radio

active equipment on a rail car and break it down into smaller 

components for examination in hot cells. 
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The building occupies an area of 280 by 350 feet, and consists of 

several work spaces adaptable to the proposed RSSF plant functions. 

The hot maintenance and disassembly areas include a main hot bay, 

two major examination cells and twelve smaller cells equipped with 

viewing windows, and master-slave manipulators. 

The NRDS Central Support Area is located a short distance from the 

E-MAD area. One building in this area contains a chemical analysis 

laboratory, a physical testing laboratory, an instrument repair and 

calibration shop, and other support functions. 

A building addition would be required south of the post mortem cells 

for the receipt of shipping casks. The sheet metal steel structure 

would be equipped with a 125-ton crane for unloading casks, and two 

125-ton transfer cars to carry the casks into the disassembly and 

examination cells. 

Existing cells, manipulators and cranes, could be modified for 

canister inspection, cleaning and cooling as required for the 

specific concept, and also for cask (or overpack) welding and 

testing facilities as required by the sealed storage cask and 

air-cooled vault concepts. 
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Of the four buildings considered for RSSF use in this study, the 

E-MAD building provides the most adaptable receiving arrangement. 

It is the only building which might be able to handle shipping cask 

receipts to the year 2010. While the NTS buildings provide no 

useable structures to house the water basins or the air-cooled 

vaults for waste storage, the NRDS site offers large areas of land 

for additional basin or vault construction, or for sealed cask 

storage areas, has solid waste disposal areas, and is the most 

remote of the sites considered. 

Costs of E-MAD modifications for canister receiving, inspecting 

and overpack welding, have been roughly estimated to be 13 million 

dollars. If waste canisters were to be stored without overpacks 

in the water basins, E-MAD modification costs could be reduced to 

about 12 million dollars. 
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2.8.5 National Reactor Testing Station. Idaho 

2.8.5.1 General 

The National Reactor Testing Station (NRTS) was established in 1949 

by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission for testing various types of nuclear 

reactors, allied plants, and equipment. It is centered on a former 

Naval Proving Ground which served the Navy's Pocatello (Idaho) 

Ordnance Depot. The NRTS is located along the western edge of the 

Upper Snake River Plain in southeastern Idaho. See Figure 2.8.4. 

Lying at the foot of the Lost River, Lemhi and Beaverhead-Centennial 

Mountain Ranges, the NRTS comprises an 894-square-mile area with 

an average elevation of 5,000 feet above sea level. 

It Is a Government reservation with access limited for reasons of 

health, safety, and national security; there are no permanent 

residents on the site. The surrounding areas are sparsely populated. 

The nearest populated place is Atomic City, located approximately 

12 miles to the southeast, with about 14 residents. The total 

population within a 50-mile radius of the approximate center of the 

reservation is about 60,000 to 65,000. The major population center 

is Idaho Falls, approximately 20 miles east of the eastern boundary 

of the NRTS. Other population centers (all small) are located at 

Mud Lake and Terreton (29 miles northeast), Arco (19 miles west), and 

Howe (15 miles north). 
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Figure 2 .8 .4 

NATIONAL REACTOR TESTING STATION 

LOCATION MAP OF NATIONAL 
REACTOR TESTING STATION. IDAHO 
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2.8.5.2 Topography and climatology 

The climate at the NRTS is arid to the point of assuming a desert

like character. The topographic features which affect the 

NRTS weather patterns are the northeast-southwest orientation of 

the plain and the mountain ranges to the north and west. 

The NRTS is relatively level with an average elevation of about 

5,000 feet above sea level. It is bounded to the north and west 

by mountain ranges with elevations as high as 10,000 feet above 

sea level. The predominant surface winds are either southwesterly 

or northeasterly. Nearly all air masses entering the plain are 

forced to cross mountain barriers; thus, the air masses usually 

release moisture over the mountains and enter the plain dry, giving 

the region its desert-like characteristics (annual precipitation 

of 8.5 inches). 

The climate is cool, with average maximum temperatures ranging from 

28"'F in mid-January to 89°F in mid-July. The average annual surface 

wind speed at the Central Facilities Area is 7.5 miles per hour (mph). 

Severe thunderstorms with wind gusts over 50 mph and hail of 

1/2-inch or greater diameter occur at a frequency of less than once 

per year. Since 1949, no confirmed tornadoes have occurred within 

the present boundaries of the NRTS. Two small tornadoes have 

touched down just outside the NRTS boundary but caused no damage. 

Three confirmed funnel clouds have been recorded during the 23-year 

history of the NRTS. 
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2.8.5.3 Geology and soils 

The geology of the desert plain on which the NRTS is located has 

been studied intermittently by the U.S. Geological Survey for the 

past 35 years. The particular area occupied by the NRTS has been 

intensively studied since 1949. 

The plain extends in a 350-mile arc across the southern part of the 

State of Idaho, with the NRTS occupying a physiographic basin 

within the confines of this plain. The elevation within the NRTS 

ranges from 4,800 to 5,500 feet. Mountain ranges on the north and 

west rise to elevations of 10,000 feet or higher. 

Except for small areas along the mountain fronts and two volcanic 

cone-like buttes, the entire NRTS area is underlain by a succes

sion of Pliocene, Pleistocene and geologically recent basaltic lava 

flows. These form layers of hard rock of thickness varying from 

10 to 100 feet. The physical characteristics and horizontal 

distribution of the flows also vary. Unconsolidated material, 

cinders, and breccia are interbedded with the basalt. The beds are 

nearly horizontal with no structural deformation evident. These 

layers have been penetrated by drilling to a depth of 1,497 feet. 

On the basis of geophysical and geologic evidence gathered from 

surrounding areas, the depth of these layered deposits is inferred 

to range from less than 1,000 feet to more than 5,000 feet. It is 

inferred also that these rocks are underlain with geologically older 
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silicic volcanic and sedimentary rocks, perhaps ranging from 

Cambrian to Tertiary ages. The most recent volcanic activity in 

the region occurred at the Craters of the Moon National Monument, 

approximately 25 miles southwest of the NRTS, about 1,500 to 2,000 

years ago. 

The southern and eastern perimeter of the basin is formed by elevated 

ridge-like structures. These features have intercepted the Big and 

Little Lost Rivers and Birch Creek diverting them into playa-like 

depressions on the NRTS where their water is dissipated by seepage 

and evaporation. 

The surface soils and regolith along the streams are made up of 

alluvial sands and gravel of varying thickness. These grade into 

finer-textured sediments toward the terminal ends of the streams. 

The surface soils over the remainder of the NRTS are formed by 

eolian and loessal deposits of varying thickness. Sandy soils 

derived from wind-worked beach and bar deposits formed in old playa 

lakes or ponds are especially common in the northern part of the 

station. In many places, basalt rock is not covered. Local playa 

areas contain deposits 10 to 15 feet in thickness. Alluvial fans 

occur along the mountain fronts. 

That soil fraction with a particle diameter less than 2 mm has the 

capacity to sorb radioactive ions. This size fraction consists of 
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quartz, calcite, feldspar, dolomite, montmorillonite and hydromica 

(illite). The cation-exchange capacity has been determined and 

formulae developed for estimating the amount of radioactive cesium 

and strontium which will be sorbed under given circumstances. The 

capacity to retain or sorb cesium is considerably higher than for 

strontium. 

2.8.5.4 Hydrology 

The Snake River Plain is semiarid and groundwater is a resource of 

primary interest. This groundwater is discharged at large springs in 

the valley of the Snake River about 125 miles southwest of the NRTS. 

Wells on the NRTS tap an aquifer system, and although the system 

yields copiously, pumpage from the wells is only a very small per

centage of the water available. Withdrawals for irrigation are large 

in other parts of the plain, but not in the vicinity of the NRTS. 

The Snake River Plain consists of composite layers of interbedded 

volcanic rock and sedimentary material. The NRTS water table lies 

between 200 and 900 feet below ground level. The direction of 

subsurface water flow is from recharge areas to the north and east 

toward the main part of the Snake River Plain to the south. Mean 

flow velocity is about 13+8 ft/day. The NRTS water supply is obtained 

from the 24 production wells at a combined rate of about 2 billion 

gallons per year. Most of this water is recharged to the Snake 

River aquifer through deep wells and shallow pit or surface ponds. 
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The NRTS lies in a basin which has no surface outlet for its 

streams. The Big Lost River, Little Lost River, and Birch Creek 

enter the NRTS where their flows are dissipated by seepage and 

evaporation. The normal flow of these streams is diverted for 

irrigation upstream from the NRTS and enters the station only 

intermittently. Flood stages occur in the spring from watershed 

snow melt. Protection from potential flooding of the Big Lost 

River has been provided by diversion works in the southwest corner 

of the station. The flow of the two other streams is relatively 

insignificant and offers little or no flood threat. 

Localized ponding and surface flow of water occur occasionally as 

a result of unusual situations involving extended periods of above-

freezing temperatures, prolonged light rainfall, extensive areas 

of snow and deeply frozen ground. These situations sometimes are 

encountered during late winter ox early spring. When these 

conditions prevail, nuisance flooding and soil erosion can occur 

in localized areas unless adequate drainage is provided. 

2.8.5.5 Seismiclty 

Prior to 1970, the NRTS was classified within Seismic Zone 2 of 

the Uniform Building Code of the International Conference of Building 

Officials. In 1970, the classification was changed to a higher risk 

Zone 3. This action imposed more stringent design criteria on 

facilities constructed after May 1970. 
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Twenty-one earthquakes equivalent to Modified Mercalli Intensity V 

or higher have been recorded in Idaho since 1894. The epicenter 

of the nearest of these was 60 or 70 miles outside the boundary 

of the NRTS. No destructive quake has occurred on the eastern part 

of the plain. The most recent large earthquake took place In 

August 1959, which was accompanied by surface faulting near Hebgen 

Lake, Montana, about 100 miles northeast of the NRTS. This quake, 

which produced intensity of V to VI in the region comprising the 

NRTS, caused no damage to facilities at the NRTS. 

Two faults in the foothills of the mountains north of Arco and Howe, 

a few miles from the NRTS boundary, are geologically recent and are 

evidenced by fault scarps. These faults indicate that individual 

displacements of more than 40 to 50 feet have occurred in geologic 

time. Evidence suggests that the faults may have been formed in the 

last 30,000 years, and possibly more recently than 10,000 years. 

Movement in the last 4,000 years cannot be ruled out. 

2.8.5.6 Ecology of the site and environs 

The ecosystem of the NRTS is typical for semidesert region. The 

vegetation of the NRTS is limited by the type of soil, meager 

rainfall and extended drouth periods to mainly sagebrush, perennial 

herbs and a variety of grasses. Extensive surveys of NRTS vegeta

tion were carried out in 1952, 1958, and 1967, using 150 permanent 

transects established and maintained for this purpose. There are 
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only a few trees on the station. These are located principally along 

the Big Lost River. The most prominent ground cover is a mixture of 

vegetation consisting of sagebrush, lanceleaf rabbit brush and a 

variety of grasses. Approximately 80 percent of the station exhibits 

this type of ground cover. 

The vegetation of the NRTS supports a wide variety of wildlife 

consisting mainly of small mammals, desert-inhabiting birds, 

reptiles, and a few large mammals. The small mammals include 

chipmunks, ground squirrels, several species of mice, kangaroo 

rats, jackrabbits, and the desert hare. The pronghorn antelope 

inhabits the station during the entire year; however, many of the 

antelope are migratory and winter south of the- NRTS and summer to 

the north of it. Antelope occasionally fawn on the station in the 

spring as they move northward into the Birch Creek valley. Coyotes 

and bobcats are seen frequently. Sage grouse and pheasants are the 

only resident game birds on the NRTS; however, hunting is not permitted. 

In addition to raptorial and other indigenous and introduced species 

of birds, some migrant species pass through the area. These include 

doves, larks, hawks, ducks, geese, golden and bald eagles (an 

endangered species). The only other endangered species occasionally 

frequenting the station is the prairie falcon. The reptiles consist 

mainly of lizards and a few snakes. 
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Animal population studies indicate an average jackrabbit density 

of about 2 per square mile, while various species of mice number 

about 4 per acre. Several hundred pronghorn antelope may be 

crossing the NRTS at any given time in their migratory cycle; 

however, accurate population counts of these animals have not been 

undertaken. 

Aquatic life on the NRTS is practically nonexistent. The only major 

surface water is the Big Lost River and the NRTS diversion system. 

The river bed is quite permeable, and during several months of the 

year, the river does not sustain flow conditions. Fish within 50 

miles of the NRTS inhabit the Big Lost River, Little Lost River, 

Birch Creek, Snake River, and Mud Lake. 

The Atomic Energy Commission conducts extensive bio-environmental 

monitoring studies on the NRTS and on adjoining public and private 

lands. It sponsors other studies by universities and research 

organizations. Research has been undertaken to determine the long-

term, test-related effects. To date, at least 18 studies have been 

conducted from 1953 to 1970 by the Environmental Branch (formerly 

Ecology Branch) of the AEC's Health Services Laboratory and others, 

to determine impact of NRTS activities on the environment. 

2.8.5.7 Land use 

In the latter years of the 19th century, the NRTS was crossed by 

two stage lines, and cattle were trailed eastward from Oregon to 
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market. Dry canals and associated structures still remain in two 

areas within the present site boundary which were involved in 

unsuccessful irrigation projects around 1910. Cultivation by dry 

farming has been undertaken at various times on about 10 percent 

of the NRTS' present land area; these attempts failed because of 

the scant amount of precipitation. 

During World War II, some 270 square miles of the present station 

were used by the U.S. Navy for a gunnery range; another portion was 

used by the Army Air Corps for aerial gunnery practice. These 

military facilities, comprising 431,200 acres of land, were 

transferred to the AEG. In 1958, 140,500 acres to the north and east 

were added to the existing area to make up the present NRTS. 

The various nuclear facilities and the numerous support facilities 

use only a small percentage of the total land area; however, they 

are widely separated and were sited for maximum use of the natural 

resources such as water and land contour. A large area of the NRTS 

is used for grazing sheep in the spring and fall; these grazing 

lands have been seeded with crested wheatgrass. Usage is controlled 

by grazing permits issued by the Bureau of Land Management. Grazing 

is not allowed within three miles of any nuclear facility, for safety 

and security reasons. The area is designated as a national game 

preserve. 
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Archeological surveys of the NRTS started during 1967 and are 

continuing. Location and survey of sites and the preservation of 

antiquities is continuing. Artifacts recovered from the NRTS thus 

far indicate a long period of occupation by man ranging from the 

time of the mammoth hunters. These valuable sites are protected 

from relic hunters by law and by limited access to the NRTS; this 

protection will be continued. The experimental Breeder Reactor No. 1 

(EBR-1), located in the southwest part of the NRTS is listed in the 

1971 National Register of Historic Places prepared by the National 

Park Service. 

The area surrounding proposed construction sites is examined to 

assure that cultural resources will not be inadvertently threatened 

or damaged. These precautions have always been taken at the National 

Reactor Testing Station in compliance with the Federal Antiquities 

Act of 1906. Idaho State University under contract to the Atomic 

Energy Commission makes the necessary surveys. 

2.8.5.8 The radiation environment and monitoring program 

Monitoring of the environment is conducted by the NRTS contractors, 

the AEC's Health Services Laboratory (HSL), and the United States 

Geological Survey (USGS) in cooperation with the National Oceanic 

and Atmospheric Administration (NCAA). The monitoring programs have 

been in effect since the inception of the National Reactor Testing Station 

and have been updated and Improved as new instruments and techniques 
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have become available. The comprehensive program includes monitoring 

within the NRTS boundaries, and monitoring of the off-site areas 

surrounding the NRTS. Routine monitoring programs include determining 

the Integrated direct radiation exposures, composition of waste effluents 

(both air and water), water quality, noxious gas release, bioassay, air

borne contaminants, soil radioactivity levels, analyses of selected 

locally produced foodstuffs, and radionuclide uptake. Special 

monitoring programs are conducted on a nonroutine, as-needed basis. 

The results of the air monitoring program for 1973 indicated that there 

was no significant difference in gross beta, gross alpha, and other 

specific radionuclide measurements in air at boundary and distant 

sampling stations which could be attributed tq NRTS operations. None 

of the off-site well water or surface water samples contained any 

gross alpha, gross beta, or tritium activity above the detection limits 

of the analyses. The only fission or activation product detected in 

milk samples was Sr-90; however, the Sr-90 concentrations were similar 

to those reported for the region in the U.S. Environmental Protection 

Agency's Radiation Data and Reports, and the source is assumed to be 

fallout from nuclear device testing. There was no evidence that the 

exposures at the NRTS boundary communities were different from background. 

2.8.5.9 Logistics 

An existing network of highways traverses most portions of the NRTS 

site which would be considered for use in the RSSF program. An 

existing railroad line enters the southern end of NRTS, and a branch 
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line serves the Central Facilities Area and extends as far north as 

the Naval Reactors Facility. About 15 to 20 miles of additional 

railroad line, at a cost of 5 to 10 million dollars, would be needed 

to provide railroad service to Test Area North (TAN). 

Five specific locations at NRTS have been tentatively selected as candi

date RSSF sites. They are south of Lemhi Range, north of Middle Butte, 

north of TAN, southeast of TAN, and east of the Naval Reactors Facility. 

These sites were originally identified through studies of geologic 

and hydrologic characteristics as being favorable for possible solid 

radioactive waste burial ground usage. A brief review of their RSSF 

suitability shows that their other characteristics also satisfy RSSF 

site requirements. All five locations are accessible by existing 

highways; railroad branch lines 10 to 20 miles long would be required 

for railroad access to all sites except the one east of the NRF, for 

which only a short spur line would be needed. All five sites meet 

the topographic criteria; the site south of Lemhi Range is markedly 

more rolling and of greater slope than the others. 

Of several buildings inspected at the NRTS, Building 607 in Test Area 

North appeared to be the one most adaptable for possible RSSF use. 

The facility was designed for assembly, disassembly, and maintenance 

of reactors being tested on site. It is equipped with manipulators, 

turntables, and tools for operating on radioactive industrial compo

nents of a wide range of sizes. 
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The largest hot cell in Building 607 is the main hot shop, with seven-

foot-thick concrete walls. It is serviced by an overhead crane, severa 

types of manipulators, and a wide range of tools and services. Opera

tions in the shop may be viewed through twelve shielded windows. 

Adjoining the hot shop is a Special Equipment Service (SES) room with 

a viewing window and control station from which hot shop activities 

may be directed. 

Adjacent to the hot shop is a water storage pool connected to the hot 

shop by a canal running under the wall. Transport includes underwater 

rails, a bridge crane, a train hoist for transporting materials to 

the pool from outside the building, and a monorail hoist to carry 

materials from the pool to the Hot Cell Annex. 

The Hot Cell Annex (HCA), designed for analysis of metallurgical 

specimens, contains four shielded cells, each with a viewing window 

and two master-slave manipulators. 

The Radioactive Materials Laboratory (RML) is a shielded cell 10-feet 

wide x 35-feet long with five viewing windows and is sealed from the 

hot shop by a rail-mounted door. Handling equipment in the RML 

includes master-slave manipulators at each viewing window and two 

overhead manipulators. 

Support facilities in the Building 607 are extensive. The Warm Shop 

is a high-ceiling area with an overhead crane and rail access for 
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work on large, slightly contaminated equipment. The High Bay Cold 

Assembly Shop is a similarly equipped shop for work on uncontaminated 

equipment. Other support facilities include laboratories, shops and 

administrative offices. 

Modifications would be extensive, but a receiving cell and facilities 

for canister inspection, cleaning and cooling (as required by the specific 

concept) could be installed. Welding and testing stations could be built 

in the hot shop for enclosing waste canisters in overpacka or in casks 

for the air-cooled vault concept or the sealed cask concept. 

Among facilities evaluated at the three AEC sites, the TAN 607 Building 

at NRTS has the most attractive support facilities. The various shops 

and work spaces are currently in use and most of the building equipment 

appears to be well maintained and in operable condition. There are no 

unused buildings suitable for housing full water basins at the NRTS. 

However, the hot shop storage pool could conceivably be adapted to 

hold the first few years' canisters under the water basin RSSF concept. 

Large areas of land are available near TAN on which the requisite vaults 

or water basins could be built; it has a solid waste disposal area and 

an adequately remote location. 

Extensive modification of the SES area could provide a receiving 

capability adequate through the year 2010. These modifications would 

include the capability to unload two shipping casks at once in the 

receiving cell. The initial facility conversion costs have been 

roughly estimated to be 10 million dollars. 
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2.8.6 Hanford Reservation, Washington 

2.8.6.1 Topography and climatology 

The Hanford Reservation occupies approximately 570 square miles in 

the southeastern quadrant of the State of Washington as shown in 

Figure 2.8.5, near the tri-cities of Richland, Kennewick and Pasco 

and approximately 130 airline miles southeast of Seattle at the 

closest point. It can be generally characterized as a broad and 

(relatively) flat and level valley lying in the Pasco Basin, the 

topographical low point of eastern Washington and the Columbia River 

Basalt Plateau. 

Elevations generally range from about 340 feet above mean sea 

level at the Columbia River near Richland, to about 840 feet on the 

northwest plateau. Exceptions to this are the dominant topographical 

features of the reservation. Rattlesnake Hills, forming the southwest 

boundary, rise to about 3,400 feet above sea level, and Gable Mountain, 

a large east-west basalt outcropping in the north central portion 

of the reservation, rises to over 1,100 feet (600 feet above its Immediate 

base). A short distance west of the reservation, the Yakima Ridge 

rises to over 1,300 feet; about 5 miles due north of the Columbia 

River, the east-west range of the Saddle Mountains rises to about 

2,500 to 3,000 feet; and on the eastern reservation boundary, the 

steep bluffs of the east bank of the Columbia River rise 500 to 600 

feet above the river. 
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Figure 2 .8 .5 
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Slightly north and west of the approximate geographical center of 

the reservation, there is a fairly flat plateau covering perhaps 

15 percent of the total reservation area and averaging 200 to 300 

feet higher in elevation than the remainder of the site. (For 

conceptual design purposes, a reference RSSF site was assumed on 

this plateau.) 

Climatological observations have been made in the Hanford area since 

1912. Since 1944, meteorological data have been obtained at the 

408-foot-tall tower of the Hanford Meteorological Station (HMS), 

near the geographical center of the reservation. The area is 

subject to rather wide ranges in seasonal temperatures with monthly 

means ranging from about 12"F to 44''F for the three months, December, 

January and February, and from 63''F to about 82°F for the months of 

June, July and August. The average summer temperature is 73.7°F; the 

average winter temperature is 32.4°F. The minimum and maximum 

recorded temperatures in the area were -27°F and 115°F, respectively. 

The reservation lies in the rain shadow of the Cascade Mountains to 

the west and is thus semiarid. Precipitation averages between 6 and 

7 inches per year; most occurs during the winter months. The heaviest 

rain fall of record occurred in October 1957 with 1.68 inches in six 

hours. The greatest snow depth of record is 12 inches which occurred 

in December 1964. 
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Northwest winds predominate at the meteorological station. Over 

a 25-year period, the peak wind gust measured was 80 miles per 

hour at the 50-foot level above the ground. 

The Pacific Northwest is one of the geographical areas of the 

country with the lowest frequency of tornadoes; less than one 

every two years would be expected within a radius of 100 miles of 

the reference site, and the probability that a tornado would occur 

in any year at any given point inside this 100-mile-radius circle has 

been estimated at about 6 x 10 . On June 16, 1948, a tornado was 

observed on the Hanford reservation about ten miles south of the 

Hanford Meteorological Station and was recorded on the HMS weather 

logs. No damage resulted. 

2.8.6.2 Geology and soils 

The surficial geology of the reservation varies widely, with sand 

dunes, exposed gravels, thick silt lenses and exposed basaltic lavas 

characterizing different specific locations throughout the area. 

Much of the reservation is covered by a one-to-three-foot-deep 

layer of light brown, fine, slightly silty eolian sand, sparsely 

covered by vegetation. Underlying much of the surface sands is a 

mixture of sand and gravel ranging in depth to about 100 feet, which 

Is loose near the surface and becomes very dense with depth. These 

soils are underlain by hard conglomerates, predominantly sand and 

gravel mixtures containing some clay and silt. 
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The Hanford Reservation lies in the Pasco Basin, a structural and 

topographic low point of eastern Washington and the Columbia River 

Basalt Plateau. The region is underlain by three major geologic 

units: (1) the basaltic lavas and intercalated sediments of the 

Columbia River Basalt Group at the base; (2) the Pleistocene-age 

Ringold Formation; and (3) the Pasco (glacio-fluvial) Gravels and 

associated sediments of late Pleistocene age at the surface. The 

Columbia River Basalts are about 5,000 feet thick under the Pasco 

Basin and probably as much as 12,000 feet thick in some of the folded 

uplands. The basalts are overlain by the Ringold Formation sediments 

of late Pliocene to Pleistocene age. This formation has been divided 

into the so-called "blue clays," a middle conglomerate, and an 

upper fine sand and silt. The clays are Columbia River deposits 

laid down in Pliocene times as the result of continued down-warping 

of the Pasco Basin, and the uplift of the enclosing anticlinal 

ridges. The loads to which the sediments have been subjected, have 

evidently com.pacted them to very high densities. Therefore, it is 

reasonable to assume that settling of these materials due to seismic 

effects will be negligible, soils below the low watertable will have 

an ample factor of safety against liquefaction, and the permeability 

of the materials will be minimal. 

The conglomerates generally blanket the silts; they are in turn 

overlain by the silts and sands of the uppermost part of the 

formation. Those silts and sands are known only from White Bluffs, 
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for they or their equivalents were eroded from the Hanford area. 

Where exposed to weathering the Ringold formation softens and sloughs, 

but with cover and protection from weathering, the Ringold has the 

aspect of bedrock. The silts have excellent ion exchange properties 

and tend to retain most cations with which they may come in contact. 

The Pasco Gravels are the compact, though uncemented, deposits of late 

Pleistocene and early Recent times, which occur at the surface or 

under a thin cover of loessal materials. 

2.8.6.3 Hydrology 

The principal surface water feature of the regional system including 

the Hanford Reservation is the Columbia River., Its tributary, 

the Yakima River, flows near the southern boundary of the reservation 

and Joins the Columbia at the City of Richland. Flow rates of the 

Yakima River range from 1,300 to 20,000 cfs. 

Columbia River flow rates are influenced by water usage of upstream 

reservoir projects. The nearest. Priest Rapids Dam at river mile 

397, contains about 45,000 acre-feet of active storage. The average 

flow rate in the Hanford reach is approximately 115,000 cfs. The 

lowest mean monthly flow is about 62,000 cfs, while regulated flows 

as low as 36,000 cfs (minimum licensed release for Priest Rapids 

Dam) may be experienced for short periods. During spring runoffs, 

high flows have been recorded ranging from 250,00 to 450,000 cfs. 
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The water in the Hanford reach of the Columbia River is of excellent 

quality and is the municipal drinking supply downstream for the 

cities of Kennewick, Richland and Pasco. 

Groundwater in general, occurs in the surficial sediments under 

unconflned or water-table conditions although locally confined 

zones exist. Water in the basalt bedrock occurs mainly under confined 

conditions. In some areas the lower zone of the Ringold Formation 

is a confined aquifer separated from the unconflned aquifer by thick 

clay beds and possessing a distinct hydraulic potential. 

The unconflned aquifer consists of both glacio-fluviatile and sand 

and gravel deposits and the Ringold silts, clays and gravels. The 

aquifer is the basalt bedrock in some areas and the Ringold Formation 

in other areas. Hydraulic communication occurs between the unconflned 

aquifers, but quantitative data have not been obtained. It is clear, 

however, that the bottom of the unconflned aquifer is not a continuous 

surface. 

The major source of the unconflned aquifer is in the Yakima Ridge and 

Rattlesnake Hills to the southwest, with only a minor contribution 

from precipitation. The water table occurs, in most locations, in 

the glacio-fluvial deposits just above the Ringold surface. The 

principal direction of flow is eastward, discharging to the Columbia 

River. The Columbia River forms a base level of ground water discharges. 
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with a resultant rapid response of the water table to river levels 

occurring in the glacio-fluviatile gravels. 

Elevations of the groundwater surface beneath the reservation range 

from about 345 feet to 480 feet above mean sea level, corresponding 

to depths below ground surface ranging from about one to 300 feet 

depending on the specific location. On the plateau in the center of 

the reservation where chemical processing and waste storage activities 

are concentrated, the distance to the water table averages about 250 

feet. The flow of groundwater is complex relative to the other two 

sites; movement by different routes has been estimated to be from 

10 to 170 feet per year. 

2.8.6.4 Seismiclty 

Eastern Washington is in a region of low to moderate seismiclty 

lying between the western Washington and western Montana Zones of 

considerably greater seismiclty. On the basis of the damage that 

has been experienced since 1840, the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 

designated eastern Washington as having Zone 2 seismic probability, 

implying the potential for moderate damage from earthquakes. Periodic 

revisions between 1948 (the date of first issuance of the risk map) 

and 1969 did not change the potential for eastern Washington. 

Currently western Washington and western Montana are in a Zone 3 

category, implying the risk of considerable damage. The categories 

are incorporated in the Uniform Building Code. 
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The Hanford reservation is exposed to the possibility of earthquake 

damage from two sources: (1) the active seismic zones of western 

Washington and (2) closer shocks originating in the seismic zone 

that includes Walla Walla. However, the underlying sands and gravels 

in the reservation provide excellent protection against damage. As 

far as can be determined, earthquake intensities greater than MM-IV 

have not assuredly occurred in the immediate Hanford area. 

The strongest shock to occur in western Washington of historic record 

was the 1949 earthquake originating in the Puget Sound channel just 

off Steilacoom, 150 miles from Hanford. Intensities from MM-VI to 

MM-VII were experienced at distances of 150 miles. Four shocks 

in western Washington between 1932 and 1946 had maximum intensities 

of MM-VII. 

The eastern Washington earthquakes occurring in historic times have 

not been as intense or frequent as those in western Washington. 

In 1936 the Walla Walla area experienced a shock of MM-VI. In 1934 

at Ellensburg and in 1957 near Othello numerous small shocks occurred. 

An intensity of MM-VI was reached in some of these, but the shocks 

were highly localized. The closest felt earthquake of historical 

record occurred at Corfu, about 35 miles north of Richland, in 1918. 

Minor damage and small landslides reportedly occurred. 
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The Alaska earthquake of 1964 and recent shocks in western Washington 

were not felt as strongly at Hanford as in surrounding localities. 

Hanford, moreover, is not located in a historically active seismic 

zone. These considerations indicate that the area is one of the 

safest in the State, 

For building purposes, the Hanford area has been Included in Zone 2 in 

the seismic probability map adopted as part of the Uniform Building 

Code by the International Conference of Building Officials, It implies 

the potential of only moderate damage as deduced from the historical recor 

On the assumption that an MM-VII quake (magnitude 5.5) were to occur at 

the northwest end of the Rattlesnake-Wallula fault zone, ground accelera

tion of from 0.06 to 0,13 g could be expected beneath the Hanford 

Reservation. A design basis of 0,25 g on the Hanford Reservation thereby 

allows for an MM-VIII intensity quake (magnitude up to 6.8) for an 

earthquake epicentered at the same site. No such quake has been 

recorded in eastern Oregon or Washington, 

The siting of nuclear facilities over the synclinal troughs introduces 

the maximum distance from all hypothesized faults capable of earth

quake generation. If, in addition, the Ringold Formation and Pasco 

Gravels are compact and undisturbed, the site is certain to pose few 

problems. An acceptably high degree of conservatism appears to be 

included with the use of the MM-VIII quake and the resulting horizontal 

acceleration for facility design, 
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2.8.6.5 Ecology of the site and environs 

Vegetation and pristine plant communities in the Hanford Reservation 

are dominated by big sagebrush and bitterbrush, with an understory 

of grasses and forbs. Cheatgrass and sandberg bluegrass typically 

dominate the understory plant communities. 

Studies on revegetation in the desert steppe after land disturbances 

indicate that for extended periods of time after a disturbance, the 

plant communities are composed principally of annual grasses and 

forbs, with little or no invasion by perennial flora. Cheatgrass, 

Russian thistle ("tumbleweed"), and mustards are noticeably rapid and 

dominant in revegetation of disturbed land in this region. 

The most populous small mammals common to the site include the pocket 

mouse, deer mouse, and jackrabbit. Badger and coyote are found 

scattered throughout the area. During productive seasons, the site 

will attract most of the larger and more mobile wildlife species 

common to the Hanford Reservation. Mule deer are found primarily 

near the Columbia River and the islands, with limited use of the 

more barren, inland desert steppe. In summer, the deer frequent the 

more distant Rattlesnake Hills. During periods when food and cover 

are adequate, the site will attract quail, chukar and other upland 

game birds from the surrounding areas. Most of the wildlife 

associated with the Hanford Reservation resides in the riparian 

habitats. If germination and seed production of the annual plants 
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were restricted in the area, then marked fluctuation in the resident 

small mammal populations, particularly the desert rodent, would 

occur, with the larger, more mobile species expected to move to 

adjacent, more productive habitats. 

The most abundant birds in the area are the horned lark and meadow 

lark. The region is a hunting ground for birds of prey, with the 

Swainson's hawk prevalent in spring and summer and the golden eagle 

in the winter season. The bald eagle has been observed on the Hanford 

Reservation at various times and is the only wildlife species observed 

to frequent the area that is on the list of endangered species. 

Waterfowl are of major importance in the reservation. About 200 

pairs of resident Canada geese nest on the river islands in the 

vicinity of Hanford. The Columbia River is a natural migration 

route for the Pacific Flyway waterfowl. Several million ducks and 

geese use the Columbia River Basin during movement to and from the 

northern breeding grounds. In 1969-1970, the wintering waterfowl 

population in the Hanford reach of the river was about 220,000 

ducks and 24,000 Canadian geese. Resident populations of upland 

game birds, ring-necked pheasants and California quail live and 

breed along the river shoreline. 

Reptiles are not conspicuous in the sagebrush-bitterbrush vegetation. 

Probably the most abundant reptile is the northern side-blotched 
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lizard. Snakes, especially the gopher snake and the Pacific 

rattlesnake, are occasionally encountered. 

Principal anadromous species of fish in the Hanford reach of the 

Columbia River are chinook salmon, coho salmon, sockeye salmon, 

steelhead trout, American shad and white sturgeon. 

The free-flowing stretch of the Columbia River below Priest Rapids 

Dam, between river mile 393 and 354, is a major spawning area for 

chinook salmon. In recent years, the resident spawning chinook 

population has ranged from about 22,000 to 32,000 fish. An estimated 

10,000 steelhead trout also spawn in the Hanford reach of the river. 

While the salmonld are the major species of concern, more than 30 

other species of fish have been identified in the Hanford reach of the 

Columbia River. 

2.8.6.6 Land use 

Before the arrival of Europeans, the native Indian tribes lived 

largely on fish from the Columbia River and on natural plant products. 

The earliest use by white immigrants of the Hanford site was for 

stockgrazlng, following a seasonal pattern. In the first decade of 

the twentieth century, several small privately irrigated farms were 

put into cultivation. The Hanford Irrigation Project, taking water 

from the Columbia River supplied a small but flourishing irrigated 

orchard and farm economy along the river as far downstream as the 
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Hanford townsite until the Government purchased the land to 

construct the Hanford Engineer Works. 

The Hanford Reservation was established and restricted for public 

access in 1943 with the start of construction of the Manhattan 

Project's plutonium production facilities. The area V7as approximately 

640 square miles, but has since been reduced to about 570 square 

miles. Of this area, approximately 20 percent is occupied or directly 

affected by nuclear facilities and operations. Most of the rest is 

not and has never been in productive use. Land uses are shown in 

Figure 2.8.6. 

Near the center of the reservation there is an area of 1,000 acres 

leased by the AEC to the State of Washington, 100 acres of which are 

subleased to the Nuclear Engineering Company for the burial of 

commercial radioactive wastes. 

An area (the Arid Lands Ecology Reserve) of 120 square miles in the 

southwest corner of the Hanford Reservation has been set aside for 

long-term ecological studies. 

Islands in the upper portion of the Columbia River adjacent to the 

Hanford Reservation are excluded by the AEC from public use. They 

are restricted for several species of wildlife and related uses. 
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Figure 2.8.6 
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To the north of the Columbia River is a 32,000-acre area that will 

be developed as a wildlife refuge by the U.S. Bureau of Sport 

Fisheries and Wildlife. Public access to this area is not permitted. 

Also to the north of the Columbia River are 54,000 acres where 

hunting (shotgun and archery) will be permitted during daylight 

hours. Fishing and other recreational activities will be determined 

by the Washington State Department of Game at a later date. In 

addition, there is a smaller (4,000-acre) area presently used by 

the Washington State Department of Game for controlled hunting. 

It is located on the east side of the Columbia River opposite the 

original Hanford townsite. 

On the slopes of Rattlesnake Mountain at the southern boundary of 

the Hanford Reservation, 3,360 acres of surplus AEC land will be 

developed by the Washington State Game Department as an upland game 

bird hunting area for public use. 

Land uses within a 30-mile radius of the site include residential 

and suburban, corporate city, agricultural, industrial, commercial, 

scenic, and recreational, general, and unclassified land areas. 

The predominant use of lands is agricultural. Principal crops are 

alfalfa hay, wheat, grapes, potatoes, and sugar beets. No historical 

or archeological sites of national importance exist within the 

reservation boundaries. The National Register of Historic Places 
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lists only three historical sites within approximately 50 miles 

of the Hanford site. These are: 

Marmes Rockshelter, on the west side of the Palouse River, 

Franklin County 

Olmstead Place State Park, east of Ellensburg, Kittitas County 

Whitman Mission National Historic Site, west of Walla Walla, 

Walla Walla County. 

While further archeological sites are not of national significance, 

the Columbia River shoreline, from Vantage in the north, downstream 

to Umatilla, Oregon, is rich with Indian artifacts. There are many 

campsites and fishing grounds within the reservation boundary which 

were traditionally used as wintering areas from prehistoric times 

until the area was evacuated in 1943. 

2.8.6.7 The radiation environment and monitoring program 

Radiological surveillance of the Hanford environs began with the 

first reactor startup in 1944 and has been used for evaluating the 

adequacy of plant operations and control, and also for providing 

significant scientific data not otherwise available. These two 

purposes have been met by an operational surveillance program and a 

series of specific scientific studies. The latter have generally 

been published in the open literature, in topical reports, or in 

annual reports to sponsoring AEC Divisions. 
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The routine surveillance program results have been documented and 

published in a series of annual reports of radiological conditions 

in the plant environs and of the radiological status of the Hanford 

site. 

Cooling water discharges from Hanford nuclear reactors contained 

small amounts of radionuclides. These have been distributed down

stream throughout the river system to the estuary and the Pacific 

Ocean. The river is routinely sampled along its course as far 

downstream as Bonneville Dam, 240 miles below N Reactor. Data 

here give an upper limit to the specific nuclides transported to 

the ocean. 

The cities of Richland, Kennewick and Pasco use the Columbia River 

as a source of their drinking water. The highest concentrations of 

radionuclides at these points have never exceeded or even closely 

approached established concentration guide limits. 

Airborne radioactivity is monitored on the reservation, along its 

boundaries, and at numerous stations throughout the region, several 

tens of miles distant. All measured results range far below applicable 

concentration guides for radionuclides in air. 

An extensive program of sampling soils and vegetation both on and 

off the reservation is routine. Plutonium concentrations at perimeter 
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stations have been found to be typical of the general levels for 

the arid western states. Higher concentrations of gamma-emitting 

radionuclides are found on the reservation than at the perimeter 

where the results are believed to be the consequence of regional 

fallout. The differences are in general very small, and the actual 

values are insignificant. 

The environmental monitoring program includes the sampling of fish, 

mammals, waterfowl, and foodstuffs (including those irrigated with 

Columbia River water). There are indications of the presence of 

Hanford-originated radionuclides, but by far the greatest part of the 

radioactivity is from residual worldwide fallout from nuclear weapons 

tests. 

Since 1958, the major emphasis of the environmental surveillance 

effort at Hanford has been on the estimation of radiation doses to 

the surrounding population. Present estimates indicate that radiation 

dose commitments to area residents are far more significant from the 

ingestion of fallout radionuclides than from Hanford plant sources. 

Both, however, are far below the applicable Federal standard for 

the general public. A summary statement as to radiation doses in 

the Hanford environs has previously been made in Section 2.3.2.1. 
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2.8.6.8 Logistics 

The existing highway network allows access to the portions of Hanford 

at which an RSSF would most likely be located. An existing railroad 

line enters the southern end of the reservation, and branch lines 

serve all areas ^ahere major facilities have been located. 

The four specific Hanford locations considered most suitable for RSSF 

siting are situated on the 200-Area Plateau, three to the north and 

one to the south of the existing 200-East and 200-West Area exclusion 

zones. These locations have the advantage of being well above the 

probable maximum flood, isolated from populated areas (about 20 to 

25 miles north of the City of Richland), about 300 feet above the 

water table, and adjacent to the current high-level waste storage 

areas already requiring surveillance. Three of the sites are 

accessible by existing highways and railroad lines; the fourth would 

require one- or two-mile extensions of the existing highway and rail

road spur. Similarly, the water and electrical power needs of an 

RSSF could be satisfied by short extensions of existing distribution 

facilities. 

Several buildings on the Hanford site have been considered for RSSF 

use. The most practicable are located in the 200 Areas, where 

chemical processing of irradiated reactor fuels has been conducted 

since 1944. Of the 200 Area canyon facilities at Hanford, the Redox 
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building offers the most promise for conversion to RSSF use. Though 

processing rates would be restricted by the confines of the building, 

the facility should be operable until the year 2000 before additional 

receiving capability would be required. The facility has access to 

nearby high-level liquid waste storage areas, as well as liquid waste 

solidification systems. 

The plant processed fuels by solvent extraction and was used from 

1952 to 1967. The processes were carried out in stainless steel 

vessels in nine deep concrete cells in the canyon, and in solvent 

extraction columns located in a high bay area (called silo) at one 

end of the canyon. The cells are arranged in two parallel rows with 

an air tunnel and pipe trench between the rows. Process vessels may 

be remotely installed and removed. 

Three service galleries, one above the other, are located on the 

north and south sides of the building, parallel to the canyon cells. 

Access to the canyon area from outside is provided by a railroad 

tunnel which is serviced by the canyon crane. 

The solvent extraction column area is also serviced by a remotely 

operated crane and a small access tunnel used for moving equipment 

in and out of the area. 
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The Redox Plant could be modified to serve as the receiving, inspecting) 

overpacking and testing facility for canisters of waste. Alterations 

would be extensive and would have to be preceded by a considerable 

decontamination effort in view of the years of radionuclide operations 

history of the plant. 

A cell area would be constructed at the south end of the railroad 

tunnel, and would include a portion of an existing cell which would 

be provided with handling equipment to unload waste canisters from 

the shipping casks. Viewing windows and equipment for inspection of 

the waste canisters would be provided in this cell. The remainder 

of the cells on the south side of the canyon could be modified as 

appropriate to the specific RSSF concept. For the sealed cask and 

air-cooled vault concepts, equipment would be provided for weld 

stations, test stations, stress relief stations, and a decask station. 

The south wall of the cells would be reworked to remove existing 

penetrations, provide viewing windows at each work station, and 

install pairs of master-slave manipulators. An intracell transfer 

system would be installed to carry materials from station to station. 

An intracell transfer system would be constructed in the pipe tunnel 

to allow empty overpacks to be brought into the RSSF cells and over-

packed canisters to be removed. 

A new building addition west of the Redox building would be used to 

receive air-cooled vault overpacks or the casks and concrete shields 
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needed for the sealed storage cask concept. The casks or overpacks 

would be routed to RSSF cells via the intracell transfer system, and 

the shields would be routed to the "silo" area at the west end of 

the building to receive the overpacked canisters. 

Shipping casks would be received in the east rail tunnel and unloaded 

in the modified cell in the south east corner of the canyon. From 

this cell, canisters would be routed through the modified cells, and 

after being sealed in overpacks (for the air-cooled vault) or in casks 

(for the SSCC) they would be transferred to the silo area and thence 

to either the outdoor storage area in concrete shields, or to the 

water basin or air-cooled vault in transfer casks. 

Some consideration was given to converting the unused Redox process 

cells into storage basins required by the water basin concept. This 

could be done. However, it was estimated that if all the cells could 

be used for storage, only about 2,500 canisters could be stored. 

This corresponds approximately to the expected waste receipts for 

the first six to seven years. The need to convert some of the cells 

for receiving and inspecting (and perhaps overpacking) waste canisters 

would correspondingly reduce the available storage capacity. Esti

mated costs (in FY 1973 dollars') for conversion to storage only, were 

12 million dollars. Economics appeared unfavorable since the con

version cost was shown to exceed the savings expected from deferral 

of the new RSSF construction for that period of time. 
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Current estimated costs of converting the Redox Plant for canister 

receiving, cooling and inspecting only, are about 7 million dollars. 

If the remainder of the Redox cells were converted to canister water 

basin storage, the added cost would be approximately 7 million 

dollars (14 million dollars total). 

Conversion of Redox to the receiving, inspecting and welding and 

testing facilities required for the air-cooled vault and sealed 

storage cask concepts, is estimated to cost about 21 million dollars. 

The foregoing conversion costs do not include an estimated 3 million 

dollars that would be required to decontaminate the facility before 

any modifications could be made. 

The Hanford site 200 Areas plateau offers several sites with adequate 

land areas for building new structures and waste storage areas. Two 

of the more attractive are relatively near the Redox Plant, and could 

be conveniently used as the outdoor storage area for the sealed 

storage casks, if Redox were to be converted to the receiving and 

cask welding station. 
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SECTION 3 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

3 .1 Commercial high-level waste 

3.1.1 Impact of the repository development program prior to repository 
construction 

3.1.1.1 Radiation impact 

As indicated previously in sections 2.3.2.1 and 2.3.3, the basic 

knowledge required for conceptual design of the RSSF has already been 

acquired through management of large quantities of radioactive materials, 

particularly irradiated fuel elements, at existing facilities. No 

significant new tests or experiments involving radioactive materials are 

anticipated in the RSSF development program. Project Salt Vault, as 

indicated previously, provided basic information for conceptual design 

of the GDPP in a salt formation. If other geologic formations appear 

to be equally suited for permanent disposal, it may be necessary or 

desirable to conduct in-place measurements within them using radiation 

and heat sources as was done in Project Salt Vault. If such a project 

should be proposed, an environmental statement will be issued in support 

of it. 

3.1.1.2 Construction impact 

The physical facilities at the AEC sites where the development work 

will be done are considered adequate and the construction of new 

facilities is not anticipated. Site evaluation for a pilot geological 

repository will require a limited number of drill holes, using con

ventional geological exploration techniques. These drill holes will 

be in relatively isolated areas and the only impact anticipated is a 

relatively minor and temporary disruption of the ground area in the 
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immediate vicinity of each drill hole. The best available techniques 

will be used to control drilling fluids and to encase or eventually 

seal each drill hole as necessary to prevent pollution of any aquifer 

through which it may pass. 

3.1.1.3 Impact of widespread application of the developed technology 

The likelihood is considered very high that the development program 

will show that it is feasible to construct a Retrievable Surface 

Storage Facility and, at a later date, a pilot repository in a 

geological formation. The likelihood is also considered very high 

that the latter would lead to permanent disposal. This technology 

would be national in the sense that it would be applied to all the 

nation's commercial high-level radioactive waste. However, it would 

not be "widespread" in the sense of resulting in construction of many 

facilities. Under present design concepts, a single RSSF of quite 

manageable size could accommodate all the U.S. commercial high-level 

waste projected through the year 2000, and the same would be true 

of a single permanent disposal facility in a geological formation. 

3.1.1.4 Impact of restricting or foreclosing future alternatives 

The fiscal year 1975 AEC budget authorization for RSSF development 

is $1,500,000 and for the geological evaluation program, $2,500,000. 

These levels of expenditure are relatively small compared to the AEC's 

total research and development budget. 
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Also, if there should be delays or setbacks in the AEC repository 

development program, the solidified high-level waste could be safely 

retained in retrievable storage at the generating licensee's facility, 

under appropriate regulatory safeguards, for a considerable extension 

of the present ten-year period. For these reasons, the planned 

Investment of time and money in the present development program for 

repositories is not considered so great that fear of sacrificing it 

should preclude or hinder any change of direction which might be 

warranted by future events not presently foreseen. 

3.1.2 Impact of implementing the repository development program by 
constructing and operating an RSSF 

3.1.2.1 General 

The overall impact of the RSSF is expected to be beneficial. Its 

sole purpose is the safe storage and complete isolation of nuclear 

waste products from man and his environment for an interim period. 

For design purposes, a value of 100 years has been chosen for the 

useful life of the RSSF. However, the geological development program 

is planned and expected to provide permanent disposal in much less 

time than this — something more like two to three decades. The 

availability of the interim storage will allow the necessary time 

for development of. permanent disposal. 

Since the function of the RSSF is to store nuclear wastes generated 

elsewhere, it will not produce additional radioactive waste of its 

own. Nevertheless, operations with radioactive materials will 
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inevitably result in the release of finite amounts of radionuclides 

from the facilities in gas and liquid effluents to the environment, 

and in the contamination of solids of various types which will them

selves require handling and disposal as radioactive wastes. The 

requirements for design, construction, and operation of the RSSF will 

be intended to keep these releases to levels as low as practicable. 

The releases will thus be very small, and under normal conditions 

will be well below limits for uncontrolled areas as given in the Code 

of Federal Regulations, Title 10, Part 20 (identical with the guides 

of AEC Manual Chapter Appendix 0524, Annex A, Table II). Overall 

radiation protection and radioactive waste confinement provided by 

the RSSF will ensure that the public receives essentially no radiation 

dose from these sources (very probably less than 0.001 percent increase 

compared with normal fluctuations of 10 to 15 percent in natural 

background radiation which occur annually). 

Because of the heavy shielding used in all phases of RSSF operation 

from waste receiving through storage, and because of the plant siting 

in a location remote from populated areas, there will be no exposure 

of the public to penetrating radiation from the RSSF. 

3.1.2.2 Impacts on community 

The RSSF will probably be located on an existing AEC reservation; 

thus there will be no need for eviction and relocation of people. 
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Because the facilities will be isolated from normal public view, their 

strictly utilitarian appearance will have no esthetic impacts. 

Regardless of which of the three concepts is selected for the RSSF, 

and regardless of which site is selected for its location, the impacts 

of facility construction on the local community will be minor. While 

the effects will not be insignificant, they will be within the limits 

of normal experience with construction employment. At the peak of 

construction, employment could range from 10 to 25 percent of the 

construction work force, probably representing from one to five percent 

of the total community labor force, depending on the site selected. 

Routine operation of the RSSF will employ a very small fraction of 

the total labor force, even at the expected peak in the year 2010 

regardless of the site. For example, at Hanford the maximum number 

employed in the year 2010 would be only approximately one percent of 

the 1974 Tri-City total labor force. The impact is thus predicted 

to be minor. 

3.1.2.3 Impacts of construction 

The impacts of construction will be the usual noise, dust, traffic 

and related problems. However, at any of the principal sites under 
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consideration, the RSSF facilities would be built somewhere within 

the AEC reservation boundaries remote from the public. Such siting 

would result in essentially no annoyance of the public by noise or 

dust. Some slight increase in the airborne dust burden and possibly 

minor escalation of the noise levels, might be noted by AEC and con

tractor employees on the AEC site during construction. 

Noise, vehicular traffic and construction activities will adversely 

affect some animals. The stress and loss of habitat will primarily 

impact on the smaller fauna, and although construction will be 

disruptive to existing ecosystems, no important effects will be 

likely from facility operation and no serious threats to the higher 

biota will be posed, 

3.1.2.4 Impacts on land and water use 

If the RSSF were located on an existing AEC reservation basically 

committed to long-term nuclear programs, there would be a minimal 

impact on land use. The three leading alternative sites described 

previously (sections 2.8.4 through 2.8.6) have large tracts of unused 

land which would be suitable for any of the three storage concepts. 

Land requirements for thfr-three alternative concepts are shown in 

Table 3.1,1. As can be seen from the data in the table, most of the 

total area needed will not be significantly disturbed by construction 

or covered by physical structures. 
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Table 3.1.1 

Estimated land requirements of RSSF alternative 
concepts for storage of high-level waste 

generated through year 2000 (acres) 

Sealed cask Water basin 
Air-cooled 
vault 

Area for storage only 700 15 

Area for support 
facilities only 35 12 

Area within security 
fences 1100 30 90 

Area of minimum 
site plan 1100 80 90 

Site plan plus 1/4 mile 
buffer zone 2130 350 350 

75,000 typical canisters assumed to be in storage at RSSF by 
the year 2010 after 10 years' storage at reprocessors' plants. 
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In addition to the land occupied by the physical facilities, each 

concept will have exclusion area and buffer zone requirements as 

necessary to comply with applicable regulations such as AECM 0524, 

"Standards for Radiation Protection," and 10 CFR Parts 20, 50, and 

100. The minimum land area needed for isolation of the RSSF based 

on these regulations, will be supplemented in some cases by other 

land requirements for which radiation protection of the general 

public is not a primary justification. Such other land requirements 

will be primarily for plant support facilities, planned future 

expansion, surveillance and sabotage protection. 

Fenced exclusion areas will be sized to contain facility structures, 

to provide access security, and, in the sealed cask concept, to 

ensure that peripheral radiation exposure levels will not exceed an 

arbitrarily set maximum of 1 millirem per hour. The location on an 

AEC-owned site would provide the controlled (buffer) zone outside 

the fenced exclusion zone, as required to meet all requirements for 

protecting the public from radiation. 

Although the area will be restricted for the operating life of the 

RSSF, most of the land can be returned for other possible use after 

the RSSF is decommissioned. The vaults and structures themselves 

could be demolished and the entire site restored, if other uses 

were to justify the cost. 
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Assuming that the solid radioactive wastes which will result from 

RSSF operations will be buried elsev^ere on the same AEC site, a 

small amount of land -- probably much less than half an acre per 

year -- will be committed to commercial nuclear waste in the site 

burial grounds. 

Nominal amounts of water, characteristic of standard industrial usage, 

will be needed by the sealed storage cask and air-cooled vault con

cepts, both of which will depend on passive convection air cooling 

for radioactive decay heat removal. However, in the water basin 

concept, which uses continuously circulating water to keep the wastes 

cool, a dependable supply of water will be needed, ranging from 400 

gallons per minute for the first eight basins, up to 3,000 gallons 

per minute by the year 2010, The exact requirements will be determine 

by the temperature and quality of the water at the chosen RSSF site. 

Disposal of the water not evaporated from the towers (e.g., blowdown, 

sanitary wastes) may be a combination of surface "ponding" and 

underground release determined by the site characteristics, or the 

cooling tower blowdown may be discharged to stream or river. The 

amount to be thus disposed of will probably range from 30 to 50 

percent of the total water used. Water requirements for the RSSF 

for the peak waste inventory year of 2010 are estimated to be 1500 

million gallons for the water basin concept and 70 million gallons 

for either of the other two. 
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All of the principal sites under consideration have water supply 

sources (rivers and/or aquifers) more than adequate to meet the 

air-cooled vault and sealed storage cask needs without adverse 

effects on present or predicted long-term regional population 

water requirements. The larger water demand of the water basin 

concept can be readily met at Hanford by surface (river) water. 

At Idaho (NRTS) and Nevada (NTS), water sources are large aquifers. 

Those at NRTS can readily supply the 100-year need without adverse 

Impact for any of the specific candidate sites on the reservation 

which are being studied. While somewhat less is known about the 

underground water systems at NTS, extensive hydrology studies have 

been made since 1957. From data currently available, the water 

supply at the Jackass Flats area (which is centrally located to 

candidate RSSF sites) is probably marginal for the water-basin 

storage concept but is sufficient for the other two. 

3.1.2.5 Commitment of resources other than land and water 

The major resource requirements for each concept are given in 

Table 3.1.2 for the year 1990 and at the peak of waste inventory 

about the year 2010. Certain of the resources will be irretrievably 

committed while others such as steel will be recoverable in varying 

degrees, depending on the ultimate waste disposal method and on 

future economics and decommissioning plans. 
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Table 3.1.2 

Resources required for 
retrievable surface storage facility 

Material 

Carbon Steel (tons) 

- 1990 

- 2010 

Stainless Steel (tons) 

- 1990 

- 2010 

Concrete (cubic yards) 

- 1990 

- 2010 

Fuel Oil (gal/year) 

- 1990 

- 2010 

Lead (tons) 

- 1990 

- 2010 

Gravel (cubic yards) 

- 1990 

- 2010 

Sealed Cask 

60,000 

275,000^^^ 

33 

42 

140,000 

3,000,000̂ -̂̂  

100,000 

250,000 

100 

200 

80,000 

900,000 

Water Basin 

1,700 

18,000 

350 

5,600 

10,000 

100,000 

100,000 

250,000 

100 

200 

Air-Cooled 
Vault 

6,800 

150,000 

33 

42 

20,000 

340,000 

100,000 

250,000 

100 

200 

(a) Equivalent to 0.25 percent of current annual USA production of 
carbon steel. 

(b) Equivalent to 1.4 percent of current annual USA production of 
cement. 
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3.1.2.6 Impacts of heat release 

The radionuclide decay heat load will increase from 30 kilowatts in 

the first year of operation to a maximum of 200 megawatts (680 million 

Btu per hour) by 2010, and will drop thereafter to about 30 megawatts 

by the year 2100. The radionuclide decay heat must be removed from 

the waste to preserve the integrity of the waste package and ensure 

waste containment. Air, as the cooling medium, will avoid dependence 

on the continuity of water supply and the mechanical circulation of 

the water, and it will avoid the environmental problems of hot water 

evaporation to the atmosphere and disposal of water to the earth's 

surface. In contrast to air, however, water will provide an effective 

heat sink and a containment barrier to help prevent escape of waste 

to the environment in case of the failure of a stored canister. 

In the case of the sealed storage cask concept, the peak waste heat 

evolved will be approximately 200 megawatts over the storage area of 

about 700 acres (20 Btu per hour per square foot) and will be released 

directly to the atmosphere by radiation and natural convection. This 

energy release rate is between the upper and lower limits of the 

natural energy flux densities as they vary with season and time of 

day. This rate is also approximately one-half the value \Aich is 

generally considered to be typical for the man-made urban heat input. 

Despite the fact that the heat release area of 700 acres is a small 

fraction of the area usually considered in urban studies, minor heat 

island effects will probably be observed, depending on specific 
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conditions. These might be about the same as those associated with 

a small city. Although such heat islands can affect local meteorological 

phenomena (rain, hail, lightning), particularly in the summer, the 

storage area will not be likely to cause weather modifications in the 

forms of clouds or downwind rain patterns. The effects, however, will 

vary with the location; for example, the magnitude of the heat island 

is a function of wind speed, and regions with higher wind speeds and 

better surface mixing will have smaller heat island effects. The 

rising warm air and convergent currents at ground level while cooling 

the waste, will also tend to cause convergence of particulate matter 

in the air over the heated region and may increase the accumulation 

of dust in the storage area. 

Air temperatures will reach 150 to 200°F in the annul! between the 

steel cask and the neutron shield and the surfaces of the casks will 

reach 300 to 350 F. These temperatures will discourage any fauna 

from entering and remaining within the annuli. Temperatures of 

120 F and higher are nearly Intolerable for both warm and cold

blooded vertebrate animals. 

The heat will have no demonstrable environmental or ecological effects 

on flora or fauna at any of the candidate sites. 

In the case of the air-cooled vault concept, the heat will be removed 

from the waste by natural convection air cooling and released to the 

atmosphere via an exhaust port running the length of each vault. Air 
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flov velocity over the waste canisters will be about 4 to 5 feet per 

second and discharge volume from each vault (3,500 canisters) will 

be about 10,000 to 12,000 cubic feet per second. The effluent air 

tamperature will be approximately 100 degrees higher than the 

.nfluent air. At peak waste inventory, there will be 22 vaults 

covering an area of approximately 15 acres with a total effluent air 

volume of about 200,000 cubic feet per second. The environmental 

effects will be essentially the same as for the sealed cask storage 

area, and in each case will be insignificant. 

For the water basin concept, the heat will be released to the 

atmosphere via evaporative cooling towers, with a tower for each 

basin. Steam plumes plus winter fogging and icing will result from 

this operation — under appropriate conditions -- at all sites under 

consideration. The environmental and ecological effects will be 

generally insignificant, but the release of warm water to ground and 

to the atmosphere at the rate of 600 to 700 million gallons annually 

will undoubtedly stimulate additional vegetation growth, particularly 

in the arid sites being considered for the RSSF location. The 

attraction of wild life to the watered and vegetated area will be 

given close attention in the secondary coolant monitoring and 

control procedures. 

3.1.2.7 Radiation impact of an RSSF 
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3.1.2.7.1 General consideration 

The impacts discussed in this section are those of normal and abnormal 

operations — primarily those with potential for loss of radioactive 

material confinement and/or having capability of exposing either 

operating personnel or the general public to a radiation dose in 

excess of acceptable limits. Other safety-related industrial design 

factors, i.e., those that are not major hazards and which do not 

involve radioactive materials, are assumed to be amenable to resolution 

by standard design practices and administrative control procedures. 

Safety considerations are categorized in this section as normal, 

abnormal, and upper limit accident conditions which could result in 

radioactive material discharges. This categorization is based on 

probability (or frequency) of occurrence and severity of release 

consequences, as compared to applicable maximum radionuclide concen

tration and/or radiation dose limits. These categories are defined 

in the following paragraphs: 

(a) Normal operations 

The radioactive material releases during normal operations are 

very small quantities that would be expected under routine 

operating conditions due to normal contamination levels. The 

anticipated temporary equipment or system failures which 

routinely require repair or replacement are included in this 

category. 
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During normal operations, the radiation exposures to the general 

public, and the radionuclide concentrations in plant liquid and 

airborne effluents, shall be as low as practicable, in accordance 

with AEG policy. From extensive experience with handling large 

quantities of radioactive materials, it seems reasonable to 

predict that normal operation releases will be a very small 

fraction of the applicable numerical limits in AECM 0524 

Appendix (identical with the limits in 10 CFR 20). For this 

reason, any actual or anticipated condition in which radioactivity 

releases or exposures exceed ten percent of the applicable 

numerical limits will be assumed to be inconsistent with the 

"as low as practicable" principle and will require the closest 

possible reexamination of the design and operating factors 

involved. 

Abnormal operations 

The abnormal occurrences considered are those that might result 

from unusual equipment failures, operator errors, or unplanned 

process variations which might occur sometime during the plant 

operating life. This category includes not only expected events 

(e.g., mechanical equipment failures, localized contamination 

occurrences) but also events which are not expected to occur 

during the plant operating life (e.g., major system failures, 

gross contamination spread), but which have sufficient probability 

for occurrence to warrant design features which mitigate their 

potential consequences. 
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A design objective will be that abnormal operations will not 

result in radiation exposure to operating personnel or the 

general public in excess of the limits presented in the AECM 

0524 Appendix, and that annual average effluent radionuclide 

concentrations will not exceed the limits in the AECM 0524 

Appendix as a result of abnormal operation-

(c) Upper limit accidents 

The safety evaluations include analyses of highly improbable 

"upper limit" accidents which are not expected to occur during 

the plant operating life. Design features, however, which 

further reduce the probability and possible magnitude of waste 

release to the environment resulting from these events are 

justified by their potential consequences. 

If an upper limit accident were to occur, plant effluent radio

nuclide concentrations and/or radiation exposure to the general 

public could conceivably exceed AECM 0524 Appendix limits. 

However, it will be a design criterion that the maximum credible 

accident (the worst-case credible accident in terms of quantity 

released), will not result in radiation exposure to any member of 

the general public which corresponds to greater than ten percent of 

the 25 rem whole body exposure guideline presented in 10 CFR 100. 

3.1.2.7.2 Waste receiving, transfer, and overpack closure areas 

The safety evaluations specific to the waste receiving, transfer 

and overpack closure areas are considered to be generally applicable 
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to the three basic alternative storage concepts, except that the 

Water Basin Concept (WBC) may not have an overpack closure operation. 

The discussion that follows is based on the assumption that waste 

canisters in the WBC are stored (without overpacks) in direct contact 

with the water in the storage basins. 

Since most of the waste handling functions performed in these areas 

are common to all concepts, the design and safety features are similar 

for all concepts, 

(a) Normal operations 

A slight and essentially continuous release of radioactive 

materials is expected during normal operation for any of the 

three alternative storage concepts. It is expected that such 

normal releases will originate primarily from waste canister 

receiving and handling areas, where routine surface contamination 

is much more probable than in storage areas. Although minor 

differences in normal radioactive material releases may exist 

between concepts, such differences are expected to be slight 

in comparison to the range of uncertainty on the estimated 

normal releases for any concept. 

(1) Solid waste disposal 

Normal operation will result in the generation of up to 

about 50 cubic feet per day of slightly contaminated solid 

waste material. This waste, resulting from occasional 

decontamination work or other contact with contaminated 
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equipment or surfaces, will consist primarily of disposable 

clothing, rags, paper products, and failed equipment. Solid 

waste will be placed in appropriately designed packages and 

transported to an approved burial or storage location which 

would be on the same site, assuming an AEC site is selected. 

Liquid effluents 

Liquid effluents containing significant amounts of radioactive 

material will require and receive further treatment prior to 

disposal. For example, although liquid decontamination agents 

may be used in cleanup of contaminated plant areas, equipment, 

shipping casks, and canisters, the spent decontamination 

solutions will be converted to solid form prior to disposal. 

If the volumes of such solutions become excessive, they will 

be purified by ion exchange or evaporative decontamination 

prior to incorporation of the radioactive contaminants in 

a solid matrix. 

Airborne effluents 

Occasional radioactive releases to the cell air might come 

from contaminated casks, the failure of a canister, or the 

cleanup operations in a contaminated area. The exhaust 

air from areas where these releases could occur, i.e., the 

receiving and handling areas and welding and testing area, 

would be routinely filtered through three HEPA filters in 

series, one in the cell and two in the exhaust system. 

Based on release data from operating nuclear facilities 
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having radioactivity containment capability similar to the 

RSSF, it is estimated that normal radioactive material releases 

would be less than 1 milligram annually, or approximately 1 

millicurie for solidified LMFBR waste. Radiation exposure 

estimates for this release were calculated using the procedures 

of references 1 through 6 of this section and using the Hanford 

site as an example. For a member of the general public at the 

reservation boundary, who would be at least five miles from the 

RSSF site,* total-body radiation doses from external exposure 

would be less than 0.001 millirem per year. The dose to the skin 

would be about the same. The 50-year bone dose commitment from 

inhaled particulates for a member of the general public at the 

reservation boundary would be 0.008 millirem for each year of 

exposure. The population dose (total body) from external exposure 

—8 
within a 50-mile radius would be 8 x 10 man-rem per year. The 

population 50-year bone-dose-commitment for inhalation would be 

0.016 man-rem for each year of exposure. Radiation exposure from 

food chain pathways was also investigated and found to be very 

small. For example, an adult eating 200 kg/yr of potatoes grown 

at the reservation boundary would receive a 50-year bone dose 

commitment of only 0.003 millirem. A child drinking one liter of 

*Since Hanford is the smallest of the three sites, the doses from 
comparable estimations at the other two sites should be even less. 
In all the cases, the doses are Insignificant relative to the standards, 
as can be seen by reference to Appendix A. 
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milk per day from cows pastured nine months per year at the 

reservation boundary would receive a 50-year bone dose commitment 

of only 0.003 millirem. 

Abnormal operations 

The abnormal operating conditions included in the safety evaluations 

of waste receiving, transfer, and overpack closure areas are as 

follows: 

Receipt of externally contaminated shipping cask. 

Receipt of contaminated or defective canisters. 

Canister leakage in receiving cell. 

Inadequate heat removal. 

Numerous other more specific abnormal operations can be postulated; 

however, it is intended that analyses of the above events and 

their impacts will be adequate to illustrate effects and methods 

of recovery from other postulated abnormal operations which are 

not specifically described. 

(1) Receipt of externally contaminated shipping casks 

The receipt of a shipping cask having radioactive external 

surface contamination above that specified in transportation 

regulations can be anticipated as a rare occurrence and 

should be planned for. It is expected that the normal dose 

rate in routinely occupied portions of the receiving area 

will be maintained below 0.25 mrem per hour. The presence 

of external contamination on a shipping cask will be 

detected by routine radiation survey readings and smear 
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checks at time of receipt. The shipping cask receiving 

area design will include washdown facilities for decontami

nating shipping casks, trucks, or railroad cars when 

necessary. The liquid waste resulting from the cask cleaning 

operation will be routed to the waste, treatment system for 

conversion to solid form prior to disposal. Ventilation 

system design will provide a negative pressure in the shipping 

cask receiving area with respect to the outside air so that 

any leakage will be inward. The ventilation air will be 

treated by at least two HEPA filters in series prior to 

discharge. 

Receipt of contaminated or defective canisters 

The receipt of canisters having external surface contamination 

is considered to be an abnormal occurrence of moderate 

frequency. This condition could result from canister 

leakage during transport or from ineffective canister and/or 

cask cleaning prior to shipment. 

Since the receiving cell is a shielded facility, no detectable 

increased hazard to plant personnel will exist during receipt 

of contaminated canisters; however, contamination levels in 

the receiving cell will be minimized to reduce routine 

atmospheric radioactive material releases and to allow 

personnel entry when necessary. 

The receipt of contaminated canisters will be detected by 

sampling the cask atmosphere and by performing smear tests 
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in the receiving cell. Canister defects due to shipping 

damage may be visually detectable via cell viewing devices. 

The receiving cell includes a spray chamber for canister 

decontamination. Overpacking capability will be provided 

in the receiving area for handling a defective canister. 

The receiving cell ventilation system will maintain a 

negative cell pressure with respect to its surroundings so 

that possible internal cell contamination will not escape 

to less confined areas. The shipping and transfer cask 

connections to the receiving cell will include seals to 

minimize air leakage. Air leaving the receiving cell will 

be filtered by three HEPA filters in series. 

Shipping casks containing internal contamination will be 

cleaned using the washdown facilities in the receiving 

cell or in the cask receiving area before they are returned 

to the fuel processing plant. Any defective canisters 

received will be overpacked before they are transferred 

from the receiving cell. Sound canisters having surface 

contamination will be decontaminated in the receiving 

cell prior to overpacking and/or subsequent transfer. When 

the cask and canister decontamination operations have been 

completed, the receiving cell floor, walls, and other con

taminated surfaces will be cleaned using the cell washdown 
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spray system. All portions of the receiving cell interior 

which are not lined with stainless steel will have an easily 

decontaminated protective coating. All liquid wastes 

resulting from these decontamination procedures will be 

routed to the waste treatment system for incorporation into 

a solid matrix prior to disposal. 

Canister leakage in receiving cell 

Leakage from a waste canister in the receiving cell could 

result not only in the contamination problems outlined in 

the previous subsection, but also in the release of radio

active material to the ventilation exhaust filtration 

system. Canister damage might occur due to accidental 

dropping or other type of impact with the receiving cell 

structures or equipment, even though facility and canister 

design will minimize the likelihood of such a failure. 

The radioactive material release to the stack which could 

result from canister defects such as pin-hole corrosion 

leaks or imperfect welding closures is expected to be small. 

However, the estimated worst-case release from any receiving 

cell accident, is considered to be the maximum 

credible amount that could be discharged from the RSSF 

(including storage areas) due to a single accident. The 

maximum credible accident is discussed further in subsection 

c., Upper limit accidents, below. 
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The recovery procedures for this accident, waste repackaging 

and receiving cell cleanup, will be the same as those described 

in the previous subsection, with added emphasis on the post-

accident decontamination operations. Receiving cell venti

lation exhaust filters which receive a high radioactive 

particulate loading from such an accident will be replaced. 

Inadequate heat removal 

Overheating of solidified waste will increase the risk of 

eventual canister failure. Therefore, a design criterion 

has been established which limits the duration of temporary 

interruptions in the waste cooling process to the time 

required for the waste to reach the maximum temperature which 

was reached in the original encapsulation at the fuel processin 

plant. Situations can be envisioned, however, in which heat 

removal capability could be briefly impaired by equipment 

failure, himian error, or some natural event (e.g., tornado, 

earthquake). 

Adequate waste cooling capability for extended periods will 

be provided at all points in the waste receiving, transfer, 

and overpack closure areas where delays in waste handling 

could occur. Recovery procedures for situations in which 

normal heat removal is impeded for extended periods in 

waste receiving, transfer, or overpack closure areas, will 

rely upon continued capability for transferring the 

waste into positions where adequate cooling is available. 
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Upper limit accidents 

Upper limit accidents evaluated during receiving facility design 

are as follows: 

Maximum credible accident. 

Failure of ventilation exhaust air filtration system. 

Canister failure in transfer or overpack closure areas. 

Fire or explosion. 

Tornado. 

Earthquake. 

Sabotage. 

Massive missile impact. 

Nuclear criticality. 

. Flood. 

Such accidents are not expected to cause severe loss of waste 

confinement, due to protective design features. Nevertheless, 

their consideration is warranted by the magnitude of their 

potential consequences. 

(1) Maximtmi credible accident 

The maximum credible accident in the RSSF is postulated to 

involve a major rupture of a waste canister dropped during 

handling or inspection and releasing all the assumed dispersible 

solids contents from the canister. It is assumed the accident 

would occur in the waste receiving cell with solidified 

high-level waste from liquid metal fast breeder reactor 

fuel. On release from the canister, a small fraction 

of the waste would be suspended In the air in the cell 
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(volume 400 cubic meters). On the basis of six air changes 

per hour, the contaminated cell air would be exhausted in 

10 minutes following the accident. The air would pass 

through the series of receiving cell and exhaust system 

HEPA filters and be discharged to the atmosphere. Under 

the postulated conditions, 0.02 milligram of waste per 

cubic meter of air would escape through the HEPA filters 

thus resulting in a total release of eight milligrams, or 

approximately 10 millicuries. 

Radiation exposure estimates for this accidental release 

were calculated using the procedures described in references 

2 through 4 of this section, and using the Hanford site as 

an example. An individual 1000 meters from the RSSF would 

receive a total body dose of 4.3 x 10 mrem and a bone 

dose (50-year commitment) of 85 mrem. A member of the 

general public, who would be at least five miles away, 

— 6 
would receive a total body dose of 4.5 x 10 mrem and a 

bone dose (50-year commitment) of 3.6 mrem. These doses, 

like those from normal operations, are small relative to 

the standards, which are described in Appendix A. Since this 

Is the case for the maximum credible accident, arithmetical 

exposure calculations have not been made for the lesser 

accidents discussed below. 

Failure of ventilation exhaust air filtration system 

A breach of a HEPA filter is not expected to occur; however, 
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filter integrity can be threatened by uncontrolled fire, 

sudden pressure fluctuations (e.g., during tornado), or 

other means of physical damage. 

Ventilation systems will have several features which 

reduce the probability of ventilation exhaust filter 

failure. Fire sprinkler systems and spark arrester 

screens will protect the filters from potential fire 

damage. Automatic tornado dampers and blowout panels 

will protect the filters from severe pressure fluctuations. 

Exhaust air filtration systems in routine use will contain 

at least two filters in series to ensure that an 

individual filter failure will not cause system failure 

and to facilitate safe filter replacement. Capability 

will be provided for individual efficiency testing of 

each filter bank in the series, 

The ventilation exhaust filter systems will be maintained 

as Class I confinement barriers. Routine filter replacement 

and in-place testing of individual filter banks will be 

performed in a scheduled quality assurance procedure. 

Consequences of the failure of a ventilation exhaust air 

filter would consist of a slight temporary increase in 

the routine radioactive material releases from the plant; 
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this increase would be expected to be far below the release 

which would result from the maximum credible accident. 

Canister failure in transfer or overpack closure areas 

Canister failure in the transfer or overpack closure areas 

is considered to be an accident of very low probability. 

The transfer systems are designed so that the transfer 

cask will not tip over even during design basis earthquake 

conditions. The transfer cask and its associated temporary 

(or permanent) end closure will also withstand impact of 

tornado-generated missiles without breach of confinement. 

J" 

The transfer cask or overpack, before leaving the receiving 

cell, will be fitted with a plug and temporary end closure 

which will confine radioactive material in case of canister 

failure in transit. The sealed transfer cask will be designed 

to provide both an additional confinement barrier and pro

tection 'from credible natural phenomena. Therefore, Class I 

enclosure buildings and routine ventilation filtration 

capability are not expected to be needed for waste transfer 

corridors. 

Fire or explosion 

A fire at the RSSF will be unlikely to result in a loss of 

confinement of radioactive material. A fire protection 

system which complies with applicable codes and standards 

will be included in the receiving and overpack closure 
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areas to minimize hazards to plant operating personnel, 

risk of damaging essential equipment (e.g., ventilation 

exhaust filtration systems), and probability for temporarily 

disrupting receipt and handling capability. Facility 

design and administrative controls during plant operation 

will limit the presence of combustible materials. The 

solidified waste to be stored will be noncombustible. 

No materials normally considered as being explosive will 

be used in the RSSF. A potential for explosion of 

radiolytic hydrogen exists wherever water is used for 

cooling or shielding in the canister receiving or cask 

welding areas. Design features will maintain hydrogen 

concentrations well below the minimum explosive limit of 

4.1 volume percent. If nitrate-form anion exchange resins 

are used in the plant for liquid waste decontamination, 

operating procedures will preclude attaining the chemical 

composition and high temperature combination which can 

result in an exothermic reaction. 

Tornado 

The occurrence of a tornado or hurricane is possible at 

any potential RSSF site in the United States; the probability 

of occurrence is dependent upon location. Since tornadic 

wind velocities are generally greater than those of a 

hurricane, possible hurricane damage is not specifically 

discussed. 
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Those portions of RSSF structures within which bare 

canisters are present will be designed to withstand 

impact of credible tornado-generated missiles. The 

waste transfer corridors will not be required to 

withstand such missiles, since the transfer casks and 

their end closures will provide canister protection in 

these areas. 

The design tornado pressure drop, assumed to be 3 pounds 

per square inch occurring in three seconds, will not 

result in the failure of any structures which are critical 

to the confinement of radioactive materials. Since the 

pressure transients could conceivably damage ventilation 

exhaust filters and other portions of the facilities 

important to proper ventilation balance, the design will 

include automatic tornado dampers, blowout panels, etc., 

to provide protection. 

Earthquake 

It is conceivable that an earthquake will occur in the 

vicinity of the RSSF sometime during its operating life. 

The probable frequency and severity of earthquakes at the 

RSSF site are dependent upon the site selected. 

Structures and equipment necessary for waste confinement 

will be designed to withstand credible earthquake forces. 
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The maximum horizontal ground acceleration due to 

earthquake has been assumed to be 0.25 g; the actual 

design value will be determined following site selection. 

Recovery procedures following an earthquake event will 

depend upon the intensity of the shock; it is anticipated 

that repairs will be necessary to certain systems and 

structures for which earthquake resistance is not required. 

However, facility design is intended to provide safe waste 

confinement for an extended period of time following a 

design basis earthquake. 

Sabotage 

In any type of operating plant the possibility exists that 

sabotage of certain plant facilities or materials could 

pose a hazard to operating personnel and/or the general 

public. During detailed facility design, engineered 

protective measures against sabotage will be included. 

Such measures will be in accordance with applicable 

standards and proposed regulations, and will probably 

include watchman stations, lock and key stations, intrusion 

alarms, television surveillance systems, and other 

appropriate safeguard techniques. 
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It is recognized that there is a possibility an act of 

sabotage could release more radioactive material than would 

the maximum credible operating accident described previously. 

Studies are now under way to evaluate both the probability 

and the consequences of various acts of sabotage, and 

additional design or operating precautions will be taken 

as indicated to be desirable by these studies. Results 

of these studies will be discussed in the final environ

mental statement to the extent that this can be done 

without jeopardizing the security of the project. 

(8) Massive missile impact 

Retrievable surface storage facilities will not be designed 

for continued waste confinement following the direct impact 

of massive or explosive missiles, such as large meteorites 

or aircraft. Such events are of such low probability of 

occurrence that they are considered to be incredible. The 

RSSF will not be sited in commercial aircraft approach or 

take-off paths. 

(9) Nuclear criticality 

No conceivable mechanism has been postulated by which a 

nuclear criticality can occur at the RSSF. It is estimated 
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that a single canister containing the anticipated worst-case 

fissile material composition (from a criticality prevention 

standpoint) will contain less than 0.001 percent of a 

critical mass. No waste configuration can be conceived 

which can possibly result in nuclear criticality due to 

multicanister interaction, melt-down or any other circum-

s tance. 

(10) Flood 

The waste receiving, transfer and overpack-closure areas 

of the RSSF will be situated above the elevation of the 

/ maximum probable flood at any of the three leading sites. 

Therefore, no environmental effects analysis of flooding 

has been made. 

3.1.2.7.3 Water basin storage area 

(1) Normal operation 

The storage areas will cause little or no increase in normal 

radioactive material releases from the RSSF, despite the fact 

that surface contamination in the storage area will be routinely 

expected if high-integrity overpacks are not used. In the 

course of normal operations, it is assumed that there will be 

occasional waste canister leakage in the storage basins, and 
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therefore since water treatment by ion exchange will not be 

capable of completely removing radioactive contaminants, it is 

expected that a slight contamination level will persist following 

the first canister leakage in a storage basin. 

The presence of radioactive materials dissolved or suspended in 

the WBC water basins will provide a potential for increased 

releases to the atmosphere via the ventilation system exhaust. 

Such releases, however, are expected to be small in comparison 

to those from dry waste handling facilities (e.g., receiving 

cell), since no means of gas-liquid mixing are envisioned which 

could cause entrainment of radioactive materials from the basin 

water into the ventilation system. An increase in radioactivity 

in the ventilation air exhaust will divert the exhaust through 

HEPA filters for removal of any entrained particulate radio

nuclides; thus the release to the atmosphere will be held as 

low as practicable. No environmental impact will be discernible. 

Abnormal operations and upper limit accidents 

The abnormal operations and upper limit accidents postulated in 

assessing the environmental effects of the RSSF storage areas 

are as follows: 

Canister failure in storage. 
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Heat removal equipment failure. 

Leakage of primary coolant. 

Fire or explosion. 

Tornado. 

Earthquake. 

Sabotage. 

Nuclear criticality. 

Massive missile impact. 

• Flood. 

Prolonged loss of cooling. 

Information on these conditions is summarized in Tables 3.1.3 

and 3.1.4 and discussed below. 

Failure of canister in storage basin 

In the Water Basin Concept, canister defects within a water-

filled basin are expected to occur at some low frequency rate. 

Corrosion of the canister can be anticipated either externally 

due to improper water chemistry or internally due to abnormal 

waste composition. Failure by impact can occur while canisters 

are being moved, possibly in the basin, or by the accidental 

dropping of a heavy object into the pool. 

The basin water will be continuously monitored for radiation 

for early detection of increased radioactivity. Radioactivity 

buildup will probably be slow, since most postulated methods of 
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Table 3.1.3 
SUr̂ riARY OF ABNORMAL OPERATIONS ANALYSIS FOR THE 

WATER BASIN CONCEPT RSSF 

System 
Receiving 

Safety Consideration Mechanism 
Receipt of external -
ly contaminated 
shipping cask. 

Receipt of contami
nated or failed 
canisters. 

Canister failure In 
receiving cell.' 

Long holding period 
in transfer cask. 

Canister failure In 
storage basin. 

Probable Effect 
Slight atmbs-
pheric discharge. 

Slight atmos
pheric discharge. 

Detection Safeguard 
Leak-resistant 
shipping cask. 
Ventilation 
exhaust filtra
tion. 

Leak-resistant 
canister. 
Ventilation 
exhaust filtra
tion. 

Recovery Procedure • 
Decontaminate cask. 
Decontaminate receiving 
area. 

Decontaminate canisters. 
Repackage canister (if 
failed). Decontaminate 
receiving cell. Decon
taminate cask. 

Transfer 

Storage 

Cask leakage. 
Insufficient 
cleaning. 

Canister 
leakage. 
Transportation 
accident. 
Insufficient 
cleaning. 

Drop canister. Slight atmos-
Other canister pheric discharge. 
Impact. 

Equipment Increased can-
failure. Ister tempera-
Operator error, ture. 
Earthquake or 
tornado. 

Corrosion. 
Impact. 

Contamination of 
basin water. In
creased risk of-
slight discharge. 

Radiation 
survey. 
Smear test. 

Cask air 
sample. 
Canister 
smear test. 
Visual. 
Exhaust air ra
diation alarm. 

Knov/n cause. 
Visual. 
Exhaust air 
radiation 
alann. 

Known cause. 

Known cause. 
Basin water 
radiation 
alarm. 

Impact-resistant 
canister. Venti
lation exhaust 
filtration. 
Reliable canister 
lifting mechanism. 

Reliable transfer 
equipment. 
Hater heat sink. 
Adequate heat 
transfer from dry 
transfer cask. 

Corrosion-resi stant 
canisters. Water 
chemistry control. 
Impact-resistant 
canisters. Basin 
water as confine
ment barrier. 
Ventilation exhaust 
filtration. Ion 
exchange facilities. 

Repackage canister. 
Decontaminate receiving 
cell. 

Periodically replenish 
transfer cask water. 
Complete transfer when 
possible. 

Install shielding blocks 
as needed. Locate failed 
canister. Decontaminate 
basin water. Repackage 
failed canister. Complete 
basin decontamination. 

The consequences of abnormal operations do not exceed the radiation dose and effluent radionuclide concentration guide 
limits presented in CFR 10, Part 20. 
2 
The improbable worst-case consequencr<; of canister failure in the receiving cell cause this event to be considered as 
the mechanism for the maximum credible accident. 



Table 3.1.3 (concluded) 

System Safety Consideration Mechanism Probable Effect 1 Detection Safeguard Recovery Procedure 
Failure of storage 
basin liner. 

Dropping transfer 
cask into cask 
well. 

Dropping canister 
into storage basin. 

I 

CO 

Heat Removal Failuie of primary 
cooling loop. 

Failure of secondary 
cooling loop. 

Corrosion. 
Impact of 
massive 
object. 

Expense of re
pair. Continued 
confinement. 

Equipment 
failure. 
Operator 
error. 

Equipment 
failure. 
Operator 
error. 

Failed heat 
exchanger. 
Failed cir
culation pump. 
Piping system 
failure. 

Failed circula
tion pump. 
Piping system 
failure. 

Risk of basin 
liner failure. 

Risk of canister 
failure. 

Increasing waste 
temperature. 

Risk of Increasing 
waste temperature. 

Known cause. 
Liner sump 
leak detec
tion alarm. 

Known cause. 
Liner sump 
leak 
detection 
alarm. 

Visual, 
Basin water 
radiation 
alarm. 

Visual. 
Observed leaks. 
Basin high 
temperature 
alarm. Other 
miscellaneous 
instrumenta
tion. 

Visual. 
Observed 
leaks. Basin 
high tempera
ture alarm. 

Pump out liner leakage 
collection sump. Trans
fer canisters to spare 
basin. Empty basin. 
Repair liner. 

Retrieve dropped cask. 
Inspect canister for 
damage. Determine 
possible liner damage. 
Replace Impact absorber. 

Structural 1n-
tegrlty of basin 
and liner. Corro
sion-resistant 
liner. Water 
chemistry control. 
Impact resistant 
basin and liner. 
Liner leak collec
tion sump. 

Impact absorber on 
cask well floor. 
Impact-resistant 
basin and liner. 
Reliable crane and 
cask bail. 

Reliable crane and Retrieve dropped canister. 
canister connector. Inspect suspect canisters 
Impact-resistant for damage. 
canisters and basin. 
Physical lift-limit 
on crane. Basin 
water as confinement 
barrier. 

Readily replaceable Replace failed component 
components. Reli- or system. 
able equipment. 
Water chemistry con
trol. Emergency 
electrical pov/er. 
Routine contact main
tenance. Basin water 
as heat sink. Leakage 
collection sump. 

Once-through sec- Utilize once-through 
ondary cooling secondary cooling if 
capability. Read- needed. Replace faile'I 
lly replaceable component or system, 
components. Ade
quate cooHnq tov;er 
blov;donn. Reliable 
equipment. Emergency 
electrical pov;er. 
Routine contact main-
tpmnro. Basin v;ater 



Table 3.1.4 

SU^WARY OF UPPER LIMIT ACCIDENTS ANALYSIS FO?, THE 
WATER BASIN CONCEPT RSSF 

•Upper Limit Accident 

Dropping concrete cover 
block into storage basin 

Contamination of second
ary cooling water 

Failure of ventilation 
exhaust air filtration 
system 

Fire 

Explosion 

Tornado 

Earthquake 

Sabotage 

Prolonged loss of cooling 

Criticality 

Massive missile Impact 

Flood 

Means of Providing Continued Waste Confinement 

Structural Integrity of crane and cover block 
lifting ball. 

Cover block support design reduces possibility 
of cover block falling into basin. 

Basin water as confinement barrier. 
Cover blocks used infrequently. 
Basin contamination normally slight. 
Heat exchanger acts as confinement barrier. 
Secondary water pressure exceeds primary water 

pressure at heat exchanger. 

Tornado dampers and blow-out panels. 
Emergency fire protection systems. 
At least two HEPA filters installed in series. 
Routine filter testing and replacement. 

Non-combustible materials of construction. 
Minimized use of combustible supplies in 

contaminated areas. 
Emergency fire protection system. 

Absence of explosives in contaminated areas. 
Venting of radiolytic hydrogen gas. 
Safe operational control of ion exchange 
systems. 

Waste receiving building and storage basins 
designed to withstand tornado forces and 
missiles. 

Basin water as confinement barrier in case of 
vertically-directed tornado missiles. 

Tornado dampers and blow-out panels protect 
ventilation air exhaust filtration systems. 

Systems essential to v/aste confinement 
designed to withstand the maximum antici
pated earthquake. 

Engineered design features and administrative 
controls for sabotage prevention. 

Emergency water source. 
Standby electrical povrer system. 
Water as heat sink provides time to install 

new temporary water supply system. 

No credible mechanism for criticality has 
been postulated. 

Waste acceptance criteria prevent receipt of 
waste which could become critical under 
any circumstances. 

Low probability of occurrence; event 
considered incredible. 

Site location would not be in commercial 
aircraft flight path. 

Site location will be above the maximum 
probable flood level. 
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canister failure will result in pinhole or hairline fractures 

rather than large openings. Such failures will result in a 

slow waste dissolution rate, because the waste surface area 

exposed to water and the diffusion cross-section will both be 

low. In the material most easily dissolved from calcined 

waste, cesium accounts for about 90% of the total gamma dose 

rate. The cesium oxide dissolves at a rate of about 0.1% per 

hour. Therefore, if uncontrolled dissolution were to occur over 

a ten hour period following a major canister failure, 1% of the 

cesium in the canister contents could dissolve and the resulting 

radiation dose rate at the pool surface would exceed 10 rem/hr. 

The facility design would provide several features specifically 

intended to protect plant operating personnel and to facilitate 

rapid recovery procedures in case a canister were to fail in a 

storage basin. Thick concrete cover blocks would be available 

to provide radiation shielding above the contaminated basin. 

Emergency ion exchange units would be used to prevent further 

accumulation of dissolved radioactive material in the basin 

water, and to decontaminate the water to normal levels following 

removal of the failed canister. Closed circuit television 

systems could be used to assist in identifying the failed 

canister and to provide visual control of the remote operation 

of the storage basin crane. An underwater vacuum cleaner system 

would be used for the removal of the undissolved solid waste 

particles. 
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Little, if any, radioactive material will be released to the 

environment from a contaminated water basin. Liquid release 

to the ground would require prior or simultaneous failure of 

both the concrete basin and its stainless steel liner, or 

leakage of primary cooling water into the secondary cooling 

loop. The basin design includes leak detection instrumentation 

and a leak collection system. Radioactive vapors from an 

uncovered contaminated storage basin could become entrained 

in the storage area ventilation air and discharged to the 

atmosphere only if some means of gas-liquid mixing or agitation 

were present. The design includes a continuous radiation 

monitor for the storage area ventilation effluent, which will 

automatically divert the ventilation air through deentrainment 

facilities and HEPA filters prior to discharge if contamination 

is detected. 

Failure of heat removal equipment 

The water basin heat removal system could become temporarily 

disabled due to equipment failure. The primary and secondary 

cooling loops require the continuous operation of pumps, heat 

exchangers, fans, cooling towers, etc. Failure of any of these 

equipment pieces could result in a temporary period of heat 

accumulation in the affected water basin. 

Basin water circulation and heat dissipation systems are 

designed to allow recovery from equipment failure situations 
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before the waste temperature can rise to a hazardous level. 

Piping systems are designed for rapid replacement of pumps, 

heat exchangers, cooling towers, or any other equipment pieces 

whose failure will interrupt the heat removal process. If such 

equipment replacement is begun when the basin water is at its 

normal maxlminn temperature of 120 F, the cooling system can 

be shut down for at least four hours before the temperature 

of the basin water reaches 150 F, approximately 16 hours before 

boiling begins, 6 to 7 days before the basin water evaporates, 

and 1 to 2 weeks before the canisters begin to melt. If replace

ment of a cooling tower requires more time, cross connections to 

a spare cooling tower can be made or the once-through secondary 

cooling capability can be used. No credible failure mode has 

been conceived which will result in adverse environmental impact 

as the consequence of failure of heat removal equipment. 

Leakage of primary coolant 

Storage basin liner leakage can conceivably result from 

corrosion or the impact of a massive object; however, liner 

failure is not expected to occur. Failure of a basin liner 

if it does happen, will not result in significant loss of 

radioactive material. There will be a leakage collection sump 

between the basin and its liner. Any leakage accumulated in 

the sump will be detected and removed, thus eliminating the 

development of a liquid head on the concrete. Only a slight 
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amount of radioactive contamination will be in solution 

during normal water basin operation. The concrete storage 

basins and their associated stainless steel liners are 

Class I systems which will withstand credible earthquake 

motion and tornado-generated missile impact without a 

hazardous loss of water-holding capability. 

Basin liner failures due to corrosion will be minimized by 

continuous control of water chemistry through the use of 

ion exchange equipment and possible trace chemical addition. 

Occasional brief deviations from the optimum routine water 

chemistry may be made intentionally to facilitate decontami

nation of basin contents. Leakage of primary coolant into 

the secondary cooling loop due to heat exchanger failure will 

be prevented by maintaining a positive pressure differential, 

at the heat exchanger, between the secondary and primary 

coolants. 

Fire or explosion 

In construction and operation, the use and/or accumulation 

of combustible materials will be kept to the lowest possible 

level in and around the storage basins. Moreover, the water 

cover present in the storage basins will serve as adequate 
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protection for stored wastes from loss of confinement due 

to fire or explosion hazards. 

A potential explosion hazard inherent in the water-cooled 

storage basins is the generation of radiolytic hydrogen from 

the water. It has been estimated that a full basin can 

generate about 2.5 standard cubic feet per minute of 

radiolytic hydrogen. The minimum hydrogen concentration 

limit above which a hydrogen-air explosion can occur is 4.1 

percent by volume. If hydrogen were allowed to accumulate 

in some portion of the facility such that this limit were to 

be exceeded, an ignition source could cause an explosion. 

Therefore, the design of water-cooled storage areas includes 

both normal and emergency Class I ventilation systems which 

will ensure that radiolytic hydrogen concentrations are 

maintained well below the minimum explosive limit. This 

is noted in the facility description previously. 

Tornado 

Water basin structures are designed to Class I requirements 

and therefore will withstand tornado-generated missiles 

without loss of water-holding capability. The storage area 

is enclosed by a metal-sided building which can be penetrated 

by such missiles. A tornado-generated missile (assumed to be 
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a 12-inch diameter by 20-foot-long pole, weighing 630 

pounds travelling at 100 miles per hour) directed 

vertically downward into a storage basin would be slowed 

down by the water so that it could only crack, but not 

crush, one or more waste canisters; however, the probability 

of such an occurrence is extremely low. 

If canister failures resulted from impact of a tornado-generated 

missile, storage basin water would become contaminated. 

Although simultaneous failures of several canisters would pose 

increased hazards, these failures would probably consist of 

hairline cracks rather than massive ruptures; therefore, a 

slow waste dissolution rate would be expected. The consequences 

of such an accident, and the recovery procedures to decontaminate 

the basin are discussed in Failure of a canister in storage 

basin, above. 

Tornado-generated missiles could damage a primary heat exchanger 

or associated piping such that the primary cooling system for 

affected basin would be temporarily inoperable. Repairs would 

be feasible in sufficient time (12 to 16 hours) to prevent water 

boiling in the basin; however, if boiling occurred, water 

level could be maintained by use of the emergency water 

addition system designed to Class I standards. 
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Tornado-generated missiles could also damage one or more cooling 

towers. If the cooling tower associated with a highly contaminated 

basin were rendered inoperable, that basin would receive prefer

ential use of the once-through cooling capability of the secondary 

cooling system. 

The probability of multiple sequential tornadoes, one breaching 

canisters followed by another causing means of, or transport for, 

contaminated basin water off site, is considered to be sufficiently 

low for incredibility. Conceivable consequences of a single 

tornado, however, can be postulated which would be of serious 

operating concern. Specifically, canister failure due to a 

tornado-generated missile could be accompanied by loss of build

ing confinement due to tornado winds, or short-term inoperability 

of primary cooling loop due to additional tornado-generated 

missiles. Such conceivable tornado consequences would not 

threaten the effectiveness of basin water as a confinement 

barrier; therefore, no adverse environmental effects would 

be anticipated. 

Earthquake 

The storage basins and all auxiliaries such as the crane and 

crane supports are designed as Class I structures to withstand 

all credible earthquake forces. This will prevent collapse and 

intrusion of anything into the basins vdiich could damage waste 
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canisters. Thus, no repairs to the vaults or their contents would be 

required following an earthquake. The storage areas are covered by 

metal siding buildings which could suffer earthquake damage. Basin 

water holding capability and systems necessary to prevent a prolonged 

loss of cooling are designed to withstand earthquake forces. 

Sabotage 

The possibility of sabotage must be considered for all concepts. 

Water basin design incorporates engineered protective measures 

against sabotage in accordance with applicable standards and pro

posed regulations, including Class I construction, watchman stations, 

lock and key stations, intrusion alarms, television surveillance 

systems and others. Although at first glance the heat removal 

systems of the water basin concept appear attractive for sabotage, 

as noted previously in the discussion of accidental heat removal 

equipment failures, cooling would have to be lost for approximately 

16 hours before boiling would start, for approximately a week before 

water would be evaporated from the basin and for 1 to 2 weeks before 

canisters would begin to melt. It is highly unlikely that a saboteur 

could remain in control of the area for even the period of time 

required to pr'event temporary repairs before boiling begins (16 hours), 

and it seems incredible to assume that he could retain contrbl of 

the situation for the week or two required for melting canisters to 

release their radioactive content. Thus, adverse environmental 

impact from this particular type of sabotage of the water basin does not 

seem credible. The results of studies now in progress on other sabotage 

methods will be discussed in the final environmental statement to the 

extent possible without jeopardizing the security of the project. 
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Nuclear criticality 

Even after extensive consideration, no conceivable mechanism 

has been postulated for any storage concept by which a nuclear 

criticality can occur at the RSSF. It is estimated that a 

single canister containing the anticipated worst-case fissile 

material composition (from a criticality prevention stand

point) will contain less than 0.001 percent of a critical mass. 

No canister or storage cask configuration can be envisioned which 

could result in a criticality due to interaction among storage 

unit contents, even if a meltdown situation is assumed to be 

credible. 

Massive missile impact 

It is considered unnecessary to design waste storage facilities 

for continued waste confinement following the direct impact of 

massive missiles, such as large meteorites or aircraft. Such 

events are of such a low probability of occurrence at a given 

location that they are considered to be incredible. 

Flood 

The RSSF storage area design does not include provisions for 

continued plant operability and safety during and following 

flooding, because the site selected will be at an elevation 
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above that of the maximum probable flood. However, in cases 

where water basin cooling water supply facilities might be 

located on rivers at elevations susceptible to flood damage, 

an emergency water supply (e.g., from wells) will be provided. 

Prolonged loss of cooling 

Mechanisms, both realistic and otherwise, can be postulated for 

impairment of cooling capability in water basin storage. As 

noted in Failure of heat removal equipment, above, temporary loss 

of basin water cooling can result from many different system 

failure conditions. Included in the equipment or systems whose 

failure could cause loss of cooling are electrical power, water 

supply pumps, primary cooling loop, and secondary cooling loop. 

Such equipment failures can be corrected or otherwise compensated 

for before increasing waste temperatures can adversely affect 

confinement capability. However, if cooling capability were 

seriously hampered for an extended time period, hazardous waste 

temperatures could be attained and meltdown could be conceivable. 

Assuming the loss of cooling water supply to a basin with a 

complete inventory of canisters, and an initial heat-up rate of 

approximately 8 degrees Fahrenheit per hour, water in the basin 
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would reach boiling in 12 to 16 hours and would boil to dryness 

in about 6 to 7 days. The waste temperature would reach the 

yield point of the canisters (about 2500''F) in 7-8 days and 

would reach an equilibrium temperature of about 2700'*F in 15-20 

days. For these reasons, the plant design includes features 

which will minimize the probability of loss of cooling. A 

fully redundant emergency water supply system is included in 

case the primary water supply becomes inoperable, and local 

generation of electricity will be provided to operate water 

circulation pumps (and other vital equipment) in case of a 

power outage. 

The prolonged loss of cooling capability for the water-cooled 

concept would result only from an incredible loss of primary 

and emergency water sources. For example, at the reference 

Hanford site, prolonged loss of cooling would require sudden 

disappearance of the Columbia River and the groundwater supply 

beneath the site. 

J 
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2.7.4 Air-cooled vault storage area 

Normal operation 

The radiological impacts of the air-cooled vault waste storage 

will differ from those of the sealed storage cask concept. 

There will be less direct radiation to animals in the area, 

but slightly higher airborne radionuclide concentrations and 

exposures for man and other biota. The concentrations will 

still be low relative to the standards. 

Storing the waste in concrete vaults below grade will eliminate 

the direct radiation exposures (of man and other biota) that 

occur in the SSCC storage areas. However, dust entering the 

vault and the steel of the containers and the concrete of the 

vault, will be subject to neutron activation. The exhaust air, 

which will not be filtered, will therefore contain some particu

lates and induced radionuclides with a probable maximum concen

tration of 0.1 to 0.2 milligram of solids per cubic meter of air. 

The neutron field in the vault will probably be one to two orders 

of magnitude greater than in the annulus between cask and shield 

of the SSCC. .Also, residence time of the dust passing through 

the vault will be 30 to 40 seconds compared with the 5 to 10 

seconds in the SSCC annulus. 

Effluent concentrations of induced radionuclides will probably 

-13 
range from a maximum of 3 to 5 x 10 curie per cubic meter 
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of exhaust air to 3 to 5 x 10 curie per cubic meter. On 

the basis of inhalation dose estimates made using the same 

assumptions and in the same manner as the receiving cell 

cases discussed previously (section 3.1.2.7.2), the "maximum 

individual" at the storage area would receive a GI tract 

-3 
radiation dose of 9 x 10 millirem per year, and the general 

-4 
population dose would be about 5 x 10 man-rem per year for 

the GI tract. Lung doses would be approximately a factor of 

ten lower. 

It is therefore concluded that the normal operation of the air-

cooled vault storage facility will have no significant adverse 

environmental effects. 

Abnormal operations and upper limit accidents 

Failure of canister in storage area 

Canisters containing the waste will be stainless steel which 

will, in turn, be sealed inside 0.5-inch-thick carbon steel 

overpacks. Canister failure will thus not be critical since 

the overpack will provide the necessary backup waste contain

ment capability under all credible conditions. Moreover, no 

mechanism of canister failure other than Internal corrosion is 

postulated for canisters in the stagnant air environment within 

such overpack. Design features will prevent dropping heavy 

objects on waste storage units thus eliminating potential risk 

of damage or overpack rupture. 
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Failure of heat removal equipment 

This is an air-cooled system (passive) which does not depend 

upon human attention or mechanical equipment maintenance to 

provide continued adequate heat removal. Therefore, no equip

ment failure (excluding air duct blockage) can be postulated 

for this concept which would reduce heat transfer efficiency 

in the storage area. Heat transfer occurs entirely by naturally 

occurring air convection and thermal radiation. Air passage 

blockage and other means of heat removal impairment are discussed 

in Prolonged loss of cooling, below. 

Leakage of primary coolant 

This is not applicable in this concept. 

Fire or explosion 

All materials of construction will be noncombustible. The storage 

area will be kept free of combustibles, e.g., vegetation. No 

explosive materials will be present in the storage areas. As a 

result of the above measures, no fire or explosion hazard would be 

expected which is capable of threatening waste confinement 

capability. 

Tornado 

The air-cooled storage vaults are designed to withstand the 

Impact of tornado-generated missiles without penetration, 
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significant concrete cracking, or malfunction of stacks 

(exhaust ports) required to provide continued natural draft 

cooling capability. Tornado pressure fluctuations (3 pounds 

per square inch pressure drop occurring in three seconds 

was assumed) would briefly alter the normal natural draft 

air flow through the vaults; however, the time of passage 

would be so short that a hazardous Increase in waste 

temperatures would not occur. 

Earthquake 

Structures and equipment necessary for waste confinement are 

designed to withstand credible earthquake forces. The maximum 

horizontal ground acceleration due to earthquake will be 

determined by the site selected for the RSSF location. 

Seismic analysis of the air-cooled vault shows that all 

structures necessary for natural draft air circulation (sleeves 

and stacks), storage unit support, and shielding can be designed 

to withstand an assumed 0.25 g horizontal ground acceleration 

during a seismic event. 

Sabotage 

The air-cooled vault storage area incorporates engineered pro

tective measures against sabotage in accordance with applicable 

standards and proposed regulations, including watchman stations, 

lock and key stations, intrusion alarms, television surveillance 
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systems, perimeter fences, fence lighting and others. Results of 

sabotage studies in progress will be reported in the final environ

mental statement where possible. 

Nuclear criticality 

No conceivable mechanism has been postulated for any storage 

concept by which a nuclear criticality can occur at the RSSF. 

It is estimated that a single canister containing the anticipated 

worst-case fissile material composition (from a criticality 

prevention standpoint) will contain less than 0.001 percent of 

a critical mass. No canister or storage cask configuration can 

be envisioned which could result in criticality due to inter

action among storage unit contents, even if a meltdown situation 

is assumed to be credible. 

Massive missile impact 

It is considered unnecessary to design waste storage facilities 

for continued waste confinement following the direct impact of 

massive missiles, such as large meteorites or aircraft. Such 

events are of such a low probability of occurrence at a given 

location that they are considered to be incredible. 

Flood 

The RSSF storage area design does not include provisions for 

continued plant operability and safety during and following 
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flooding, because the specific site selected within the three 

leading alternative sites will be at an elevation above that 

of the maximum probable flood. 

Prolonged loss of cooling 

If air flow through a full vault were to be totally stopped, 

temperatures of the hottest canisters would exceed the 

maximum allowable temperature of 1500''F, probably in less 

than 20 hours, rising at the rate of about 50''F per hour in the 

first 20 to 30 hours. Above about 1600°F, the rate of temperature 

rise would drop to about 5 to 10°F per hour, but in an elapsed 

time of 3 to 4 days, canister and overpack temperatures would 

reach 2000°F. At this temperature, serious deformation of the 

canister and overpack would occur and in an additional 5 to 7 

days the temperature would reach 2500°F. At this point the 

metal would have essentially no strength and waste confinement 

would be lost. Unusual meteorological conditions can be 

postulated which could briefly restrict natural draft air 

circulation or which could cause hot exhaust air from a vault 

to enter the air inlet of another vault; however, it appears 

inconceivable that such conditions could persist for more than 

a short time. 

Air flow through a vault could also conceivably be restricted 

by the accumulation of dust, vegetation, or other debris within 
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air passages. During the period in which a vault was being 

filled, natural convection air flow would be low; thus, most 

airborne particulates would tend to settle in the lower 

plenum. The natural convection air flow through a full vault 

would still be low enough that most airborne particles under 

dust storm conditions would settle in the lower plenum. Under 

typical average atmospheric dust loading (Hanford) conditions, 

and assuming all entering dust particles settled in the lower 

plenum, a dust layer about 2 inches thick could accumulate in 

100 years. 

The vault air inlet design will minimize the amount of airborne 

particulates entering the vaults. Vault design will also 

provide for periodic inspection and removal of accumulated dust, 

for example by vacuum cleaning. Soil stabilization in the area 

surrounding the vaults would also help reduce localized airborne 

dust concentrations. 

The air-cooled vaults will use an air distribution system to 

assure adequate air flow through all portions of the vaults. 

A restriction in some portion of the air flow distribution 

system could result in localized overheating of a single 

storage unit or group of storage units. Calculations indicate 

that if air flow around a single storage unit within a full 

vault were blocked, the canister surface temperature would 
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stabilize at 680°F in 40 hours, which is an increase of 

GO^F over the normal canister temperature of about 620''F. 

If the air passages for nine storage units in a 3 x 3 array 

were blocked, the central canister temperature would rise to 

about 780''F. 

The vaults will have methods for inspecting individual air 

passages for possible partial or total pluggage and the 

capability for removal of storage units and inspection and 

cleaning of air passages. 

3.1.2.7.5 Sealed cask storage area 

(1) Normal operation 

No direct radiation from the casks will reach the public. 

At peak waste inventory, dose rates at any point on the 

storage array perimeter fence will not exceed 1 millirem per 

hour, and the maximum dose rate at any point of non-AEC 

ownership will be 5 millirem per year. 

Dose rates inside the storage area will be about 2 millirem 

per hour at the surface of the concrete shield, and less than 

10 millirem per hour in the center of the cask storage arrays. 

These radiation dose rates will probably not produce any 
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discernible effects on the fauna in the storage area, 

even on small mammals (e.g., mice) which are considered 

to be the most radiosensitive of the animal groups. 

Therefore, in normal operation, the only point of environ

mental concern is the annulus between waste container and 

shield to allow cooling by natural air convection. The 

principal items of concern are: (1) intrusion of fauna 

into the annul! and the possible mortality and genetic 

effects of heat and direct radiation; (2) formation of 

induced radionuclides in the fauna and in dust in the 

annul!; (3) the possibility of inhalation and concentration 

of induced radioactivity up the food chain following both 

Ingestion and inhalation. 

Radiological effects in all cases will be very small: 

(1) the estimated maximum radiation dose to the population 

(using the Hanford site as an example) from inhalation of 

irradiated dust will be about 9 x 10 man-rem per year to 

the gastro-intestinal tract and 1 x 10 man-rem per year 

to the lungs; (2) there will be no discernible concentra

tion of induced radionuclides up the food chain in any case; 

(3) there will be no detectable long-term genetic effects 

on the exposed fauna in any case. 
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Air temperatures in the annuli and surface temperatures of the 

steel casks will range from 150 to 350°F, and will discourage 

any fauna from entering and remaining within the annuli. Temper

atures of 120°F and higher are nearly intolerable for warm and 

cold-blooded vertebrate animals. 

However, if even small mammals such as pocket mice were to enter 

the annulus for a brief period, it is unlikely that any dis

cernible radiation effects would occur in any animals surviving 

the exposure. Both laboratory and field-living populations of 

pocket mice have been studied extensively to determine both the 

lethal doses of radiation (LD 50/30) and the ability of Irradiated 

individuals to compete. Results have indicated that survivors 

of less-than-lethal doses are able to compete. 

Long-term chronic exposures of pocket mouse populations have 

been conducted at the Nevada Test Site. The studies, which are 

the most detailed available, have shown no long-term genetic 

effects or decrease in survival resulting from the irradiation. 

Also, repopulation of the South Pacific islands flora and fauna 

following the end of nuclear weapons testing was rather rapid 

and complete. No indication of genetic effects has been found 

in descendants of the survivors of the very high doses resulting 

from these weapons tests. 
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The number of animals which might die as the result of the cask 

storage of waste is not expected to be large enough to have any 

effect on the total population in the vicinity of the storage 

area. 

The typical desert community food chain (on the Hanford reference 

site) is the seed-pocket mouse-gopher snake-Swainson's hawk 

pathway. Radiation dose rates outside the concrete shields 

around the casks will not be high enough to induce radionuclide 

formation in the seeds eaten by the pocket mouse. Thus, the 

only transfer mechanism up the food chain, will be the ingestion 

by predator or scavenger, of the animals which have been 

irradiated in and have escaped from the annuli. However, the 

predator consuming the irradiated animal will not ingest any 

significant amount of radioactive material, and it is considered 

likely that the hawk will receive less radiation than that 

delivered by natural background nuclides such as potassium-40. 

Potential inhalation dose estimates are based on irradiation of 

dust-laden air flowing through the radiation fields in the 

cask/shield annuli. The assumed air dust loading of 0.4 milli

gram per cubic meter is a typical annual maximum for daily 

samples on the Hanford site, and is considered to be a conser

vative ("worst-case") upper limit for these studies. Radioactivity 
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induced in the dust in the annuli will vary with neutron fluxes 

and residence times (ranging from 5 to 10 seconds depending on 

temperature and rate of air flow). 

The principal pathway for radiation exposure for man is the 

inhalation of neutron-activated insoluble dust particles. The 

organs receiving the most exposure will be gastro-intestinal 

tract and the lungs. Radiation doses to these organs were cal

culated for: (1) the "maximum individual," at the storage area 

24 hours per day, 365 days per year, inhaling 20 cubic meters 

per day of air containing 0.4 milligram of irradiated dust per 

cubic meter; (2) the general population within 60 miles of the 

storage area, on the basis of Hanford meteorology and the 

projected population (370,000 persons) and distribution for the 

year 2015. The results range from GI tract maximum dose to the 

-3 
"maximum individual" of 2 x 10 millirem per year, to the 

maximum of 9 x 10 man-rem per year for the GI tract of the 

general population. 

It is thus concluded that the normal operation of the sealed 

cask storage area will have no significant adverse environmental 

impact. 
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Abnormal operations and upper limit accidents 

Failure of canister in storage area 

Canister failure in a storage position is not critical 

since the 2-inch-thick cask provided is assumed to be 

capable of ensuring backup waste confinement under all credible 

conditions. Moreover, no mechanism of canister failure other 

than internal corrosion is postulated for canisters in a stag

nant air environment within such an overpack. Analyses indicate 

that the combination of concrete shield and 2-inch steel wall 

will be adequate for protection against massive missile impacts, 

e.g., tornado, to assure waste containment. 

Failure of heat removal equipment 

This is an air-cooled system (passive) which does not depend 

upon human attention or mechanical equipment maintenance to 

provide continued adequate heat removal. Therefore, no equip

ment failure ^excluding air duct blockage) can be postulated 

for this concept which would reduce heat transfer efficiency 

in the storage area. Heat transfer occurs entirely by naturally 

occurring air convection and thermal radiation. Air passage 

blockage and other means of heat removal impairment are dis

cussed in Prolonged loss of cooling, below. 

Leakage of primary coolant 

This is not applicable in this concept. 
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Fire or explosion 

All materials of construction will be non-combustible. The 

storage area will be kept free of combustibles, e.g., vegetation. 

No explosive materials will be present in the storage areas. 

As a result of the above measures, no fire or explosion hazard 

would be expected which is capable of threatening waste confine

ment capability. 

Tornado 

The 3-foot-thick concrete neutron shield and the 2-inch-thick 

steel cask represent adequate protection of the waste canister 

to withstand a tornado-generated missile impact without failure. 

These calculations assume a worst-case 12-inch-diameter pole, 

20-feet long and weighing 630 pounds, travelling 100 miles per 

hour in a free air stream. This missile is considered to be 

generated by a tornado having 300-mile-per-hour rotational 

velocity and 60rmile-per-hour translational velocity. The only 

consequences of a tornado in the storage area would be possible 

dislocation or damage to cask support pads or to external 

radiation shields, either of which could readily be uprighted, 

repaired or replaced. No radiological effects would be caused 

by a tornado. 

Earthquake 

It is conceivable that an earthquake will occur in the vicinity 

of the RSSF sometime during its operating life. The probable 
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frequency and severity of such events are dependent upon the 

site selected. The nature of the storage concept is such that 

no loss of waste confinement during or after a design basis 

earthquake is considered credible, and thus no impact on man 

or his environment will result. 

Consequences of an earthquake upon the storage area would be 

minimal. The waste storage unit is estimated to have a 

sizeable factor of safety (at least 2) against overturning due 

to earthquake (0.25 g horizontal ground acceleration assumed). 

Even if pads or shields were toppled or damaged, corrections 

and/or repairs could quickly and readily be made. 

Sabotage 

The sealed cask storage area incorporates engineered protective 

measures against sabotage in accordance with applicable standards 

and proposed regulations, including watchman stations, lock and 

key stations, intrusion alarms, television surveillance systems, 

perimeter fences, fence lighting and others. The sealed storage 

cask is considered highly resistant to sabotage by virtue of the 

thick concrete shield and the 2-inch-thick steel cask. However, 

it is obviously contrary to the public interest to provide explicit 

and detailed descriptions of the relative vulnerability of various 

nuclear facilities to various methods of sabotage. The results of 

sabotage studies in progress will be discussed in the final environ

mental statement to the extent possible. 
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Nuclear criticality 

No conceivable mechanism has been postulated for any storage 

concept by which a nuclear criticality can occur at the RSSF. 

It is estimated that a single canister containing the anticipated 

worst-case fissile material composition (from a criticality 

prevention standpoint) will contain less than 0.001 percent of 

a critical mass. No canister or storage cask configuration can 

be envisioned which could result in criticality due to interaction 

among storage unit contents, even if a meltdown situation is 

assumed to be credible. 

Massive missile impact 

It is considered unnecessary to design waste storage facilities 

for continued waste confinement following the direct impact of 

massive missiles, such as large meteorites or aircraft. 

Such events are of such a low probability of occurrence at a 

given location that they are considered to be incredible. The 

sealed storage cask however, and the storage area in general, 

will provide better overall protection than the other concepts 

in which the waste containers are closely packed and not 

individually as well protected. 

Flood 

The RSSF storage area design does not include provisions for 

continued plant operability and safety during and following 
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flooding, because the specific site selected within any of the 

three leading alternative sites will be at an elevation above 

that of the maximum probable flood. 

Prolonged loss of cooling 

Prolonged impairment of radioactive decay heat removal from 

storage casks could conceivably occur In the storage area. 

Such an accident could result from accidental burial associated 

with such catastrophic events as landslide or an earthquake 

accompanied by fissuring of land surfaces, or a flood exceeding 

the maximum probable flood. 

Calculations indicate that horizontal burial of a 5 kw storage 

cask, 15 feet below ground surface, would result in maximum 

canister surface temperatures after 100 days of 1600 to 1800°F. 

After 100 days, the rate of temperature rise would decrease 

markedly. Since such cask burial, if it occurred, would probably 

be at depths of less than 15 feet, the resulting temperature 

increase would be less than the above values indicated. The 

worst-case rate of temperature increase following cask burial 

is considered to be sufficiently low to allow recovery before 

potentially excessive temperature buildup would threaten cask 

integrity. 

If the air flow between a cask and its concrete shield were 

totally blocked, the canister surface temperature would rise 
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in three or four days to about 800°F (950°F at equilibrium). 

This would not be desirable but it would not result in any loss 

of waste containment and consequent adverse environmental impacts. 

Vegetation and dust within the storage area will be controlled 

so as to minimize the presence of materials that contribute to 

annulus plugging, and devices which will facilitate the detection 

and removal of obstructions in air flow passages will be developed. 

3.1.2.8 Nonradioactive pollutants 

The operations of the RSSF will not involve any unusual or highly 

toxic nonradioactive pollutants. There will, of course, be such 

common industrial needs as managing space heating combustion products 

and sanitation system wastes. These needs will be met by designing, 

constructing, and operating the facilities in accordance with the 

Clean Air Act and the Federal Water Pollution Control Act and the 

various regulations which implement those Acts. 

3.1.3 Impact of implementing the repository development program by 
constructing and operating a geologic disposal pilot plant 

3.1.3.1 Radiation effects 

The only source of off-site exposures to radioactive materials 

originating from a Geologic Disposal Pilot Plant (GDPP) which would 

become operational in the early 80s would be from very small 

quantities of airborne particulate materials escaping through 

the high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters which will be 

used in the ventilation exhaust systems for the surface facilities 
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and the underground facilities. Since the operations in the surface 

facilities (receiving, inspection, etc.) will be very similar to 

those in the receiving facilities of the RSSF, and the maximum 

credible accident at the GDPP will probably be the same as for the 

RSSF (dropping a canister during the inspection step), the releases 

should be correspondingly low. 

The GDPP will not generate any radioactive liquid effluents. Any 

contaminated liquid (for example, from canister or equipment decon

tamination) will be solidified in the surface facilities and then 

handled as solid radioactive waste. However, since the purpose of 

the GDPP is to determine if the site is acceptable for permanent 

disposal of high-level waste, the long-term integrity of the formation 

is of vital interest relative to any eventual radiation exposures 

via the route of water. 

Although the long-term integrity of geologic fomnations has been 

discussed earlier in this statement, it is recognized that many 

detailed questions will be raised pertinent to the exact GDPP site 

and the specific design of the facility. Since this relevant infor

mation is not available now, the future environmental statement in 

support of a request for authorization of a specific GDPP will 

include the following information in detail: 
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(1) Geological and hydrological description of the formation in which 

the waste is to be placed and of the overlying, underlying, or 

boundary formations. 

(2) Description of seismic properties of the site. 

(3) Description of possible phenomena involving interactions between 

the waste and the formation (radiolytic action, migration of 

brine or water present in the formation, stored energy releases, 

canister movement, etc.). 

(4) Description of methods to be used to seal man-made openings into 

the repository, and of any man-made openings into or approaching 

the formation within significant radius (mining, oil exploration, 

etc.). 

(5) Evaluation of the long-term integrity of the formation, consider

ing all the foregoing factors. 

(6) Description of tests, studies, or observations considered 

desirable during the pilot storage to confirm evaluation of 

long-term formation integrity by refining or developing data; 

description of administrative procedures to be used to solicit 

suggestions as to additional desirable tests, studies, or 

observations from members of the scientific community not 

previously directly connected with the program; description of 

administrative procedures to be used to secure independent 

review by the scientific community of findings and conclusions. 

Should the work of the pilot phase of storage in any geological 

formation lead to a proposal to consider the site acceptable and 
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convert it to a permanent repository, a further environmental statement 

will be issued in support of such a proposal. That statement would 

include the refined evaluation of long-term formation integrity 

incorporating the substance of the studies and reviews referred to 

in item (6) immediately above. 

3.1.3.2 Thermal effects 

The introduction of heat into the underground environment of any pilot 

geological repository will be limited by administrative controls on 

the heat output of individual canisters accepted, and on the spacing 

of canisters in the formation. A maximum bulk formation temperature 

will be selected based on consideration of: (1) temperature and 

thermal stress transfer effects on stability of localized areas of 

the mine and overlying strata; (2) temperature rise in fresh water 

aquifers overlying the mine; (3) temperatures beyond the boundary; 

and (4) observed laboratory experimental effects of high temperatures 

upon the salt or other geological medium. 

In the case of the proposed Lyons salt mine repository, the maximum 

bulk salt temperature was tentatively set at 392°F. The projected 

complete inventory of waste for that repository was calculated to 

eventually produce a peak heat flux at the surface of the ground 

no more than six or seven times the natural geothermal flux; by 

comparison, the average annual solar flux reaching the ground is 

about 10,000 times greater than the geothermal flux. The associated 
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maximum increase in surface temperature was estimated to be less 

than 0.1°F, which should not have any perceptible effect on surface 

climate, meteorology, or ecology. The estimated time to reach this 

maximum was 800 years. When the GDPP is successful and converted 

to a permanent disposal repository, the time required to observe 

the maximum effect might be different, depending upon the geologic 

formation involved and site conditions, but the magnitude of the 

effect would be expected to be equally inconsequential. 

3.1.3.3 Subsidence 

If the GDPP effort should lead to permanent disposal of the waste in 

salt, there would be an extremely slow process of subsidence due to 

plastic deformation of the salt to close the mined cavities, modified 

at first by thermal expansion and later by thermal contraction. In 

the Lyons case, calculations indicated that over several thousand 

years this process would result in the development of a very broad, 

flat, and shallow (about 3-1/2 feet) subsidence basin over the genera 

area above the mine. The rate of this subsidence would have been 

about the same as that above a producing salt mine of equal size, and 

the magnitude of the subsidence would have been only about one-half 

as much because of the backfilling of rooms and tunnels at the time 

of closing and sealing the repository. The rate of development of 

this shallow depression was considered to be so slow that the rock 

overlying the salt would adapt to the deformation without fracturing 

or other adverse effects. 
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The subsidence above a repository in some formation other than bedded 

salt would be one of the matters to be evaluated during studies of 

such a formation and would be described in environmental statements 

on such a repository. 

Commitment of land and minerals 

The land use for surface facilities of any pilot geological repository 

would probably be similar to that for the RSSF. At the end of use of 

the surface facilities, most of the land area could be reclaimed for 

other uses, and the buildings themselves could be demolished if other 

uses for the immediate vicinity were to justify the expense. 

As previously stated, a basic approach of the GDPP is that all waste 

stored underground will be fully and readily retrievable, leaving 

the formation in a contamination-free condition. In case of such 

removal, a follow-up radiation survey of the underground area would 

be made and on verification of contamination-free status, all accesses 

to the underground area would be plugged and sealed. 

If the GDPP effort leads to a permanent high-level waste repository 

in a geologic formation, only that volume of the formation required 

for the repository and the geologic formation and/or formations 

which preserve the integrity of the repository would be committed 

permanently. Further exploration or exploitation of minerals within 

this volume would be preempted. Otherwise, the AEC would allow oil 
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and gas exploration below the volume of the repository and its safety 

zone by means of slant-hole drilling, or mining operations below the 

repository and its safety zone by shaft construction off site with 

appropriate tunneling for mineral recovery. The relative mineral 

value of the permanent underground area of a repository in any forma

tion would be a factor in the selection of the formation for permanent 

waste disposal and would be described in the environmental statement 

for the specific repository. 
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3.2 Impact of transuranium waste management 

3.2.1 Retrievable storage at AEC burial ground 

3.2.1.1 Radiation impact 

The various forms of plutonium and other transuranium materials to be 

expected in the waste under discussion emit primarily nonpenetrating 

radiation. The relatively low levels of the latter permit routine 

operations at the covered storage pad at NRTS (vehicle unloading, 

container inspection and stacking, installation of covering materials) 

to be carried out with conventional materials handling equipment and 

the resultant exposures to personnel well within the occupational 

standards. The intensity of penetrating radiation through the earth 

side walls and top cover layer would be infinitesimally small at any 

point of public access. 

Department of Transportation (DOT) regulations cover the movement of 

waste between AEC sites and would also cover the prospective shipment 

of licensee waste to the NRTS. These regulations require containers 

to be free of significant external contamination. Since the containers 

are not normally opened for any reason at the NRTS pad, there should 

be contamination at the pad only in case of an occasional container not 

in conformity with the rules, or in case of some handling accident 

during unloading or stacking. Experience has shown that contamination 

in such accidents, if any, is limited to the immediate vicinity. In 

view of the continuous monitoring of these operations and the large 

size of the controlled area surrounding the burial ground and pad area. 
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the probability of contamination from a handling accident going undetected 

and getting offsite is considered negligible. There are no air or water 

effluents from normal pad operations. If any water runoff collected in 

Che pad sump should be found to be contaminated, it would be pumped out 

and transferred to one of the NRTS plants for processing as liquid 

radioactive waste. 

Section 2.6.1 has described the operation of the NRTS covered pad and 

Section 2.8.5 has described the environment in which It is located. The 

impact of this operation (together with all other NRTS operations) on 

that environment Is essentially less than what can be measured, as 

indicated by the following svamnary statement from a report of the site 

environmental monitoring program for 1973: 

"The results of the various monitoring programs for 1973 Indicate 

that with the exception of Nb-95 in air, no radioactivity from NRTS 

operations can be distinguished from natural and fallout radioactivity 

in the region surrounding the NRTS. Nb-95 was detected at two boundary 

sampling stations during the fourth quarter. The average concentration 

and 95% confidence interval were 3 — 2 x 10 y^ Ci/ml and, if present 

throughout the year, represent 0.0002% of the AEC standard for public 

environs. There was no significant difference in gross beta, gross 

alpha, and other specific radionuclide measurements in air at boundary 

and distant sampling stations which could be attributed to NRTS operations. 

None of the offsite well water or surface water samples contained any 
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gross alpha, gross beta, or tritium activity above the detection limits 

of the analyses. The only fission or activation product detected in 

milk samples was Sr-90. However, the Sr-90 concentrations are similar 

to those reported for the region in the U. S. Environmental Protection 

Agency's 'Radiation Data and Reports,' and the source is believed to be 

fallout from nuclear device testing and not NRTS operations. Wheat 

samples collected at harvest also contained small amounts of Sr-90 

from worldwide fallout. There was no significant difference in results 

for surface soil samples collected from boundary and distant sampling 

locations. Penetrating radiation exposures were measured simultaneously 

at distant background locations and at communities near the NRTS 

boundary. There was no evidence that the exposures at the NRTS boundary 

communities were different from background. 

"The radiological impact of NRTS operations on the surrounding 

population for 1973 was estimated from airborne effluent data and a 

meteorological model of mesoscale dispersion for 1973 meteorological 

parameters. Preliminary data for a few indirect exposure pathways 

such as transport of radionuclides from the NRTS by waterfowl or antelope 

to offsite areas were used to estimate the maximum dose to an individual 

member of the public. Calculations indicate that a maximum total body 

dose from submersion and inhalation of 0.30 mrem could have been received 

by a hypothetical individual who in 1973 lived continuously on the 

southwestern boundary of the NRTS. A cautious estimate of the maximum 

total body dose potentially received by an individual via indirect 

pathways was < 30 mrem. The maximum population dose from submersion 

and inhalation to the approximately 69,500 people residing within a 
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50-mlle radius of the TRA-ICPP complex, as the center of the NRTS, 

was estimated to be 0.53 man-rem. The population dose from indirect 

exposure pathways was not evaluated because of many present uncertainties 

but would be an addition of, at most, a few percent because of the 

small number of people potentially affected. The dose received from 

NRTS operations may be compared with the natural external radiation 

background of approximately 170 mrem/year from cosmic and terrestrial 

radiation. The population dose from the natural radiation background 

is approximately 11,600 man-rem to the 69,500 people."* 

The quantities of commercial plutonivmi-contaminated solid waste which 

it is anticipated will be turned over to the AEC in the next few years 

are expected to be small relative to the quantities of the AEC plutonium 

waste in storage at the NRTS pad. Also, there are other AEC sites 

with large, isolated areas suitable for operation of a similar storage 

facility. Therefore, it may be reasonably concluded that the provision 

of retrievable storage at any of such sites for commercial plutonium 

waste would not cause a significant radiation impact on the environment. 

Environmental statements are now being prepared concerning radioactive 

waste management activities of the AEC at the NRTS (WASH-1536) and at 

Hanford (WASH-1538). These statements will Include descriptions of the 

*"1973 National Reactor Testing Station Environmental Monitoring Program 
Report", Idaho Operations Office, USAEC, April 1974. Included in 
WASH-1259 (73). 
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present methods of managing plutonlum-contaminated solid wastes, of 

prospective improvements, and of the impacts. If future plans for 

receipt of commercial plutonium waste at either of these sites involve 

a potential environmental impact not covered in the site waste manage

ment statement, a supplementary statement will be issued. 

3.2.1.2 Land use 

Any retrievable storage of commercial plutoniimi waste at AEC sites under 

the covered pad approach would require some temporary commitment of land 

in addition to that temporarily committed to the equivalent storage of 

AEC waste. This would almost certainly be desert land of little or no 

application to any other use. Since the packaging, handling, and 

monitoring procedures for this storage are all aimed at facilitating the 

eventual retrieval of the waste in externally contamination-free status, 

there should accordingly be little difficulty in demolishing the pad, 

after transfer of the waste to permanent storage, and in making the 

land available for other uses. 

3.2.2 Storage in conventional structures 

If it were decided to use conventional radioactive materials handling 

structures for retrievable storage of commercial transuranium waste, 

this could be done with minimal impact. Most of the commercial trans

uranium waste would not require heat removal or shielding, and the type 

of transuranium waste most in need of shielding (hulls) could be handled 

quite comparably to the solidified encapsulated high-level waste. 
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Contamination confinement and exhaust ventilation filtration would be 

provided, as described for the RSSF. The most serious accident would 

probably be dropping a drum with a defectively-clamped lid onto the 

floor of the inspection area, permitting all or part of the contents 

to escape onto the floor. The amount of activity to be removed by the 

ventilating exhaust filters in this case would be much less than that 

in the similar inspection cell accident discussed in Part A, with the 

amount being released less in proportion. 

The packaging, handling and monitoring procedures for the plutonitmi 

waste storage structures would be aimed at eventual retrieval of the 

waste containers in externally contamination-free condition. It should, 

therefore, be relatively easy after transfer of the waste to permanent 

storage after treatment and volume reduction to convert the facilities 

to other uses or, if warranted, to raze them and make the temporarily-

committed land available for other uses. Permanent disposal of these 

wastes in a geological repository would involve an indefinite commitment 

of the underground area required to hold the waste plus an appropriate 

surrounding safety zone. If bedded salt should be the geological 

medium, this commitment would Involve a very small part of the U. S. 

total reserves of this mineral. In the choice of any other geological 

medivmi, minimizing the commitment of mineral reserves of value will be 

carefully considered. 
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As stated In Sections 2.5.1.1 and 2.5.2.3, no specific concept or site 

has yet been chosen either for an RSSF or a pilot repository for 

geological storage of high-level waste. Further environmental state

ments will be issued in support of requests for Congressional authorization 

and appropriation of specific repositories at specific sites. If the 

pilot geological repository is considered successful, a still further 

environmental statement will be issued in support of the decision to end 

the pilot phase and leave waste in permanent storage. The inclusion of 

plutonlum-contaminated solid waste in any or all of these repositories 

will be treated in full in the relevant further environment statements. 

The AEC plans development work to reduce the volume of plutonlum-

contaminated solid waste by incineration, compaction, and possibly 

other methods. One environmental statement has been issued (WASH-1527) 

in support of an authorization and appropriation request for such a 

development facility at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. If any other 

new development facility with significant potential environmental 

impact should be needed for this type of waste, it will be the subject 

of a further environmental statement. 
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3.3 Impact of transportation 

3.3.1 High-level waste transportation 

High-level dry solid waste will be placed in steel canisters for 

storage at the processing site and later shipment to the RSSF. The 

reference design uses a 12-inch diameter stainless steel canister 10 

feet long, containing 6.3 cubic feet of calcine from processing 3.15 

metric tons of fuel and generating approximately 5 kilowatts of decay 

heat after 10 years of storage. The waste is characterized in the 

text and tables in section 2.3. 

No shipping cask specifically designed for high-level waste has yet 

been built. Shipments of high-level waste will not be made in any 

significant numbers for at least 10 years, although there may be a few 

shipments of test canisters before then. The technology for building 

safe casks already exists. Containment and shielding requirements for 

high-level waste canisters are similar to the requirements for many types 

of spent reactor fuel that the AEC and the nuclear industry have been 

shipping for years. Therefore, when a high-level waste shipping cask is 

built to enclose the waste canisters, it will probably be similar to 

current spent fuel casks. It will probably be a 75- to 100-ton cylindrica 

cask with lead or steel shielding and external cooling fins. It will be 

clad inside and out with stainless steel, probably 1-1/2 to 2-1/2 inches 

thick, and the inner cavity will be large enough to accommodate 10 to 12 

high-level waste canisters. The exact number will depend on the size 

of the canisters. The space between the inner and outer steel shells 
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would be filled with a dense shielding material, such as lead, uranium, 

or tungsten. The cylindrical cask will be mounted on a railcar in 

some sort of sturdy cradle that will firmly attach the cask to the 

railcar. The cask diameter will depend on the shielding material used 

and the cavity size, but will probably be 8 to 10 feet. It is also 

possible that smaller casks in the range of 15 to 30 tons will be 

built for carriage by truck. These smaller casks will be constructed 

like the rail casks. 

The transportation of fuel and solid radioactive wastes for nuclear 

power plants was analyzed by the AEC in 1972, in a generic study to 

assess the potential impact on the environment of nuclear shipments. 

This study is reported in WASH-1238, "Environmental Survey of Trans

portation of Radioactive Materials To and From Nuclear Power Plants." 

The data in this report for the shipment of irradiated fuel in casks 

by rail or truck can be conservatively compared to the shipping of high-

level solid radioactive waste which will produce less radiation and decay 

heat than irradiated fuel elements. A 1974 AEC report, WASH-1248, 

"Environmental Survey of the Uranium Fuel Cycle," specifically applied 

WASH-1238 data to the shipment of high-level nuclear wastes. Public 

hearings were held on both of those documents. As a result of those 

hearings, the AEC approach to evaluation of the risks, and the resulting 

conclusions that the risk was extremely low and well within acceptable 

limits, were accepted as valid by the hearing board. The following 

discussion only summarizes WASH-1248 and WASH-1238. 

In WASH-1238, the AEC estimated that the radiation dose under normal 

conditions of transport of spent fuel, to the transport worker 
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receiving the highest exposure, is unlikely to be more than 500 

mrem/yr and the average radiation dose to those individuals in the 

highest exposed group of transport workers is about 100 mrem/yr. 

The Federal Radiation Council has recommended that the radiation 

doses from all sources of radiation other than natural background 

and medical exposures should be limited to 5,000 mrem/yr for individuals 

as a result of occupational exposure and should be limited to 500 mrem/yr 

for individuals in the general population. The cumulative radiation 

dose to all transport workers is about 3,000 man-rem per 1,000 reactors 

per year. The cumulative radiation dose to persons other than 

transport workers is about 2,000 man-rem per year for 1,000 reactors 

distributed among approximately 600,000 people. For purposes of 

comparison, the dose due to the average normal background radiation, 

about 130 mrem/person/year, would be about 78,000 man-rem per year 

for this group of 600,000. Lower exposures would be involved in 

waste shipments, due to fewer shipments and lower radiation levels. 

The heat and weight in any one shipment and the total number of 

shipments of high-level waste from a spent fuel reprocessing plant 

are small so there will be no appreciable effect on the environment 

from the shipping of the fuel and solid radioactive waste due to 

heat, weight, or traffic density. 

Safety in radioactive material transport is achieved through design 

standards on packaging and implementation of a quality assurance 
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program, including prooftesting and independent reviews, to assure 

conformance, to correct problems, and to help assure continued 

satisfactory (design) performance over the lifetime of the package 

under normal and accident conditions. 

Every cask must_be designed and its use monitored to prevent release 

of radioactive materials not only during normal conditions of trans

port, but also under severe transport accidents and other postulated 

abnormal circumstances developed through analyses and defined in the 

regulations. These "accident-proof" casks must be capable of withstandin 

without significant leakage, a series of "torture tests" designed to 

reproduce in the cask the same type of damage that would be expected to 

occur in a severe transportation accident. These tests represent high 

speed impact, puncture, fire, and water immersion. 

In addition to the extensive Department of Transportation (DOT) regula

tions on the design, construction, filling, closing, inspection, and 

handling of individual containers for hazardous materials, there are 

regulations on the handling of multiple containers of the same material. 

There are also regulations on numerous combinations of potentially 

incompatible materials (for example, acids and explosives) which may 

not be shipped in the same truck or freight car or, if shipped by the 

carload, require specific spacing within the same train. 

The industry bears the primary responsibility for assuring safety in 

the packaging and transport of radioactive materials. The industry's 
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activities are regulated by the AEC and the DOT. The regulatory 

functions include review of designs, quality assurance programs, 

testing, and use of packaging for radioactive materials. 

WASH-1238 and WASH-1248 contain detailed statistical analyses of the 

probability of transportation accidents in varying degrees of severity. 

Transportation accidents will occur at the rate of about one per 

million vehicle miles of which about one accident in 120 would be a 

severe accident. By the year 2000, we expect about 300 shipments per 

year, with average shipment distance assumed to be 2,000 miles. This 

means that we should expect one transportation accident every two years 

involving high-level nuclear wastes. A severe accident would be 

expected to occur at the rate of about once every 200 years. 

The occurrence of an accident does not in itself imply that there will 

be any release of nuclear contents of a package in that accident. Most 

accidents would not cause any release of nuclear materials because of 

the accident resistant nature of the containers. Containers which 

are designed and constructed to meet the AEC and Department of Trans

portation regulations will withstand severe transportation accidents 

without any significant leakage of the contents. It is recognized 

that "catastrophic" or "extreme" accidents also do happen, with some 

determinable degree of frequency (about one accident in 80,000). 

Because of the high degree of design integrity in the casks, most of 

the casks would probably withstand even "catastrophic" accidents 
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without any serious leakage. Occasional small leaks are to be 

expected in a few percent of the severe accidents, as authorized in 

the regulatory standards, but not over a broad area. Any contamination 

would be essentially local in nature, and would not cause widespread 

hazards to health or significant risks of injury or death due to 

nuclear causes. 

Serious crashes, either train or truck, often cause death and injury. 

Truck drivers are not likely to survive a 80-mph impact into another 

vehicle or bridge. Multi-car high-speed derailments often result in 

death and injury to many persons, including bystanders and railroad 

employees. Serious rail accidents often involve property damage in 

the millions of dollars. Those deaths, injuries, and property damage 

would occur regardless whether there was any nuclear cargo involved. 

The circumstances which could result in the release of a canister of 

high-level waste from its cask during a transportation accident are 

difficult to credibly postulate. The stresses necessary to completely 

break open a massive cask could occur only in some "freak" combination 

of circumstances involved in an extremely severe accident. If this 

highly unlikely event should happen, with a canister of high-level 

waste left fully exposed at the accident scene, it could cause death 

(400 rem exposure assumed) to persons within 100 feet, but only if 

they were to remain there for one hour or more. Serious injuries 

(150 rem exposure assumed) could result from one-hour exposures out 
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to perhaps 150 feet. Beyond 350 feet, there would probably be no 

radiation injuries at all, and no significantly hazardous contamination 

levels. Common fears of thousands of deaths are unfounded because 

it's highly unlikely that there would be many people so close to the 

fuel canister and certainly improbable that they would stay there for 

long periods of time. Accidents so serious would involve a lot of 

leakage, and access to the accident scene would be restricted within 

a short period of time. Scattered fires would be likely and the heat 

from those fires would keep people at a reasonably safe distance. 

Temporary evacuation of nearby residents might be required as a 

precautionary measure, as is frequently done in serious accidents. 

In any event, in a crash serious enough to even threaten the integrity 

of a cask, the number of deaths and injuries and the amount of property 

damage from the resultant conventional crash effects would probably 

be much greater than would be likely from the nuclear effects of the 

exposed radioactive waste. From the viewpoint of public safety, the 

effects of even such a gross release would be manageable and non-

catastrophic. When both probability of accident occurrence and the 

extent of the potential consequences are taken into account, the overall 

risk to the environment due to radiological effects is extremely small 

and well below the levels of risk inherent in the transportation of a 

wide variety of more commonly transported hazardous materials, such 

as propane, chlorine, anhydrous ammonia, gasoline, or vinyl chloride. 
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Within the United States over the past 25 years, there have been 

only about 300 reportable incidents (by the criteria of 49 CFR 171.15 

and 171.16) in transportation involving packages of radioactive 

material. Only about 30 percent Involved any release of contents or 

increased radiation levels, and none resulted in injury, death, or 

serious property loss attributable to the radiation aspects. Millions 

of packages of radioactive material, including more than 4,000 casks 

of irradiated fuel, have been transported during that period by all 

modes of transport. 

The paragraphs that follow describe estimated radiation doses to 

transport workers and to members of the general public incurred 

under normal conditions of transportation of high-level waste 

shipments. The bases for the calculations are as described in WASH-

1238. 
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Radiation source data 

The waste canisters are in a heavy shielded cask, which meets 

DOT regulations for "exclusive use" (which means the railcar 

or truck is loaded by the consignor and unloaded only by the 

consignee), and, therefore, the radiation level at three feet 

from the surface of the cask is limited to 1,000 mrem/hr 

provided the radiation level does not exceed 200 mrem/hr at 

the surface of the vehicle, 10 mrem/hr at six feet from the 

outside surfaces of the vehicle, and 2 mrem/hr in normally 

occupied positions. Each rail cask will contain 10 to 12 

canisters of high-level waste with approximately one megacurie 

per canister. The conditions are similar for spent fuel ship

ments as described in WASH-1238, and the radiation effects to 

transport workers and the public are also comparable. Shipments 

will be by rail or truck and the basic data for irradiated fuel 

shipments are used for projection to high-level waste shipments. 

These data will be restudied later when more is known about 

locations and actual distances the waste will be shipped to a 

repository. 

Because of the large size of the packages used for shipping 

high-level waste, the limiting factor will be the radiation 

level at either 3 feet from the surface of the package, or 

6 feet from the vehicle. Therefore, the radiation levels at 

the package surface will be considerably below those allowed 
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by the DOT regulations and would rarely exceed about 50 or 60 

mrem/hr at the vehicle surface, or 25 mrem/hr at 3 feet from 

the truck or railcar. 

AT Though a radiation level of 2 mrem/hr is permitted in a truck 

cab, it is unlikely to exceed 10 percent of that due to the 

distance from the cask and shielding provided by intervening 

material. 

Radiation exposures 

(1) Truck drivers 

Two truck drivers during a 2,000 mile trip will probably 

spend no more than 40 hours in the cab and about two hours 

outside the truck at an average distance of three feet 

from the cargo compartment. Under those conditions, each 

truck driver could receive about 60 mrem from a high-level 

waste shipment. Actual experience with spent fuel ship

ments indicates that average exposures are more likely to 

be only about a third that much. The same driver is 

unlikely to be used for more than 20 shipments per year, 

in which case he would receive about 400 mrem in a year 

based on an estimated average of about 20 mrem/trip. Based 

on 20 mrem/trip/driver, the cumulative annual dose to all 

drivers for 300 trips with two drivers on each trip would 

be 12 man-rem. 
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Garagemen and brakemen 

For truck shipments, normal servicing of the truck will 

probably require two garagemen to spend about an average 

of ten minutes around the cab of the truck, and five minutes 

around the trailers. That would result in an average 

exposure of up to 2 mrem each. The cumulative annual dose 

to all garagemen for 300 shipments would be 0.6 man-rem. 

For rail shipments, train brakemen would be expected to 

spend from one minute to ten minutes each in the vicinity of 

the car during the trip, for an average exposure of about 

0.5 mrem per shipment. With ten different brakemen involved 

along the route, the cumulative dose for 300 shipments during 

the year is estimated to average about 1.5 man-rem. 

Freight handlers 

High-level waste shipments will be transported as full 

loads. Since the casks are not handled en route, under 

normal conditions there would be no routine exposure of 

the carrier's frieght handlers, either by truck or rail. 

In-transit storage of these casks is unlikely except while 

mounted on the vehicle (truck or rail) at truck stopover 

points, in terminal yards, or in railroad switch-yards. 

There will be no across-the-dock handling of these casks 

outside of the spent fuel reprocessing plant and the waste 
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repository. All handling at the sites must be done with 

cranes and heavy lifting equipment so that the exposure 

of persons occurs only during untying and tying down and 

hooking and unhooking lifting hooks. This might require 

1/4 hour exposure at an average distance of 3 feet from the 

cask or as much as about 50 mrem exposure for each of two per 

handling the cask at each end of the trip. If there were 

300 shipments handled in this fashion, the cumulative 

annual dose would be about 60 man-rem. The crane operator 

and other workers in the area would be unlikely to receive 

any significant exposure. 

General public - onlookers 

Members of the general public are normally excluded from 

loading and unloading operations, but some exposures might 

occur at en route truck stops for fuel and eating at road

side stations. Railroad cars carrying high-level waste 

shipments will be placarded "Radioactive" on both sides, 

and trucks will be placarded on both sides, the front, and 

the rear. A member of the general public who spends 3 minute 

at an average distance of 3 feet from the truck or railcar, 

might receive a dose of as much as 1.3 mrem. If 10 persons, 

on the average, were so exposed during each shipment, the 

cumulative annual dose to such onlookers for 300 shipments 

by truck would be about 4 man-rem, and for 300 shipments 

by rail, about 3 man-rem. 
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(5) General public - along the route. 

Approximately 300,000 persons who reside along the 2,000 

mile route over which the high-level waste is assumed to 

be transported might receive a cumulative dose of about 

2 man-rem per year for 300 truck shipments or about 

3 man-rem for 300 rail shipments. In this case, the 

regulatory radiation level limit of 10 mr/hr at 6 feet from 

the vehicle was used to calculate the integrated dose to 

persons in an area between 100 feet and 1/2 mile on both 

sides of the shipping route. It was assumed the shipment 

would travel 200 miles per day and the population density 

would average 330 persons per square mile along the route. 

More speed In the shipments could reduce this dose 

significantly. 

Effects on the environment for accident conditions in transport 

We have previously explained the similarity expected between 

casks of irradiated fuel elements and high-level waste which can 

be expected so far as risk to radiation exposures during transport 

Is concerned. Accident analyses previously evaluated in the 

generic studies for spent fuel accidents, WASH-1238 and WASH-1248, 

would conservatively apply to the same situations with casks 

loaded with high-level waste. The canisters of solid waste would 

be heavier construction than the fuel elements, and after 

"cooling" during 10 years of storage, they 'Would be less 
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radioactive and release much less heat. The solid waste would 

not leach significantly in the time span of a serious accident if 

the cask were Immersed in water. For all credible accidents, any 

adverse environmental impacts will be limited to the immediate 

scene of the accident, even in the event of a very improbable 

failure of the cask closure and rupture of a canister. 

The cask will be designed to meet the accident damage test conditions 

specified in the regulations which include a high-speed impact test, 

a puncture test, fire test, and water immersion test. Detailed 

descriptions of these tests are in WASH-1238. During the past 25 

years, about 4,000 shipments of spent fuel have been made and there 

will be additional experience from 10,000 more shipments which 

will be made during the next 7 years. The cask designs for the 

prospective high-level waste shipments can incorporate the best 

safety features based on this experience. The present plans are 

to design high-level waste casks which will satisfactorily dissipate 

the radioactive decay heat by convection and thermal radiation so 

that failure of a mechanical cooling system will not be at issue. 

Environmental effect of traffic density 

From previous projections of RSSF, it is estimated that there will 

be 3,100 canisters transported to the site in the year 2000. If all 

arrived by train, which is likely because of highway weight limits. 
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there would be about 300 shipments in that year which Is insufficient 

for an environmental impact by traffic density, even in the local 

area of the RSSF. 

3.3.2 Transuranium waste transportation 

Section 2.6 of this statement describes the containers In which transuranium 

waste from the AEC's Rocky Flats plant are shipped to the National 

Reactor Testing Station (NRTS) for retrievable storage. These are steel 

drums, some with a rigid polyethylene liner, and plywood crates 4 x 4 x 7 

feet coated with a fire- and weather-resistant fiberglass resin. The 

Rocky Flats wastes have been transported to the NRTS for 20 years with 

no significant transportation accidents and it is assumed that similar 

containers could be used for movement of commercial transuranium-contaminated 

waste to any AEC site selected to receive them. 

Under Department of Transportation regulations, transuranium-contaminated 

materials above specified quantities must receive "accident-proof" 

packaging protection; i.e., the requirements for confining the contaminant 

through drop, impact, and fire test pertain just as in the case of the 

high-level shipment casks discussed in section 3.3.1. Overpacks which 

meet these requirements are commercially available, sized to fit 

standard drums or standard cargo containers, into which drums or 

Crates may be placed. Another method is use of a specific specially 

designed armored freight car (called the "ATMX car") which has been 

approved by the DOT for this use. 
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The ATMX car has been specially reinforced to resist impact of cars 

ahead or behind in a typical train derailment and to remain upright 

after leaving the tracks. 

Because of economic considerations, it seems reasonable to expect that 

volume reduction steps such as compaction or incineration will be 

applied to all transuranium-contaminated waste except for such 

untreatable materials as concreted liquids. These steps, which might 

be taken at the generating site or at the central AEC interim storage 

site, will probably increase the activity concentration to the point 

where any subsequent transportation would require Type B packaging 

under the DOT regulations. Therefore, even if such subsequent shipment 

should be involved in accidents, the probability of any significant 

dispersion of material must be considered extremely low. The levels 

of penetrating radiation from the transuranium waste will, in 

general, be so low as to be insignificant beyond the immediate area 

of the shipment. The only exception to the last statement (hulls) 

will need to be shipped in casks comparable to spent fuel or high-

level waste casks and so the general conclusions of section 3.3.1 

would apply. 
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SECTION 4 UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS 

4.1 High-level waste — general 

The high-level waste repository development program described in this 

environmental statement will not of itself, prior to construction of 

repositories, have any unavoidable adverse environmental effects. If 

the development program should be implemented by actual construction and 

operation of repositories, and if a pilot geologic repository should lead 

to permanent disposal, the following unavoidable effects which might 

possibly be considered adverse would result: 

(1) Emissions of small quantities of particulate radioactive materials 

during the period of operation of surface facilities or of 

emplacement of waste in underground facilities. 

(2) Disruption of other uses of surface land area during the same 

period of time as (1) above and consumption of materials. 

(3) Permanent pre-emption of any mineral exploration or exploitation 

within an appropriate safety voliome surrounding the permanent 

disposal underground space. 

(4) Permanent commitment of small amounts of land in surface burial 

grounds for low-level solid waste from incidental repository 

operations. 

The exact significance of these effects, if any, would be site-dependent 

and therefore will be discussed in detail in further environmental 

statements in support of specific repository construction, or, still 
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later, in support of conversion of a GDPP to permanent disposal. 

Certain RSSF effects which are somewhat common to the leading 

alternative sites and which might possibly be considered adverse 

are recapitulated below from the previous discussion of Section 3.1.2. 
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4.2 Unavoidable adverse environmental effects of RSSF 

4.2.1 Construction 

Under any of the three RSSF storage concepts, construction will be 

modular, with additions and expansions scheduled as needed to meet 

increased waste generation and receipts. This will result in a 

"leveling" effect, with construction projects spread over a period 

of 20 or more years, and consequent minimization of severity of 

impacts which would be caused by building the entire facility in 

one full-scale project. 

Construction noise, dust, traffic and related "nuisance" effects, 

will be of little or no consequence at any one of the three 

principal alternative sites for the RSSF location. All sites 

are AEC-owned and all are very large; thus an RSSF at these sites 

will be remote from members of the public who might otherwise be 

affected by construction. 

The necessary land clearing will disturb flora and fauna, with 

removal of vegetation and destruction of small animal habitats. 

The greatest overall effect will be caused by the sealed cask con

cept with its relatively large storage area requirement; however, 

even in that case the affected land area would be small relative 

to the adjoining undisturbed areas. 
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4.2.2 Land and materials uses 

The land and materials requirements of the three RSSF storage con

cepts have been stated previously in Section 3. Even the largest 

of the land areas (for the sealed cask concept) is only a small 

fraction of the land at each of three leading alternative sites. 

The use of this land within sites having other ongoing nuclear pro

grams should not be a serious adverse effect. Further, at the end 

of the interim storage period most of the land (not occupied by 

buildings) could be made available without restriction for other 

uses. If economically justified, all or part of the facilities 

could be razed or salvaged and it should be feasible to recover a 

significant portion of the construction materials, particularly the 

storage casks in the sealed cask concept or the sleeves in the air-

cooled vault. 

4.2.3 Radionuclide emissions 

The operation of the RSSF will result in the release of particulate 

radionuclides to the environment. The amounts will be very small 

but finite. There is no economically or technologically feasible 

way to achieve 100 percent confinement, but releases will be kept 

as low as practicable in addition to compliance with the numerical 

standards. Radiation exposures from these releases will be well 

within natural background fluctuations so that there will be no 

measurable or discernible effects on man or other biota from the 

releases. 
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4.2.4 Radioactive waste production 

The treatment of RSSF airborne and liquid effluents to hold radio

nuclide releases to the "as low as practicable" level will generate 

solid radioactive waste such as expended ion exchange resins and 

HEPA filters. These solid wastes will be combined with other solid 

radioactive waste generated in the course of daily routine opera

tions, and will be packaged and disposed of according to formalized 

AEC requirements and special procedures in effect at the site. 

Wastes which contain enough transuranic nuclides to be classed as 

transuranic wastes, will be stored in such a way as to be retriev

able contamination-free after 20 years. The remainder of the 

solid radioactive waste will be buried at an approved burial 

ground. The combined total volume of these two types of waste is 

expected to be less than 1,000 cubic yards per year, and will 

probably be largely independent of the concept chosen. 
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4.3 Transuranium waste management 

The unavoidable environmental effects which might possibly be con

sidered adverse and which might come about at AEC sites following 

receipt of commercial transuranium-contaminated solid wastes are 

as follows: 

(1) The disruption of other uses of land (almost certainly desert 

land) during the period of time of retrievable storage of 

waste on covered pads at existing AEC burial grounds. 

(2) Emissions of small quantities of particulate radioactive 

materials during the period of time of operation of surface 

warehouse-type storage in connection with RSSF operation, or 

during the period of emplacement of waste in the underground 

portion of a geological disposal repository; temporary dis

ruption of other uses of surface land during the same 

period. 

(3) Permanent preemption of any mineral exploration or exploita

tion within an appropriate safety zone around the underground 

volume used for geologic disposal. 

The exact significance of the second and third effects listed above 

would be site-dependent and will be discussed in detail in further 

environmental statements in support of specific repository construc

tion or of conversion of any pilot geological storage facility to 

permanent disposal, as appropriate. 
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SECTION :: ALTERNATIVES 

Introductory Note: 

Because of the complexity and duration of the program to develop 

repositories for commercial high-level radioactive waste, an extremely 

large number of variations in the different phases of the program 

might be considered as possible alternatives. For clarity of dis

cussion, this statement will consider five groups of alternatives: 

Alternative engineering approaches to retrievable surface storage. 

Alternative sites for a Retrievable Surface Storage Facility (RSSF). 

Alternative concepts for disposal as contrasted to storage. 

Alternatives to the principle of centralized Federal retrievable 

storage. 

Alternative methods for managing transuranium waste. 

5.1 Alternative engineering approaches to retrievable surface 
storage of commercial high-level waste 

5.1.1 Water basin concept 

This alternative is based on thirty years of experience with the 

sequential storage of irradiated nuclear fuels in water basins at 

reactors and fuel processing plants. Adaptation of that experience 

to the RSSF is considered to provide safe Interim storage of commercial 

high-level waste. 

Water will provide both a radiation shield and a confinement barrier 

in case waste leaks from a canister. Water will provide a heat sink 
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in case of temporary shut down or failure of mechanical cooling 

equipment. 

The water basin will have the lowest combined capital cost and 

operating costs through the year 2010 of any of the three concepts 

as shown in Table 5.1.1. 

The water basin will require an unfailing supply of good quality 

water with a peak need of up to 1.5 billion gallons annually. For 

this it will be dependent on the mechanically reliable performance 

of pumps and other equipment, which, in turn, will be dependent on 

an unfailing supply of large amounts of electric power. This will 

necessitate more human surveillance and maintenance costs for a 

longer time than the other two concepts, thereby bringing total 

program costs at the end of 100 years to about the same level as 

the other two concepts. However, the goal of the geologic evaluation 

program is to provide permanent disposal long before this. 

Heat rejection, in the water basin concept, will mean the operation 

of 165 forced draft cooling towers (maximum) with their attendant 

steam plumes and related undesirable fogging and icing effects, 

especially in the winter months. This latter problem may be reduced 

by orienting employee access roads away from the prevailing icing 

direction, and is not likely to involve the public. 
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Table 5.1.1 

Comparison of Costs of RSSF Alternative Concepts 
in Millions of 1973 Dollars, Unescalated 

SSCC ACVC WBC 

Cost of Initial Construction 45 49 43 

Total Operating Through 2010^ 960 320 170 

Total Program Costs Through 2010 1,100 620 450 

Total Program Costs Through 2110^ 1,500 1,300 1,480 

Cost in Mills/Kw-Hr'̂  0.026 0.023 0.026 

Includes cost of steel overpacks and concrete shields, as required. 

Last waste shipment received in year 2010, stored with surveillance 
for 100 years. Does not include costs of recovery or shipment to 
disposal facility, or credits for salvageable materials. 

c 12 
Based on estimated 57 x 10 Kw-Hr generated from nuclear power 
through year 2000. 
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The water basin concept requires the least interim commitment of land 

of any of the three concepts. At the termination of operations, all 

of the land used for a safety buffer zone could be immediately made 

available for other uses. Depending on priorities for use of the 

land, the razing of the massively built basins might prove to be 

economically unjustified, thus necessitating permanent restrictions 

on the use of the site. 

Normal and abnormal operation of the water basins will have no 

demonstrable radiological impact on the environment or on man and 

other biota. No significant adverse effects of any sort will be 

observed. 

This concept allows the option (alternative) of overpacking the 

canisters of waste in stainless steel "jackets" before putting them 

in water basins. Thus would increase the size, complexity and cost 

of this method, but by adding another layer of containment, would 

increase the margin of safety against leakage of activity under all 

normal and abnormal conditions. 

5.1.2 Air-cooled vault concept 

This alternative combines some of the principal features of the water 

basin and sealed cask concepts in the storage portion of the RSSF. 

The wastes are cooled by natural draft air convection, but they are 

stored in massive concrete vaults (just below grade level) which 
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provide both radiation shielding for man and protection of the waste 

from the physical damage of natural and man-made forces. 

To store the same number of waste canisters as the water basins, 

the air-cooled vaults will be somewhat larger than the basins, and 

will occupy about 15 acres compared with about five for the basins. 

However, this Is far less than the area needed for the sealed casks. 

Safe storage of waste will not depend on continual mechanical 

equipment operation, or on unfailing electricity and cooling water 

supplies for the crucial removal of heat, but will depend on the 

continuing, uninterrupted flow of air through the vaults and over 

each waste canister by natural draft. If the usual high-efficiency 

particulate air (HEPA) filters used in nuclear facilities were 

installed in the vault exhaust plenum, the Increased resistance to 

air flow would reduce the natural draft to a point insufficient for 

cooling the canisters. For this reason, an extra barrier will be 

supplied in the form of a carbon steel overpack inside which the 

original waste canister will be carefully sealed by welding. (The 

installation of fans for cooling would Involve maintenance require

ments for the air-cooled vault concept comparable to those for 

maintaining coolant circulation in the water-basin concept.) 

In this concept, it will be important to ensure that air inlet 

ports to the vaults and annuli around the waste storage units do 
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not become blocked (as by dust, leaves, or wind-blown debris). Conse

quences of prolonged loss of air flow through the air-cooled vault 

would be melting or yielding of canisters and overpacks and resultant 

loss of waste confinement for essentially all the canisters in the 

blocked cell. Presence of the unconfined waste in the vault would have 

potentially serious adverse consequences. Blockage of air flow through 

the annular spaces between the steel and concrete shielding of the 

storage units in the sealed cask outdoor storage area would not cause 

temperature rises anywhere near the approximately 2500 F melt or yield 

point, because of the differences in spacing and in capability to 

dissipate heat by thermal radiation. The temperatures in case of air 

blockage for sealed casks would probably not exceed 1000 F. No loss 

of waste confinement would result and thus the consequences would be 

essentially nil. 

Normal operation of the storage vaults, including the continual heat 

release direct to the atmosphere, will have no significant effect on 

man or his environment. Radiological impacts will be limited to very 

small increases in radiation doses to the public. These increases will 

be larger than those from the SSCC, but will still be a very small 

fraction of the normal variation in the naturally occurring radiation 

dose (including worldwide fallout from testing of nuclear devices). 

Large numbers of massive concrete structures (whether contaminated 

with radioactive materials or not) covering 15 acres of land, will 

present a somewhat increased decommissioning problem relative to the 

water basin concept. 
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The estimated combined operating and capital costs for this concept 

through the year 2010 are a little more than half those for the SSCC 

and 50 percent greater than for the water basin. 

5.1.3 Sealed storage cask concept 

This alternative is based on the use of natural convective air circula

tion to remove the radioactive waste heat, plus the use of heavy steel 

casks and massive concrete shields to confine individual canisters of 

waste and protect them from external sources of damage. 

Outdoor storage requires large amounts of land (400 square feet per 

waste canister), but avoids the necessity of building massive concrete 

structures such as needed for the water basins. This will greatly 

simplify the operation and reduce the costs of decommissioning, since i 

will involve little more than the removal of concrete shields and their 

bases after the waste canisters have been moved to ultimate disposal. 

Approximately 1,100 acres of land inside security fences will be 

needed compared with 30 acres for the water basin concept and 90 acres 

for the air-cooled vault concept. 

Safe storage of waste will not depend on the unfailing operation of 

mechanical equipment or on the uninterrupted supply of water and 

electric power. Each cask of waste inside its concrete shield will 

have its own individual natural draft convection cooling system 

through the 6-inch-wide annulus between cask and shield. 
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Rugged steel casks, two inches thick, will safely and dependably 

contain the waste and Isolate it from man and his environment. 

Concrete neutron shields, three feet thick, will provide attenuation 

of radiation from the waste, to external dose levels of less than 

2 mlllirem per hour at the surface and also will provide full 

protection from all credible forces of nature and nearly all acts 

of man. 

Normal operation of the storage area, including the continual heat 

release direct to the atmosphere, will have no significant effect 

Oil man or his environment. Radiological impacts will be limited 

to minor damage to individuals and species of small mammals such as 

mice, with no demonstrable effects on groups or populations as a 

whole. Increased radiation doses to the public will be a very 

small fraction of the normal variation in the naturally occurring 

radiation dose (including worldwide fallout from testing of nuclear 

devices). 

Despite the avoidance of major building construction costs, this 

concept will have the highest combined capital and operating costs 

of the three, due primarily to the cost of casks (which will probably 

be considered capital equipment). 

The comparisons of the three concepts are recapitulated in 

Table 5.1.2. 
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Table S.1.2 

SUMMARY COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTS 

WBC SSCC ACVC 

Use of Resources 

Environmental 
Impacts 

Radiological 
Impacts 

Advantages 

Disadvantages 

Requires large amounts of 
water and electric power. 
May result in permanent 
restriction of 5 acres 
of land. 

Cooling tower operation 
creates nuisance fogging 
and icing. Water dis
card probably creates 
surface pond or small lake. 

None under normal opera
tions. Maximum credible 
accident would increase 
public radiation dose 
very slightly, but not 
above existing Federal 
standards. 

Long water basin experience 
in nuclear fuels storage. 
Water is good heat sink. 
Lowest capital cost concept. 

Long-term dependence on 
constant water supply and 
mechanical equipment. 
Corrosion can be problem 
in long-term water storage. 

Requires large amounts of 
land, steel and concrete, 
but may not result in per
manent land restriction. 

Large land surface disturbed. 
Vegetation and small animal 
habitats destroyed. Heat 
island may create air cur
rents and clouds. 

No impacts on nian or flora 
or general animal popula
tions. Some mortality for 
individuals of species of 
small mammals. Radiation 
doses to public increased, 
but far less than normal 
variation in natural back
ground. Maximum accident 
same as WBC. 

Natural draft cooling. 
Passive system with no long-
term dependence on water 
or mechanical cooling system. 
Rugged cask protection 
against loss of waste contain
ment. 

Highest capital and program 
costs. Some adverse effects 
on small fauna, and destruc
tion of large areas of 
vegetation. 

Requires moderately large 
amounts of carbon steel. 
May result in permanent 
restriction of 15 acres 
of land. 

Heat island effects same 
as SSCC. 

No measurable impacts on 
'nan or other biota. Radia
tion doses to public increased 
slightly dbove SSCC level 
but still within normal varia
tion of natural background. 
Maximum accident same as 
WBC and SSCC. 

Passive system requires no 
mechanical air circulation. 
Air-cooled system not 
dependent on long-term unfail
ing supply of water. 

No filtration of exhaust air 
from vault. Low rate of air 
flow and no heat sink. Most 
vulnerable to serious interrup
tion of cooling. Most diffi
cult to decommission. 



5.2 Alternative sites for the RSSF 

The review and evaluation process which produced a list of three 

leading alternative sites for the RSSF, and the environments at the 

sites (the Nevada Test Site, the National Reactor Testing Station in 

Idaho, and the Hanford Reservation in Washington) have been described 

in section 2.8. 

Although these three sites have previously been involved in rather 

different types of nuclear activities, they still have many more 

similarities than differences for purposes of RSSF Installation. All 

are Federally owned and under AEC management. All have cadres of 

experienced scientific and technical personnel and highly-skilled 

nuclear operations manpower, plus AEC program administration and con

tractor management. All have available construction labor; long-term 

commitments to both past and future nuclear programs; ongoing activi

ties compatible with high-level waste storage; in-depth environmental 

monitoring programs and related scientific studies; regional public 

acceptance (overall) of nuclear activities; and large land areas 

assuring adequate isolation of an RSSF from the public and from other 

site activities. Finally and most important, the natural environment 

in all three cases appears favorable to the design and operation of an 

RSSF with minimal environmental impact. 

Only two significant logistic differences appear. The water supply at 

the Nevada Test Site appears marginal for the needs of the water basin 
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concept, and a better understanding of underground flows would be 

needed before proceeding with that concept at the NTS. Selection of 

the NTS would also require railroad construction at a cost of about 

30 million dollars. 
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5.3 Alternative concepts for disposal as contrasted to storage 

5.3.1 Disposal in geological formations at conventional depths 

Of all the concepts which have been suggested for disposal of high-leve 

waste (as distinct from storage) disposal in geological formations at 

conventional depths is closest to readiness for use. A geological 

evaluation effort directed toward a pilot repository to confirm the 

acceptability of a specific site is one of the two major elements in 

the present AEC high-level waste program (see sections 2.1.4.4 and 

2.1.8). However, for lack of an accepted site geological disposal is 

not at this time a viable alternative to retrievable storage. 

5.3.2 Disposal in geological formations by unconventional methods 

5.3.2.1 Placement of waste within polar ice sheets 

A recent study of advanced waste management concepts ("High-Level 

Radioactive Waste Management Alternatives," WASH-1297, May 1974)* 

summarized the status of research and development needs for this 

concept as follows: • 

"Preliminary Research and Development needs for the ice-sheet 

disposal of high-level waste are concerned with understanding 

and evaluating the factors affecting long-term containment 

and isolation of the wastes. Rates of movement within the 

The study was performed largely by a multiple-discipline technical 
staff at the Pacific Northwest Laboratory of Battelle Memorial 
Institute with significant input from a large number of consultants 
and outside contributors. 
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ice sheet, its long-term stability, and physical conditions at 

the ice-bedrock interface are essentially unknown. Research 

in climatology would be necessary to permit estimates of the 

expected life of the ice sheet. To collect and evaluate data 

to assure long-term isolation would require tens of years of 

extensive effort in many fields of science.,. Total Research 

and Development costs for ice sheet disposal concepts are most 

difficult to estimate but are expected to be in the range of 

$3 to $5 billion, and those specifically aimed toward waste 

disposal are expected to be in the $600 to $1000 million 

range. Research in the ice sheet areas is very expensive 

because of the high cost of logistics and supplies. Time 

requirements are estimated to be about 25 years for Research 

and Development before routine operation would be in effect." 

(p. 65) 

Ice disposal is thus not a viable alternative to retrievable storage 

nor does it appear a desirable alternative to the program for geo

logical disposal at conventional depths. 

5.3.2.2 Seabed concepts 

The Battelle study cited above considered three seabed disposal 

concepts: 

(a) Placement of waste in bedrock beneath the floor of the sea in 

areas such as deep ocean basins and abyssal plains, which are 

considered geologically stable. 
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(b) Placement of waste in areas where, according to crustal plate 

tectonics theory, one edge of certain crustal plates is moving 

under the other crustal plates and down into the earth's mantle; 

the waste would then be carried down, or "subducted," into the 

earth's mantle with the crustal plate. 

(c) Placement of waste in bedrock beneath areas where major rivers 

are depositing deltaic sediments at a high rate. 

These concepts were summarized by the study as follows: 

"Extensive geological/geophysical/oceanographic/biological 

studies would need to be conducted on the sea and seabed to 

determine more about the location and specific features of 

suitable areas for waste disposal. Knowledge of the composi

tion and physical characteristics of the seafloor material, 

deep currents and geological stability is necessary to deter

mine how successfully isolation of the waste could be main

tained.... Total Research and Development costs for seabed 

disposal concepts are quite difficult to estimate, but are 

expected to be in the range of $400 to $1000 million specifi

cally for waste disposal, with a total of about $2 to $5 billion. 

Near-minimum time requirements are estimated to be 20 to 25 

years." (pp. 65-66) 

The seabed disposal concepts are thus not viable alternatives to 

retrievable storage, nor do they appear desirable alternatives to 

the program for geological disposal at conventional depths. 
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5.3.2.3 Waste placement at very great depths 

A number of concepts have been suggested for placement of waste within 

geological formations on land, but at depths greater than those which 

are now readily achievable by conventional mining methods. These 

include: 

(a) Placement of waste in shafts excavated to depths like ten miles 

by Improvements in present drilling techniques. 

(b) Placement of waste in deep cavities excavated by explosives 

(possibly including nuclear explosives) or rock-melting devices. 

(c) "Very deep Injection into the stable silicate core of the 

continent" (details not provided by Natural Resources Defense 

Council, the suggester). 

The Battelle study estimated that research and development for emplace

ment of waste in an exploded cavity would require $170 million and 20 

years and that research and development for placement of solid waste 

in deep drilled holes would require $160 million and 25 years. 

(Table, p. 64) It seems reasonable to predict that other disposals 

on land requiring unconventional techniques to achieve great depths 

would require comparable efforts to resolve safety questions and 

perfect the emplacement methods. None of these concepts, therefore, 

is a viable alternative to retrievable storage, nor do any of them 

appear a desirable alternative to the program for geological disposal 

at conventional depths. 

5.3.2.4 Discharge into a volcano 
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Suggestions have been made by the NRDC and others that the waste be 

placed within a volcano (physical method of emplacement not specified). 

Presumably the intent would be that the waste be melted by the lava 

and eventually freeze into a stable waste-rock mixture. To be success

ful, this would seem to require first, the identification of a volcano 

sufficiently active to perform the required melting, but not so active 

that any significant amount of radioactive material would ever be dis

persed in an eruption; and second, development of a safe and practical 

method for delivering the waste to the desired point within the volcano. 

The difficulties in fulfilling these requirements and achieving public 

acceptance seems so great that this alternative cannot be considered 

viable. 

5.3.2.5 "Deep-well disposal" 

"Deep-well disposal" is a short term for the concept of deliberately 

dispersing liquid wastes, sometimes using high-pressure pumps, into 

a porous formation de.ep under formations holding usable groundwater. 

This technique has been primarily limited to chemical wastes. Concerns 

over the technique have involved earth shock induced by the high 

pressures, and the possible long-term migration of the dispersed 

pollutants into other formations. The Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA) has issued a policy statement (Administrator's Decision 

Statement No. 5, February 6, 1973) opposing deep-well disposal with

out strict controls, and encouraging development of alternative means 

of disposal which afford greater environmental protection. In view 
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of the above, achieving technical and public acceptance for deep-well 

disposal of high-level liquid radioactive waste is so unlikely that 

it cannot be considered a viable alternative. 

5.3.2.6 "Disposal into natural rock caverns" 

One suggestion has been made by the NRDC for "disposal into natural 

rock caverns." Since natural caverns have openings to the surface and 

have frequently been formed by the very slow dissolving of minerals, 

there would be great difficulties in assuring the long-term isolation 

of waste placed in them, and therefore this does not appear a viable 

alternative. 

5.3.3 Space disposal 

The Battelle study reference previously considered several ways of 

disposal of high-level radioactive waste into space: solar system 

escape, solar impact, high-earth orbit, and a solar orbit other than 

that of the planets. Significant comments from the study on space 

disposal are as follows: 

"The stability of the high-earth orbit cannot currently be 

assured for times greater than a few thousand years. Further

more, the orbiting destinations are currently believed to 

require that the capsule integrity be maintained for time 

periods approaching those of the need for isolation from man, 

because waste released in earth orbit could return to the 

earth...solar orbits, like high-earth orbits, cannot yet be 

considered stable enough so that the waste could not impact 

the earth before radioactive decay is complete." (p. 57) 
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"Research and Development items specific to extraterrestrial 

waste disposal include waste partitioning, waste capsule 

materials and form development, encapsulation process 

development, handling techniques, disposal trajectory studies, 

special instrumentation, and safety evaluations. 

"The estimated Research and Development costs of $50 million 

for space disposal of transuranic element waste includes all 

costs except those for the basic flight vehicles and their 

auxiliaries. Overall flight development costs, expected to 

be many millions of dollars, are assumed to be part of the 

space development program conducted by Government agencies 

other than the Atomic Energy Commission. Costs for space 

vehicle and trajectory development specific to waste disposal 

are estimated by the Pacific Northwest Laboratory to be in the 

range of $100 million. An additional $50 million of Research 

and Development is assumed to be needed for terrestrial disposa 

of the waste fraction not sent to space. This cost is the 

minimum estimated for terrestrial disposal concepts. Thus, 

the total direct Research and Development costs for space 

disposal are estimated at about $200 million. 

"The timing for routine operation of space disposal, estimated 

at about 20 years, is controlled largely by the schedule for 

development and achievement of reliable operational status of 

the basic space shuttles and tugs by other Government agencies. 

(pp. 66-67) 
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Thus, space disposal is not a viable alternative to retrievable surface 

storage and does not seem an attractive alternative to the geological 

development program. 

5.3.4 Transmutation and partitioning 

Transmutation is a disposal concept in which radioactive waste is 

subjected to nuclear bombardment with the object of changing signifi

cant numbers of its radioactive atoms into atoms with shorter half-lives, 

thus decreasing the time during which the waste will need to be confined. 

Partitioning is a term used for the concept of separating high-level 

radioactive waste into fractions of significantly different properties, 

so that the fractions may then be given appropriately different treat

ment. Partitioning is related to transmutation in that it appears to 

be either a necessary or desirable preliminary to transmutation. 

The Battelle study cited previously makes the following significant 

comments on transmutation: 

"Elimination of a substantial fraction of the waste actinides 

via transmutation could be achieved by recycling in fission 

reactors. Elimination of larger fractions of waste actinides 

and selected fission products appears feasible by recycling 

in fusion reactors. 

"...special criteria were developed...related to overall waste 

balance, specific transmutation rate, and total transmutation 
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rate.... The accelerator devices fail to meet the criteria 

for transmutation for almost all categories of radioactive 

waste.... The use of fission and fusion reactors (when they 

exist) meet the selection criteria for transmutation of 

actinides. Fusion reactors also may transmute selected 

fission products. 

"The transmutation concept of continual recycle of actinides 

in fission reactors appears to have merit. Calculations by 

Claiborne at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, by Kubo and Rose 

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and at PNL for 

this study indicate that significant reductions are possible 

in the cumulative toxicity index of actinides.... These 

reduction factors may be significantly improved by achieving 

higher separations efficiencies, better optimization of the 

reactor irradiation, or by recycling in LMFBRs or HTGRs." 

(pp. 58, 59) 

"The potential near-term feasibility of fission reactor 

transmutation of the actinides suggests major Research and 

Development emphasis in that area." (p. 67) 

Transmutation is thus not a viable alternative for retrievable surface 

storage of high-level radioactive waste. It does, however, appear a 

potential alternative for reducing the long-term hazards aspect of 
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high-level waste. The AEC plans to increase its effort along this 

line, including effort toward higher separation efficiency (which is 

a special case of partitioning in that it would prevent the plutonium 

from being lost to the high-level waste in the first place). 

5.3.5 Use of waste for heat sources 

Frequent suggestions have been made that the heat released in the 

radioactive decay of high-level waste be put to some practical use. 

In general, the heat output of this waste (on the order of a few 

kilowatts for a typical projected canister approximately one foot in 

diameter and ten feet long) is not nearly enough to be economically 

competitive with conventional sources of heat. Regardless of 

practicality, however, the essential point for this discussion is 

that the low-heat-generating plutonium and other actinides would 

still remain after decay of the heat-producing radionuclides, and 

the waste would still need long-term confinement. Use as a heat 

source would thus defer disposal of the waste but would not be an 

alternative to disposal. 

5.3.6 Use of waste for recovery of radionuclides 

Suggestions have sometimes been made that high-level waste should be 

indefinitely stored with as little change as possible in physical or 

chemical form so that it would be possible at some future time to 

reprocess the waste and recover specific radionuclides for industrial 

medical, or scientific uses not presently foreseen. The present 
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inventory of radioactivity in high-level waste is very large compared 

to the inventory of radioactive materials in industrial, medical, and 

scientific use. Further, as noted previously in this statement, the 

anticipated growth of the nuclear power industry will involve a 

corresponding increase in inventories of commercial high-level waste. 

It seems logical, therefore, to expect that as future practical 

applications for specific fission products (or gross fission products) 

may be developed, the need can be satisfied by extractions from the 

then-current generation at fuel processing plants, without any need 

to go into old wastes. 

The speculative benefits of future radionuclide recovery have not 

been considered worth the maintenance and surveillance costs of 

indefinite storage of high-level waste, particularly in liquid form. 

In any event, it seems completely out of the question to anticipate 

eventual beneficial uses being found for all of the materials in 

the waste, and thus radionuclide recovery, like heat source appli

cation, would involve deferral of disposal of the waste but would 

not be an alternative to disposal. 
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5.4 Alternatives to the principle of centralized Federal retrievable 
storage 

5.4.1 Retrievable storage at individual fuel processing plants 

This alternative would discontinue development of a central AEC 

Retrievable Surface Storage Facility (RSSF) thereby necessitating 

interim retrievable storage for solidified high-level waste by private 

industry at each irradiated fuel processing plant for the life of the 

plant, or until a Federal permanent disposal facility is available 

if 

(amendment of the present 10 CFR 50 Appendix F would be required). 

This generating site storage should not have a total environmental 

impact significantly different than that of storage of the same waste 

at a central RSSF for the same period of time. If the processing plant 

operators can safely manage the storage of liquid and solid waste for 

ten years, under AEC regulatory control, it is reasonable to postulate 

that they can continue to do so for the several decades during which 

the plant operates under the same AEC license. In this connection, it 

is important to note that the retrievable surface storage procedures 

and facilities which the processing plants will use for the short term 

(10 years) and would probably also use for the longer term (about 30 

years) are based on the design and operating technology which is basic 

to the AEC's RSSF development effort, particularly the water basin 

storage concept. 

*In the terminology of the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) guide
lines, this alternative may be considered a "no action" alternative, 
i.e., the case In which the agency issuing the environmental statement 
takes no action, rather than following Its original proposed course of 
action. 
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This alternative would have the following advantages: 

(1) It would allow the AEC management, engineering and financial 

effort to be concentrated on the development of a safe, acceptable 

geological disposal facility. 

(2) It would simplify the process of developing equitable full-cost 

recovery charges which the AEC would levy on the industry for 

perpetual care of the waste. 

(3) It would eliminate one transportation step (from fuel processing 

site to AEC retrievable storage site.) 

It would have these disadvantages: 

(1) The total inventory and time of storage of high-level radioactive 

waste at the spent fuel processing sites would be increased; 

therefore, if sufficient flexibility of original plant design did 

not allow for this, modifications would be required to keep 

environmental impact to the same minimal level during the additional 

storage. 

(2) The amendment of 10 CFR 50 Appendix F required by this alternative 

could be interpreted as a lack of Federal government resolution 

in dealing with an environmental issue, with a potential resultant 

loss of public confidence in this program or in other programs 

dealing with potentially hazardous wastes. 

(Note: Amendment of 10 CFR 50 Appendix F would not be required 

if the interim repositories at the fuel processing sites were to 

be under the direct control of the AEC; i.e., operating control 
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as distinct from regulatory control. Such operation would 

eliminate disadvantage (2) immediately above, but would forego 

all or part of the advantages (1) and (2). Since the construction 

and operation of these facilities would presumably be the same 

regardless of ownership, the same minimal environmental impact 

would result.) 

(3) Would transfer control to the private sector where economic 

disincentives to achieve maximum containment are in operation. 

5.4.2 Preventing generation of the waste 

If the further generation of commercial high-level radioactive waste 

were to be prohibited, the need for developing one or more retrievable 

surface storage facilities would be greatly reduced and perhaps even 

eliminated.* There would still be a need to develop permanent geological 

disposal for the commercial high-level radioactive waste which has 

already been generated, for the high-level radioactive waste already 

generated in AEC operations, and for the high-level radioactive waste 

which will be generated in the AEC national defense activities in the 

future. 

If regulatory action were taken to prevent the processing of irradiated 

fuel and thus prevent the generation of commercial high-level radioactive 

waste, the nuclear power reactor licensees wishing to continue in 

operation would then have two alternatives: 

*This could be considered a broader "no action" alternative than the 
preceeding one, since it would involve taking no action toward retrievable 
storage by both the AEC and private industry. 
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(a) Storage of the irradiated fuel pending availability of permanent 

geological disposal, which as noted above would still be a necessity 

for national defense purposes. 

(b) Shipment to another nation for processing. It should be noted 

that international processing of nuclear fuels is common in Europe 

and that international transport regulations include specific 

provisions for this. It is assumed that the U. S. would have no 

basis for unilaterally demanding that such shipments no longer 

be permitted or for demanding that other nations change their 

domestic regulations to discontinue fuel processing. 

The licensee could also, of course, decide to discontinue nuclear 

reactor operations, with the result that the energy in question would 

have to be supplied from other sources or that the users would have to 

do without. The AEC does not have a basis for predicting the economic 

choices which individual owners of nuclear fuel might make. If the fuel 

were to be stored In appropriately constructed and operated facilities, 

the environmental Impact should be minimal and comparable to that of 

retrievable storage of solidified and encapsulated high-level waste. 

In this connection, it is pertinent to note that one of the three 

leading engineering approaches to high-level waste retrievable storage 

(the water basin concept) is derived from irradiated fuel storage 

experience. If the fuel were shipped abroad for processing, the trans

portation impact, if any, of overseas shipments in compliance with 

international transport regulations would be substituted for the 
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transportation impact, if any, of domestic shipments in compliance 

with U. S. regulations, which are consistent with the international 

regulations. Experience Indicates the Impact would be minimal in 

either case. The other result of fuel processing overseas would be 

that the impact of storing or disposing of the resultant high-level waste 

would be transferred from the U. S. to the processing nation. 

With regard to discontinuing further nuclear reactor operations, the 

environmental Impact of energy generation by nuclear means and alternative 

means is discussed in the AEC environmental statement on the Liquid 

Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) program. 

In concluding this discussion of alternatives for the management of 

high-level waste, it should be noted that the NRDC has stated its view 

of what the alternatives are (see letter. Appendix C). The NBDC des

cribes the AEC as having three basic choices: (1) "interim, retrievable 

storage, gambling that an acceptable and more permanent storage or 

disposal means will be discovered in the near future"; (2) "immediate 

disposal to guarantee greater security in the short-term while accepting 

unknown long-term risks"; (3) "delaying the generation of additional 

high-level radioactive wastes until an acceptable, very low risk per

manent disposal means is developed." 

The last of these three appears to be the same as the "Preventing 

generation of the waste" alternative in this statement. The second 
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appears to suggest beginning some type of permanent disposal without 

taking the necessary time to make a full safety evaluation. We do not 

believe this is a viable alternative, and since retrievable storage 

appears attainable with minimal environmental impact, the thought of 

"greater security in the short-term" Is not applicable. The important 

difference between retrievable storage and permanent disposal is not 

in the degree of confinement provided, but in the burden of maintenance 

and surveillance required to provide the confinement over the necessary 

period of time. The first of the NRDC's "basic choices" may be con

sidered as describing the AEC's present program. As discussed in 

Section 2.5.2. of this statement, development of permanent disposal 

is an essential part of the AEC program. Also, as discussed in 

Section 2.3.2, substantial work toward this goal has already been done. 

The alternative engineering approaches to retrievable storage, and the 

leading alternative sites, have been discussed in this statement. 
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5.5 Alternatives for management of transuranium-contaminated waste 

5.5.1 Shallow land burial 

At a nimber of AEC sites, solid radloactively contaminated waste Is 

burled in relatively shallow trenches or pits. In theory, commercial 

transuranium-contaminated waste transferred to the AEC could be given 

such burial. Since the principles of operation of these burial 

grounds are generally similar to the commercial burial grounds described 

previously, the environmental Impact of this alternative would be 

similar to that of not making the anticipated rule change; in other 

words, the shallow burial would merely be done by the AEC rather than 

by the commercial operator. This is not the AEC Intent and this alter

native is stated only for purposes of comparison of cost/benefits in 

Section 9. 

5.5.2 Retrievable storage 

Since the several types of retrievable storage at AEC sites discussed 

previously are considered to have similar and minimal environmental 

Impact, they are grouped together for purposes of the cost/benefits 

comparison in Section 9. 

5.5.3 Permanent disposal in a geological formation at a conventional 
depth 

Permanent disposal In a geological formation at a depth which could be 

reached by conventional mining methods is considered desirable for both 

the commercial high-level waste and the commercial transuranium-

contaminated waste, and it is the AEC's Intent to follow a program to 
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develop such disposal. However, for lack of an approved site, this 

alternative Is not, at the present time, a ready replacement for 

retrievable storage. 

5.5.4 Sea disposal 

It is assumed that it will be extremely difficult to obtain an EPA 

permit for sea disposal of any type of radioactive waste without a 

reasonable demonstration that no alternative presents less risk (see 

Section 2.1.5.4); In other words, under CEQ policy, sea disposal, to 

be approved, would need to be shown to be safer than disposal on land 

It obviously would be very difficult to prove any course of action to 

be safer than one which is already predicted to have an extremely 

minimal environmental Impact, and for this reason the AEC does not 

consider sea disposal for transuranium-contaminated solid waste to 

be a viable alternative administratively. The foregoing conclusion 

is not necessarily applicable to other types of radioactive waste. 

Is not intended as a criticism of sea disposal practices of other 

nations, and is not Intended to Imply that any other organization in 

the U. S. cannot or should not exercise its legal rights and apply 

for a sea disposal permit. 

5.5.5 Other disposal concepts 

Certain disposal concepts such as space disposal, transmutation, and 

ice cap disposal were discussed in Section 5.3. The factors making 

them not viable alternatives to retrievable storage of high-level 
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waste are equally applicable to their use for transuranixm-contaminated 

waste and will not be repeated here. 

5.5.6 Alternative segregation values 

It is anticipated that the statement of considerations for the proposed 

rulemaking will include a footnote mentioning ten nanocuries of trans

uranium activity per gram of waste as a value above which waste will be 

turned over to the AEC and below which waste would continue to be sent 

to commercial radioactive waste burial grounds.* Other values could 

have been suggested, and may yet be suggested and considered pursuant 

to the Administrative Procedure Act during the comment period on the 

proposed rulemaking. Such other values probably represent differences 

in degree of action rather than in kind of action, or they might be 

considered as representing differences of opinion on how to achieve 

the same desired result. In any event, they are not susceptible at 

present to formulation as clear-cut alternatives. 

If a different nxmierical value should be used in the same context in the 

statement of considerations for the final rulemkaing as a result of the 

comments or hearings which are possible under the rulemaking procedures, 

and if such final value would result In significant changes in the waste 

management plans described in this statement, the changes will be described 

in the final issue of this statement or in a supplementary statement. 

*This 10 nCi/g value should therefore not be confused with a "de minimus" 
(negligible) value below which waste would not be considered as being 
radioactive and could be disposed of as ordinary nonradioactive waste, 
e.g., to a city dump. 
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SECTION 6 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SHORT-TERM USES AND 
LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY 

If the high-level waste development program were to be implemented 

by construction of actual repositories, neither the Retrievable 

Surface Storage Facility (RSSF) nor the surface structures of a 

pilot geological repository would preclude eventual conversion of 

the entire surface areas of their sites to other purposes. Any major 

problems would be not because of radioactivity, but because rein

forced concrete structures are inherently expensive to raze and the 

possible further use of the site might not justify the cost of such 

razing. 

Following the anticipated rulemaking leading to transfer of commercial 

transuranium waste for retrievable storage at an AEC site or sites, 

the packaging, handling, and monitoring procedures would all be 

provided to maximize the probability that the waste could later be 

retrieved readily and in an externally contamination-free condition. 

There should thus be little difficulty in later conversion of the 

interim storage area or facility to other uses. 

Permanent disposal of high-level waste and transuranium waste in a 

geologic formation would mean indefinite preemption of further 

exploration or exploitation of minerals within an appropriate safety 

volume surrounding the underground volume of the repository. Safe 

exploration and exploitation of minerals beneath the repository 
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would be possible using slant drilling or offset shafts and 

tunnels. If the repository were in salt, the amount involved in 

the preempted volume would be an extremely small fraction of 

the U.S. reserves of this mineral. 

\ 
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SECTION 7 STATE. LOCAL. OR REGIONAL CONFLICTS 

At times there have been state or local objections to the disposal 

of radioactive waste. These objections have included both conven

tional burial grounds and prospective permanent geologic disposal, 

and in some cases seem to have focused on the bringing in of waste 

from other states rather than on safety. 

It is possible that similar objections to retrievable storage of 

commercial high-level waste or transuranium waste might be raised 

by persons not making the important distinction between retrievable 

storage and permanent disposal. However, at this time there are 

no known conflicts with the retrievable storage features described 

In this statement relative to the three existing AEC sites identified 

in section 3 as leading alternative sites. 

With regard to transuranium waste, it should be noted that from 

correspondence and personal contacts between AEC staff and the 

staffs of state health departments concerned with commercial burial 

grounds, the latter are in favor of the anticipated change in 

regulations.* 

*For example, see the reference to a number of states considering 
restrictions on state-licensed burial grounds resulting in greater 
volumes of waste being handled at Federal sites, letter of 
December 12, 1973, from New York State Department of Environmental 
Conservation, and further reference in the New York State letter 
of May 23, 1974, to several states having prohibited plutonium 
burial (both letters in Appendix C of this statement). 
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With regard to geologic disposal, state and local officials in 

New Mexico have already been informed of plans for drilling to 

establish geological information at a possible site in southeastern 

New Mexico, and the (New Mexico) Governor's Council on Technical 

Excellence has been briefed on the concept of a GDPP. The AEC plans 

to hold comparable discussions with state and local officials in other 

states as the program broadens to explore salt anticlines, salt 

domes, and other geologic formations. 
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SECTION 8 IRRETRIEVABLE AND IRREVERSIBLE 

COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES 

The only irretrievable and irreversible commitment of resources 

which is of a somewhat unusual nature and pertinent to this program 

is that permanent disposal of high-level and transuranium waste in 

a geologic formation, the desired end-point of the program, would 

indefinitely preempt exploration and exploitation of mineral 

resources within an appropriate safety volume. The minimizing of 

this loss will be an important consideration in the program, and 

the significance of it will be discussed further in the specific 

environmental statement in support of such a repository. 

The operation of a retrievable surface storage facility, a geologic 

disposal pilot plant, and a permanent geologic disposal repository 

(during the years required to install the waste) will require the 

direct or indirect consumption of a certain amount of fuel for space 

heat and equipment operation. These needs are not believed to be 

particularly large relative to roughly comparable industrial consump

tion for materials handling and storage. They cannot be precisely 

predicted at this time because of some variations of RSSF concepts 

in energy demands, but will be discussed in further environmental 

statements in support of specific repositories. 
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time which are dictated by process and transportation needs. In 

each case, the requirements for containment and shielding must be 

strictly observed to assure that the workers and the public are 

protected. 

Thus, an operating nuclear industry is absolutely dependent on safe, 

reliable methods for monitored, maintained, retrievable surface 

storage of materials having levels of radioactivity which cover the 

gamut from highly active fresh spent fuel to the essentially nonactive 

water resulting from laundering protective clothing. Such storage 

methods must be able to protect the workers and the public from 

radioactive material which is present for the entire period of plant 

operation. 

Thus, safe, reliable techniques of retrievable surface storage are 

an integral part of the safe operation of all phases of the nuclear 

power industry. These same storage techniques can also be used for 

the safe management of radioactive waste for comparable periods of 

time. 

However, because the time period during which the waste material 

must be controlled after it has left the process ranges to hundreds 

of thousands of years, it is not reasonable to assume that man will 

be either willing or able to bear the continuing burden necessary 

to assure that mankind of the future, when nuclear fission is no 
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longer utilized, will be protected by these techniques. The assump

tion must be that retrievable surface storage must eventually be 

replaced by control techniques that are not dependent on continued 

human action. Transfer of stored materials to control by such 

techniques must take place before the burden of maintained surface 

storage has grown to the point where public protection is in question, 

but it should not be done on a crash basis dictated by emotion or 

fiscal expediency. Adequate time should be allowed to assure that 

all reasonable potential techniques have been carefully and comparatively 

evaluated, but selection should be made on a schedule consistent with 

the time during which maintained surface storage can afford complete 

safety to the public. 

The management decision which faces the Commission is not one of 

whether to use retrievable surface storage or ultimate disposal to 

manage radioactive waste — both must be used — but rather one of the 

types of storage and disposal to be used and of the timing of the 

transition of the management mode from storage to disposal. The discus

sions in this section will treat the costs and benefits associated with 

the alternatives which are available to the Commission in these regards. 

9.1.2 Discussion of programmatic options* 

A. Assume that nuclear reactor construction and operation proceed 

according to supply and demand. Spent fuel is processed and 

Certain options discussed below could only come about following 
changes in present AEC regulations and licenses. 
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plutonium bearing fuel is fabricated on a schedule dictated by 

the needs of a balanced nuclear power industry. 

1. Responsibility for all management of all conmerclal radio

active waste, other than that which can be safely discharged 

to the environment, or safely buried at licensed burial 

grounds, will be assumed by the AEC as soon after the waste 

is generated as is practicable. 

a. Under this option, regulations and licenses would require 

the generator to: 

(1) Treat all aqueous radioactive waste streams to 

convert the radioactive constituents of the solution 

to stable solids as soon as is practicable after 

their generation. 

(2) Segregate all solid radioactive waste (including that 

produced from aqueous streams) as to source, activity, 

or nonradioactive content (cellulosic, plastic, 

metallic, ion exchange resins, etc.) as it is 

generated. 

(3) Seal the solid waste in manageably sized, high-

* 
strength containers, whose external surfaces are 

uncontaminated, as soon as practicable after the 

waste is generated. 

Such as the 1 foot In diameter by ten feet long canisters discussed 
throughout the RSSF sections of this statement. 
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(4) Transport the packaged solid waste to a specified 

AEC site or to a licensed burial site, as soon as 

practicable after it is packaged. 

Under this option the AEC would: 

(1) Establish specifications for form and packaging 

of waste. 

(2) Take title to and responsibility for the waste 

upon receipt at the designated site. 

(3) Place all packages of waste in monitored, main

tained, retrievable surface storage, which, for 

any level of radioactivity and heat generation will 

safely isolate the waste from the biosphere until 

it can be further treated (if necessary) and 

transferred to ultimate disposal. 

(4) Levy a charge on the generator at the time of delivery, 

to cover all costs to the AEC for all subsequent 

management activities which it will perform on the 

waste (storage, treatment, transport and disposal). 

(5) Develop, and demonstrate by full-scale operation, 

techniques and processes (such as incineration, 

compaction, incorporation in glass, stabilization, 

etc.) required to convert the "as received" waste to 

a form suitable for extended surface storage and/or 

ultimate disposal. NOTE: When such processes have 

been demonstrated, safety, economic and other 
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considerations may dictate that some or all of 

them should be carried out by the generator at 

his site. Decisions on this will be made on the 

basis of information gained during the operational 

phase of the demonstration program. 

(6) Develop and evaluate information on the potential 

of various geologic formations to accept and 

safely contain the radioactive waste until it has 

decayed to innocuous levels. 

(7) Select the most suitable formation(s) and demon

strate safety and acceptability by emplacement of 

statistically significant amounts of various types 

of solidified waste in the formation in a manner which 

allows complete and easy retrievability during the 

demonstration period. 

(8) When a safe acceptable disposal mode has been 

demonstrated, construct facilities, transfer the 

waste which had been in retrievable surface storage 

to the site of disposal and emplace it in its 

ultimate resting place. 

(9) Continue a program of analysis and evaluation of 

new information as it becomes available on potentially 

superior techniques for ultimate disposal — other 

than emplacement in geologic formations using 

classical mining technology — and initiate experimental 

efforts on any that show particular promise. 
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Advantages 

(1) Mobility of the radioactive waste would be kept to 

a minimum relative to any option which would permit 

liquid storage past the first practicable time for 

solidification. 

(2) Amount of radioactive waste in inventory at 

scattered sites would be kept to a minimum. 

(3) Later decontamination of plant sites would be 

simplified. 

(4) Development and demonstration of treatment methods 

by the AEC at the storage slte(s) would assure that: 

(a) All waste would be converted to the preferred 

form at the earliest time. 

(b) The potential safety and environmental impact 

of demonstrating new technologies for handling 

radioactive material would be kept to an 

absolute minimum since the work would be carried 

out at large isolated AEC sites having adequate 

facilities and well-trained technical manpower 

available. 

(c) The proT^lems of '".anâ e'nent of the additional 

radioactive waste generated by the treatment 

processes would be minimized and restricted to 
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a few locations relative to any option which 

would result in small treatment plants at each 

waste-generating site. 

(d) The technical burdens on those who are starting 

up complex recovery and fabrication operations 

would be minimized relative to any option which would 

also require them to manage such waste treatment 

facilities as Incinerators and glassmaking plants. 

(e) Decisions on requiring that such treatment 

be done by the generator could be made with 

full knowledge of the safety, financial and 

environmental impact of such decisions. 

(5) Centralized storage and treatment would assure 

that all wastes having the same basic radioactive 

hazard potential, would be treated equally from 

the standpoint of protection of the public health 

and the environment. 

(6) Decreased licensing load would result, 

d. Disadvantages. 

(1) Could increase the time and distance of transport 

of waste and thus slightly increase the very low 

probability of release of radioactivity to the 

environment during transport relative to Ĵ nv ontlon 

which would store the waste at the generating sites 

until direct shipment to a permanent disposal site 

is possible. 
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(2) Lack of industrial responsibility for development 

of treatment techniques eliminates a source of 

potential competitive talents which might be able 

to develop equally suitable, but economically more 

attractive, processes. 

(3) Places additional burden on the AEC components 

expected to provide the engineering and scientific 

manpower necessary for environmental protection for 

waste management. 

Responsibility for interim storage, treatment, and extended 

storage until acceptable permanent disposal is available, 

rests with the generator industry under license controls. 

Responsibility for ultimate disposal rests with the AEC. 

a. Under this option, regulations and licenses would require 

the licensee to: 

(1) Meet all requirements of suboption 1 (above) with 

respect to solidification to aqueous waste streams, 

and packaging of all solid waste. 

(2) Retrievably store all solidified waste, either on 

site or at specially licensed storage sites. 

(3) Develop, demonstrate and place in operation, 

processes and facilities to perfoirm treatment 

required for extended storage or disposal. 

(4) Package and Transport waste to the disposal site(s) 

when they are operable. 
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Under this option, the AEC would: 

(1) Modify its regulations with regard to high-level 

waste to eliminate requirement that this waste be 

shipped to the AEC within 10 years of its generation. 

(2) Publish standards and guidelines to be followed 

by the industry in meeting license requirements 

for storage. 

(3) Process applications for licenses for storage and 

treatment. 

(4) Publish specifications for acceptable form of various 

categories of waste for ultimate disposal which would 

be used by the industry in developing treatment 

methods. 

(5) Develop, demonstrate and place in operation, one or 

more disposal facilities, either: 

(a) On the quickest possible schedule, in which 

case plans would be to move ahead rapidly on 

the final stages of a program to select a site 

for bedded salt disposal and construct and 

operate a pilot plant; or 

(b) On a schedule which would take advantage of 

the technical availability of retrievable 
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surface storage, in which case the program 

outlined for this effort under suboption 1 

(above) would be followed. 

Advantages. 

(1) AEC could devote its full waste management funds 

and capabilities to development and demonstration 

of ultimate disposal techniques. 

(2) The engineering and scientific burden on AEC for 

environmental protection would be eased. 

(3) Competitive industrial effort could possibly bring 

about more fiscally attractive treatment procedures. 

(4) Number of shipments of radioactive waste, and total 

distance traversed, could be reduced. 

Disadvantages. 

(1) The potential hazard of radioactive waste is increased 

in proportion to the number of locations at which the 

waste is stored. 

(2) Would result in storage of the same type of waste by 

different modes. This is not necessarily bad from a 

safety standpoint, but it could raise questions of 

safety and environmental impact if different processors 

chose significantly different processes and thus increase 

the burden of safety reviews on the regulatory staff. 
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This staff would be responsible for licensing 

only those operations where there was reasonable 

assurance that the public health and safety 

would be protected. 

(3) The total volume of contaminated waste generated 

incidental to the processing or treatment of 

the primary wastes would probably be more for a 

number of treatment plants than for a centralized 

plant providing equivalent treatment. This would 

be particularly so during the testing and demon

stration phases of the plants. 

(4) Safety and environmental problems arising from 

multiple development and demonstration of techniqu 

for treatment of waste could be greater than if 

this phase of the programs were carried out at 

isolated centralized AEC sites having extensive 

development facilities and a high degree of 

technical expertise available. 

(5) Integration of storage, treatment and disposal 

would be more difficult. 
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The same as 2 above, except that there would be no requirements 

on the processors with regard to solidification of aqueous 

streams and early packaging of the solid wastes. The 

processor would be allowed to keep aqueous waste in approved 

tanks for periods of time dictated by economic trade-offs, 

and he could store his solid wastes by approved bulk methods 

if he so desired. He would treat and package his waste to 

meet AEC specifications before shipment to the AEC for 

disposal. 

a. Under this option, regulations would permit the licensee 

to detail methods he would use to store, treat and 

package waste. After evaluation and acceptance by 

Regulatory, these methods would become conditions of 

license. 

b. Under this option, the AEC would take same actions as 

under option 2. 

c. Advantages. 

(1) Same as for option 2, plus 

(2) The opportunity for Industry to take more advantage 

of economic trade-off with regard to time of treat

ment, bulk versus container storage, etc. 

d. Disadvantages. 

(1) Same as option 2, plus 
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(2) Possibility that bulk storage could make future 

decontamination more difficult at times of facility 

renovation or final decommissioning. 

(3) Greater load on licensing. 

Assume that no restrictions are placed on construction and 

operation of power reactors, but that no spent fuel will be 

processed until a safe, acceptable method for ultimate disposal 

has been demonstrated and placed in operation, and that spent 

fuel from reactor operation would be held in surface storage. 

1. Industry responsible for spent fuel storage. 

a. Under this option, the Industry would: 

(1) Build sufficient approved storage basins to hold 

the spent fuel at either reactor sites, or other 

licensed locations. 

(2) Stop or delay construction of new spent fuel 

processing plants and plutonium fuel fabrication 

plants and delay plans to initiate "hot" operation 

in plants already built. 

(3) Time reactivation of construction and operating 

program to the progress of the AEC effort to bring 

disposal facilities Into being. 

b. Under this option, the AEC would: 

(1) Move ahead as rapidly as possible on site selection, 

budgetary approvals, design, construction and opera

tion of a pilot facility In bedded salt, using spent 

fuel for retrievable testing. 
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(2) Based on its results, convert the pilot plant to 

an operating disposal facility at the earliest 

practicable date. 

(3) Publish specifications for acceptable form for 

various types of waste to be disposed and the 

containers in which they must be delivered. 

(4) Modify its regulations to cover spent fuel storage 

only. 

Advantages. 

(1) Waste contained in very high integrity containers 

(fuel cladding) for the major portion of the time 

it is in storage. 

Disadvantages. 

(1) The use of plutonium as a fuel is delayed, requiring 

an increased uranium mining, milling, enrichment, 

and fuel fabrication effort if the percentage of 

nuclear contribution to total energy generation is 

held constant, and delaying the breeder reactor 

program. 

(2) The momentum of the spent fuel processing and 

plutonium fuel fabrication industry would be lost 

and it would be difficult to restart the industrial 

program on the basis of the uncertain schedule of 

availability of disposal facilities. 
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(3) Large Investments already made by industry would 

be idle for extended periods of time. 

(4) The need for limited surface storage at the 

processing sites would not be eliminated, and develop

mental effort on proper treatment of the waste would 

be delayed. 

(5) Large unnecessary investments would be made for 

spent fuel storage basins. These might not be at 

the proper locations when operation started again. 

(6) Use of spent fuel for testing and demonstration of 

bedded salt disposal does not duplicate the exact 

conditions encountered in disposal of waste. 

AEC responsible for storage of spent fuel. 

a. Under this option, the industry would: 

(1) Ship spent fuel to AEC in approved manner. 

(2) Initiate action to halt construction or mothball 

spent fuel processing and plutonium fuel fabrication 

plants. 

b. Under this option, the AEC would: 

(1) Take same as In option 1, plus 

(2) Build or modify facilities to store spent fuel. 

c. Advantages. 

(1) Same as for option 1; and 

(2) Scattered construction of spent fuel storage 

facilities eliminated. 
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d. Disadvantages. 

(1) Same as for suboption 1 except for construction 

of scattered industrial spent fuel storage 

facilities; and 

(2) Added administrative, technical and budgetary 

burden on AEC to build and operate spent fuel 

storage facilities. 

Assume that restrictions placed on further construction of new 

power reactors, on operation of existing power reactors and on 

processing of existing spent fuel xmtil a safe acceptable method 

of ultimate disposal of radioactive waste is placed in operation, 

and that the existing spent fuel would be managed by either the 

industry or the AEC as in B (above). 

1. Under this approach, the industry would: 

a. Stop all action on new construction, shut down existing 

reactors, spent fuel processing plants and fuel fabri

cation plants — in essence, bring the nuclear power 

Industry to a complete halt. 

b. Build facilities to store spent fuel already irradiated — 

if this approach is chosen. 

2. Advantages. 

a. Almost, but not entirely, eliminates the "hazards" of 

radioactivity. There would still be the need to manage 
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the wastes previously produced by the AEC, the wastes 

still to be produced by the AEC national defense programs, 

and the wastes already produced by the industry either within 

spent fuel or already processed. 

3. Disadvantages. 

a. Would, for all Intents and purposes, completely eliminate 

the use of the nuclear option as a means to help meet the 

near-term electric power needs. This would also probably 

mean abandonment of the breeder reactor. 

b. Tremendous financial losses — already Invested funds — 

would accrue to the utility, equipment manufacturer, 

and the processing industry. This loss would have a 

serious impact on the financial stability of the country 

as a whole. 

9.1.3 Further consideration of control responsibility and siting 

Accepting the basic assumption that long-lived radioactive waste 

must eventually be managed by disposal techniques that do not depend 

upon actions of man to assure isolation of the waste from the 

biosphere, and recognizing that it will be several decades before 

such disposal methods have been developed and demonstrated to the 

satisfaction of the public, the logical question is whether the 

health and safety of the public will better be served by storing the 
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waste on one or two central AEC locations or on the scattered sites 

where it is generated until disposal systems become operable. 

There is no question that it is at least theoretically possible to 

use the same facility designs and monitoring and maintenance 

techniques to assure that the radioactive waste does not escape 

from its containment, and to afford the same degree of isolation and 

control of the storage area, at either a central site or at several 

sites operated by the waste generators. 

It is also true that on-site storage by the generator until the 

final disposal system has been placed in operation would decrease 

the time the waste would be in transit, and hence, the probability 

that it would be Involved in a transport accident. 

In analyzing the question of where, and under whose control, the 

radioactive waste should be stored, the increase in the probability 

of transport accidents Inherent in storage at AEC sites must be 

balanced against possible differences in the potential for release 

of the radioactive waste stored by processors at their sites and 

by the AEC at AEC sites. 

As was mentioned earlier, it is theoretically possible that no 

difference would exist, but there are certain factors which make it 

very likely that they would. 
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In order to carry out any nuclear processing, surveillance or 

maintenance activities safely and efficiently a strong technical 

support staff with adequate nuclear laboratory and pilot plant 

facilities available to them is required, not only to troubleshoot 

operational problems as they arise, but also to improve the 

processing and maintenance efficiencies and to develop new 

approaches to solving the problems. While processing plants 

would be expected to have some technical people on their staff, 

and some facilities for experimental work, experience'has shown 

that such support is held to a minimum — especially with regard 

to facilities. If waste storage is the responsibility of the 

plant operator, priority for such support as is available would 

naturally be given to problems which arise in the complex main

line production operations, upon which plant income is dependent, 

rather than on the nonrevenue producing activity of monitoring 

and maintaining of the passively stored waste. While regulations 

and license requirements would dictate that the problems of waste 

storage not be short changed, emergency conditions would arise 

especially during the early years of operation in which priorities 

would be given the production rather than the storage activities. 

Such a situation is inherent in any circumstance where the same 

people and the same facilities must support both types of 

activities. 
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Storage at an AEC site, with extensive nuclear laboratories 

and development facilities, and with a technical support group 

with no conflicting demands could give a very high degree of 

assurance through technical control of the monitoring and 

maintenance and through troubleshooting, that escape of the 

radioactive material to the biosphere would be prevented. The 

presence on site of other technical personnel, with direct opera

tional responsibilities but who would be available for advice, 

consultation and specifically assigned development tasks, could 

Increase the potential for continued improvement in existing 

techniques and for development of new superior techniques for 

safe storage. 

Location of the storage area at or near the center of a large 

AEC site would automatically establish a large exclusion area 

around the storage area. This might be very expensive and 

difficult to accomplish at processing sites which do not need 

such large areas for their present operations. 

Guarding against inadvertent access by the public, as well as 

against overt effort by vandals, saboteurs, "ecoteurs," 

terrorists, etc., could be much simpler and more effective for storage 

areas located on large Isolated AEC sites than for storage 

at many scattered sites. 

Concentration of waste at central storage sites could make a 

more attractive target for sabotage. However, at least for 

some years in the future, the inventory of in-process material 
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at processing sites could be at a level which would make these 

sites more attractive, and hence, waste stored there would be 

more subject to attack than if it were at a central site with 

no in-process inventory. 

If nuclear waste Is first shipped by the waste generator to an interim 

storage site and thence (later) to a permanent disposal site, rather 

than directly from the generator to final disposal, more transportation 

of waste will be involved. Assuming that each leg of the potential journey 

averages 2,000 miles, the total shipment distance would be doubled, and 

the potential exposure to accidents would also be doubled. However, as 

explained in section 3.3, and considering the extremely low probability 

that there will be any significant nuclear consequences from a trans

port accident, the overall resultant public risk could be increased by 

a factor of two without any significant change in the degree of 

acceptability of that risk. For that reason, a decision on whether to 

build an RSSF may be made without regard to the potential risks of 

transportation. 

9.1.4 Comparative costs of alternative engineering approaches 

As discussed In sections 2.7 and 3.1, any of the three engineering 

concepts under consideration for the RSSF appear capable of being 

implemented with minimal environmental Impact, and with the benefit of 

assisting the orderly achievement of peaceful uses of atomic energy. 
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The cost comparison of the three concepts is shown in Table 9.1.1. 

The initial construction costs for all three are roughly alike, in 

part because all three would use essentially the same receiving and inspec

tion facilities. If the RSSF is assumed to operate through the year 

2010, the costs for the sealed cask storage concept become much higher 

because of the greater consumption of materials (some of which might be 

recoverable). If it is assumed that the last waste shipment is 

received in the year 2010 but that all waste is stored under surveil

lance for another 100 years, the total costs through 2110 for the three 

approaches become roughly the same, primarily because of the greater 

annual maintenance and operating costs for the water-basin, with its 

artificial cooling requirement. These costs would be roughly the same 

at any of the three leading alternative sites. 

In considering these cost comparisons, it is essential to remember 

the point made in section 2.5.1.1, namely that the numerical value 

of 100 years in the RSSF design criteria was picked to emphasize the 

need for the highest possible quality of care and thoroughness in 

the design, construction, and operation of the RSSF. It was not 

Intended to mean that development of geological disposal is intended 
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Table 9.1.1 

Comparison of Costs of RSSF Alternative Concepts 
in Millions of 1973 Dollars, Unescalated 

Sealed Air-Cooled Watar 
Cask Vault Basin 

Cost of Initial Construction 45 49 43 

Total Operating Through 2010^ 960 320 170 

Total Program Costs Through 2010 1,100 620 450 

Total Program Costs Through 2110^ 1,500 1,300 1,480 

Cost in Mills/Kw-Hr*̂  0.026 0.023 0.026 

Includes cost of steel overpacks and concrete shields, as required. 

Last waste shipment received in year 2010, stored with surveil
lance for 100 years. Does not include cost of recovery or 
shipment to disposal facility, or credits for salvageable materials. 
c 12 
Based on estimated 57 x 10 Kw-Hr generated from nuclear power 
through year 2000. 

to take that long; timing of two to three decades for the latter 

is considered much more likely. 

It is not possible at this time to make accurate estimates of the 

total cost of safely managing commercial radioactive waste from 

the time the spent fuel is removed from the reactor until the waste 

products are placed into their ultimate resting place. 
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Processes which may be used to reduce volume and convert the 

waste to the form in which it will be stored and disposed of, are 

still being developed, and the cost of building and operating the 

facilities for the selected treatments can only be approximated at 

this time. Also, methods for and location of interim storage, 

extended storage and final disposal have not yet been selected, and 

construction and operating costs for storage and disposal facilities, 

as well as the cost of transportation to storage and disposal sites, 

can only be approximated. 

However, the information already available from experimental work and 

engineering design studies on: various approaches to Interim and 

extended storage; geologic disposal; transportation; various approaches 

to solidification of waste which generates heat and penetrating 

radiation; and Incineration and other methods of reducing the volume 

of waste which offer little or no heat removal or shielding problems, 

is extensive enough to allow reasonable predictions of the upper 

limits for the total cost of the management of waste generated by an 

integrated fission economy growing at presently predicted rates. 
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The predicted cumulated electric power produced by commercial 

13 nuclear plants by the year 2000 is approximately 6 x 10 kwh. Using 

the best information available today, it is estifliated that it will 

cost in the range of $2.5 to $3 billion to treat, store and finally 

dispose of all the radioactive waste generated in the course of 

production of this power. 

Using the higher figure — $3 billion — the upper limit estimate 

for the fiscal burden of waste management is approximately 0.1 

mills/kwh which is an insignificant fraction of the value of the 

electric energy generated. 

The question has been raised as to the cost of indefinite retrievable 

surface storage assuming satisfactory permanent disposal is never 

developed. If the same trust fund approach is used as in the other 

cost estimations above, the cost is in the same range. The objection 

to indefinite retrievable surface storage is not based on financial 

grounds. 

As mentioned before, the actual costs for waste management is dependent 

on yet to be selected treatment processes, storage and disposal 

techniques and sites. They are also somewhat dependent on the timing 

of fuel processing in relation to availability of ultimate disposal 

methods. In either case, however, there are offsetting factors which 

make it impossible to predict the extent of such dependence. 
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For example, storage of waste on site until ultimate disposal 

methods are selected would decrease transportation costs, but potential 

added costs of many small storage areas, and possibly treatment plants, 

compared to the costs for central storage and treatment in larger 

more efficient units could easily outweigh the transportation savings. 

Similarly, if spent fuel were not processed until a later date 

when ultimate disposal was available, the cost of storing waste 

would be eliminated, but the cost of storing spent fuel would largely, 

if not completely, offset this saving, and the increases in uranium 

raw material and enriching costs, brought about because plutonium 

would not be available for early recycle, could severely Increase 

the cost of power, and possibly even decrease its availability and 

thus impose an economic penalty on the users of electric power that 

would dwarf the total cost of waste management. 

If further generation of nuclear power were prohibited until ultimate 

disposal methods were developed, even overlooking the fact that 

spent fuel already generated would have to be stored at very high 

unit costs, the financial Impact on the electric power Industry, and 

its customers, would be staggering since plants which have been or 

are being built would have to be carried for many years as depreciating, 

high-capital-cost, nonproducing units. And, the financial impact on 

society Imposed by a short supply of increasingly expensive power during 

the hiatus could be disastrous. 
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In summary, the large sums of money required for radioactive waste 

management will have an insignificant economic impact on the national 

power economy and the society if it is a part of a system in which 

power production, spent fuel processing and recycle fuel fabrication 

proceed as a technically integrated whole. On the other hand, if 

the balance between spent fuel processing recycle fuel fabrication 

and reactor operations is artificially disturbed, the small reduction 

of the cost of the radioactive waste management phase of the electric 

power economy would be insignificant compared to the financial and 

social impact which could result from the increased costs and reduced 

availability of electric power brought about by such an imbalance. 
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9.2 Comparative analysis of alternatives for management of transuranium waste 

9.2.1 Shallow land burial 

Disposal of commercial transuranium waste in relatively shallow 

trenches or pits at one or more AEC sites is not the AEC's intent 

but is a theoretical possibility. Since the AEC burial grounds 

and the commercial radioactive waste burial grounds are similar, 

this alternative would have an environmental impact similar to that 

of not making the anticipated rules change and thus permitting 

continuation of the present practice.* 

Shallow burial would have the advantage of an immediate or short-term 

cost saving, since the costs per unit volimie of waste for readily 

retrievable storage, including a contingency charge for later peirmanent 

disposal, will undoubtedly be considerably more than for shallow land 

burial. (Present estimates for retrievable storage of commercial 

transuranium waste range up to $30 per cubic foot, depending on need 

for incineration or other treatment to reduce volume and "passivate" 

the material.) The disadvantages would be the increasing indefinite 

commitment of near-surface land, and the cost and effort of surveillance. 

The present surcharge on commercial burial ground fees placed in state 

"perpetual care" funds could also be applied to use of AEC burial 

grounds for commercial waste. However, on an extremely long-term 

basis it is possible that other priorities might develop for the 

services of the personnel with the required rather specialized skills 
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in geology, hydrology, and radioactivity measurement. In such a case, 

the availability of money in a trust fund might not be the only 

important consideration. 

9.2.2 Retrievable storage 

Retrievable storage of commercial transuranium waste would have the 

advantage of reducing the very long-term costs (both in terms of money 

and in terms of demands upon the availability of specialized manpower) 

that would otherwise be required for surveillance and maintenance of 

near-surface burial grounds containing these wastes. These costs 

would be eliminated for new burial grounds, and limited to no more 

than what they are now for existing burial grounds. 

There would also be the advantage of eliminating or limiting the 

financial costs, occupational exposure risks, and environmental risks 

from spread of contamination, which would be involved in any exhumation 

of burial grounds far in the future. This would be true both for 

an exhumation directed on an environmental basis (because of detection 

of an extremely slow migration of activity) or on a land management 

basis (because of new social or economic priorities for use of the 

land). 

Retrievable storage would have the disadvantages of higher short-term 

costs and an interim commitment of land. The later goal of permanent 

geological disposal would entail a correspondingly permanent restriction 

on exploration arid exploitation of mineral resources within an appro

priate safety zone around the underground burial area. 
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APPENDIX A 

STANDARDS, TERMS, AND CONCEPTS USEFUL TO AN UNDERSTANDING 
OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT 

A.1 Standards, terms, and concepts relating to radiation in general 

A.1.1 The need for radiation standards 

Most substances can be divided chemically into more fundamental 

substances called elements. The smallest particle into which any 

substance can be divided physically, without changing its chemical 

properties, is called a molecule. The smallest particle into which 

an element can be divided physically is an atom, A common example 

of these terms is ordinary water, which is made up of molecules each 

consisting of two atoms of the element hydrogen and one atom of the 

element oxygen. 

Certain atoms (some natural, some man-made) are unstable and become 

stable by ejecting subatomic particles and energy from their centers, 

or nuclei. This phenomenon is called radioactive decay, and the 

atoms which exhibit it are radioactive. Radionuclide is a collective 

term for all the radioactive atoms which have exactly the same 

original composition of subatomic particles in their nuclei; there 

are several hundred different radionuclides, although many are so 

rare as to be essentially laboratory curiosities. 

The subatomic particles and rays of energy which are ejected from 

decaying radionuclides usually have the property, directly or indirec 
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of turning the atoms in their path into electrically charged particles 

called ions. This phenomenon is called ionization and the types of 

radiation which can produce it are called ionizing radiation. 

The fact that ionizing radiations from radioactive materials and 

from X-ray machines could be biologically hazardous was recognized 

very shortly after the first scientific identification of these two 

radiation sources in the 1890's. By the time the Manhattan Project, 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, was organized in the early 1940's to 

produce nuclear weapons, there were already well-established primary 

standards for occupational radiation exposure. Thus, the need of 

the Manhattan Project was not to develop new radiation standards so 

much as to apply the existing standards to new activities involving 

a much greater scale of effort. The needs for new applications of 

the standards have continued to the present with the growth of 

peaceful applications of nuclear energy. 

A.1.2 Standards-generating organizations and their procedures 

A.1.2.1 The National Council on Radiation Protection and 
Measurements (NCRP) 

"The National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements is 

a nonprofit corporation chartered by Congress in 1964 to: 

"1. Collect, analyze, develop, and disseminate in the public interest 

information and recommendations about (a) protection against 

_ 

Ionizing radiation can be generated by certain electronic devices 
such as X-ray machines and cyclotrons. These machines have little 
or no radioactive waste significance and need not be considered 
further in this Appendix. 
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radiation and (b) radiation measurements, quantities, and units, 

particularly those concerned with radiation protection; 

"2. Provide a means by which organizations concerned with the 

scientific and related aspects of radiation protection and of 

radiation quantities, units, and measurements may cooperate 

for effective utilization of their combined resources, and 

to stimulate the work of such organizations; 

"3. Develop basic concepts about radiation quantities, units, and 

measurements, about the application of these concepts, and about 

radiation protection; 

"4. Cooperate with the International Commission on Radiological 

Protection, the Federal Radiation Council, the International 

Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements, and other 

national and international organizations, governmental and 

private, concerned with radiation quantities, units, and 

measurements and with radiation protection. 

"The Council is the successor to the unincorporated association of 

scientists known as the National Committee on Radiation Protection 

and Measurements and was formed to carry on the work begun by the 

Committee. 

"The Council is made up of the members and the participants who serve 

on the thirty-four Scientific Committees of the Council. The 

Scientific Committees, composed of experts having detailed knowledge 
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and competence in the particular area of the Committee's interest, 

draft proposed recommendations. These are then submitted to the 

full membership of the Council for careful review and approval 

before being published. 

"In recognition of its responsibility to facilitate and stimulate 

cooperation among organizations concerned with the scientific and 

related aspects of radiation protection and measurement, the Council 

has created a category of NCRP Collaborating Organizations. Organiza

tions or groups of organizations which are national or international 

in scope and are concerned with scientific problems involving 

radiation quantities, units, measurements and effects, or radiation 

protection may be admitted to collaborating status by the Council. 

The present Collaborating Organizations with which the NCRP maintains 

liaison are as follows: 

"American Academy of Dermatology 
American Association of Physicists in Medicine 
American College of Radiology 
American Dental Association 
American Industrial Hygiene Association 
American Insurance Association 
American Medical Association 
American Nuclear Society 
American Public Health Association 
American Radium Society 
American Roentgen Ray Society 
American Society of Radiologic Technologists 
American Veterinary Medical Association 
Association of University Radiologists 
Atomic Industrial Forum 
Genetics Society of America 
Health Physics Society 
Industrial Medical Association 
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National Bureau of Standards 
National Electrical Manufacturers Association 
Radiation Research Society 
Radiological Society of North America 
Society of Nuclear Medicine 
United States Air Force 
United States Army 
United States Atomic Energy Commission 
United States Navy 
United States Public Health Service" 

Note: The above material is quoted directly from Reference 1, 

pages 113-116. 

A.1.2.2 The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) 

The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) is 

composed of a chairman and not more than twelve other members, but 

may establish necessary committees and invite individuals to give 

special technical advice. The selection of members is by the ICRP 

from its own nominations and from nominations of the International 

Congress of Radiology , and is subject to approval of the international 

executive committee of that Congress. Members of the ICRP are chosen 

on the basis of their recognized activity in the fields of medical 

radiology, radiation protection, physics, health physics , biology. 

genetics, biochemistry and biophysics, with regard to an appropriate 

balance of expertise rather than nationality. 

Radiology is the branch of medicine dealing with the use of ionizing 
radiation for diagnosis and therapy. 

Health physics is the profession which deals with the protection of 
man and his environment from unwarranted exposure to ionizing radiation. 
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The ICRP maintains working relationships and contacts with the 

International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements, the 

World Health Organization, the International Atomic Energy Agency, 

the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic 

Radiation, the Food and Agriculture Organization, and the Inter

national Labour Office. 

Note: The preceding material abstracted from reference 2, pages 22-25. 

A,1.2.3 Federal regulations 

The Code of Federal Regulations includes various AEC rules and regulations 

of a health and safety nature (for example, on preparation of license 

applications) or dealing with applied safety matters (for example, 

requiring certain warning devices at entrances to radioactive materials 

areas). However, for primary standards on radiation exposure the AEC 

has relied on the NCRP and ICRP recommendations. Individual AEC 

scientists participate in the work of the NCRP and ICRP, but as can 

be seen from the descriptions of their work in the two preceding 

subsections, both organizations have a broad scope of interests and 

to speak of their recommendations as "AEC standards" is seriously 

misleading. The discussion of standards in this environmental state

ment is for informational purposes only and is not intended as a 

solicitation of proposals for revisions. 

A.1.2.4 International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) regulations 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), the atomic arm of 

the United Nations, has published recommendations or standards on 
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a number of nuclear subjects. These Agency documents are usually 

drafted by panels of experts acting as Individuals, then reviewed 

by the Governments of the member nations and with appropriate 

revisions finally approved by the Board of Governors of the Agency. 

The usual practice of the IAEA is to seek unanimous agreement on 

the substance of a publication. 

The IAEA has adopted a model regulatory code which follows ICRP 

practice very closely. Use of this code is required in all lAEA-

funded work, and the Board of Governors has recommended to all 

member states "that their national regulations for radiation protec

tion should conform, as far as is practicable, to [the IAEA 

standards]." (reference 3, foreword) 

A.1.2.5 Substance of the basic radiation safety standards 

The basic radiation safety standards of the NCRP, the ICRP, the 

U.S. Federal regulations, and the IAEA are all very similar. To 

avoid duplication, only one will be summarized here. Excerpts from 

the IAEA model regulatory code pertinent to radiation exposure 

received by members of the public are shown below; AEC explanatory 

comments are in brackets, 

"3.2 Dose Limits for Individual Members of the Public 

"In any organ or tissue, the total dose shall comprise doses 

contributed by external sources and doses resulting from 

the intake of radioactive material. 

* 
Some positions on the IAEA Board of Governors are rotated among 
various member nations, but certain major nations, such as the U.S. 
and the Soviet Union, are always represented. 
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The annual dose limits for individual members of the public 

are listed below: 

["Dose" as used here is by extension of its medical sense 

of a measured quantity of something received by the body. 

The common dictionary sense that the measured quantity 

is of something beneficial is not intended. When 

considering future dose which is considered unavoidable, 

for example from radioactive material already deposited 

within the body, the related term dose commitment is now 

used.] 

"Organ Limit per year 
(rem) 

Whole body, gonads, red bone marrow 0.5 

Any single organ, excluding the red 
bone marrow, gonads, bone, thyroid 1.5 
and skin 

Bone, thyroid , skin of the whole body 
(excluding the skin of the hands, 3 
forearms, feet and ankles) 

Hands, forearms, feet and ankles 7.5 

The exposure of the thyroid of children below the age of 
16 shall be limited to 1.5 rem in a year." 

[A rem (an acronym for "roentgen-equivalent-man") is the 

amount of any type of radiation which has the same 

biological effect as one roentgen (the traditional basic 

unit) of x-ray radiation. The annual natural background 

radiation exposure in different parts of the United States 

varies from about 0.1 rem to about 0,25 rem,] 
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"3.3 Dose Limits for the Whole Population 

"3.3.1 The genetic dose to the whole population over a period 

of 30 years shall be kept to the minimum amount consistent 

with necessity and shall not exceed 5 rem. Any allocation 

of the genetic dose, from whatever source, among the various 

sections of the population will depend on circumstances which 

may vary from country to country and should, therefore, be 

decided upon by the competent national authorities." 

"4, Radiation Doses and Intakes of Radioactive Materials 

Through External and Internal Exposure 

"4.2 Individual Members of the Public 

"4.2.1 The maximum permissible doses for workers given in 

section 3 [in general, 10 times those for individual members 

of the public] are regarded as upper limits and the doses may 

have to be individually monitored and controlled to ensure 

that the maximum permissible doses are not exceeded. The dose 

limitation for members of the public is a more theoretical 

concept, intended to provide standards for the design and 

operation of radiation sources so that it is unlikely that 

individuals among the public will receive more than a specified 

dose. The effectiveness of this is checked not by observing 

individuals but by assessments through sampling procedures in 

the environment and statistical calculations, and by a control 

of the sources from which the exposure is expected to arise. 
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For these reasons it is seldom meaningful to speak of 

maximum permissible doses for individual members of the 

public, instead the term dose limits should be used.,. 

'4.2.2 The basis for the limitation of exposures of members 

of the public is the dose to the various body organs and 

not the derived criteria by which the dose is controlled. 

The actual doses received by individuals will vary depending 

on factors such as differences in their age, size, metabolism, 

and customs, as well as variations in their environment. The 

variation resulting from these sources makes it impossible 

to determine the maximum doses that might be received individually. 

In practice, it is feasible to take account of these sources 

of variability by the selection of appropriate critical groups 

within the population, provided the critical group is small 

enough to be homogeneous with respect to age, diet and those 

aspects of behaviour that affect the doses received. Such a 

group should be representative of those individuals in the 

population expected to receive the highest dose, and the 

Agency believes that it will be reasonable to apply the 

appropriate dose limit for members of the public to the mean 

dose of this group. Because of the Innate variability within 

an apparently homogeneous group, some members of the critical 

group will receive doses somewhat higher than the dose limit; 

however, at the very low levels of risk implied, it is likely 
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to be of minor consequence to their health if the dose limit 

is marginally or even substantially exceeded." 

[Emphasis supplied. The underscored text pertains to 

the NRDC concern about variations in susceptibility to 

radiation. See NRDC letter, Appendix "C",] 

A. 1,4 Secondary and tertiary standards relating to radiation 
exposure 

As described above, the primary standards for radiation exposure 

to people are in units of rems — quantities of radiation (energy) 

which should not be exceeded. For guidance in cases where the 

source of the radiation is radioactive material deposited within 

the body, calculations or estimations have been made for the 

quantity of each different radioactive material which will result 

in the permissible exposure to the entire body or to a specific 

organ of interest. For each radionuclide, this particular quantity 

is called the "maximum permissible body burden" (MPBB). 

The MPBB values are useful for planning the protection of workers 

who must handle, or work near, various inventories of radioactive 

materials. This usefulness of the MPBB unit is because it may be 

applied to hazards analyses involving all of the routes of potential 

deposition within the body — inhalation, ingestion, absorption 

through the skin, and injection via contaminated Injuries. The 

last two routes, however, pertain almost entirely to workers and 

have little or no significance in environmental situations. 
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For consideration in environmental analyses, the secondary standards 

of MPBB values have been used to calculate still a third (tertiary) 

standard known as the "maximum permissible concentration" (MFC) or 

"radioactivity concentration guide" (RCG). The MPC is the concen

tration of radioactive material in air or water which, if the air 

or water is consumed continuously, will eventually result in the 

deposition of exactly one MPBB quantity of radioactive material 

within the body when biological equilibrium is reached or after 50 

years (whichever comes sooner). 

It is quite possible that radioactive materials in air or water 

may be concentrated by natural processes as in food chains. 

The primary radiation standards implicitly require that this be 

taken into account; as cited previously: 

"In any organ or tissue, the total dose shall comprise doses 

contributed by external sources and doses resulting from the 

intake of radioactive material" (emphasis supplied; note the 

term "intake" is not qualified and thus includes food as well 

as air and water). 

In AEC regulations, the necessity for modifying administrative use 

of MPC values when possible concentration mechanisms are present 

in the environment is recognized as follows in 10 CFR 20.106(e): 

"In addition to limiting concentrations in effluent streams, 

the Commission may limit quantities of radioactive materials 

released in air or water during a specified period of time 
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if it appears that the daily intake of radioactive material 

from air, water, or food by a suitable sample of an exposed 

population group, averaged over a period not exceeding one 

year, would otherwise exceed the daily intake resulting from 

continuous exposure to air or water containing one-third the 

concentration of radioactive materials specified in [the MFCs]. 

A.1,5 The linear theory of radiation effects 

One important controversial area involving the adequacy of radiation 

protection standards concerns the "linear hypothesis" of radiation 

effects. This hypothesis states that for some radiation effects, 

there is a direct linear relationship between dose and effect and 

that there is no threshold or indifference dose - that is, there is 

no dose below which no effect would be predicted. 

Because of the degree of pessimism which has been traditionally used 

in developing radiation standards, it has been assumed that this 

hypothesis might be correct and therefore on general principles 

radiation doses should be kept not only within numerical limits, 

but also as far below the limits as practicable. 
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The view of the National Council on Radiation Protection that the linear 

hypothesis is only a hypothesis and not a material fact is clearly shown 

by the following excerpts from NCRP Report No, 39, "Basic Radiation 

Protection Criteria:" (clarifying material in brackets by AEC) 

"One of the significant features of the 1949 report [of the 

predecessor National Committee on Radiation Protection] was its 

recognition of the fact that radiation protection criteria 

depend not only upon purely biomedical and physical considera

tions, but also upon value judgments and are based on the 

concept that there may be some degree of risk at any level of 

exposure." (Preface, second paragraph; emphasis supplied.) 

"...it became increasingly evident [following a 1957 review 

of standards] that, in the absence of positive knowledge, it 

was desirable to continue to make certain assumptions in such 

areas as dose-effect relationships at low doses, and the 

existence or not of thresholds and genetic effects in the 

general population." (Preface, 5th paragraph.) 

"Ultimate scientific proof of the 'no-threshold' postulate, should 

it ever be accomplished, would almost certainly verify the 

continued need for value judgments." (Page 2, paragraph no. 5; 

emphasis supplied.) 
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"The nature of the dose-effect relationship becomes critical 

in extrapolating from direct observational data at high doses 

and dose rates to presumed effects of exposures within the 

recommended limits. Full understanding of the mechanisms of 

radiation effects would permit such extrapolation with 

confidence. The necessary understanding has neither been 

reached nor can it be expected to be reached in the next 

decade or two. Considerable uncertainty remains as to the 

nature and degree of presumed radiation effects at and below 

the recommended exposure levels, but it is well established 

that, in many cases, dose protraction lessens the biological 

effect over that for the same total dose given at a greater 

rate. However, it should be noted that the difficulties of 

obtaining information at low doses are due mainly to the 

extremely low frequency with which effects might occur. The 

task of obtaining satisfactory quantitative information is 

handicapped by the formidable statistical problems presented 

and the impracticability of designing experiments in which 

the probability of a demonstrable effect may be in the range 

of one in 100,000 to one in a million." (Pages 6-7, paragraph 

no. 21; emphasis as in original.) 

"The presence of a 'threshold' below which one or more of the 

several possible radiation effects are absent would be of 

great practical importance for radiation protection. Unfortunately, 
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present knowledge does not allow a definitive judgment as to 

whether or not a real threshold exists for certain important 

kinds of radiation effects. These effects, in the main, are 

indistinguishable qualitatively from impairments and diseases 

normally present in a population. Moreover, they are often 

characterized by an extended latent period between the 

radiation exposure and their first appearance. Recognition 

of these effects as radiation sequelae, if possible at all, 

therefore, rests on measurement of small differences in 

incidence, perhaps many years after the radiation exposure. 

There is the further difficulty of their separation from 

those effects produced by other agents in the environment. 

Such an evaluation is often uncertain although there exists 

now a considerable body of reliable information on radiation 

effects — indeed, few, if any, other* environmental hazards 

have been studied to a comparable extent," (Page 7, paragraph 

no. 22; emphasis supplied.) 

'Radiation-induced genetic effects have long been considered to 

have no threshold and to have an essentially linear dose-effect 

relationship. However, data developed primarily from mouse 

studies, but also in the silkworm, demonstrate a dependence 

on the rate of dose accumulation for certain genetic effects. 

Such dependence implies the existence of some kind of repair 

process," (Page 8, paragraph no, 26; emphasis supplied.) 
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"In the interest of estimating effects in humans conservatively, 

it is not unreasonable to follow the assumption of a linear 

relationship between dose and effect in the low dose regions 

for which direct observational data are not available. It 

is generally agreed that such an assumption is conservative and 

would tend to give upper limits for any particular effect." 

(Page 55, paragraph no. 158; emphasis as in original.) 

The views of the International Commission on Radiological Protection 

are essentially, the same, as shown by the following quotations 

from ICRP Publication 9 (reference 2): 

"The mechanism of the induction by radiation of leukaemia and 

other types of malignancy is not known. Such induction has so 

far been clearly established after doses of more than 100 rads, 

but it is unknown whether a threshold dose exists below which 

no malignancy is produced. If such a threshold dose did exist, 

there would be no risk of the induction of malignancy, as long 

as the threshold was not exceeded. As the existence of a 

threshold dose is unknown, it has been assumed that even the 

smallest doses Involve a proportionately small risk of induction 

of malignancies. Also, because of the lack of knowledge of the 

nature of the dose-effect relationship in the induction of 

malignancies in man — particularly at those dose levels which 

are relevant in radiological protection — the Commission [the 

ICRP] sees no practical alternative, for the purposes of 
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radiological protection, to assuming a linear relationship 

between dose and effect, and that doses act cumulatively. 

The Commission [the ICRP] is aware that the assumptions of 

no threshold and of complete additivity of all doses may be 

incorrect, but is satisfied that they are unlikely to lead 

to the underestimation of risks. Information is not available 

at the present time which would lead to any alternative 

hypotheses," (Page 2, paragraph no. 7; emphasis supplied,) 

"A basis of the Commission's [ICRP's] recommendations is the 

cautious assumption that any exposure to radiation may carry 

some risk for the development of somatic effects, including 

leukaemia and other malignancies, and of hereditary effects. 

The assumption is made that, down to the lowest levels of 

dose, the risk of inducing disease or disability increases 

with the dose accumulated by the individual. This assumption 

implies that there is no wholly 'safe' dose of radiation. 

The Commission [ICRP] recognizes that this is a conservative 

assumption, and that some effects may require a minimum or 

threshold dose,- However, in the absence of positive knowledge, 

the Commission believes that the policy of assuming a risk of 

injury at low doses is the most reasonable basis for radiation 

protection," (Page 6, paragraph no, 29; emphasis supplied.) 

The National Academy of Sciences takes a comparable view in its 

comprehensive 1972 report on "The Effects on Populations of Exposure 
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to Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation" (reference 4): 

"In view of the gaps in our understanding of radiation 

carcinogenesis in man, and in view of its more conservative 

implications, the linear, nonthreshold hypothesis warrants 

use in determining public policy on radiation protection; 

however, explicit explanation and qualification of the 

assumptions and procedures involved in such risk estimates 

are called for to prevent their acceptance as scientific 

dogma." (Page 97, column 2, 2nd paragraph.) 

In summary, any statement that "All radiation is harmful," or words 

to that effect, is misleading unless it is carefully qualified as 

being a theory and not a material fact. The closely related state

ment that "There is no such thing as a harmless dose of radiation," 

or words to that effect (see NRDC letter, Appendix "C," urging AEC 

to tell the public exactly that) is almost certain to be misleading 

unless very carefully qualified. If the intent is to state that at 

very low doses of radiation the existence or nonexistence of any 

effect has not been proven, this is correct and exactly those words 

should be used. If the intent is to state that there are no doses 

of radiation which are considered by the competent medical and 

scientific authorities to involve an acceptable risk, the statement 

is false. 
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A.1.6 Reaffirmation of standards following challenges 

Beginning in the late 1960's and continuing to some extent to the 

present time, criticisms of the adequacy of the basic NCRP/ICRP 

radiation exposure standards to protect the public health were 

raised by groups whose principal spokesmen appeared to be Drs. John 

Gofmann, Arthur Tamplin, and Ernest Sternglass. The rationale of 

Drs. Gofmann and Tamplin for advocating drastic reductions in the 

exposure limits was that increased numbers of nuclear power reactors 

operating under the existing limits would lead to unacceptable 

numbers of fatalities among the public as calculable using the 

linear theory of radiation effects. Dr. Sternglass' thesis was 

that public health statistics on populations exposed to fallout or 

living near nuclear power plants showed fatalities from radiation 

levels considered low by existing standards, and therefore the 

basis for the standards must be wrong. 

The NCRP recommendations set forth in reference 1, which was issued 

well after the beginning of the controversies noted above, are not 

greatly different from the earlier recommendations of that organiza

tion. It should also be noted that the ICRP has not revised its 

recommendations. The National Academy of Sciences views on these 

controversies are shown by the following quotations from reference 4: 

"A major difficulty has been the interpretation of these 

standards [NCRP-ICRP], particularly in the public mind. The 
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intent as stated is that no individual in the general 

population should receive whole-body exposure of more than 

0.5 rem/year and that the average exposure of population 

groups should not exceed 0.17 rem/year. What is often not 

realized is that one or the other of these limits may be 

governing depending on the nature of exposure. For example, 

if the exposure were to arise from specific locations such 

as nuclear power plants or reprocessing plants and it were 

assured that no individual at the boundaries of the installa

tion could be exposed to more than 0.5 rem/year, it would be 

physically impossible for the U. S. population averages to 

approach anywhere near the level of 0.17 rem/year from such 

sources." (Page 9, column 2, first complete paragraph; 

emphasis supplied,) 

"The evidence assembled by Sternglass has been critically 

reviewed by Lindop and Rotblat..,and by Tompkins and Brown.., 

[references cited in original]. It is clear that the correla

tions presented in support of the hypothesis [of Dr. Sternglass] 

depend on arbitrary selection of data supporting the hypothesis 

and the Ignoring of those that do not." (Page 178, column 2, 

last paragraph,) 

A.1.7 The "As low as practicable" issue 

The various authorities mentioned previously, in addition to recommending 

certain numerical values for radiation exposure which should not be 
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exceeded, have also recommended that actual exposures be kept as 

far below the numerical values as is practicable, or words to that 

effect. The general rationale for this additional recommendation 

is that in the absence of evidence to completely prove or disprove 

the linear theory of radiation effects at low levels of exposure, 

the best course of action is to assume it to be correct. An example 

of this philosophy is as follows: 

"As any exposure may involve some degree of risk, the Commission 

[ICRP] recommends that any unnecessary exposure be avoided, 

and that all doses be kept as low as is readily achievable, 

economic and social considerations being taken into account." 

(Reference 2, page 10, paragraph no. 52.) 

The interpretation of this philosophy in specific situations is 

extremely difficult because of the many possible subjective and 

conflicting views as to what is "readily achievable" and as to 

what are proper balances between "benefit" and "risk." Although 

these issues are far from resolved, at the present time there are 

pressures in the U.S. to require certain nuclear facilities to hold 

nearby population exposures to a few thousandths of a rem per 

person, using the "as low as practicable" concept as justification. 

In this connection, it is important to realize that the natural 

radiation background in the U.S. varies from about one-tenth of a 

rem per year to about one-quarter of a rem per year. For example. 
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a person changing his residence from Texas to Colorado will increase his 

annual radiation exposure by about one-sixth of a rem; from Maine to 

Colorado, by about one-tenth of a rem. By comparison, a requirement 

that large sums of money be spent to preclude radiation exposures of 

a few thousandths of a rem would seem to be unreasonable and unwarranted. 

It has always been considered a reasonable and prudent engineering 

practice in the U.S., however, to design and operate all kinds of 

industrial plants so that they will normally be well within any numerical 

limit that applies to their operations. This practice helps assure 

that in occasional cases of human error, equipment failure, or any 

of the many troubles that can occur in a complex operation the plant 

will still be within a margin of safety and will not be in violation 

of the numerical limit. It is this traditional margin-of-safety 

practice which is the best justification for the "as low as practicable" 

stress on radiation exposures, both occupational and environmental. 

A.1.8 The matter of "health effects" 

There has recently been considerable interest in taking certain esti

mates of possible dose-effect relationships made by the National 

Academy of Sciences (in reference 4) and applying them to certain 

environmental situations (including projected situations) to predict 

"health effects." The "health effects" involved are, in general, the 

_ 

State-by-state data is in reference. 
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incidence of cancer and genetic detects. These applications to 

environmental situations have been made even in cases where the 

radiation exposure per individual would be extremely low. 

Two quotations from the authorities relevant to this point are as 

follows: 

"For purposes of conservative planning it continues to be 

prudent to assume a 

dose versus 

not iustify 

effect 

the use 

non-threshold 

in the region i 

of extrapolat: 

linear 

of low 1 

ions to 

relation 

dose, but 

predict 

ship for 

this do( 

effects. 

except for gross estimates of maximum possible effects." 

(Reference 1, page 57, paragraph no. 163; emphasis as in 

original.) 

"Estimates of risk are, of course, not scientifically reliable 

except in the range of observations from which they are 

derived and under corresponding conditions of exposure." 

(Reference 4, page 99, column 1.) 

In view of these fairly explicit warnings from the NCRP and the NAS, 

the numerical prediction of "health effects" when individual doses 

are very low does not seem justifiable without appropriate conditiona 

remarks. Unfortunately, many of the qualifications and explanations 

are frequently dropped out in the paraphrasing of such predictions. 
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A.2 Terms and concepts relating to radioactive materials 

A.2.1 Particles and rays 

As stated in section A.1.1, radioactive atoms tend to stabilize 

themselves by ejecting subatomic particles and rays of energy. 

Terms for the composition of atoms and for the decay phenomenon 

are as follows: 

The proton is the simplest subatomic particle in the nucleus, 

or center, of the atom. On an arbitrary scale of units, it 

has a weight of one and an electric charge of +1. The simplest 

of all atoms, ordinary hydrogen, has a nucleus made up of one 

proton. 

The electron spins, or rotates, around the nucleus of the atom. 

On the same arbitrary scale of units, it has a weight of about 

0.0005 and an electric charge of -1. The ordinary hydrogen 

atom has one electron. The number of electrons in an atom 

always equals the number of protons, so that there is no net 

electric charge on the atom; the removal of one or more electrons, 

leaving an electric charge on the remainder of the original atom, 

is called ionization. 

The neutron is a subatomic particle found in the nucleus, with 

a weight of one and no electric charge. It may be considered 

as a proton and an electron bound together. 
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The alpha particle is ejected from the nuclei of a class of 

radioactive materials which are then logically called alpha 

emitters. On the same arbitrary scale of units as before, the 

alpha particle has a weight of 4 and a charge of +2. It is 

identical with the nucleus of a helium atom and may be created 

in a cyclotron by ionizing helium; however, the alpha particles 

in the nuclear fuel cycle come from the decay of uranium, 

plutonium, and other heavy elements. The alpha particles from 

these decays travel only a short distance (only a few inches 

in open air) and can be shielded very easily. They create a 

high degree of ionization per unit length of travel before 

coming to rest. 

The beta particle is ejected from the nuclei of a class of 

radioactive materials which, because gamma rays usually accompany 

the beta particles, is called beta-gamma emitters. The beta 

particle is an electron, from decomposition of a neutron. The 

beta particle generally has somewhat more range than an alpha 

particle, but can be shielded quite effectively with commonly 

used thicknesses of most packaging or construction materials. 

The beta particle creates considerably less ionization per unit 

length of travel than the alpha particle. In the nuclear fuel 

cycle, the beta-gamma emitters most significant from a waste 

standpoint are the products from the fissioning of fuel. 
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Gamma rays are not particles of matter at all; they are energy 

in the form of waves, emitted from nuclei during decay. They 

are a member of the family of waves known as the electromagnetic 

spectrum (which includes visible light), and have some of the 

properties of other energy waves, such as reflecting or scatter

ing. The gamma wave lengths are at the short end of the spectrum 

of electromagnetic waves. Gamma radiation, in general, is quite 

difficult to shield. Gamma-caused ionization per unit length 

of path is quite low. 

Neutrons (as described above) are ejected from the atoms of 

nuclear fuel as they split, or fission, within the reactor. 

They are also ejected from the nuclei of a few very heavy radio

nuclides which undergo fissioning as the process of radioactive 

decay (spontaneous fission), and as a secondary radiation in 

some cases of alpha particle absorption within the nuclei of 

light target atoms. Neutrons, like gamma radiation, are highly 

penetrating and difficult to shield; furthermore, many dense 

materials effective for gamma shields are not effective for 

neutrons. Neutrons, through secondary effects, are quite 

highly ionizing. 

A.2.2 The curie 

The basic unit of measurement for quantities of radioactive materials 

is the curie. A curie is the quantity of radioactive material in 

which the number of atoms disintegrating per second is 3.7 x 10 

(37 billion). 
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Statements are sometimes made comparing curies of radioactive materials 

to grams of natural radium. It is true that the numerical value of 

3.7 X 10 atoms disintegrating per second was derived from natural 

radium, but it is extremely misleading to imply that every curie of 

radioactive material is just as potentially hazardous as a curie of 

natural radium. The measurement of an inventory of waste (or any 

other kind of radioactive material) in terms of curies does not 

provide any information as to the type, number, and energy of the 

radiations given off as each atom disintegrates. Without such 

knowledge, no analysis of the potential hazards from any inventory 

under any specified conditions is possible. 

(As an example of the possible variations, 1000 curies of natural 

radium sealed in an ordinary tin can and carried at arm's length 

would deliver a lethal dose of penetrating radiation in about 30 

minutes. The same number of curies of tritium would have all of 

its radiations absorbed within the walls of the tin can and could 

be carried quite safely for an indefinite period, assuming no 

leakage.) 

When the curie values for each type of radioactive material in an inven

tory are known (curies of the fission products strontium-90 and cesium-

137, etc.), it becomes possible to begin evaluation of potential hazards. 

rhe individual MPBB values for each radioactive material are usually 

stated in millionths of curies (microcuries) and the MFC values in 
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microcuries per unit volume of air or water. Other common prefixes, as 

used with the curie, are the millicurie (one one-thousandth of a curie), 

the kilocurie (one-thousand curies), and the megacurie (one million curies 

A.2.3 Half-life 

It is a natural law, applicable to both natural and man-made radio

active materials, that for any specific radioactive material the 

number of atoms which disintegrates in a unit of time is always the 

same fraction of the number of atoms which are present at the 

beginning of that unit of time. In other words, if we find that one 

one-thousandth of the atoms present at 1:00 p.m. have disintegrated 

by 2:00 p.m., we can be sure if the specimen is pure that one one-

thousandth of the atoms present at 6:00 p.m. will disintegrate by 

7:00 p.m. 

Another way to express this is that the time required for a particular 

source of a pure radioactive material to decrease in radiation 

intensity (or in curie content) by a factor of two is always the 

same. This time is called the half-life. The half-life of lodine-131 

(the radioiodine of frequent use in medical diagnoses) is 8 days. If 

a sealed container of radiopharmaceutical waste containing no radio

active material other than iodine-131 shows a radiation measurement 

today of 500 mrem (0.5 rem) per hour, it will show 250 mrem/hr 8 days 

from now, 125 mrem/hr 16 days from now, 62.5 mrem/hr 24 days from 

now, and so on. It takes about 7 half-lives to show a reduction by 
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a factor of 100 from a specific starting point, and another 3 half-

lives (or 10 altogether) to show a reduction by a factor of 1000 from 

that starting point. As another example, the half-life of natural 

thorium is 14 billion years; for the pure thorium content of a mineral 

specimen to decrease by a factor of 1000 would thus require the passage 

of 140 billion years. 

A comparison of most radioactive materials will show that as the 

radioactive half-life increases, the physical mass of one maximum 

permissible body burden (MPBB) also tends to increase. This means 

that the greater persistence of the longer-lived materials may be 

compensated for by this greater physical mass and by related factors 

(such as environmental dilution by nonradioactive forms of the same 

element) which make individual intakes of hazardous amounts unlikely. 

In other words, as a general rule, longer half-life means less hazard. 

However, this general relationship does not hold true for a small class 

of radioactive materials which are retained to a very high degree by 

the metabolism of the human body and which also decay by emitting 

alpha particles, which cause much more ionization (i.e., potential 

damage) in a unit length of travel than the beta particles and gamma 

rays emitted by most radioactive materials. This combination of rela

tively long half-life and high radiotoxicity per unit weight gives a 

special environmental significance to wastes contaminated with this cla 

of radionuclides. There is also an occupational safety significance, 
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since it is quite possible that a person handling unpackaged waste 

of this type (for example, in the exhumation of waste from a burial 

ground) could receive bodily deposition of a considerable number of 

maximum permissible body burdens through a minor break in the skin. 

This class of waste is sometimes called "alpha waste" although a more 

precise term would be "selected actinide wastes" (actinides are 

uranium and heavier materials). New management methods for most of 

these materials are discussed in the main text of this statement. 

A.2.4 Total hazard of stored waste 

Neither curie data nor half-life data alone indicate the'total potentia 

hazard of stored radioactive waste. The curie concentration of stored 

liquid radioactive waste, relative to the maximum permissible concen

trations in water for the radionuclides involved, gives an indication 

of the potential short-term hazard in case of leakage. However, 

without evaluation of the half-lives involved, the duration of the 

potential hazard is not clear. 

Conversely, knowledge of half-life is not enough. Statements are 

sometimes noted to the effect that all radioactive waste must be 

stored for a certain number of half-lives (usually ten). (Another 

version of this is that all .radioactive wastes are "deadly" 

for ten half-lives.) Such statements about storage are over

simplifications. If the desired end point is to have the stored 

liquid waste decay to drinking water concentration, the 
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required storage term would only be exactly ten half-lives if the 

starting concentration were 1,000 times drinking water concentration. 

If the starting concentration were higher, the required storage term 

would be longer; if the starting concentration were less, the required 

storage term would be correspondingly less. Since high-level liquid 

waste must be solidified at a relatively early stage of decay, this 

comparison is only academic. 

There appears to be some use for a measurement which would indicate 

at least in an approximate way not only the potential hazard of a 

present waste inventory but also the degree to which that hazard will 

continue into the future. As an indication of this time-integrated 

potential hazard, the term inventory commitment may be used. The 

basic unit in this inventory commitment concept is one maximum 

permissible body burden (MPBB) which will continue in existence 

within the waste for a period of one year. The inventory commitment 

for a specific waste tank would then be the total of the values 

obtained for each radionuclide present (strontium-90, cesium-137, 

etc.) by multiplying the number of MPBBs present by the average 

life of all the atoms of the radionuclide (which is 1.4 times the 

radioactive half-life). 

Two other concepts for expressing waste inventory hazard seem to 

have limitations. The volume of water required to dilute the waste to 

drinking water concentration does not express the duration of potential 
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hazard; more importantly, it is subject to being misinterpreted as 

indicating an intention to dispose of the waste by dilution. Expressing 

a waste inventory in units of nuclear weapons required to release an 

equal amount of radioactive material is also not a particularly good 

concept. Since the half-lives of most of the radioactive materials 

in fresh fallout are very short compared to those of most of the 

materials in stored waste, the comparison is arithmetically difficult. 

However, of much greater significance, the comparison creates the 

impression that nuclear energy activities may properly be compared to 

nuclear weapons detonations as dangers to the public if the quantities 

of radioactive materials released are equal. Since nuclear weapons 

do most of their damage by blast and fire, and not with radioactivity, 

any expression of radioactive material inventories in "Hiroshima 

equivalents" is misleading. 

A.2.5 Nuclear criticality units 

As stated previously, the usual way in which radioactive nuclides 

stabilize themselves is by ejecting small, subatomic particles 

together with energy. In a few cases, the mode is not by ejecting 

small particles but by splitting into two roughly equal parts 

(spontaneous fission). The few radionuclides which decay by 

spontaneous fission will do so at the same rate independent of the 

quantities which may be present. 

There are also a few radionuclides which do not primarily decay by 

spontaneous fission but which will fission when assembled in sufficient 
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quantities and under conditions favorable to the reflection, rather 

than escape, of the neutrons generated in fissioning. This is the 

fissioning used in nuclear reactors, and, under radically different 

conditions which cannot be duplicated in reactors, in nuclear 

weapons detonations. 

The point where this type of fissioning reaction is self-sustaining 

is called criticality and the quantity of a specific fissionable 

material which is just enough to sustain the reaction under the 

defined conditions is called the critical mass. For example, the 

critical mass for a sphere of pure plutonium-239 metal submerged in 

water is one value; for the same sphere in air it is another value; 

for plutonium metal rods submerged in water, it is still another 

value; and so on for all possible arrangments and chemical and 

physical forms. 

It is possible for inventories of radioactive waste to contain 

quantities of fissionable material which could theoretically produce 

criticality under other conditions. Under normal waste management 

conditions, however,^ the fissionable material is so dispersed through 

the waste volume and so mixed with radioactive nonfissionable impuritie 

as to have no practical significance from a diversion or criticality 

accident standpoint. Therefore, expressing radioactive waste inven

tories in numbers of theoretical critical masses present would have 

no point. 
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A.3 Comparisons of radioactive and nonradioactive waste 

Although it may be desirable in certain environmental studies to make 

comparisons of radioactive and nonradioactive wastes or effluents, 

great care is necessary in doing so. 

For a number of toxic materials encountered in industry, there are 

generally accepted industrial hygiene standards for concentrations 

which should not be exceeded for continuous 40-hour-a-week exposure. 

These concentrations (known as threshold level values, or TLV's) 

appear at first glance to be comparable to the occupational MFC's 

for radioactive materials in air, but are not necessarily derived 

on the same basis. For example, one manufacturer of industrial gases 

warns his customers that a few deep breaths of chlorine at a concen

tration of 1,000 parts per million is invariably fatal. This con

centration of 1,000 parts per million is ten thousand times as high 

as the accepted chlorine TLV. By contrast, the MFC's for radioactive 

material in air are calculated to be safe for fifty years exposure, 

or until an equilibrium content is reached in the body; a few deep 

breaths of air at 10,000 times MFC would be of no significance. 

If acceptable concentrations or depositions of nonradioactive 

pollutants were to be derived with margins of safety comparable to 

those which have been used in radiation standards development, 

comparison with MFC's and MFBB's would of course be valid. The 

adaptation of the inventory commitment concept to stored chemical 
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wastes would be difficult since for those which cannot be destroyed, 

such as mercury in its elemental form, the inventory commitment value 

would be mathematically infinite. 

The fact that present radioactivity standards and standards for 

nonradioactive materials cannot be derived from bases of equally 

adequate knowledge is obvious from the following quotations: 

"Man's response to other potentially noxious agents including 

environmental pollutants needs to be in better balance with 

radiation protection philosophy. Chemical mutagens and 

carcinogens have not received attention comparable with that 

accorded to ionizing radiations." (reference 1, page 6, 

paragraph no. 19; emphasis supplied) 

"...there exists now a considerable body of reliable information 

on radiation effect -- indeed, few, if any, other environmental 

hazards have been studied to a comparable extent." (reference 1 

page 7, paragraph no. 22; emphasis supplied) 

"It is sometimes overlooked that the objective proposed two 

decades ago [in setting radiation protection standards] was 

to make the radiation risk essentially no greater than that 

present in other occupations. More accurate comparison requires 

better data on both sides. For better balance of judgment the 

prime need today may well be for improved evaluation of the 
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risks of many other occupations, some of which involve mutagenic 

agents, carcinogenic agents, and probably various other potential 

life-shortening agents or stress factors." (reference 1, page 39, 

paragraph no. 166; emphasis supplied) 

"...it is a concise summary of the intention [of the as low as 

practicable provision] to encourage protection practices that 

are better than any prescribed minimal level, and this is the 

basic criterion for all cases in which a non-threshold dose-

effect either exists or has to be assumed. A similar admonition 

should be given for many potentially harmful agents and radiation 

is in no way unique in this respect." (reference 1, page 64, 

paragraph no. 178; emphasis in original) 

"There has been and continues to be no pretesting of materials 

for cancer and other serious diseases. Examination is for 

serviceability, salability, utility; whether cancer will result 

is hardly considered, except for radioactive devices." 

(emphasis supplied) 

Dr. E. Cuyler Hammond, Vice President for Epidemiology, 

American Cancer Society, and Dr. Irving J. Selikoff, 

professor of medicine, Mount Sinai Shool of Medicine; 

quoted by Stuart Auerbach in a newspaper article on an 

American Cancer Society seminar for science writers; 

Washington Post, March 23, 1974, page A4. 
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It is because of the foregoing difference that it is not possible 

to provide a quantitative cost/benefits analysis of radiation 

protection standards relative to standards for other potentially 

hazardous materials, as was requested by the NRDC (see letter. 

Appendix C). 
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APPENDIX B 

RATIONALE FOR THE VALUE OF TEN NANOCURIES PER GRAM 

In 1970, a working group on sorting of radioactive waste was asked 

to recommend a basis on which AEC-generated plutonium-contaminated 

solid waste should be segregated for readily retrievable storage 

and no longer be disposed of by shallow land burial. The 

working group noted that a large number of arbitrary values for 

such segregation might be used, but narrowed its discussions to 

several options. These options, with their advantages and dis

advantages, were as follows: 

Option 1 (All traces) 

This option would include all wastes with any traces of plutonium 

detectable by direct measurements on any suspect surfaces, or in 

which traces of plutonium might reasonably be inferred from knowl

edge of the operations of the facility generating the waste. This 

would be the most inclusive of the possible definitions. However, 

because of the non-uniform concentrations of plutonium in actual 

waste situations, such an all-inclusive definition would mean that 

relatively little benefit would be gained from any improved waste 

handling system for a large portion of the waste volume diverted 

to it. 
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For example, 30 percent of the volume of Rocky Flats wastes under 

normal operations contains 99 1/2 percent of the plutonium. In 

other words, if the volimie-dependent costs of diverting 99 1/2 per

cent of the Rocky Flats plutonium to a repository, rather than per

mitting it to go to land burial, were a certain number of dollars, 

the benefits of diverting the remaining one-half of one percent of 

the plutonium would cost 2.3 times as much. This type of cost-

benefits ratio would be difficult to defend in the attempted fund

ing of specific waste handling improvement projects. 

Option 2 (Environmentally-derived) 

In terms of long-half life and high specific radiotoxicity, 

plutonium-239 is comparable to radium-226. Radium is widely dis

persed through the earth's crust, frequently near the surface. 

The resultant concentrations of radium in natural waters are often 

detectable but are generally well within drinking water standards. 

It seems reasonable, therefore, to bury plutonium — not at random, 

but only at carefully selected sites — in concentrations no more 

The current maximum permissible body burden (MPBB) for plutonium-239 
in bone is two and one-half times more restrictive than that for 
radium-226. The concentration standard for water is 500 times more 
restrictive for radium than for plutonium. The half-life of pluto
nium is 15 times as long as that of radium. However, the half-life 
of radium is relevant only to specific isolated quantities; the 
radium content of the earth's crust in general is maintained by 
the decay of uranium-238, with a half-life about 2 x 10 times 
as long as that of plutonium. In view of the long periods of time 
involved in this general problem, estimation of an exact "relative 
hazard factor" seems unwarranted. 
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than the upper range of natural radium concentrations in the earth. 

The actual value proposed was ten nanoCuries per gram. 

This approach has the advantages of being derived through an 

environmentally oriented rationale rather than being arbitrary. 

The disadvantage is that at present, external radiation measure

ments on waste packages cannot detect the presence of plutonium 

at this low a concentration. Segregation of packages would have 

to be done by some indirect means, such as summation of measurements 

of contamination wipes of individual items, or laboratory analyses 

of samples from appropriate homogenous materials such as solidified 

evaporator sludges. In many cases, it would probably be satis

factory to have knowledgeable radiation monitoring personnel, after 

careful review of their plant operations, designate all waste from 

certain collection points or certain types of maintenance work as 

"plutonium-contaminated." 

Option 3 (The "Low Specific Activity" Definition) 

In Department of Transportation regulations, material containing 

less than 0.1 microCurie per gram of the so-called "Group I" radio

nuclides (which, in general, are the alpha-emitting radionuclides 

such as plutonium-239) is defined as "Low Specific Activity" 

material. Above this concentration, more restrictive packaging 

requirements apply. 
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The advantage of using this definition for segregation of pluto

nium waste would be that it would not require any additional 

measurement at those facilites already shipping waste offsite and 

therefore routinely making the "Low Specific Activity" determina

tion. The disadvantage would be that application of a criterion 

obviously derived from transportation accident considerations to 

such a drastically different problem as the very long-term adequacy 

of waste burial practices would be vulnerable to criticism (and 

with considerable justice) as being highly arbitrary. 

Option 4 (External Radiation Measurements) 

Because plutonium-239 is a "special nuclear material" (i.e., it 

can be used to make nuclear weapons) strict safeguards requirements 

are imposed on management of plutonium inventories and on many 

transfers and shipments of plutonium (Including waste shipments). 

It is a common practice, in compliance with these safeguards require

ments, to make external radiation measurements on waste packages 

(such as 55-gallon drums) after they have been prepared for ship

ment. 

If the segregation value for retrievable storage were set at the 

minimum level of plutonium which could be routinely detected by 

these routine safeguards measurements, the advantage of being able 

to use a single determination for two purposes would be obtained. 

However, although these measurements are considered sensitive 
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enough for safeguards purposes, their use would be the least sensi

tive of the four options listed here. The accumulation of a large 

number of waste containers with no plutonium detectable by external 

radiation measurements could still involve a total quantity of 

plutonium which, on a long-term burial grounds surveillance basis, 

could be significant. 

The working group recommended Option 2, and this was later made 

a requirement in AEC Manual Chapter 0511 for use at AEC sites. 
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APPENDIX C 

CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING PREPARATION OF THIS STATEMENT 

This appendix consists of: 

1. All letters received by the AEG commenting upon the October 24, 1973, 

Federal Register notice of intent to publish a draft environmental 

statement on the AEG program to develop repositories for commer

cial high-level radioactive waste. 

2. Letters received by the AEC within the comment period in response 

to the April 26, 1974, Federal Register notice of intent to expand 

the scope of the draft environmental statement to include 

transuranium-contaminated waste. 

3. AEG responses to the above letters commenting on the inclusion or 

exclusion of points raised by the letters. (Earlier acknowledgements 

of the letters are not reproduced.) 

The incoming letters are printed in chronological order, with the AEG 

response immediately following each, except that where the same con

tributor responded to each Federal Register notice, the two incoming 

letters are together and a single answer is provided. 
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Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. 
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John K Kohinson Fiq U.S. Atomlc Energy Comm.ission 
i.ur.ncek.ckefeiier Washlngton , D.C. 20545 
J Willaril Rooseve l t ^ 

DdVid Sive i sq 

Dr t,eor-e \i woojwei! Dear Dr. Liverrrian: 
t dwin M / rn i rne r r r i i n , Lsq 

'"''i^LniTi^lTun Thank you for your letter of October 2^. We 
applaud the Atomic Energy Commission's decision 
to prepare and circulate for public and agency 
comment a programmatic environmental impact 
statement on the management of high-level radio
active wastes generated at commercial nuclear 
fuel reprocessing plants. 

The enclosed suggestions for your consideration 
are in response to your letter and the public notice 
(38 Federal Register 29350, October 24, 1973) inviting-
public participation in the preparation of the draft 
statement. We welcome this opportunity to take part 
in an important decisionmaking process. 

The attached suggestions are not exhaustive. We 
may supplement them as appropriate. In addition, we 
intend to submit detailed comments on the draft state
ment and to participate in any public hearings. 

Please feel free to contact us for elaboration 
or clarification of our comments. 

TRL/JEB/gmg 

cc: The Honorable Russell E. Train 
The Honorable John A. Busterud 
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Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. 

New York Office 
36 West 44th Stre. t 

New York, New York 10036 
212 986-8310 

664 Hamilton Avenue 
Palo Alto, California 94301 

415 327-1080 Washington Office 
1710 N Street, N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 20036 
202 783-5710 

COMMENTS 

REGARDING THE PREPARATION OF 

THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

ON THE 

MANAGEMENT PROGRAM FOR RADIOACTIVE WASTES 

FROM 

COMMERCIAL NUCLEAR FUEL REPROCESSING PLANTS 

Submitted to: 

The U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 

November 2, 1973 

Terry R. Lash, Ph.D 

John E, Bryson, Esq. 
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These comments are in response to the AEC's commendable ^ 

decision to prepare a broad environmental impact statement (EIS) on the 

overall program for storage and disposal of radioactive wastes 

from commercial nuclear fuel reprocessing plants. These comments 

supplement the views expressed in letters of August 14, and 

September 21, 1973, in which the Natural Resources Defense Council 

(NRDC) requested preparation of such a statement, pursuant to the 

requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 

(NEPA). We are encouraged that the AEC has decided to prepare 

this statement and hope that our comments may be helpful in shaping 

th. careful consideration of alternatives required. The comments 

are not intended to be exhaustive or all-inclusive, but they do 

indicate important matters that should be addressed in the draft EIS. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The environmental and health hazards posed by the generation, 

transportation, storage and eventual disposal of extremely toxic, 

long-lived radioactive wastes are unparalleled in the history of man. 

The operation of thousands of nuclear power plants during the next 

few decades will produce even larger amounts of nuclear wastes than 
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were generated through the manufacture of atomic weapons. The 

problems associated with the storage of commercially-generated 

radioactive wastes may be yet greater than those connected with the 

storage of high-level wastes at Hanford and o^her AEC facilities. 

The physical form of the wastes and the proposed method of storage 

will be significantly different than forms and methods in the 

military program. Thus, any design for storage of commercially-

generated high-level radioactive wastes will benefit from little 

previous experience. The scope and depth of the programmatic 

impact statement on the overall approach to the interim and 

ultimate storage of commercially-generated high-level radioactive 

wastes must be commensurate with the grave and unique problems 

posed. 

II. AEC DECISI0NI4AKING PROCEDURES CONCERNING THE STORAGE OF 
COMMERCIALLY-GENERATED HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES 

To date, the concerned public has been poorly informed 

about the chain of events leading from the creation of very toxic, 

long-lived by-products in nuclear power plants to eventual perma

nent storage or disposal of these wastes. The long-term implica

tions of relying on nuclear facilities for power generation have 

been inadequately examined and are scarcely recognized, much less 

understood,by the American public. Yet, as Alvin M. Weinberg, 

Director of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory and a proponent of 

nuclear power plants, has put it: 

"We nuclear people have made a 
Faustian bargain with society. On 
the one hand, we offer — in the 
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catalytic nuclear burner — an I 
inexhautible source of energy. . . . 
But the price that we demand of 
society for this magical energy 
source is both a vigilance and a 
longevity of our social institutions 
that we are quite unaccustomed to. 
. . . . The society must then make 
the choice, and this is a choice that 
we nuclear people cannot dictate. 
We can only participate in making it. 
Is mankind prepared to exert the 
eternal vigilance needed to ensure 
proper and safe operation of its 

nuclear energy system?" 1/ 

No such awesome responsibility should be imposed on 

society without full, public consideration of the potential 

consequences of such a course of action. For this purpose, we 

urge that the following steps, in addition to usual NEPA procedures, 

be undertaken. 

First, the AEC should request the National Academy of 

Sciences-National Research Council to establish an expert, unbiased, 

multidisciplinary committee to review the draft statement and to 

submit a thorough report to the public. 

Second, the AEC should contract with an independent 

consulting firm such as the Rand Corporation, to evaluate and 

criticize publicly the draft statement. 

Third, after the independent experts have published 

their analyses of the draft EIS, the AEC should hold public 

hearings in several cities on the AEC's proposal for storing 

_1/ 
Weinberg, Science 177, 27 (1972). "Social Institutions 

and Nuclear Energy." 



commercially-generated high-level radioactive wastes. 

Fourth, the final EIS should be issued only after the 

AEC staff has had simple time to consider all comments In depth. 

We appreciate that this procedure would require substantial 

staff time and expense. However, we strongly believe th^t anything 

less would not be commensurate with the importance of the issue. 

The impact statement for the national radioactive waste 

management program must provide the basis for a timely reassess

ment of the AEC decision, already announced, to construct retrievable 

surface facilities for the interim storage of commercially-generated 

high-level radioactive wastes. CEQ Guidelines for Federal Agancies 

under the National Environmental Policy Act, § 1500.7. 

The Commission has approached Congress and the public with 

the claim that engineered facilities are the best solution to ovr 

need to contain radioactive wastes for extraordinarily long periods. 

The environmental impact statement procedures of NEPA provide the 

means for examining, with full public and agency participation, 

that decision in light of all reasonable alternatives to it. 

III. SCOPE AND PURPOSE OF THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
STATEI^NT 

NEPA was enacted by Congress to insure that federal 

agencies give full and detailed consideration to the environmental 

consequences of, and alternatives to, all "major Federal actions 

significantly affecting the quality of the human environment." 
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The EIS is the principal mechanism: for assuring such full and 

detailed consideration of environmental values. NEPA sets forth 

in Section 102(2) (C) the environmental factors which the EIS 

must discuss in detail: 

(i) the environmental impact of the 
proposed action, 

(ii) any adverse environmental effects 
which cannot be avoided.should the pro
posal be implemented, 

(iii) alternatives to the proposed action, 
short-term uses of man's environment and 
the maintenance and enhancement of long-
term productivity, and 

(v) any irreversible and irretrievable 
commitments of resources which would be 
involved in the proposed action should it 
be implemented. 

NEPA seeks to promote environmental protection by 

requiring federal agencies to consider environmental effects 

in their decisionmaking, to provide disclosure to the public 

and other government decisionmakers of the impacts and alterna

tives to major federal actions, and to promote the long-range 

planning objectives of NEPA. The Senate Report on NEPA states 

that the Act was designed to correct a situation in.which 

"fijmportant decisions concerning the use 
and shape of man's future environment con
tinue to be made in small but steady incre
ments which perpetuate rather than avoid 
the recognized mistakes of previous decades." 
S. Rep. No. 91-296, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 
5-6 (1969). 

The President's Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) 
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in its Guidelines (38 Federal Register 20550) on the preparation 

of EIS's has stated: 

"The draft statement must fulfill and 
satisfy to the fullest extent possible 
at the time the draft is prepared the 
requirements established for final state
ments by section 102(2)(C)." § 1500.7(a). 

After preparation and circulation of the draft, the AEC 

should, due to the importance of this issue, hold public hearings, 

in several locations around the country, on plans for the manage

ment of radioactive wastes from commercial nuclear fuel reproces

sing plants. See CEQ Guidelines § 150O.'7(d). 

The draft EIS must adequately present data and varying 

expert viewpoints to enable a thorough reassessment of the proposed 

program for the generation, transport, interim storage and eventual 

permanent storage or disposal of commercially-generated high-level 

radioactive wastes. All reasonably conceivable alternatives to 

the proposed procedures should be fairly presented — with careful 

cost/benefit analyses — in order to allow the AEC, other federal 

and state agencies, the Congress and the public to evaluate the 

social burdens, environmental hazards and economic costs of the 

available levels of protection for future generations from the 

release of radioactive materials into the biosphere. Finally, 

the fundamental question of whether the waste should be generated 

at all should be examined. The statement should fairly consider 

the real possibility that radioactive wastes, no matter how 

managed, pose an unacceptable risk to society of v/idespread con

tamination and disaster. 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia 

in ruling that an EIS is required on the program to develop a 
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liquid metal fast breeder reactor provided guidelines for 

determining the appropriate scope and depth of impact statements 

on important and complex programs: 

Drafting a proper impact statement in
volves much more than filling'in the 
blanks on a government form. NEPA state
ments can and do vary, from relatively 
short and simple analyses of the environ
mental effects of smaller projects to 
complex multi-volume works for projects 
of multi-billion-dollar dimensions. . . . 

• . . . the Commission may well be ex
pected to devote more resources toward 
preparation of an impact statement for 
its multi-billion-dollar [LMFBR] program 
than it would for a project involving 
federal investment many times smaller. 
Scientists' Institute v. AEC, 5 ERC 1418 
1425.(D.C. Cir. 1973). 

At the end of the NEPA review, the AEC must make decisions 

which will have profound implications for the health and safety of 

many generations in the future. In light of the seriousness of the 

issue, the AEC must take the necessary steps to insure that all 

relevant information, including known areas of ignorance or 

uncertainty, and points of view, including responsible opposing 

views, are fully, fairly and openly presented. 2/ See, e.g. , 

Committee for Nuclear Responsibility v. Schlesinger, 404 U.S. 917 

(1971); EDF v. Corps of Engineers, 325 F. Supp. 728 (E.D. Ark. 

1970-71). 

"[Ojne of the functions of a NEPA statement is to indicate 
the extent to which environmental effects are essentially unknown." 
Scientists' Institute v. AEC> 5 ERC 1418, 1426 (D.C. Cir. 1973). 
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IV. CONTENTS OF THE PROPOSED ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

A. Approach and Format of the Draft Statement 

Many individuals who will want to read and comment upon the 

draft EIS, while generally aware of the hazards of radioactivity, 

are not familiar with the terminology and jargon of the technicians 

and scientists involved in the management of radioactive wastes. 

Therefore, a substantial effort should be made to define all 

specialized terms and describe important radioactive waste manage

ment facilities in order that the concerned non-expert can 

readily appreciate the relative advantages and disadvantages of 

the alternatives available to the AEC in its decisionmaking. CEQ 

Guidelines § 1500.8(1); § 1500.8(a)(1). Such words as mrem, 

curie, radionuclide, alpha-, beta-and gamma-rays, half-life, 

ionizing radiation and criticality should be carefully defined, 

for instance. Vague terms such as "interim" should not be used 

without reference to a specific period of time described .in years. 

Furthermore, a major attempt should be made to avoid the use 

of jargon and to phrase statements for maximum clarity to a general 

audience. At the same time, statements must be precise and 

informative rather than merely asserting a conclusion._V 

1/ 
All features of an impact statement must be "written in 

language that is understandable to non-technical minds and 
yet contain enough scientific reasoning to ^lert specialists 
to particular problems within the field of their expertise." 
The reason for this standard is that impact statements must 
assist in rational, thoroughly informed decision making by 
officials higher up in the agency chain-of-command, including 
the Congress, the Executive and the general public, some of 
whom may not possess the technical expertise of those who 
evaluate the impact and prepare environmental statements.... 
Additionally, when technical procedures are discussed, such 
as in connection with the benefit-cost analysis issues, the 
applicable law and methods employed should be adequately ex
plained so that all may understand them, (footnotes omitted) 
Sierra Club v. Froehlke, 5 ERC 1033, 1067 (D.C. S. Texas 1973). 
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The AEC's detailed plans — and all reasonable alternatives 

to each separable aspect of those plans — for the eventual 

safe containment of radioactive wastes in perpetuity should be 

carefully presented. Each possibility should include a cost/risk 

analysis so that the public can ascertain to the greatest extent 

possible the costs of each level of protection. Careful analysis 

should likewise be given the basic alternative of not generating 

any additional radioactive wastes. All alternatives should be 

presented with sufficient detail, completeness and clarity so 

that the intelligent, non-expert, as well as the expert, reader 

will be able to assess the social, environmental and financial 

costs of each. These objectives may be best realized through 

the use of footnotes, appendices or other materials supplementary 

to the general analysis. CEQ Guidelines § 1500.8(b). 

In order to allow m.eaningful public and agency comment, 

it is essential that the draft statement be as complete as pos

sible- If comments on the draft reveal significant omissions, 

a revised draft should be circulated. 

B. Basic Information Should be Included in the Draft 
Statement 

It is important that the public and public decision

makers be made fully aware of the deleterious effects of ionizing 

radiation. In particular, the AEC should make clear that there is 

13 "safe" level of radiation, i.e., that all ionizing radiation may 

increase, proportionately, the rate of genetic mutation and inci

dence of cancer. The fact that susceptibility to harmful effects 
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of radiation varies widely within human populations — with the 

young, old and sick being most seriously affected — should be 

thoroughly discussed. See, National Academy of Sciences-National 

Research Council Report Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation 

(November, 1972). 

The absence' of safe-levels of radioactivity and the 

diverse human susceptibilities to radiation should be described 

in relation to the AEC's standards for maximum permissible 

concentrations of radionuclides. It would be instructive to have 

a detailed description of the process used to establish the standards. 

General statements about the conformity of the AEC standards with 

the standards of other groups are insufficient. Rather, a detailed 

assessment of their adequacy to protect fully the public health 

and welfare is necessary. A cost/risk analysis of these standards 

also should be included. 

Likewise, the processes of bioconcentration and bio-

accumulation should be comprehensively analyzed. Special attention 

should be paid to animals that are at the top of food chains and/ 

or that may be consumed by human beings. The radionuclides, e.g., 

strontium and plutonium, that may concentrate or accumulate in 

human organs should recieve special attention. 

In addition, an overview of the magnitude of the radio

active waste management problem should be presented, including a 

careful estimate of the total and annual amounts of wastes to be 

generated during the next 100 years or longer, of the composition 

of the wastes by radionuclide, and of the total and annual number 
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of shipments that will be required between reprocessing plants 

and a federal repository. The statement should further analyze 

the possibility and probability of a severe accident during the 

transportation and storage of wastes. 

C. -Location, Facilities and Operation of 
Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing Plants Should be 
Considered in the Draft Statement 

Since the location, facilities and operation of the 

fuel reprocessing plants which generate high-level wastes bear 

significantly on the optimal methods of managing the wastes, the 

statement should discuss the relevant features of the reprocessing 

plants and their significance for the generation - transportation-

management-disposal process. 

The siting of plants for the reprocessing of irradiated 

("spent") fuel elements from commercial nuclear power reactors 

will significantly affect the numJDer and kind of the storage and 

disposal alternatives available and will determine the required 

distances of travel for high-level radioactive v/astes. For 

instance, if a reprocessing plant is located over a salt dome or 

a cavern created by a deep underground nuclear explosion, the wastes 

might be poured into the formation directly below or adjacent to 

the plant. Transportation of the wastes through population centers 

and a possible catastrophic transportation accident would thereby 

be precluded. Alternatively, locating reprocessing plants adjacent 

to clusters of nuclear power plants (creating "nuclear parks") 

would reduce the need for lengthy shipments of spent fuel elements 

to the reprocessing plants. 
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Likewise, the storage facilities at existing and future 

reprocessing plants are factors which should be considered. A 

full reassessm.ent of the benefits and risks of storing high-level 

wastes at the plants for up to a ten-year period should be under

taken. The security of containment of wastes at the reprocessing 

plants should be compared, for instance, with the margin of safety 

available at a national repository. The effects of various 

"holding" times at the reprocessing plants on the eventual trans

portation of the wastes likewise needs to be assessed. 

Similarly, the physical and chemical forms of the high-

level wastes upon leaving reprocessing plants limits the available 

alternatives for their storage and disposal. Liquids can be 

poured into salt formations and absorbed, for instance. Solids 

vary greatly in their chemical and physical characteristics. 

"Salt cake" is more difficult to maneuver than calcine, v/hile 

calcine is less leach I'esistant than aluminosilicates. Each 

of these properties influences the decision concerning the 

acceptable and preferred storage or disposal means. 

Finally, the draft statement should draw on the experi

ence and consider the relevant features of the existing nuclear 

fuel reprocessing plants. The one commercial plant that has been 

in operation should be thoroughly reviewed, v/ith special em.phasis 

on the storage and disposal plans for the existing 600,000 gallons 

of high-level wastes. In addition, the possibility that existing 

plants are not in environmentally sound geological -- hydrological 

locations should be considered. 
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D. The Transportatjon of I-Jastes From Reprocessing Plants 
to the IntGrim r>f.or"nqG Facnrtv and :̂o the Ultiirate 
Pto.rc)ga o.r Dicnocc: I SxZc Si'Tou.Ld Be Considered in the 
Draft Statenbn t. 

The numerous shipments of high-level v.'astes projected 

by the AEC present substantial risks to the environment and publi 

health from possible accident or sabotage. The magnitude of the 

long-term transportation problem, deserves detailed scrutiny m 

the draft EIS. The amounts of wastes to be shipped annually, 

routes of trave.l, the susceptibility of containers to damage, and 

the circumstances that could lead to release of radioactivity are 

among the .issues which should be fully and frankly discussed. 

For instance, the consideration of potential releases of radio

activity following an accident should go beyond bland assurances 

that a shipping cask can withstand some designated temperature 

and force. Inform.ation describing the minimum conditions that 

will actually break or crack a cask should be described, includ

ing a detailed assessment of hov/ and hiov.' frequently this might 

occur during shipment. Restrictions, e.g., a prohibition against 

explosives or volatile chemicals, that \\'ill be placed on trains 

carrying casks of radioactive wastes should be enum.erated. 

All reasonable alternatives to modes and routes of 

travel should be comprehensively developed. These alternatives 

should be conGide.red in concert V7ith the or-tior.s available for 

siting reprocessing plants and interim or permanent storage 

facilities. 
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E. Possible Locations and Tyoes of Interim Storage and 
Ultimate Srorago or Disposal Facilities Should Be 
Fully~Describecna-i the Draft vStateuient. ~ 

The relative merits and demerits of each of the reason

ably conceivable alternative schenes for storifig or disposing 

commercially-generated high-level v/astes should be analyzed. 

Many such proposals have been put forv/ard, both from within and 

outside of the AEC. An effort should be made to provide a full 

evaluation of each proposal in the draft EIS. At a minimum, 

each proposal on the follov/ing partial list of alternative con

cepts for the permanent storage or disposal of the high-level 

wastes should be considered fully in the draft EIS: 

1) Disposal into a deep underground 
mined chamber in basalt rock; 

2) Disposal in underground caverns 
created by the detonation of 
nuclear devices; 

3) Injection into \;ells extending 
below the water table into 
•porous rock formations; 

4) Very deep injection into the 
stable silicate core of the 
continent; 

5) Disposal into natural rock 
caverns; 

6) Burial in dry, bedded salt 
formations which lie below 
irapermeable layers of clay or 
shale in southern Haw Mexico 
or elsev.'here; 

7) Disposal into salt domes 
.located in the Gulf Coast 
region or elsewhere; 
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8) Disposal in solar orbit; 

9) Disposal belov; a tectonic plate 
{a. primary slab of the rigid 
outer shell - the lithosphere -
of the earth) by placenent along 
the line (oceanic trench) forned 
by one plate sinking beneath an 
adjoining plate into the mantle 
of the earth near the Aleutian 
Islands and elsev/here; 

10) Disposal by burial in Antarctic 
ice; 

11) Nuclear transmutation of the 
transuranic actinides (v7hich 
include some of the more radio-
toxic nuclides) into fissionable 
isotopes that could be consumed 
in nuclear pov/er reactors; 

12) Slov/ discharge into a volcano, 
such as Kilauea on the Island 
of Kav/aii, v.'hich erupts every 
fev7 years, in order to immobi
lize the radioactivity in im
permeable lava rock at lov; 
concentrations; 

13) Deep self-burial by rock-melting 
capsules. 

Bc,sed upon the information on the projected magnitude 

of radioactive v/astes to be generated, the characteristics of 

the various alternative means available for storage or disposal, 

and the inherent hazards of the v/astes, the draft EIS must 

directly confront the basic choice of: (1) interim, retrievable 

storage, gambling that an acceptable and more permanent storage 

or disposal means v;ill be discovered in the near future, (2) 

immediate disposal to guarantee greater security in the short-

term v/hile accepting unknov/n long-term risks, or (3) delaying 
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the generation of additional high-level radioactive v/astes until 

an acceptable, very low risk perm.anent disposal m.eans is 

developed. 

The alternatives that need full, detailed consideration 

under choice (1) above, the present AEC intention, are: 

(1) _ specific geographical location, 

including geological and hydro-
logical criteria for selection; 

(2) design concepts, e.g., air-
cooled versus v^ater-cooled 
above-surface structures; 

(3) susceptibility to attack, 
sabotage or accident; 

(4) extent of human surveillance 
and stability of societal 
institutions required; and 

(5) costs assuming either (a) an 
acceptable permanent storage 
or disposal means is developed 
v/ithin a hundred years, or 
(b) an acceptable permanent 
storage or disposal means is 
never found. (These cost 
estim.ates should include not 
only the annual i.-aintenanco 
program and inibial and sub
sequent purchases of equip
ment, but also the possible 
costs resulting from a serious 
accident, the decomm.issioning 
of the facilities, and the 
transportation of the v/astes 
to another perm.anent storage 
or disposal site.) 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The preparation of an environmental impact statement on the 

overall radioactive v/aste management program for commercially-

generated high-level radioactive wastes should be an integral 

step in the AEC's decisionmaking process. As the President's 

Council on Environmental Quality has directed: 

"[A]gencies should keep in mind 
that such statements are to serve 
as the means of assessing the 
environmental impact of proposed 
agency actions, rather than as a, 
justification for decisions already 
made." CEQ Guidelines § 1500.7. 

The selection of nuclear power plants as a primary source 

of electrical energy and the consequent production of vast 

quantities of toxic, high-level radioactive v/astes must not be 

undertaken lightly or without full public debate. The decision 

to impose serious potential environmental and health hazards on 

future generations should not be made by experts alone but rather 

by the public and its democratic institutions. 

To facilitate public involvement in this decisionmaking, the 

statement should be made intelligible to the concerned non

expert. Furthermore, the draft statement must present reasonably 

detailed, balanced information, including responsible dissenting 

viewpoints, on the risks posed by radioactive wastes. Publica

tion of the EIS should allow members of th^ public, the Executive 

and the Congress, as v/ell as the AEC, to evaluate fully existing 

programs and to judge all reasonable alternatives, including the 
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possibility of not producing additional wastes. The draft 

statement should assess the potential environmental effects of 

the proposed program and all reasonable alternatives in the 

entire sequence of events from the generation of radioactive 

wastes through transportation and interim storage to their 

permanent storage or" disposal. 

Preparation and circulation of the draft statement, moreover, 

should be only the beginning in the AEC's efforts to notify the 

public of the momentous decision that must be made within the 

next few years. The AEC should actively solicit the informed 

viev/points of independent experts within universities, private 

companies and consulting firms, and governmental and private 

organisations. Hearings should be held to allow the general 

public to raise questions and voice their concerns and to 

provide a forum for the cross-examination of the AEC and other 

scientists in order to evaluate the validity of their opinions 

and testimony. Ultimately, a complete record must be available 

to Congress, the Executive, and the public for their final 

evaluation and decision. 
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UNITED STATES 

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
W A S H I N G X O N , D.C. 20545 

SEP • •') ;.•: 

Dr. Terry R. Lash 
Mr. John E. Bryson 
Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. 
664 Hamilton Avenue 
Palo Alto, California 94301 

Dear Dr. Lash and Mr. Bryson: 

This letter will supplement my letter of December 26, 1973, which 
acknowledged your November 2, 1973, letter and comments regarding the 
preparation of the draft environmental statement on the AEC program for 
developing repositories for commercial high-level radioactive waste. 
The statement, which has been broadened in scope to include transuranium-
contaminated waste, has been completed and a copy is enclosed for your 
review. We appreciate the degree of effort which has obviously gone into 
your comments and, although we may not agree with some of the individual 
points raised, we certainly agree with your general theme that the state
ment is important and should be of high quality. 

One very important point raised in your comments was: 

"The Commission has approached Congress and the Public with the 
claim that engineered facilities are the best solution to our 
need to contain radioactive wastes for extraordinarily long 
periods." 

We do not believe this is a good paraphrase of what we have told Congress 
or the public. We have tried to emphasize that the present program is 
a dual program including engineered.surface storage and permanent geo
logic disposal and consider both equally important. The two consecutive 
annual JCAE authorization legislation reports, cited in the draft environ
mental statement, clearly show that the JCAE has understood this dual 
approach and approved it. We have tried to stress the importance of both 
parts of the dual program in the draft environmental statement, and we 
hope this will clarify the point. 

With regard to your suggestions for review steps in addition to the usual 
NEPA procedures, there is an existing multidisciplinary National Academy 
of Sciences - National Research Council Committee (the Committee on Radio
active Waste Management") which reviews the AEC's waste management program 
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Dr. Terry R. Lash 
Mr. John E. Bryson ,o; 

for both commercial waste and AEC-generated waste. The AEC has made a 
coimnitment that all reports from this committee will be made public, as 
they are received. The AEC is distributing the draft environmental 
statement to the members of the full NAS-CRWM committee and its sub
committees, and will welcome their comments either as a group or as 
individual scientists. Therefore, we see no reason to ask the NAS-NRC to 
establish a new committee or to enter into contracts for other consultation 
on the draft statement. With regard to public hearings, the AEC announced 
its intention to hold a public hearing on the draft environmental statement 
in the April 26 Federal Register notice. The holding of hearings at 
multiple sites will depend on the interest expressed. As for the suggestion 
that the final statement should only be issued after the AEC staff has 
had ample time to consider all comments in depth, this is certainly the 
AEC intention. 

The alternatives of not generating any more commercial high-level waste, 
and of providing retrievable high-level waste storage at individual commer
cial fuel processing plants instead of at a central AEC location, are both 
discussed in the statement, as you suggest. With regard to other questions 
on commercial fuel processing plants, the Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. 
plant is now in a shutdown status to permit extensive modifications. A 
regulatory environmental statement is in preparation in support of re-
licensing this plant for resumption of operations, and when ready its 
availability will be announced in the Federal Register in the usual manner. 
Regulatory environmental statements have been issued On the other two 
commercial fuel processing plants which have reached the construction 
stage. In view of the foregoing, discussion of commercial fuel processing 
plant siting or operations would be a duplication of effort and is not 
being attempted in this statement. 

With regard to your statement that we must take the necessary steps to 
insure that all points of view are fully presented, letters of comment in 
response to the Federal Register notices of intent to prepare this state
ment have been printed in full in Appendix C of the draft statement. 
Opposing or critical views have also been referred to at a number of 
points in the text. 

Your suggestion that an effort be made to define technical terms for the 
general reader is very well taken, and Appendix A has been included in the 
statement in an attempt to explain terms and concepts important to an 
understanding of waste management hazards analyses. This Appendix includes 
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a discussion of the history and substance of radiation protection standards, 
touching on the matters of "no safe level of radiation", varying human 
susceptibility to radiation, and the recognition of bioconcentration. 
This latter discussion is in response to your references to standards on 
pages 9 and 10 of the comments. 

With regard to your request for a discussion of transportation, we have 
not attempted to duplicate all the details of the December 1972 environmental 
survey of irradiated fuel transport (WASH-1238) or the environmental survey 
of the uranium fuel cycle, including transportation (WASH-1248), but a 
discussion of transportation impact has been included and transportation 
has also been considered in the discussions of central versus multiple 
storage sites in the alternatives and cost-benefits sections of the statement. 

With regard to your request for discussion of 13 specific concepts for 
permanent disposal of high-level waste, each has been discussed in the 
statement in detail considered appropriate to its potentialities. 

Additional comments of the AEC staff are enclosed. Thank you again for 
your interest in our radioactive waste management program. We assume 
that you will comment on the draft environmental statement and we will be 
interested in your comments. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosures: 
1. Staff Comments 
2. Draft Environmental Statement, Management of 

Commercial High-Level and Transuranium-Contaminated 
Radioactive Waste (WASH-1539) 

cc w/encl: 
1. Mr. Russell E. Train 
2. Mr. John A. Busterud 
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AEC STAFF COMMENTS ON NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE 
COUNCIL COMMENTS OF NOVEMBER 2. 1973 

The first sentence of the introduction states: 

"The environmental and health hazards posed by the genera

tion, transportation, storage and eventual disposal of 

extremely toxic, long-lived radioactive wastes are 

unparalleled in the history of man." 

We believe this rather sweeping statement is both unsubstan

tiated and misleading. With regard to generation of waste 

alone, the statement cannot possibly be proved or disproved 

without knowledge of the relative hazards of all types of 

waste. Doubts as to the state of knowledge about the carcino

genic properties of nonradioactive materials are cited in the 

discussion of radiation standards in Appendix A of the environ

mental statement. More important, the reference to storage 

only in the context of hazard omits the vital point that the 

COtoactaess oL u.Lgli-itiv.;l radioactive "iva.-'irj :r-ik'-̂:. ' .. M'--^ 

feasible to provide storage rather than relying upon dilution 

and dispersal in the environment, as is necessary, regardless 

of hazard, with certain nonradioactive pollutants. It may 

well be that it is this opportunity for storage which should 

best be described as "unparalleled." 
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2. On page 2, lines 7-9 state "...any design for storage of 

commercially-generated high-level radioactive wastes will 

benefit from little previous experience [with AEC-generated 

high-level waste]." 

We believe sections 2.3.2 and 2.3,3 of the statement, 

reviewing the development and status of technical knowledge 

on high-level waste management should ease this concern. 

3. On pages 2 and 3, the well-known "Faustian bargain" comment 

of Dr. Alvin Weinberg is quoted but unfortunately the rele

vant conclusion of the author in the same article is 

omitted. This conclusion is: 

"Is mankind prepared to exert the eternal vigilance 

needed to ensure proper and safe operation of its 

nuclear energy system? This admittedly is a significant 

commitment that we ask of society. Ifliat we offer in 

j'.-jtT-, aa 'iTl hi;r. i ifinitc soi 'ce of r.-' 'ti-. 1 :'•"' --.3 

and clean energy, seems to me well worth the price." 

4. In the second complete paragraph on page 10, the request is 

made that "the processes of bioconcentration and bioaccumulation 

should be comprehensively analyzed." 
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The point is made in Appendix A that bioconcentration is 

recognized in the regulations as a point of consideration over 

and above the maximum permissible concentrations for radio

activity in air and water; also, bioconcentration and food 

chains have been considered in the analyses of potential impact 

of the waste facilities, as is customary in such analyses for 

all AEC and licensed facilities. 

The last paragraph on page 10 requests presentation of an over

view of the radioactive waste management problem, including 

estimates of "the total and annual amounts of wastes to be 

generated during the next 100 years or longer." 

In section 2.2 of the statement, a description of the nuclear 

fuel cycle is intended to provide the reader with an overview 

of radioactive waste management. Tables of projected high-level 

and transuranium waste to the year 2000 are provided in sections 

/ . 3 , ' a-̂ c ^.'-r.i, "-̂  jpjctively. r.Cv-ve-. • ••" . •'ii'"-; •'' i- ..i:.;!-

growth beyond the year 2000 are not considered firm enough to 

include any projections for the corresponding vjastes. 

On page 18, five factors "that need full, detailed consideration" 

in discussing alternatives are itemized. These factors are dis

cussed at appropriate points in the statement, with two exceptions: 
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The specific geographic location for the retrievable 

surface storage facility has not been chosen; however, 

leading alternative sites are described. 

The nature of monitoring recommended after closure of 

a permanent geologic repository may be dependent on the 

formation and site and will be discussed in later state

ments on such permanent repositories. 
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GEOTHERMAL ENERGY INSTITUTE 
6B0 BEACH STREET. SUITE 4 2 8 

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA 9 4 I 0 9 

( 4 I S ) 474 -0404 

November 10, 1973 

Dr. James L, Liverman 
Assistant General Manager-Safety Programs 
U, S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

PROGRAMMATIC EIS -High Level Radioactive Waste Storage 

Dear Dr. Liverman: 

May we make a suggestion for the AEC's consideration 

in preparing the draft EIS annouced in 38 Fed. Reg. 29350, 

October 24, 1973. 

Should not the EIS consider the storage and disposal 

of machinery, eouipment and handling items which may become 

radioactive themselves as a result of the production, processing, 

shipment or handling of radioactive wastes. 

Storage of wastes would seem in our view to raise the 

directly related ouestlon of providing for storage of physical 

objects which become radiated as a result of exposure to or contact 

with such wastes. 

>̂ Sincerely yours, 

Donald F.X. Finn 

dfxf:cc 
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UNITED STATES 

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20545 

7J74 

Mr. Donald F. X. Finn 
Geothermal Energy Institute 
680 Beach Street, Suite 426 
San Francisco, California 94109 

Dear Mr. Finn: 

This letter is supplementary to my letter of November 26, 1973, which 
acknowledged your November 10 letter regarding preparation of the draft 
environmental impact statement on the AEC program for developing 
repositories for high-level commercial radioactive waste. 

Regarding the handling of radioactive waste generated incidental to 
the operation of a repository, we do not believe this will be a signif
icant problem. However, estimates of such incidental contaminated 
waste have been made and are discussed at appropriate points in the 
draft statement. 

We have expanded the scope of the statement to include coiranercially 
generated transuranium-contaminated wastes. A copy of the draft environ
mental statement is enclosed for your review. We appreciate your interest 
in Commission programs and would appreciate receiving any comments you 
may have on the draft statement. 

Sincerely, 

X James L. Liverman 
f Assistant General Manager for 
^*^ Biomedical and Environmental 

Research and Safety Programs 

Enclosure: 
Draft Environmental Statement, 
Management of Commercial High-Level 
and Transuranium-Contaminated 
Radioactive Waste (WASH-1539) 
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Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. 
1710 N STREET. N . W . 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036 

202 783-3710 
Palo Alto Office November 19, 1973 New York Offict 

664 HAMILTON AVENUE 15 WEST 44th STREET 

PALO ALTO. CALIF. 94301 NBW YORK. N.V. 10036 

4U 327-1030 212 869-0130 

Dr. James L. Liverman 
Assistant General Manager for Biomedical 
and Environmental Research and Safety Programs 

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

Dear Dr. Liverman: 

This letter is in response to the public notice (38 
Fed. Reg. 29350, Oct, 24, 1973) inviting p\iblic participa
tion in the preparation of the draft statement on the manage
ment of high-level radioactive wastes generated at commercial 
nuclear fuel reprocessing plants. 

According to the flow sheets in WASH 1099 (pp. 143-145, 
150-151, 154) one percent of the plutonium recycled in the 
LMFBR and GCFR fuel cycles will be lost at the core fuel 
preparation and fabrication plants. Similarly, (WASH 109 9, 
p. 156) one percent of the plutonium in the PWR plutonium 
recycle fuel cycle is lost in the fuel preparation and fab
rication process. This is a substantial quantity of plutonium 
comparable to that in the high level waste from the fuel 
reprocessing plant. Will the management of this waste be 
discussed in the impact statement? It should, since it also 
requires perpetual management. It would be inappropriate to 
dismiss this concern by limiting discussion to high-level 
waste from the reprocessing plant. 

Sincerely, 

=.-Ll̂ 'v-V'-*- -' O ^ 3.><_Ax_.,--

Thomas B. Cochran 

cc: Terry Lash 
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v^^lUov-X UNITED STATES 

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISS ION 
W A S H I N G T O N . D C. 20545 

^ry 

Dr. Thomas B. Cochran 
Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. 
1710 N Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20036 

Dear Dr. Cochran: 

This letter is supplementary to my letter of December 20, 1973, which 
acknowledged your November 19 letter on preparation of the draft 
environmental statement on commercial high-level radioactive waste, 
and stated that management of plutonium wastes from fuel preparation 
and fabrication processes would be included. The scope of the state
ment has been expanded to cover commercially generated transuraaium 
waste. 

Thank you again for your interest in our programs. A copy of the draft 
environmental statement is enclosed for your review and we would 
appreciate any comments you may have on it. 

Sincerely, 

^ . Tjj.<' 
yjimts L. Lxverir.an 
/ Assistant General Manager for 
N-x Biomedical and Environmental 

Research and Safety Prograns 

Enclosure: 
Draft Environmental Statement, 
Management of Commercial High-Level 
and Transuranium-Contaminated 
Radioactive Waste (WASH-1539) 

cc: Dr. Terry Lash, NRDC, w/o end. 
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3865 N.E. Klickitat St. 
Portland, 
Oregon, 97212 
Nov. 28, 1973 

Dr. James L..Liverman 
Assistant General Manager for 

Biomedical and Environmental 
Research aa d Safety 

Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20545 

Dear Dr. Liverman: 

On behalf of the Committee for the Conservation of 
Energy, I am writing this letter in response to the public 
notice (38 Federal Register 29350, Oct, 24, 1973) that the 
AEC will soon prepare an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) 
on the general plan for the interim and ultimate storage of 
high-level radioactive wastes from commercial nuclear power 
plants. 

As I mentioned in my letter to you of Oct. 9, 1973, 
one of our committee's major concerns has been the management and 
disposal of high level radioactive wastes. Therefore, I should 
like to take this opportunity to suggest some of the Items which 
we feel should be considered in the draft EIS. 

5Che rapid growth forecast for nuclsar powered genera
tion of electricity will produce large amounts of highly toxic 
long-lived radioactive wastes. Indeed, the quantities of wastes 
to be produced may be greatly in excess over those which would 
be produced in a full-scale nuclear war. Hence , it is universal
ly agreed that these wastes must be sequestered from the biosphere 
for many thousands of years. Before we embark on such a hazardous 
and irreversible course, we as a nation should carefully consider 
the costs and benefits of a large expansion of nuclear power 
as well as the costs and benefits of alternative courses of action. 
Although the cimcial decisions are basically ethical and political 
ones, they cannot be made rationally if the relevant technical 
information is witheld from the public. The extent to ishich this 
scientific and technical inforiaation is subject to uncertainty 
and hence to controversy among experts should also be made public. 
Perhaps the best way of doing this would be to have the AEG request 
the National Academy of Sciences to appoint a n expert committee 
composed of scientists from all relevant fields which would 
undertake a critical examination of the draft EIS and which would 
publicize its findings. 

Because of the unusual importance of this EIS, several 
additional steps should also be taken to insure that it receives 
the fullest possible critical examination. These include the 
following: 1) The draft EIS should be critically reviewed by an 
Independant consulting firm/(such as the R^nd Corporation) and the 
resulting report should be made public, 2) After the experts have 
published their reports, public hearings on the draft EIS should 
be held in several major cities. 3) The final EIS should be issued 
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only after the AEC has had sufficient time to consider all 
comments and to revise its draft EIS,as necessary, in accordance 
with those comments. 

Although much of the EIS will be necessarily highly 
technical, we hope that the AEG wil7. make the strongest possible 
efforts to describe the problems and the proposed solutions- in 
terms that the concerned and intelligaat layman can understand. 
Attainment of this goal will be aided by defining all technical terms 
and by avoiding scientific jargon wherever possible* 

Some basic areas which should be covered by the draft EIS 
are listed below, 

l)Biological effects of Radiation. Effects of strontium 
90, plutonium and other components of high-level wastes on humans. 
Variability of the human population in its susceptibility to 
effects of radiation. 

2) Concentration of radioactive trace elements by 
living organisms. What effect does such concentration have upon 
estimates of "maximum pennisslble concentrations" of various 
radionuclides in various compartments of the biosphere, 

3)Estimates of the amounts of each radionuclide 
to be generated annually over the next century and of the totatl 
inventory of each nuclida on hand at various Intervals over the 
next several centuries. Such estimates should he given not only 
in megacuries, but also in terms of other units which will have 
more meaning to non-specialists. Units which might be appropriate 
for thi-3 include a) megaton-equivalents (MTE) . One MTE 
of a given radionuclide is the quantity of that nuclide produced 
by the explosion of a nuclear weapon with a fission yield of one 
megaton, 

b) hydrosphere equivalents (HSE), One 
HSE of a given radionuclide is the quantity of that nuclide, 
which, if uniformly distributed throughout the oceans, would give 
rise to a concentration •^t that nuclide in the oceans equal to that 
presently accepted as the maximum permissible concentration in 
drinking water, 

4) Locations and modes of operation of fuel reprocessing 
plants, 

5)Transportation of high level wastes from reactors 
to reprocessing plants and from reprocessing plants to disposal sites 
should be discussed, and the risks and effects of serious accidents 
should be estimated, 

6)The advantages and disadvantages of various proposed 
schemes for the ultimate disposal of high level wastes should be 
discussed, 

7)Do we presently have a satisfactory scheme for 
ultimate disposal of high level wastes? If not, we must decide 
whether to store the wastes in a retrievable form in "engineered" 
facilities until, hopefully, such a scheme is developed, or 
whether to forgo the generation of any more such wastes until 
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a satisfactory scheme is.actually achieved. Estimates of the 
costs and benefits of these various alternative decisions should 
be given, 

8) The various alternatives considered for management 
of high level wastes should be considered not orly from the point 
of view of their technical feasibility and their dollar costs, but 
also from the point of view of their effects on the vulnerability 
of our society to terrorism or sabotage. It has been said "Who 
needs nuclear weapons if we have nuclear targets?" The implications 
of this question need to be carefully considered, 

9) Dr, Alvin Weinberg has asked" Is mankind prepared to 
exert the eternal vigilance needed to ensure proper and sa|!e operation 
of its nuclear energy system?'* The type and extent of eternal vig
ilance required by various alternative schemes of nuclear waste 
management should be fully discussed so that we may estimate the 
commitments we may be making for our distant descendants. 

The Committee for the Conservation of Energy appreciates 
the opportunity to provide input to the AEG on the maitter of 
management and disposal of radioactive wastes from nuclear 
power plants, V/e hope to continue to be involved in the 
decision making process., We therefore request that copies of 
the preliminary draft and d3?aft EIS be sent to us as soon as thsy 
are available. 

Sincerely, .̂^ 

' Michael L i t t 
Member, Conmittee f o r t h e 

Conserva t ion of Sriergy 
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UNITED STATES 

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545 

SEP 1 0 1974 

Mr. Michael Litt, Member 
Committee for the Conservation 
of Energy 

3865 N. E. Klickitat Street 
Portland, Oregon 97212 

Dear Mr. Litt: 

This letter is supplementary to my letter of December 10, 1973, 
acknowledging your November 28 letter offering comments on the prepara
tion of the draft environmental statement on the AEC program for 
developing repositories for commercial high-level radioactive waste. 

With regard to your suggestions for critical examination of the draft, 
there is an existing multidisciplinary National Academy of Sciences -
National Research Council Committee (the Committee on Radioactive 
Waste Management) which reviews the AEC's waste management program 
for both commercial and AEC-generated waste. The AEC is distributing 
the draft environmental statement to the members of the full NAS-CRKM 
committee and of all subcommittees, and will welcome their comments 
either as a group or as individual scientists. With regard to public 
hearings, the AEC has announced its intention to hold a public hearing 
on the draft environmental statement; the holding of hearings at 
multiple sites will depend on the interest expressed. As for the 
suggestion that the final statement should only be issued after the 
AEC staff has had ample time to consider all comments, this is certainly 
the AEC intention. 

With regard to your request for a discussion of the biological effects 
of radiation, a detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this environ
mental statement. However, for informational purposes, a discussion of 
the history and substance of radiation protection standards has been 
included in Appendix A. This includes the way in which the standards 
require the user to take the possibility of bioconcentration into account. 

With regard to your request for a discussion of locations and modes of 
operation of commercial spent fuel processing plants, the alternative 
of siting retrievable surface storage facilities for solidified high-
level waste at these generating sites is discussed in the alternatives 
and the cost-benefits sections of the statement. However, the siting 
and operation of the processing plants themselves is outside the scope 
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of this statement. Environmental statements in support of the licensing 
of these plants are issued by the Director of Regulation of the 
Commission. 

With regard to your request for a discussion of transportation of high-
level waste, a discussion of transportation impact has hcen included, 
without attempting to duplicate all the details in the December 1972 
environmental survey of irradiated fuel transport (WASrI~1238) or the 
environmental survey of the uranium fuel cycle, including transportation 
(WASH-1248). Transportation has also been considered in the discussions 
of central versus multiple storage sites in the alternatives and cost-
benefit sections. 

With regard to your suggestions for discussion of the advantages, 
disadvantages, feasibility, and risks involved in the various alter
natives for storage or permanent disposal of waste, it has been the 
intent in preparing the draft statement to discuss these points to 
the extent present knowledge of each specific concept per;rits. 

Additional comments of the AEC staff are enclosed, and a. copy of the 
draft environmental statement for your review. The scope of the state
ment has been expanded to include commercial trsnsuraniura-ccntaminated 
waste. Thank you again for your interest in the radioactive waste 
management program. We would appreciate any comments you may have on 
the draft statement. 

Sincerely, 

'»*" ? iC^'^^f""^ 
/̂ Jc-nies L. Liverman 
{ Ajssistant General Man3r,er for 

Biomedical and Environn̂ .ental 
Research and Safety Programs 

Enclosures: 
1. AEC Staff Comments 
2. Draft Environmental Statement, 

Management of Commercial High-Level 
and Transuranium-Contaminated 
Radioactive Waste (WASH-1539) 
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December 4, 1973 

Dr. Oames K. Liverman 
Assistant General Manager for 
Biomedical Research and Safety Programs 
Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20545 

ONdEEti 

John J. Gilligan 
Governor 
Dr. Ira L Whitman 
Director Dear Dr. Liverman: 

This letter is written in response to AEC News Release for the week 
of October 31, 1973, R-452, "AEC Preparing Environmental Statement 
on Commercial High Level Waste Program." I discussed this matter 
with Philip Keif by phone in order to identify the documents on file 
at the AEC document room in Washington. (Dr. Pitman's March 22, 1973 
statement is in our files). Many of the comments in this letter are 
based on my knowledge of the Waste Management Program gained during 
many years at ORNL and at the Ohio EPA. 

The Waste Management Program is of interest to the Ohio Power Siting 
Commission (OPSC) and Ohio EPA because of the large nuclear capacity 
projected for Ohio for the coming decade. By 1985 as much as half of 
Ohio's generating capacity may be nuclear. Although no high level 
waste facilities or reprocessing plants are yet projected for Ohio in 
the near future, we cannot adopt the viewpoint that these do not concern 
us since they are part of the total nuclear fuel cycle. Our specific 
comments follow: 

(1) There is no presentation of any schedule showing projected 
accomplishments-and milestones beyond a discussion of the 1974 budget 
and the fact that the first canisters are to be delivered in 1983. We 
realize that abandonment of the Lyons project has disrupted the pro
posed schedules considerably, but do not find this reflected in any in
creased activity or funding in the program. We would like to know when 
the first pilot surface storage facility will be ready, what questions 
must be answered by then, where the facility will be, or in the absence 
of a specific site, what the site characteristics would be, and how it 
can be expanded to a full storage facility (or will a new full storage 
facility be built?), and finally what are the lead times for these 
facilities? In short, granted the objectives of the program are commend
able, how do you get there from here? 

(2) Dr. Pitman continually evades the effects of radiation. We 
believe the~overaii objectives of the program would be better served 
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by a more careful attempt to assess the additional effects of high 
level radiation rather than to make statements such as "since radi
ation has a negligible effect on the corrosion process" (p. 10) or 
putting one's faith in "non-radioactive testing" (p. 14). The 
effects of high level radiation on surface chemical activity can be 
quite striking and surprising: it happens to be an area also wherein 
I did a considerable amount of pioneering fundamental research. Other 
investigations of the same phenomena have been carried out by Dr. 
0. A. Allen at Brookhaven and Dr. Norman Sagert at Chalk River, and 
have shown the same striking effects. Surface activity and corrosion, 
though related, are not synonymous, and the great increase can occur 
only with special materials under unique conditions; yet it seems im
perative that the integrity of the containers under actual storage 
conditions be adequately assured. Accelerated corrosion due to the 
formation of oxides of nitrogen from the radiolysis of air is another 
well documented possibility whose effects should be investigated. 
There are abundant instances not only from basic research as above, 
but also from applied projects (HRT, HRE, MSRE, for example) which in
dicate that unforseen technological complications are not a possibility 
to be passed off lightly. It would be indeed disastrous if similar 
surprises awaited the operators of the waste storage facilities. 

Dr. Pitman (and Dr. Ray in her publicity releases and interviews) seem 
indeed reluctant to mention radiation at all as part of the waste dis
posal problem. They continually refer to the acreage and volume of 
the projected waste without referring this to proper units for assess
ing problems of radioactivity, curies or roentgens. Thus those who would 
attempt to assess the impact of the program have no idea of the stagger
ing amount of radioactivity involved. The projected amount is well doc
umented elsewhere. (See, for example, "Energy and the Environment: 
Electric Power", Presidents Council on Environmental Quality, USGPO 
#4111-00019, p. 32-34). Dr. Pitman's only reference to radiation levels 
in the report is on page 6 where he refers to Imr./hr. without any spe
cification about where this is. A previous report to the JCAE (December 
1972) made no mention of radiation levels or total projected amounts of 
radioactivity whatsoever. Unless these numbers are made public, and 
their implications perfectly clear, the opportunities for misinterpreta
tion are tremendous. Such ommissions do not reflect favorably upon the 
Commission's credibility either. 

(3) The report does not deal with the problems of released rare 
gases and tritium. The present state of the technology assessment and 
radiation hazard from Kr85, Xel33, Xel33m, and tritium seems to be in a 
state of controversy, but the results of the recent Las Vegas conference 
on rare gases from reactors and from reprocessing plants would indicate 
that these gases (except for tritium) should be trapped and contained. 
These contentions are based on recent estimates of skin dose rather than 
whole body dose, and also to the fact that most long term projections of 
total man-rem calculations have been based on immediate total atmospheric 
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mixing rather than dispersion models which would predict highe" local 
concentrations. Yet the technology for this trapping and containment 
is in the pilot plant stage for one process (Freon), and still in the 
laboratory for another (liquid CO2). So the waste storage problem 
will have to address these problems with their attendant milestones, 
ie: when will these processes be ready and what is their present state? 
We would also like an assessment of other radioactive gas problems in
cluding tritium. These problems are not mentioned in the report. 

(4) The status of the retrievable surface storage facility and of 
various other alternatives is not made clear in Dr. Pitman's report. 
We believe that this concept (the retrievable surface storage facility) 
since it is a comparatively new one, requires a great deal of homework 
on the part of the Commission, much of which has not been done. Some of 
the other concepts (sinking wastes into the Antartic Ice Cap, shooting 
them into the sun, etc.) should, in our opinion, receive short shrift, 
if any. (See ACRS hearings, July 19, p. 454-testimony of Dr. Hugh Parker). 
In any event we would like to see a listing of waste disposal programs 
under consideration, the status of their priorities, the probability of 
their being implemented and the state of their technology. 

(5) Somewhere in the environmental statement it must be made clear 
that waste disposal and/or storage is a very pressing problem which re
quires an answer within the next ten years and that the answer chosen by 
the AEC will not be perfect but is optimum. The rules for optimization 
must therefore be clearly stated. For example, during "Project Salt 
Vault" it was never completely clear that the wastes were to be recover
able, or if unrecoverable, what sort of conditions would be suitable. 
Bifurcations of policy have led to undesirable situations - for example, 
the exhumation, processing, and redisposition of improperly treated wastes. 

(6) Dr. Pitman also makes some remarks with which we are forced 
to take issue. His reference on page 5 to a "thoroughly proven, safe, 
flexible technique for the past 30 years", (previous sentence) seems to 
us a biased statement without documented justification. If this is in
deed true, we would like to know how much fuel has been stored, the re
lationship between clad spent fuel and reprocessed waste, and the leakage 
from these storage facilities. Another such statement occurs on page 9, 
where he states that the salt mine approach has not been "proven in the 
mind of the public". Most of the opposition to the Lyons facility came 
not from the lay public, but from the Kansas Geological Survey. Although 
the Kansas Geological Survey is a public body inasmuch as they are re
sponsible to, and funded by the State and its residents, we don't believe 
that they qualify as "the public" any more than the AEC does. 

We hope this letter has been of some assistance to you in preparing the 
DES. The waste disposal problem is too serious to trust to procedures 
which are still on the drawing board or in the laboratory. Hence, we ex
pect to see in the Waste Storage DES, clear statements about where these 
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programs are and how they are pr)ceeding. We would like copies of this 
DES sent for comment as soon as it is ready. 

If you have any questions or comments about this communication, please 
write or call me. 

Yours Sincerely, 

Harold W. Kohn 

HK:bf 

cc: James Wynd, DOH 
Ernest Neal, PhD, OEPA (Surveillance) 
Norma Weisner, OEPA(Planning) 
William A. Blinn, Secretary, OPSC 
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UNITED STATES 

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

W A S H I N G T O N . D.C. 20545 

S[P 10 1974 

Dr. Harold W. Kohn 

State of Ohio 
Environmental Protection Agency 
Box 1049 
450 East Town Street 
Columbus, Ohio 43216 
Dear Dr. Kohn: 
This letter is supplementary to my letter of December 14, 1973, which 
acknowledged your December 4 letter offering comments on the preparation 
of the draft environmental statement on the AEC program for developing 
repositories for commercial high-level radioactive waste. 

Your letter appears to be, in large part, a critique of the statement 
made by Dr. Frank K. Pittman, Director of the AEC's Division of Waste 
Management and Transportation, at budget authorization hearings before 
the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, March 22, 1973. We assume your 
wish is that the draft environmental statement treat properly with the 
matters which troubled you in the March 22, 1973, statement. 

It should be noted that budget authorization statements for individual 
divisions are of necessity limited to recapitulating the most important 
points in the proposed program and cannot repeat many cost, schedule, 
and engineering details which are available in the budget documents 
themselves. For budget line items of environmental significance, the 
Congress also has the additional detail provided in draft environmental 
statements. Although this draft environmental statement does not support 
a budget action, it does discuss project timing, radioactivity inventories, 
and the status of technology on alternatives. 

With regard to your concern over radiation damage to encapsulation 
materials, radiation damage is one of the possible effects periodically 
monitored in the continuing testing program on previously encapsulated 
high-level waste at the Waste Solidification Engineering Prototype (WSEP) 
f"cility at Hanford. This WSEP testing program is cited in the statement. 

With regard to your view that the statement should deal with the "problems 
of released rare gases and tritium," these are outside the scope of the 
statement. The statement describes programs for the management of wastes 
for which AEC custody is required by present or anticipated regulations. 
Rare gases and tritium do not fall within this scope. 
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Dr. Harold W. Kohn 

With regard to your view that "waste disposal and/or storage is a very 
pressing problem which requires an answer within the next ten years," the 
statement will show our belief that major progress in the AEC program is 
highly desirable within the next ten years. Specifically, within that time 
frame a retrievable surface storage facility should be in operation and the 
geologic disposal program should have reached a point where disposal 
techniques and specific geologic formation(s) can be selected. 

With regard to your questions on the 30 years of experience with storage 
of irradiated fuel in water-filled basins, all of the fuel discharged 
from reactors at the AEC's Hanford, Savannah River, and Idaho sites has 
been stored in V7ater-filled basins for relatively short periods of time 
(generally a few months) to permit decay of short-lived fission products 
before shipment to the processing plants. Much of the fuel has also been 
stored in water-filled basins at the processing plants for short intervals 
between receipt and processing. At these AEC sites, most water-filled 
spent fuel storage basins and retention basins for potentially contaminated 
cooling water are of concrete construction. There have been occasional 
leaks from these basins and, although no significant radiation exposures to 
the public have resulted, the existence of residual radioactive contamination 
in the soil beneath or beside the basins represents an undesirable eventual 
site decommissioning problem. It is for this reason that the RSSF water 
basin alternative would have a stainless steel liner. 

A copy of the draft environmental statement, which has been expanded in 
scope to include commercial transuranium-contaminated waste, is enclosed 
for your review, and we would appreciate any coiranents you may have on it. 
Thank you again for your interest in our program. 

Sincerely, 

X^^me'sHL. Liverman 
f Assistant General Manager for 
><î  Biomedical and Environmental 

Research and Safety Programs 

Enclosure: 
Draft Environmental Statement (WASH-1539) 

cc w/encl: Mr. James Wynd 
Mr. Ernest Neal 
Ms. Norma Weisner 
Mr. William A. Blinn 
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, « H » 

•energy conservatron 

•safe onergy research 

fe^y energy 
2 7 Has t ings A v e . C r o t o n - o n - H u d s o n , New York 10520 (914) 2 7 1 - 3 6 2 9 

December 8, 1 973 • 

Urxited S ta t e s Atoraic -luergy Commission 
1717 H S t r e e t , i:\, 
'i/ashinston, D.C. 20545 

Gentlemen: 

""iinclosed please find our "Gonn.ents Regarding the Prepara
t i on of the i r a f t .^nvircnnental I-rpact State-nent on tne 
Manage';ient Program for Radioactive Uastes froa Gornrnorcial 
l luclear Fuel Reprocessing Plants." 

V/e v;ould apprec ia te i t i f you would please send a copy 
of the draf t statirr.ent as soon as i t beccaes a v a i l a b l e . 

S ince re ly , 

Frankl in L. Gĝ< e "̂  
Coordinator 

Aekce^ledpdj' [J2zlldM.p!^X. 

CAGE/flg 
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The Citizens Association for Safe 'i;nerp;y in principle 
supports the ccnj^ents subnitted to the Atoiriic clnergy Oonais-
sion by Dr. Terry Lash and John Bryson, Esq. on Rovenber 2, 
1973 on behalf of the natural Resources Defense Council. 

\/e urge the A3G to prepare a truthful and candid state
ment and then to reshape tnis nation's nuclear power policy 
based on the true inforniation in that statement. V/'e wish to 
point out that the public interest is hardly served v;hen an 
agency such as the A3C generates thousands of pages of environ
mental statements with tne clear intent to mislead the public 
into accepting unacceptable nuclear fission as a power source. 
It is long past tne time that the AEC should recognize its 
enornous responsibility to the public in protecting it fron 
the horrors of nuclear catastropne rather than promoting dis
aster. 

The follovfing excerpts are frora a resolution currently 
being passed by many citizen groups across the nation, in
cluding our organization. ',Je think they are points for the 
writers of the draft environ'-.ental inpact state-r̂ ent, tne A3C, 
and every individual to carefully consider. 

V.'lilRHAS the 1 JO,000 noĝ avfatts of nuclear electricity pro
jected for the UniT.ed States before L98U would generate 
as much long-lived radioactivity as the fissioning cf 
abbut ^00,000 Hiroshima-size bombs every year, plus 
60,000 pounds of radioactive plutonium 239 annually, 
some'of whicii will almost surely reach the black-market 
for use in privaxc atom.ic bomos or other destructive 
devices by gangsters, terrorists, maniacs, and others... 

WIIliR'JAS more than 99.99',o of that radioactivity must be kept 
isolated from tne biosphere, since 00.01 ;,t is tne radio
active equivalent of ten Hiroshima bombs per year... 

'V/ll̂ R̂̂CAS no one Las made a c&se justifying any confidence 
v/hatsoever that we will acnicve such a high level of 
containment at the pov/or plants, fuel reprocessing plants, 
abandoned plants, in trarisit, in transfer, and in storage 
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for centuries and millennia... 

W'i3R3AG nearly perfect containment of radioactivity is 
not just a straight-forward engineering problem at the 
atomic plant and elsewhere, but ratner a problem, which 
also requires fixes" for carelessness, error, and over 
confidence in thousands and thousands of normal hum.an 
beings and components manufactured by the same companies 
that manufacture toasters, washing machines, and other 
fallible appliances... 

WHER3AS just the existence of vulnerable nuclear facilities 
and radioactive transport system.s invites sabotage, 
blacleaail, terrorism, and irrational schemes by unstable 
individuals and groups... 

WHERE.i'i.S nuclear fission is the dirtiest possible way to make 
electricity and are only "clean" the same way coal is 
clean; they are only clean IF their poisons are kept out 
of the environm.ent.. . 

WHEREAS it is morally outrageous for one generation of 
huiaaiis to create a radioactive legacy wiiich irreversioly 
mortgages the future for tne next 50 generations in ex
change for a very small amount of expensive, unreliable 
electric pov/er today. . . 

THERE IS JUST CITE QUESTIOl': Vhat £ives anyone the right to 
build or operate nuclear pov/er plants anywhere? 

We think it most important that the statement consider all 
of the alternatives to the proposed program, as required by the 
Kational Environmental rolicy Act. For exam.ple, the use of solar, 
vfind, geothermal, and fossil fuels ought to be compared to the 
use of nuclear fission in terms of wastes. 

The wisdom of creating a massive radioactive legacy should 
and must be taken seriously - viith the intention of preparing 
a realistic environ_mental statement and acting accordingly, 
e-veii If such action is not in line v/ith the morally bankrupt 
atomic establishment. 
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UNITED STATES 

A T O M I C ENERGY COMMISSION 
W A S H I N G T O N , D.C. 20545 

Mr. Franklin L. Gage, Coordinator 
Citizens Association for Safe Energy 
27 Hastings Avenue 
Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520 

Dear Mr. Gage: 

This letter is supplementary to my letter of December 20, 1973, which 
acknowledged your December 8 letter transmitting comments on prepara
tion of the draft environmental statement on the AEC program to develop 
repositories for commercial high-level radioactive waste. 

With regard to your endorsement of the comments submitted November 2, 
1973, by Dr. Terry Lash and Mr. John Bryson on the same matter, the 
AEC response to the NRDC is included in Appendix C of the draft environ
mental statement, a copy of which is enclosed. 

With regard to your view that the use of solar, wind, geothermal, and 
fossil fuels ought to be compared to the use of nuclear fission in 
terms of wastes, the Federal action discussed here (preparing to manage 
commercial wastes for which AEC custody is required by present or antici
pated regulations) does not properly include the choice of other means of 
generating energy as an alternative. However, these alternatives are 
treated and the comparisons have been made in the environmental statement 
on the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) program (WASH-1535). 
In view of your interest you will be sent a copy of that statement when 
It is Issued. 

Although the excerpts from your resolution are somewhat general in 
nature and not limited to the subject of radioactive waste, they have 
been considered by the writers of the draft environmental statement, as 
you requested. 

Thank you for your interest in this matter. A copy of the draft environ
mental statement, which has been expanded in scope to include commercial 

• 
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Mr. Frankl in L. Gage c;̂- '3, H 

transuranium waste, is enclosed for your review. We would appreciate any 
comments you may have on it. We regret that you have an unfavorable 
opinion of the AEC. Perhaps the enclosed statement will help to convince 
you that the AEC does indeed take seriously its responsibilities to pro
tect the public from the hazards of radioactive xjastes created by the 
nuclear power industry. 

Sincerely, 

•CMr^^Vno-vc^.^. 
Liverman 

3sistant General Manager for 
Biomedical and Environmental 
Research and Safety Programs 

Enclosure: 
Draft Environmental Statement, 
Management of Commercial High-
Level and Transuranium-
Contaminated Radioactive 
Waste (WASH-1539) 
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By((phl NUCLEAR COMPANY. Inc. 

2101 Horn Rapids Road, Richland, Washington 99352 

PHOVJE. (509) 946-9621 

December 8, 1973 

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

Attention: Dr. James L. Livermore, Assistant General Manager 
Biomedical and Environmental Research and Safety Programs 

Gentlemen: 

Program for the Management of Commercially Produced High Level Radioactive 
Waste; Preparation of Environmental Impact Statement 

This letter is in response to the notice published in the Federal Register, 
Volume 38, Number 204, stating your intent to prepare an Environmental Im
pact Statement on the program to develop interim and ultimate storage facil
ities, and inviting suggestions concerning this effort. We assume that the 
program is limited to high level wastes as defined in 10 CFR 50 Appendix F: 
"The aqueous wastes resulting from the operation of the first cycle solvent 
extraction system, or equivalent, and the concentrated wastes from subse
quent solvent extraction cycles, or equivalent, in a facility for proces
sing irradiated fuels." If this assumption is incorrect, the definition of 
high level waste should be clearly defined in the impact statement. 

(1) It is suggested that the impact statement address the total management 
program for storage or disposal of high level waste, including the 
private and government participation in development through implemen
tation and perpetual care. 

(2) Although specific sites are not included in the scope of the study, we 
recommend that at least the two concepts of central versus regional 
sites be discussed on a generic basis. 

(3) The statement should address the various timing alternates with respect 
to private interim storage versus government repository storage. 

(4) The projected potential of alternate "ultimate" disposal media (e.g., 
polar ice cap, basalt caverns, space) should be discussed and assessed 
(cost/benefit analysis) to the extent possible. 
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U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 

We hope you find these suggestions helpful in the preparation of the sub
ject document. 

Sincerely, 

Roy Nil son. Manager 
Quality Assurance & Licensing 

RN:lv/m 
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UNITED STATES 

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C 20545 

-,|-
,3/4 

Mr. Roy Nilson, Manager 
Quality Assurance and Licensing 
Exxon Nuclear Company, Inc. 
2101 Horn Rapids Road 
Richland, Washington 99352 

Dear Mr. Nilson: 

This letter is supplementary to my letter of December 20, 1973, which 
acknowledged your December 8, 1973, letter offering suggestions for 
preparation of the draft environmental statement on the AEC program 
for developing repositories for the management of commercial high-
level radioactive waste. 

All of your suggestions are well taken and we have attempted to discuss 
the cited subjects in the statement in an appropriate degree of detail. 

Thank you for your interest in our program. A copy of the draft 
environmental statement, which has been expanded in scope to include 
commercial transuranium-contaminated waste, is enclosed for your 
review. We would appreciate any comments you may have on it. 

Sincerely, 

't^/t^-^^T O^^A^A'^tA-^H.^--^^ 
'ames L. Lxverman 
Lssistant General Manager for 
Biomedical and Environmental 
Research and Safety Programs 

Enclosure: 
Draft Environmental Statement, 
Management of Commercial High-Level 
and Transuranium-Contaminated 
Radioactive Waste (WASH-1539) 
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Dec3:r.0 2r ^, iy7'j 

Dr. JarTies L. Livermore, .VsciJtCaat Geiieral 
Manager for Bioiedioal aad iaviroiLiieni-il Research 

and Safety î rograris 
Atorr.lc ulnergy Co~r-.issioii 
Washlngtoa, D.C. 205"5 

Dear Dr. Livermore: 

The following suggestions nave 'oeen. prepared in response 
to your general request for guidelines tĥ t̂ coulc be used in 
the preparation of a draft environmental impact statement 
regarding site feasioility of proposed nuclear power plants. 
I find especially challenging the opportuniiy to explore 
ways of balancing the effects resulting from nev.'ly created 
sources of energy witn over-riding environnental concerns. 

J'uch of my experience working '..'ita a private consulting 
firm involved in general la'id use planning aad development 
has been in identifying tne econonic and social implications 
regarding proposed development projects. One of the reasons 
I v/as particularly attracted to your request when I read it 
was because I feared tn'it tiie grcjatest, share of responses 
would deal v/ith the large-?c?.le phyrical and environmental 
implications of oucii projects. V/nile not d'=̂ fn'=>aning these 
most critical concf̂ n̂?., I propose th"t th:;̂ 'e are often 
local community and related social and economic concerns 
within a narrovrer context tiiat must also ba considered and 
are often overlooked. 

I'y suggestions are draftod much in tr.e same iianner as 
a locol community might respond to tr.e proposition of a 
nuclear po".:er plant being located witnin the area and tine 
concerns which it ratsjc. I hope that you and your staff 
find this point-of-viev/ an arsict to your thinking, and I 
appreciate any reactions that you may have to these 
suggestions. 

Sincerely, 

Terence :;ills 
Jeniof Planner 
Midv/est Planning and Research, Inc. 
Minneapolis, I:innesota 
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J " J J G . : . ' J T I J . 4 ; J I;^L.iTI.-.u l'^ Ji ' .t.\D.a'tDJ j'C'A ifiCLU^JIClv 

i l l & D.-.-^-'T ^••/I .^J.v. j . l .X.vL I.-!?r.CT 

Si'AT>....-.;T F0: \ -iUCLi^^a PJ..-::;; PLA-.To 

Land-Use Related Considerations 

A. Parcalization - iased on past experience regarding inter-

ctate highway alignments, the actual physical setting of 

any proposed nuclear power plant should be situated so as 

to avoid the problem of residue paresis of land v;hich 

adversely affects tne property ovmer where, in most cases, 

a v/holly unproductive parcel of land remains.- If such a 

circumstance is unavoidable due to unusual physical land 

constraints etc., then an adequate formula for determining 

compensation and resulting damages must be established, 

B. Transportation - Th- disruption to regional and local 

vehicular travel patterns mur3t De fully investigated to 

determine comm.unity impact, v/hat effect, if any, ttiis may 

have on existing population concentrations within the region 

and resulting effects of any significant maveaents and/or 

snifts must be carefully analysed. 

Economic Considerations 

A. Re-xional Economic Impact - Assuming that nuclear power 

plants will be located in rural, sparsely populated areas, 

there nust be a detailed assessment on tne â q:ri-businegs 

economy witnin tne area. Specifically, the appropriate 

state agency ~usc svaulate all lands located within the 

general area of the proposed plant wit.h regard to their 

production and incorie-producing capacity to assure that 

profitable farm land will not oe disrupted. In addition, 

the residual effect on the marketing of farm products 

when harvested must also oe invessigated to assure that 

any changes in incro-ased freight distances accounts for 

tn2 ability of each product to properly with:jtand sucn 

diotancer, witnout S'Oiling, 

•0. GoQJraphiG Jost/Jaaefit Faotors 

Th^ro are numerous factors tn;it mu3t De considered to 
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•3ro'i-:;rly acceos tiie i'-.p:iCt of tne plaat on tae immediately 

Eurrouuding ar^a aad tnus its accoptance: 

1. V.'hat v;ill oe tae elfect oa tae existing employment 

oasc •.•;itnia tae area la ooth tae saort aad lc_ag 

ran e? Tne nurr.oer of jo^s created due to the presence 

of %ae plant mast oe categorized by. occuputio.ial 

type and related oack to the existing employ.meat 

Dase structure uitnin tae regional area. For example, 

it ca_a oe reasonably ascumed that initial construction 

stages of the plant will provide a wide-range of job 

opportunities for those in tae construction and building 

trades. To what degree does this sudden increase in 

job availaoility relate to tne skill base of those 

workers presently residing witaia the area? The tendeacy, 

it woald appesr, would oe to import s-:illed labor 

• from larger metropolitaa areaa ./here a.-largSr .pool already 

exists who ./ould then oe temporarily noused on tne site 

'with no real long-raa^e Qeaefitc to the local populace 

or tae cc^manity's ecoacy as a vaols. 

2. The lon'cer-ran'e e.'oloŷ eat o;.̂ porbunitidS to residents 

v.'ithia t:is area .lu-'t also oe fully aaalys'-̂ d. It is 

asc';'"ec' th'̂ t after tne cc^pleti on of *-.he construction 

of th3 '̂ o'-er "laat, t'̂e num^e^ of er̂ plô e".?? connected 

with ta=> ":it-.o vill '̂ rop coi ̂ iderobly to a minimal 

operating staff of technicaliy-trainad porsonnel that 

will ovorsse its efficiont functioning. Any longer-

range effects en an improved erploy.ont base within tne 

ar'- COO" riai-al un^er such a system. This data must 

be fully docuT'aitei aad pijeconted. 

J. Co'''?arativ8 data must o? colloctod indicatin* the 

ral^ticno.iip oef..3;n tne location of tns sourco of tne 

po.ver actually prod'aced aad the intended users. Disruption 

of tae looal econo-.y in order to provide an energy 

source to user: located in a far distant geographic 

area iicUo-.te3 anothsr coMnterb-alaaoing offoct to the 

overall '-̂ ritc of Ico^tiag tne ;ilaat site in certain 

rural ar^as. 
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"r. Plans regarding tne distrioution of increased 

taxes taat will potentially flow irom tne existeace 

of a plai'.t site s;iould also 03 doca:':ented. It can 

be reasonably assumed taat tl'.e taxes generated from 

such an operation will aave a significant impact 

on tr.e local taxing jurisdictions .and greatly increasing 

the overall tax oase. It is also reasonable to assume 

that States and other jurisdictions within tne State, 

anticipating such an event, will demand some form of 

legislation guaranteeing equal distribution of tax 

benefits under a broad-based system- The outline of 

such a system aad generally ho-w it would operate 

should be provided-

Social Considerations 

A. Co'nmunity Cos t /Benef i t F a c t o r s 

Again, within tne lon^-ranjie and snort-ranf';e perspective, 

anpropriate data shoild inaicate the resulting burden 

placed on community-based facilities such as schools, 

parks, recreational-based facilities etc. resulting from 

projected population increases within the area. In additian, 

based on data produced under Section II above, the 

community can oojectively determine the level of conmitmenb 

it chooses to make to each of these areas depending on 

whether increased population levels will remain stable 

or temporary. Detailed demographic forecasting will 

allow local communities an opportunity to undertake 

more realistic long-range land-use and financial planning 

programs. 

B. Timin.'T/Seauence Factors 

Preparation of a development timing schedule should oe 

required to assist tne local citizenry a;.i various units 

of government in roactiiig to tne impact of such a project. 

Kamely, affected lanao..-ners would oe given ample opportunity 

to adjust tneir life patterns accordingly and avoid panic 

selling and looal governmental units co-̂ ld more adequately 

plan knowing ..nether the greatest overall benefits will 

occur in the saort or lo.ng raago, aad i\2 ; to gear for this 
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in a co:ipr-jnincive framework. 

Social Ccr:t yactorc 

Tae 'irovision of nec-scary general iii-altn, medical axid 

c'ental sorvices must ue guaranteed to tnose workers and 

their far.ilies conn'icted v.'ith the project during high 

om;̂ loy."ont per-'ods •••eighed against the most econo-iical 

form of providing tuem -.-.•ith the knov.'ledgo that such 

periods are both te.mpcrary and brief. Some exploration 

must be given to the community's req-uirement that it 

provide such services when no long range benefit will 

be available eventually leaving highly expensive community 

resources largely untapped (i.e., doctors, dentists and 

otner health-related professionals). 

In this came lij,at, the resulting effect on land-use 

characteri.'rtics v/ithiu tne area must also be studied 

if tnere is to be a proliferation of certain interim land-

uses to fulfill required needs within a snort timeframe 

such as greatly increased housing demands. Tne social 

as veil as tne ecoaonic costs to tne affected communities 

at the end of the productive cycle should be realistically 

projected prior to the commenceraent of such a project. 
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UNITED STATES 

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20545 

«^^p 1 0 iB7^' 

Mr. Terence Mills, Secretary 
Midwest Planning and Research, Inc. 
2101 Hennepin 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55405 

Dear Mr. Mills: 

This letter is supplementary to my letter of January 11, 1974, which 
acknowledged your letter of December 9, 1973, transmitting suggestions 
relating to standards for inclusion in a draft environmental state
ment for nuclear power plants. As noted in my previous letter, we 
found that you had been contacted by staff of the Director of Regulation 
and that you were responding to our Federal Register notice of 
October 24, 1973, which requested suggestions on preparation of a 
draft environmental statement on the AEC program to develop repositories 
for commercial high-level radioactive waste. Your proposed standards 
do, in fact, deal primarily with community impact and would be applicable 
to any new large nuclear installation. 

The draft environmental statement has been completed and a copy is 
enclosed for your review. The subject of community impact has been 
considered in the statement; however, since it appears likely that a 
retrievable surface storage facility for high-level waste would be 
made part of a large existing isolated AEC site, we do not believe this 
impact would be significant. 

Thank you again for your interest, 
you may have on the statement. 

We would appreciate any comments 

Sincerely, 

& 

ames L. Liverman 
ssistant General Manager 
for Biomedical and Environmental 
Research and Safety Programs 

Enclosure: 
Draft Environmental Statement, 
Management of Commercial High-Level 
and Transuranium-Contaminated 
Radioactive Waste (WASH-1539) 
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citizens 
environmenbl 

council 
Room 326 • 4950 Cherry 

Kansas City • Missouri 6 4 H 0 

Telephone (816) 531 3711 

December 9. 1973 

Dr. James L. Liverman 
Assistant General Manager 
Biomedical and Environmental Research and Safety Programs 
US Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D.C. 205^5 

Dear Dr. Livermani 

We have read and studied the suggestions made to the Atomic 
Energy Commission by the Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. 
(NRDC) regarding the preparation of the draft environmental 
impact statement (EIS) on the management program for radioactive 
wastes from commercial nuclear fuel reprocessing plants. The 
Citizens Environmental Council and the Mid-America Coalition 
for Energy Alternatives endorse the suggestions made by the 
NRDC, feeling that anything less would not provide full com
pliance with the National Environmental Policy Act. 

In addition to those suggested by NRDC we would ask that it 
be described in detail in the EIS which costs of high-level 
radioactive waste management will be bonie by the licensee and 
which by the federal government, and that these figures are 
included for public evaluation. 

The NRDC asks that "All reasonably conceivable alternatives 
to the proposed procedures (for waste management) whould be 
fairly presented —with careful cost/benefit analyses— in order 
to allow the AEC, other federal and state agencies, the Congress 
and the public to evaluate the social burdens, environmental 
hazards and economic costs of the available levels of protection 
for future generations from the release of radioactove materials 
into the biosphere". We ask that the cost of waste management for 
environmental protection also be compared to those now incurred and 
anticipated for alternative sources of energy exclusive of nuclear 
fission. This cost comparison is essential for a programmatic 
evaluation by government and the public. 
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Dr. Liverman 

We welcome the opportunity to provide suggestions to the 
AEG regarding this EIS, and will continue to communicate our 
concerns regarding several environmental issues raised by 
nuclear power generation. 

Sincerely, 

# < 

Diane Tegtmeier, Chairman 
CEC Energy Task Force 

Co-chairman, Mid-America Coalition 
for Energy Alternatives (MACEA) 

ccj Ron Hensicks, Co-chairman 
(MACEA) 
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UNITED STATES 

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20545 

SEP ' - ' / * 

Ms. Diane Tegtmeier 
Chairman, CEC Energy Task Force 
Citizens Environmental Council 
Room 326 
4950 Cherry 
Kansas City, Missouri 64110 

Dear Ms. Tegtmeier: 

This letter is supplementary to my letter of January 3, 1974, 
which acknowledged your December 9, 1973, letter offering 
suggestions on preparation of the draft environmental statement 
on the AEC program for developing repositories for commercial 
high-level radioactive waste. 

With regard to your endorsement of the suggestions made by the 
Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. (NRDC) in the same 
matter, the AEC response to the NRDC suggestions is included 
In Appendix C of the draft environmental statement, a copy of 
which is enclosed. 

A description of which costs of high-level radioactive waste 
management will be borne by the licensee and which by the Federal 
Government is included in the statement, as you requested (all 
costs are to be borne by the licensee). However, your request 
for waste management costs for alternative sources of energy is 
outside the scope of the statement. The Federal action discussed 
here (preparing to manage commercial wastes for which AEC custody 
Is required by present or anticipated regulations) does not 
properly include the choice of other means of generating energy 
as an alternative. However, comparisons of environmental impacts 
of various means of energy generation are included in the 
environmental statement on the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor 
(LMFBR) program (WASH-1535). In view of your interest, you will 
be sent a copy of that statement when it is issued. 
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Ms. Diane Tegtmeier gjrp 1 J. \^7u 

A copy of the waste management draft environmental statement, 
which has been expanded in scope to include commercial transuranium-
contaminated waste, is enclosed for your review. We would appre
ciate any comments you may have on it, and thank you again for 
your interest in our waste management program. 

Sincerely, 

/VylXÂ /u'wvc*-
L. Liverman 

Isistant General Manager for 
Biomedical and Environmental 
Research and Safety Programs 

Enclosure: 
Draft Environmental Statement, 
Management of Commercial High-Level 
and Transuranium-Contaminated 
Radioactive Waste (WASH-1539) 
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STATE O F N E W YORK 

DEPARTMENT OF 

E N V I R O N M E N T A L C O N S E R V A T I O N 

A L B A N Y 

December 12, 1973 

Dear Sir : 

New York State offers the following conments for consideration 
in the preparation of a draft environmental impact statement on 
the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission's program for developing 
repositories for interim and ultimate storage by the U.S. AEC 
of commercially-generated high-level radioactive waste. These 
coinments are submitted in reference to tlie notice in the Federal 
Register on October 24, 1973. 

The following comments ivere prepared by the New York State Atomic 
Energy Council in cooperation m t h the Department of Environmental 
Conservation. We are particularly grateful to the staff of the 
Atomic Energy Council for their assistance in the preparation of 
these technical comments. 

Appendix F of 10 CFR Part 50 requires the solidification of high-
level liquid radioactive waste witliin five years after initial 
storage at the reprocessing plant, and the shipment of the solidi
fied waste to a repository site within five years after 
solidification. The environmental inpact statement should 
discuss the technical basis for this requirement as it is one of 
the controlling factors regarding the environmental impact of high-
level waste management. 

The environmental impact of the actual solidification of the wastes 
at the fuels reprocessing facility should be included. 

The advantages and disadvamtages of placing interim storage 
facilities at each fuels reprocessing plant should be evaluated 
and discussed. 

Limitations on the chemical and physical forms (including dimensions) 
of the solidified waste, acceptable for interim and ultimate storage, 
should be specified. Concentrations of specific isotopes, heat 
dissipation requirements, and external radiation levels should also 
be identified. 

R O N A L D W P E D E R S E N 

FIRST DEPUTY C O M M I S S I O N t h 
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The length of time that the solidified waste must remain isolated 
from the environment and monitored to verify its isolation should 
be identified to assist in evaluating the potential impact on the 
environment. 

The scope of monitoring for environmental releases of radioactive 
materials and thermal discharges should be identified. This should 
include a discussion of both on-site and off-site surveillance. 

The leachability criteria for the solidified waste should be 
specified. 

The method (s) of cooling the solidified wastes and ventilating the 
storage area should be discussed and analyzed for effectiveness and 
environmental impact. 

The potential release of radionuclides in the event of overheating 
during transportation and storage should be discussed and evaluated. 

The environmental in5)act statement should consider the need and 
impact of replacement of the interim storage facility at designated 
intervals, i.e. the lifetime of the storage facility. 

The environmental iirpact statement should discuss potential problems 
that may arise during operation of tiae storage facilities and 
remedial action necessary to deal mth these problems. 

Seismic and geological siting criteria should be specified. Tlds 
should include a description of the investigations required to obtain 
the seismic and geological data necessary to determine the suita--
bility of the proposed storage sites. 

Tlie methods of packaging and transporting the solidified waste to 
the waste repository should be discussed and evaluated. 

The yearly maximum individual dose and the dose in man-rems for whole 
body and specific organs should be conputed for a hypothetical 
repository site, for transportation to the site, and for the solidi
fication of the wastes -at the reprocessing plant. If interim storage 
is used, the estimated added exposure for transportation from interim 
storage facility to the final Federally owned repository should be 
included. 

The environmental impact statem̂ ent should discuss the volume and 
amount of waste considered for interim, and ultimate storage by tlie 
U.S. AEC. Restrictions presently being considered by a number of 
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states licensing commercial burial grounds may result in greater 
volumes of waste being handled at Federal repositories. Consequently, 
the discussion should also consider the present classifications of 
low-level and transuranic contaminated xvraste which in the past were 
acceptable for burial in comm.ercial bixrial grounds but may not be 
acceptable for such sites in the future. 

The definition of commercially generated high level radioactive \\faste 
should be clarified. The U.S. AEC should seriously consider expanding 
this definition or adding other categories to include high specific 
activity wastes and specific long half-life radionuclides which are 
not necessarily byproducts of the first step in fuels reprocessing. 

The environmental hipact statement should discuss how the "as low as 
practicable" concept of radioactive effluent control will apply to 
repositories for interim and ultimate storage of the high-level 
radioactive wastes. 

While shallow ground burial may not directly pertain to the disposal 
of high-level radioactive waste, as presently defined by the U.S. 
AEC, the State feels the Commission should provide to the states, 
as soon as it is practical to do so, further guidance regarding the 
licensure of comnercial burial groimds and the suitability of shallow 
burial grounds for the peipetual isolation of radioactive wastes 
from the environment. This should include specific infoimation con
cerning the physical and chemical forms of the radioactiî e waste and 
the isotopic concentrations that are suitable for perpetual disposal 
at licensed comnercial burial grounds. 

Sincerely, 

/ 

Dr. James L. Liverman 
Assistant General Manager for 
Biomedical and Enviroranental 
Research and Safety Programs 

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

/^,-t-'--
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STATE OF NEW YORK 

DEPARTMENT OF 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION 

ALBANY 

May 23, 1974 

Dear Sir: 

New York State commends the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission for 
expanding the scope of the draft environmental impact statement on 
its program for developing repositories for interim and ultimate 
storage of commercially generated high-level radioactive waste. 
The scope and content of the draft statement has been expanded to 
include the Commission's program for the management of commercially-
generated waste containing or contaminated with transuranium nuclides. 
Submitting comments in reference to the notice in the FEDERAL REGISIER 
of April 26, 1974, the State offers the follov\fing comments in addition 
to those transmitted to you on December 12, 1973, for consideration 
in the preparation of the Commission's environmental impact statement. 

The specific nuclides considered for segregation for storage at a 
federal repository should be identified. 

The concentrations of the specified nuclides in the waste which will 
be segregated for storage at a federal repository should be specified. 

Technical justification should be given for singling out the specific 
nuclides and adopting the concentrations above which they must be 
stored at a federal repository. 

Plutonium is now being prohibited by several states from shallow land 
burial if the concentration of plutonium exceeds 10 nCi/gram. It is 
not practical to externally measure low alplia activity (i.e., 10 nCi/gm 
of waste) in packages normally generated and shipped for disposal. 
Consideration should be given regarding the implementation and enforce
ment of any segregation requirement at the source of the waste. The 
experience of the U.S. AEC operating facilities in complying \dth this 
guide for the past three years would help establish the practicability 
of the 10 nCi/gm limit. 

Prior to establishing a minimum concentration requiring transuranic waste 
storage, the Commission should conduct a thorough investigation to 
determine the volume of wastes involved. Ihe environmental impact 

R O N A L D W P E D E R S E N 
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statement should then provide an estimate of the sources and volume 
of transuranic generated waste anticipated, a discussion of methods 
of volume reduction for such waste, and the corresponding environ
mental and economic impact. 

If wastes contaminated above specific concentrations \\n.ll no longer 
be acceptable for burial at commercial burial grounds, consideration 
should be given to the necessity, economic, environmental, and health 
benefit and cost effects of retrieving such wastes which have already 
been buried. The environmental impact of commercial burial ground 
operations should, therefore, also be discussed. 

As was indicated in my letter of December 12, 1973, the State feels 
the Commission should provide guidance to the states regarding the 
licensure of comiiercial burial grounds and the suitability of shalla\r 
burial grounds for the perpetual isolation of radioactive wastes from 
the environment. Of the six commercially operated burial grounds in 
the United States, five of the facilities are licensed by Agreement 
States. We believe that the scope and content of the Draft Statement 
could be expanded beyond transuranium nuclides to consider radium, 
iodine-129, strontium-90, cesium-137, and other relatively long lived 
nuclides that may have impact on health, safety and the environment. 

The scope of this statement should also review proposed methods of 
retrievable storage under variable climatic and geologic conditions. 

It is recommended that the following health, safety and environmental 
factors be considered if the scope of the statement is expanded: 

1) The life of a radioactive waste burial site. Should it 
have a finite life? 

2) Perpetual care of the waste burial site. 

3) Problems associated with water-waste contact. 

4) Limitation on burial of other toxic non-radioactive 
materials. 

5) Disposal of liquid wastes. 

6) Solidifying agents used in disposal of radioactive 
materials. 
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If the scope and content of the statement is not extended to include 
these areas, the Commission must develop policies and guidance to 
assist the states in their licensing responsibilities of commercial 
burial grounds. Such guidance should include the above areas of 
concern. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. James L. Liverman 
Assistant General Manager for 

Biomedical and Environmental 
Research and Safety Programs 

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 
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UNITED STATES 

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20545 

SEP 1 0 1974 

Dr. Ronald W. Pedersen 
First Deputy Commissioner 
State of New York 
Department of Environmental 
Conservation 

Albany, New York 12225 

Dear Dr. Pedersen: 

This letter will supplement my previous letters to you acknowledging 
your letters of December 12, 1973, and May 23, 1974, offering sugges
tions on the preparation of a draft environmental statement on the AEC 
program for developing repositories for commercial high-level and 
transuranium-contaminated radioactive waste. 

We have attempted to discuss most of the suggested subjects In the 
draft environmental statement consistent with the degree of informa
tion presently available. Specifically, we have discussed the back
ground of the present high-level waste regulation; the alternative of 
retrievable surface storage at fuel processing plants; acceptable waste 
characteristics for Interim storage; the expected duration of interim 
storage; environmental monitoring programs; leachability criteria; 
transport and storage safety matters; radiation exposure estimates; 
projected waste volximes; alternative retrievable storage methods; and 
the substance of the anticipated transuranium waste regulation. 

Several subjects which you suggest for discussion have not been Included 
in the draft environmental statement because they are under the purview 
of the Director of Regulation of the AEC. The environmental impact of 
the solidification of the wastes at the commercial spent fuel processing 
plants, like the impact of other operations of such plants, is covered 
by regulatory environmental statements Issued in support of licensing 
actions. The clarification of the definition of commercially generated 
high-level radioactive waste and the environmental Impact or licensing 
aspects of commercial burial grounds are also beyond the scope of this 
statement, which is managing commercial wastes defined by regulation 
as requiring AEC custody. However, a copy of your letter of May 23 has 
been provided to the Director of Regulation, inviting his attention to 
your request for guidance to the states. 
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Dr. Ronald W. Pedersen 
î/4 

Additional AEC staff comments are enclosed. A copy of the draft 
environmental statement is also enclosed for your review, and we would 
appreciate any comments you may have on the statement. Thank you again 
for your interest in our program. 

Sincerely, 

mes L. Liverman 
sistant General Manager for 
Biomedical and Environmental 
Research and Safety Programs 

Enclosures: 
1. AEC Staff Comments 
2. Draft Environmental Statement, 

Management of Commercial High-Level 
and Transuranium-Contaminated 
Radioactive Waste (WASH-1539) 

cc: L. Manning Muntzing, DR, w/encl. 1 
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AEC STAFF COMMENTS ON LETTERS FROM DR. RONAI.D W. PEDERSEN 
(N. Y. STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION) 

(Letter of December 12, 1973) 

The sixth paragraph suggests discussioii of acceptable waste 

characteristics for both interim and ultimate storage. 

Acceptable characteristics of waste for retrievable storage 

are discussed in the statement. Although we believe the 

same waste characteristics will be acceptable in a permanent 

geologic repository, this can best be discussed in detail in 

later environmental statements on a pilot geologic storage 

repository and on the conversion of such a pilot repository 

to final status. 

On page 2, the first paragraph suggests discussion of the 

duration of monitoring of waste. A surface facility will 

obviously require continuous surveillance, and the duration 

of expected surface storage is identified in the statement. 

The natute of rr.onitorlpg recoFiT?ended aftf^ i-losiTc of a 

permanent geologic repository may be dependent on the forma

tion and site and will be discussed in later statements on 

such permanent repositories. 

On page 2, paragraph 2 requests information on environmental 

monitoring programs for radioactivity and thermal releases. 

The environmental statement describes the radioactivity 
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environmental monitoring programs of the three leading alterna

tive sites for the RSSF. The thermal impact of the RSSF is 

described; however, considering the probable modes of thermal 

discharge and isolated desert siting of the RSSF, no thermal 

environmental monitoring program is considered necessary. 

On page 2, paragraph 3 requests specification of leachability 

criteria. Leachability is considered of secondary importance 

relative to high-integrity encapsulation, and calcine is presently 

considered acceptable. As described in the draft environmental 

statement, it is recognized that in event of a gross accident 

to a waste canister (e.g., guillotine rupture), however unlikely 

that accident might be, the margin of safety against dispersion 

of the contents would be greater if they were in a monolithic 

form of low solubility. Therefore, a research and development 

effort is planned as part of the high-level waste management 

program with the goal of converting calcine into a glasslike 

less leachable form. 

(Letter of May 23, 1974) 

The fifth paragraph states that it is not practical to measure 

10 nCi/gm of alpha activity by external measurements on waste 

packages; that consideration should be given regarding the 

implementation and enforcement of any segregation requirement 
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at the source of the waste; and that experience of AEC operating 

facilities in complying with the 10 nCi/gm limit would help 

establish its practicability. 

The statement about external measurements is quite correct. 

The AEC operating facilities have found it quite practicable 

to meet this segregation limit by administrative means at the 

waste generation sources, rather than by external measurements. 

Information on these means has been made available to the AEC 

regulatory staff for their use in preparing guidelines for 

licensees on implementation of the anticipated regulation. 
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R. A. Wells, Jr. 
Exrcu v^ D r=clOf of En/ riTenial Acliv lie 

oofisoniars 
pswar 
company 

General Offices 212 West Michigan / /enue Jackson Michigan 49201 . Area Code 517 783-1933 

December 13, 1973 

Dr. James L. Liverman 
Assistant Opneral Î feinager for 
Biomedical & Environmental Research 
& Safety Programs 

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 205̂ +5 

Dear Dr. Livennan: 

Consumers Power Company is taking this opportunity to 
respond to tne Commission's request per 38FR29350 for comments on 
the preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement concerning 
commercially generated high level radioactive wastes. 

Consumers Power Company recommends that an environmental 
impact assessment of repositories for interim and ultimata storage 
of commercially generated high level radioactive waste should 
address itself to at least the concepts outlined below. 

1. V?hile the statement is to be limited to 
commercially generated high level radioactive 
waste, it would be extremely beneficial to 
discuss at least briefly how high level radio
active waste has been generated by the Federal 
government in the past, how it is generated now, 
and what requirements for solidification and 
storage of these wg.stes exist. In this manner, 
a proper distinction can be made between the two 
programs and their potential requirements. 

2. Since certain isotopes of plutonium are by 
far the longesb lived and considered by many the 
most toxic part of the high level waste, the state
ment should address itself to the alternative of 
recycling plutonium by using it as a reactor fuel 
and thereby reducing the overall storage problem. 
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Dr. James L. Liverman 
December 13, 1973 

3. It is recommended that the statement not be limited 
to concepts of storage previously considered, such as 
storage in salt deposits and engineered surface storage. 
Storage methods currently under investigation at various 
national laboratories should be given ].roper attention. 

h. The comparisons of various storage concepts should 
be made on a cost benefit basis where possible taking 
into account flexibility, monitoring capability, extent 
of positive control over the waste, space requirements, 
cooling requirements, ability to design facilities to 
protect against natural phenomenal, or abnormal operating 
conditions, proximity of waste to man's environment, time 
period of storage and cost. 

5. Consideration must be given to the acceptable physical 
and chemical form of high level waste for each storage 
concept. Extensive work on solidification processes at 
various national laboratories should be included at least 
by reference. 

6. Requirements for waste container integrity must be 
discussed for each storage concept. The container is the 
primary means of isolation for various concepts and, 
therefore, maintaining its integrity is exceedingly 
important. 

7. Consideration of potential accidents during solidi
fication, transportation sind storage must be included. 

8. Surveillance and monitoring programs must be detailed 
for each storage concept to assure early detection of 
potential or actual loss of waste from the storage facility. 

9. Procedures .aire recommended where appropriate to make 
the various storage concepts more easily understood by the 
general public- For' example. Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
has recently begun using the term "Hazard Measure" (total 
water required to dilute each nuclide of a mixture to its 
MPC). This type of procedure emphasizes the relative 
importance of various waste concepts. 

In general, the Environmental Impact Statement should be 
forceful in its approach with all arguments adequately developed and 
extensively referenced to the great body of theoretical and experi
mental knowledge which is currently available. Priorities must be 
clearly given so that a timely solution of this problem can be worked 
out. 

Finally, it is imperative to clearly iinderstand how the re
sults of this statement apply to individual license applications and 
judicial proceedings for power plants and reprocessing facilities. 
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Dr. Jaraes L. Lwerman 
December 13, 1973 

We would like to thank the Commission for the opportunity 
to comment on these important matters at an early stage and sincerely 
hope the above conmen-cs aid the development of the statement. 

Yours very truly. 

/ 

RWS/pgk 
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UNITED STATES 

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545 

^^f' ] '.; 1974 

Mr. R. A. Wells, Jr. 
Executive Director of 
Environmental Activities 

Consumers Power Company 
212 West Michigan Avenue 
Jackson, Michigan 49201 

Dear Mr. Wells: 

This letter is supplementary to my letter of January 3, 1974, which 
acknowledged your December 13, 1973 letter offering comments on the 
preparation of the draft environmental statement on the AEC program for 
developing repositories for commercial high-level radioactive waste. 

We have discussed most of the suggested subjects at appropriate points 
in the statement. Specifically, we have included a history of signifi
cant technical developments pertinent to AEC-generated, as well as 
commercially-generated waste, including tankage improvements and 
solidification progress; the alternative of recycling plutonium; the 
advantages and disadvantages of various storage concepts, the impor
tance of waste container integrity and of secondary containers, and 
surveillance and monitoring programs. 

With regard to your recommendation that the statement not be limited to 
concepts of storage previously considered, a number of approaches to 
permanent disposal have been discussed to the degree of detail consist
ent with present knowledge. We hope that these include those which you 
may have had in mind. 

The potential impacts of accidents during transportation and storage 
have been discussed, as you suggest. However, the impact of the solidi
fication of high-level liquid waste at commercial fuel processing plants, 
together with the impact of all other types of operations at such plants, 
are outside the scope of this statement, since they are covered by 
regulatory environmental statements in support of licensing of such 
plants. 

Finally, with regard to your suggestion on making the various storage 
concepts more easily understood by the general public, the draft environ
mental statement contains an Appendix which discusses terms and concepts 
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Mr. R. A. Wells, Jr. 
',974 

considered important in understanding waste management hazards analyses, 
including a discussion of the history and substance of the radiation 
protection standards. 

Thank you again for your interest in our program. A copy of the draft 
environmental statement, which has been expanded in scope to include 
commercial transuranium-contaminated waste, is enclosed for your review. 
We would appreciate any comments you may have on it. 

Sincerely, 

xv&rman 
sistant General Manager for 
Biomedical and Environmental 
Research and Safety Programs 

Enclosure: 
Draft Environmental Statement, 
Management of Commercial High-
Level and Transuranium-
Contaminated Radioactive 
Waste (WASH-1539) 
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wsHRf^ imswfmm Bom 
P O BOX 15038 • LAKEWOOD, COLORADO 80215 • (303) 238-8383 

November 28, 197 3 

Dr, James L. Liverman 
Assistant General Manager 
Biomedical and Environmental 

Research and Safety Programs 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

Dear Dr. Liverman: 

Thank you for the opportunity presented in the Federal 
Register to comment on the Environmental Impact Statement 
for the program for the management of commercial generated 
high level radioactive wastes. We are most interested in 
having the opportunity to review the draft statement before 
the final statement is issued. It seems safe to assume 
that at least some of these facilities will be located 
within the Western States and we are therefore concerned 
about this aspect of the nuclear program. 

We would like to encourage you at this point in time in 
your program to start making the preparations and provide 
opportunities for the widest possible public input into the 
waste management program. This should be done before either 
sites or concepts are selected, both in the intermediate 
storage and final disposal programs. We cannot emphasize 
too strongly how important we feel it will be to have this 
opportunity for public participation in both concept and 
site selection. We would be more than happy to assist you 
in any way we can in setting up meetings within the Western 
States and in trying to get the appropriate people to these 
meetings, to participate with you, and to provide broad 
public input. 

There are two concepts which v/e feel should be given thorough 
consideration and study in the preparation of the Environmental 
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Dr, James L, Liverman 
Page 2 
November 28, 197 3 

Impact Statement. One - the possibility of partitioning 
fission products plutonium, etc. in order to segregate 
them according to their hazard and to allow more appropriate 
treatment and/or storage. Secondly, consideration should 
be given to the possibility of solidification and encapsulation 
of the fission product residue of reprocessing plants with 
40 year storage at the plant itself rather than the concept 
of the centralized engineering storage facility. We realize • 
that there are both pros and cons to this concept but we feel 
that the safety involved in limiting the transportation of 
these materials might more than offset the possible danger 
of having them stored in a number of sites around the country. 

If there is any way we can be of assistance to you in the 
area of public meetings or public input, please feel free to 
call on us. 

Very truly yours. 

Alfred T. Whatiey 
Executive Director 

ATW:mas 
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UNITED STATES 

A T O M I C ENERGY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545 

SEP ^ " ' ^ ' ' 

Dr. Alfred T. Whatiey 
Executive Director 
Western Interstate Nuclear Board 
P. 0. Box 15038 
Lakewood, Colorado 80215 

Dear Dr. Whatiey: 

This letter is supplementary to my letter of December 12, 1973, which 
acknowledged your November 28 letter offering suggestions on the 
preparation of the draft environmental statement on the development of 
repositories for commercial high-level radioactive waste. 

We certainly agree with your point about the Importance of encouraging 
public input into the waste management program. The draft statement 
specifically states that its main purposes are to describe the present 
repository development program, with its main alternatives, and to 
solicit comments, rather than to support any specific repository con
struction proposal. The Commission also announced its intention to hold 
a public hearing on the draft statement in the April 26 Federal Register 
notice. The question of multiple hearings and their sites can probably 
best be decided after consideration of the comments and other evidence 
of interest. If a public hearing in the western states seems appropriate, 
we shall remember your kind offer of assistance. 

We appreciate your two suggestions of partitioning and reprocessing plant 
siting of retrievable storage and have included them in the statement. 

Thank you again for your interest in our radioactive waste management 
program. A copy of the draft environmental statement, which has been 
expanded in scope to include commercial transuranium-contaminated waste, 
is enclosed for your review. We would appreciate any comments you may 
have on it. 

Sincerely, 

arf.es L. Liverman 
i ^ i s t a n t General Manager for 
' 'Biomedical and Environmental 

Research and Safety Programs 

Enclosure : 
Draft Environmental Statement (WASH-1539) 
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MINNESOTA POLLUTION CONTROL AGENCY 
1935 W. County Road B2, / Roseville, Minnesota 55113 

612-636-5740 296-7285 
May 2 1 , 1974 

Dr. James L. Liverman 
Assistant General Manager 
Biomedical and Environmental Research 

and Safety Programs 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20545 

Dear Sir: 

The attached suggestions are in response to a notice in the 
April 26 Federal Register, of preuaration of an environmental impact 
statement on AEC's program for developing repositories for interim 
and ultimate storage of commercially generated high-level radioactive 
wastes. 

We feel that this statement could be a very worthwhile and 
important document, if it is properly done. Ne have read the comments 
and suggestions submitted by the National Resources Defense Council 
and are in agreement with their suggestions. Our enclosed suggestions 
are in addition to those of NRDC. 

Your very t r u l y . 

C ^t^lT, 

Edward A. Pryzina, Ph. D. 
Director 
Division of Special Services 

EAP:ec 
Enclosures (2) 
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SUGGESTIONS AND COÎ ;riENTS FOR RADIOACTIVE 

• WASTE DISPOSAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

Alternatives for reducing or deferred production of 
radioactive wastes (energy conservation, alternative energy 
sources) should be considered in conjunction with all waste 
disposal methods to determine the effect of reduced or deferred 
waste production on the costs, risks, and feasibility of the 
various methods. 

The alternative of extensive segregation of wastes 
at reprocessing plants v/ith subsequent transmutation of 
actinides should be evaluated. The evaluation of this alternative 
should include a statement as to the status of seperation 
technology and the possibilities of by-product use of some wastes. 

Evaluation of the risks of all disposal methods (both 
final and interim) should include an estimate of the probability 
that all conditions required to maintain effective isolation will 
be maintained for the full term of storage. 

For instance for interim storage methods requiring 
continuing maintainence, the likelyhood that the necessary 
funding and good management will continue for the term of 
storage should be evaluated in relation to historical experience. 

For final disposal in sealed containers and/or in 
geological formations, the probability that the containers will 
remain intact or the geological formation will maintain isolation 
for the required period of time should be evaluated. 

In addition, the potential consequences of releases 
due to various accidents and isolation failures should be 
evaluated. 

RD:ec 
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UNITED STATES 

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 205451 

SEP i 0 I'iA' 

Dr. Edward A. Pryzina, Director 
Division of Special Services 
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency 
1935 W. County Road B2 
Roseville, Minnesota 55113 

Dear Dr. Pryzina: 

This letter is supplementary to my letter of June 6, 1974, which 
acknowledged your May 21 letter transmitting suggestions for prepara
tion of the draft environmental statement on the AEC program for 
developing repositories for commercial high-level radioactive waste 
and commercial transuranium-contaminated waste. 

With regard to your agreement with the suggestions of the Natural 
Resources Defense Council (NRDC) in this matter, the AEC response to 
the NRDC suggestions is included in Appendix C of the draft environ
mental statement, a copy of which is enclosed. 

The impact of accidents, and the evaluation of the alternative of 
segregation of wastes at the processing plant, with subsequent trans
mutation of actinides, are discussed in the statement as you suggest. 

With regard to your concern over the fvmding and management of interim 
storage being maintained for the full term required, the statement 
attempts to make clear the AEC's emphasis on the dual importance of 
retrievable and geologic storage, and the fact that the fee charged at 
the time of transfer of waste to AEC custody for retrievable storage 
will include a contingency for later transfer to permanent disposal. 

As for your view that alternatives such as energy conservation and 
alternative energy sources should be considered in the statement, the 
Federal action discussed here (preparing to manage commercial wastes 
for which AEC custody is required by present or anticipated regulations), 
does not properly include the choice of other means of generating energy 
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as an alternative. However, comparisons of environmental impacts of 
various means of energy generation are included in the environmental 
statement on the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) program 
(WASH-1535). In view of your interest, you will be sent a copy of that 
statement when it is issued. 

With regard to your comments on the probability of isolation being 
maintained in various permanent disposal concepts, this subject has 
been discussed in the draft environmental statement to the extent present 
knowledge of the various disposal concepts permits. More detailed dis
cussion, of course, would be provided in a further environmental state
ment in support of a specific pilot geologic disposal repository or in 
a still further statement supporting conversion of such a pilot repository 
to permanent disposal status. 

Thank you again for your interest in our program. A copy of the draft 
environmental statement is enclosed for your review, and we would 
appreciate any comments you may have on it. 

Sincerely, 

X Jemes L. Liverman -
f Assistant General Manager for 
V^/ Biomedical and Environmental 

Research and Safety Programs 

Enclosure: 
Draft Environmental Statement, 
Management of Commercial High-level 
and Transuranium-Contaminated Radio
active Waste (WASH-1539) 
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B B K I i l N , ROISMAN AXZt K B S S I / B S 
1712 N STREET, NORTHWEST 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 2 0 0 S 6 

SDWAHD B E R U N A R t A CODE 2 0 2 

INTHONY Z. ROISMAN FHONE 8 3 3 - 9 0 7 0 

ILADYS KES8LER 

>AVID R. CASHDAN 

iARIN P SHELDON 

ITU ART M. BLUESTONE 

;uFTON E. CURTIS JanuaxY 23, 1974 

Dr. James L. Liverman 
Asst. General Manager for 
Biomedical & Environmental 
& Safety Programs 

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

Dear Mr. Liverman: 

Enclosed herewith are two copies of the Union of Concerned 

Scientists' Nuclear Fuel Cycle Report. Please consider this 

report as comments of the Union of Concerned Scientists in 

connection with and the preparation of the draft environmental 

impact statement. 

Sincerely, 

) /C'^n^r/. 
Anthony Z .^Roisman 
Counsel for Union of Concerned 
Scientists 

AZR/pq 

End. 
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UNITED STATES 

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545 

o,F.P i 0 1974 

Mr. Anthony Z. Rolsman 
Counsel for Union of 
Concerned Scientists 

Berlin, Rolsman and Kessler 
1712 N Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20036 

Dear Mr. Roisman: 

Thank you for your letter of January 23, 1974, transmitting a copy of 
"The Nuclear Fuel Cycle," issued by the Union of Concerned Scientists, 
for use in preparation of the draft environmental statement on the AEC 
program for developing repositories for commercial high-level radioactive 
waste. In a later telephone conversation with AEC staff, you indicated 
that the relevant portion of the document was its Chapter I, "Storage 
and Disposal of High Level Wastes." 

Since the high-level radioactive waste chapter does not discuss the 
preparation of an environmental statement but is, rather, a general 
treatise on the subject of the waste, we have assumed that the most 
useful and logical way to use it would be to compare its recommenda
tions with our own statements on the same subjects. This approach has 
been taken in the enclosed AEC technical staff comments, and I believe 
you will be interested to note that in general we agree with the Union 
of Concerned Scientists recommendations. 

Thank you for your Interest in this matter. A copy of the draft environ
mental statement, which has been expanded in scope to include commercial 
transuranixom-contaminated waste, is enclosed for your review. We would 
appreciate any comments you may have on it. 

Sincerely, 

X James L. Liverman 
f^sslstant General Manager for 

Biomedical and Environmental 
Research and Safety Programs 

Enclosures: 
1. AEC Staff Comments 
2. Draft Environmental Statement, 

Management of Commercial High-Level 
and Transuranium-Contaminated 
Radioactive Waste (WASH-1539) 
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AEC STAFF COMMENTS ON LETTER FROM MR. ANTHONY ROISMAN 
(UNION OF CONCERNED SCIENTISTS RECOMMENDATIONS) 

Mr. Roisman's letter transmits a copy of "The Nuclear Fuel Cycle," 

an October 1973 publication of the Union of Concerned Scientists. 

Chapter I of this document is titled "Storage and Disposal of High 

Level Wastes" and its recommendations appear at pages 11-12 of the 

document. The recommendations are repeated in their entirety below, 

with the AEC comment following each recommendation. 

Recommendation 1: 

"The chemistry of fuel reprocessing should be improved to separate 

almost totally the long-lived transuranium elements and other 

actinides from fission products. Levels of actinides should be 

reduced by lO-fold for some, and 100-fold for others relative to 

present levels in the reprocessing waste stream. The extraction 

of U, Np, and Pu should be 99.95% complete and that of Am and 

higher actinides should be 99% complete. This will result in 

increases in the cost of fuel reprocessing and, together with 

Recommendation 2 below, lead to an increase of about 2-3% in the 

cost of delivered nuclear power. At present, for comparison, the 

only actinides recovered are U and Pu, both at the 99.5% level. 

"Similar improvements should be made also in cleaning up fuel 

cladding hulls and ex wastes from fuel fabrication." 
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Comment: 

The AEC is in full agreement with the Importance of the goals of 

this recommendation, and as part of its research and development 

program is investigating the feasibility of improving fuel pro

cessing chemistry for exactly the purpose cited. 

Recommendation 2: 

"Recovered transuranic elements should be disposed of through their 

transmutation and fission, preferably in fast neutron reactors. 

This would diminish the time of hazard for the remaining fission 

products to something of the order of 800 years, as opposed to 

millions of years otherwise." 

Comment: 

The AEC is in full agreement on the desirability of recycling the 

transuranlcs. 

Recommendation 3: 

"The remaining fission products should be solidified in a time as 

short as is consistent with radiogenic heat production, and certainly 

no greater than 5 years, and be placed, as soon as is practicable 

and safe, in carefully selected geological formations. The possibility 

that solidification can immediately follow reprocessing of fuel 

should be vigorously pursued, for this would eliminate interim tank 

storage of liquid wastes." 
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Comment; 

We are in full agreement with this recommendation. 

Recommendation 4: 

"Long term (>50 years) storage of fission products in surface or 

near surface facilities should not be undertaken." 

Comment: 

If the intent of this recommendation is to say that, as a matter of 

policy, permanent geologic disposal (which was strongly endorsed in 

the previous recommendation) should be pursued on a time scale which 

would make retrievable surface storage beyond 50 years unnecessary, 

we fully agree. 

Recommendation 5: 

"Disposal plans which are attractive in principle but at present 

unfeasible (disposal in solar orbit) or in need of further study 

(disposal under the Antarctic ice cap) should be reviewed periodically 

in iighc of relevant technological developaeiî s or new data." 

Comment: 

Without making a present judgment on space disposal being "attractive 

in principle," we agree with the general intent of the recommendation. 
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Recommendation 6: 

"In light of the impending need for a Federal waste repository, a 

greatly increased research and development effort toward that end 

should be undertaken by the AEC and the relevant industrial author

ities. A detailed plan for the disposal of high-level wastes 

through 2000 - 2010 A.D. ought to appear within the next few years." 

Comment: 

The AEC program for dual development of repositories for retrievable 

storage and for permanent disposal of high-level waste is described 

in the draft environmental statement in a degree of detail believed 

consistent with present knowledge and the need to keep to a reason

able length. As alternatives are resolved over the near future and 

further specific draft environmental statements are issued in support 

of specific repository construction, additional details will be 

available. 
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SECTION 9 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES 

9.1 High-level waste 

Introductory note: 

From comments received from industry and from environmental groups, there 

is substantial interest in the alternatives to the principle of centralized 

Federal retrievable storage of high-level waste discussed in section 5.4, 

namely providing retrievable storage at generating sites and preventing 

the generation of high-level waste. Accordingly, the major emphasis in 

this section is given to analyzing these alternatives in sections 9.1.1 

through 9.1.3. The costs of the three engineering approaches to retrievable 

storage (section 5.1), which are roughly the same for the three leading 

alternative sites (section 5.2), are discussed in section 9.1.4. Since 

there are no available permanent disposal alternatives to retrievable 

storage (section 5.3), no cost/benefits analysis of them is possible. 

9.1.1 General 

In considering all the factors which have been discussed in previous 

sections of this report, it is evident that management of the radio

active waste from the nuclear power industry is not an either-or 

choice between surface storage and disposal, regardless of the 

relative state of technology of the two management modes. 

The radioactive materials which have the potential to harm man and 

the environment are formed by irradiation in the reactor, and they 

must be controlled to prevent this potential from becoming an 

actuality from the moment they are generated until they have decayed 
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to the point where they are no longer a source of danger to man. Such 

control is accomplished by a combination of isolation and shielding. 

If the fission reaction is used to produce electric power, radio

active materials will be generated and they must be handled, treated 

and processed. While they are in process, surface facilities and equipment 

must be provided to contain and shield them while the various operations 

are carried out which are necessary for power generation. 

While they are in the reactor, they are, in addition to serving their 

function of generating fission energy, in a retrievable storage mode. 

When the spent fuel is removed from the reactor, it is stored retrievably 

in water-cooled basins for several months to allow for decay of short

lived radioisotopes before shipment. It is then transported to the 

spent fuel processors, where it is again stored retrievably in water-

cooled basins to allow for further radioactive decay prior to processing. 

The various radioactive aqueous and solid waste and product streams from 

the processing operation are held in retrievable storage pending subsequent 

treatment and packaging, and the package waste and product are retrievably 

stored at the processor's site pending transport. 

In each case, the radioactive material is isolated from the biosphere 

by monitored, maintained, retrievable surface storage for periods of 
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APPENDIX D 

Letter from the National Academy of Sciences 

(Committee on Radioactive Waste Management, June 3, 1974) 
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NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES -NATIONAL ACAOFMV OF ENGINEERING 

2 1 0 J CONSTITUTION AVENUfc WASIIINCTON, V.r. 2n . (>f ; 

June 3, 1974 

Dr. Dixy Lee Ray 
Chairman 
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20545 

Dear Chairman Ray: 

In a letter of November 7, 1972, the AEC requested the Committee 
on Radioactive Waste Management (CRTOI) for advice "concerning the AEC's 
concepts for the safe storage of high-level solidified waste for interim 
storage in an engineered storage facility at or near the surface of the 
earth." 

The response of the CRWM was to establish the Panel on Engineered 
Storage which, over the past 15 months, has evaluated the pertinent 
information on management of high-level radioactive wastes which will be 
generated by nuclear power reactors. A comprehensive study of the manage
ment of these wastes has been undertaken, and a report on this study is 
in preparation. As a consequence of this study, the Panel has concluded 
that retrievable surface storage of high-level radioactive wastes is an 
essential element in the development of the overall radioactive waste 
management system and one which has the potential Lo: a) provide for 
public safety by multiple barriers against dispersal of radionuclides and 
against exposure of persons to radioactivity; b) have minimal environ
mental effects; c) be implemented as soon as needed; and d) have 
minimal impact on nuclear power costs. 

Thus, the Panel, with the concurrence of the CRWM, recommends 
that: 

1) detailed engineering plans be developed ("or a Retrievable 
Surface Storage Facility (RSSF). A KSSF for an Interim 
period (up to 100 years) is understood to be a provisional 
neasure to be used while procedures for long-term storage 
or ultimate disposal of radioactive wasl:e9 (e.g., in deep 
geologic strata) are being developed, proven, and accepted; 
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Dr. Dixy Lee Ray -2- June 3, 1974 

2) a Sealed Storage Cask (SSC) facility be built ahd put 
into operation on commercially produced high-level 
radioactive wastes. An optimized version of the sealed 
cask concept would be simple and economically feasible, 
and would also afford considerable flexibility in 
development, implementation, and Incorporation of future 
Improvements; 

3) the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission continue developing 
concepts of fractionation, solidification, containeriza-
tion, and retrievability of high-level radioactive wastes, 
with an emphasis on a systems approach, leading to 
ultimate disposal. 

Since a RSSF is designed to serve for an interim period, it 
must, by its very nature, be replaced in the future by an alternative 
method of managing radioactive wastes. We believe that the search for 
safe methods of storing these wastes for the long terra or for their 
ultimate disposal must continue. 

We understand that budgetary considerations require the Commission 
to act on the subject of a RSSF at an early date. It is for this reason 
that we are providing these recommendations at this time. 

Sincerely, 

John C. Frye ' 
Chairman, Committee on 
Radioact ive Waste M.i.nagement 

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE. 1974— 585-748:58 
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